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Consultation Statement: Cowfold Neighbourhood Plan

1.

INTRODUCTION

1.1.

This Consultation Statement has been prepared by DOWSETTMAYHEW Planning Partnership for,
and on behalf of, Cowfold Parish Council (CPC). It is in support of the preparation of the Cowfold
Neighbourhood Plan (CNP).

1.2.

This Statement contains a chronology of the stakeholder engagement that has taken place as
part of the preparation of the CNP, the main issues that have emerged through this process, and
how they have been addressed. It sets out how preparation of the CNP accords with the
Neighbourhood Planning (General) Regulations 2012.

1.3.

This Statement sets out a summary of the Legislative Background (Section 2); the Background to
the Cowfold Neighbourhood Plan (Section 3); a Chronology of the Consultation Process
2016-2019 (Section 4); the Main Issues Arising from Engagement (Section 5); Pre-submission
CNP & SA: August-October 2019 and November-December 2019 (Section 6); the Main Issues
Arising Through Consultation on the Pre-submission Neighbourhood Plan (Regulation 14)
(Section 7); How the Main Issues Have Been Considered (Section 8); Preparation of Submission
Documents (Section 9); and a Summary is provided at Section 10.

1.4.

This Statement illustrates the level of public engagement undertaken at every stage of the
process and how stakeholder consultation has been key to, and positively shaped, the CNP and
its preparation.

2.

LEGISLATIVE BACKGROUND

2.1.

The requirement for a Consultation Statement to accompany the Submission Version (Regulation
16) CNP is set out in the Neighbourhood Planning (General) Regulations 2012.

2.2.

Regulation 15(1) states that “Where a qualifying body submits a plan proposal to the local
planning authority, it must include...” amongst other things 15(1)(b) “a consultation statement”.

2.3.

Regulation 15(2) states that a Consultation Statement means a document which:

(a) “contains details of the people and bodies consulted about the proposed
neighbourhood development plan;
(b) explains how they were consulted;
(c) summarises the main issues and concerns raised by those consulted; and
(d) describes how these issues and concerns have been considered and where
relevant addressed in the proposed neighbourhood development plan.”

2.4.

This Statement includes a summary of the consultation exercise as part of the preparation of the
CNP, undertaken in accordance with Regulation 14 of the Neighbourhood Plan (General) Planning
Regulations 2012.
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2.5.

Before submitting a Plan proposal to the Local Planning Authority, a qualifying body must:

(a) publicise, in a manner that is likely to bring to the attention of people who live,
work or carry on a business in the neighbourhood area (i) details of the proposals for a neighbourhood development plan;
(ii) details of where and when the proposals for a neighbourhood
development plan may be inspected;
(iii) details of how to make representations; and
(iv) the date by which those representations must be received, being not
less than 6 weeks from the date on which the draft proposal is first
publicised;
(b) consult any consultation body referred to in Paragraph 1 of Schedule 1 whose
interests the qualifying body considers may be affected by the proposals for
neighbourhood development plan;
(c) send a copy of the proposals for a neighbourhood development plan to the
local planning authority.”

2.6.

The preparation of the CNP has been undertaken in accordance with these regulatory
requirements.

3.

BACKGROUND TO THE COWFOLD NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN

3.1.

CPC resolved to prepare a Neighbourhood Plan in 2016. Horsham District Council (HDC)
subsequently approved the designation of the Neighbourhood Plan Area on 16 May 2016.

3.2.

A Neighbourhood Plan Working Group (NPWG) was formed in October 2017 to progress the
preparation of the CNP on behalf of CPC.

3.3.

It was recognised that key to a successful CNP would be the support of local residents and other
stakeholders. Intrinsic to securing such support would be to ensure engagement with these
stakeholders throughout the Plan preparation process.

3.4.

It was agreed the preparation of the CNP would be undertaken in a transparent and inclusive
manner.

3.5.

Throughout the Plan preparation process, the NPWG have sought to ensure that local residents,
their representatives, local businesses, interest groups and wider interested parties, including
statutory and regulatory bodies, have been actively consulted and their views sought.
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3.6.

A dedicated webpage has been established with reports and updates regularly provided online
on the CPC website.

3.7.

The overarching principles of the stakeholder engagement process has been to engage in a
manner that is extensive, effective, inclusive, fair, transparent and proportionate.

4.

CHRONOLOGY OF CONSULTATION PROCESS: 2016-2019

4.1.

This section provides a chronological overview of the consultation stages undertaken as part of
the production of the CNP.

Village Fete: July 2016 And Village Fete: July 2017
4.2.

Early in the process, the preparation of the CNP was promoted at the Village Fete in July 2016 and
July 2017. These events provided an opportunity to raise awareness and inform residents of Plan
preparation. The Fete was also used as an opportunity to seek to “recruit” volunteers to help with
the preparation of the CNP.

4.3.

Through the use of a questionnaire, local stakeholders were asked “How would you like the village
to development over the next 30 years and why?” In addition, resident’s views were sought on: the
best/worst thing about Cowfold; and what residents would like to change.

4.4.

Details relating to the Village Fete in 2016 and 2017 and questionnaire results are available to view
in Appendix 1.

Online, Social Media, Parish Magazine 2016-2019
4.5.

A dedicated webpage on formed on the CPC website and a dedicated CNP social media presence
(Facebook) was established online in 2017. These platforms provided an online mechanism to keep
stakeholders up-to-date on Plan preparation, public events, and raised awareness of the
preparation of the CNP.

4.6.

In addition, the Parish Magazine was used regularly to, amongst other matters, to update residents
on Plan preparation and progress; provided updates on the ‘Call for Sites’; and on public meetings;
and exhibitions.

4.7.

Details relating to Parish Magazine articles are available to view in Appendix 2.

Questionnaire: October 2017
4.8.

A questionnaire was prepared and delivered to 819 addresseses in the Parish in October 2017.

4.9.

It set out the initial Vision and Objectives of the CNP and built upon the questionnaire, which was
distributed at the Cowfold Annual Fete in 2016 and 2017.

4.10.

The questionnaire asked stakeholders to advise: what they like most/least about Cowfold; what
could be changed/improved in Cowfold. In addition, it sought feedback on the draft Vision and draft
set of Objectives.
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4.11.

The results of the questionnaire were summarised to detail “The Best Things about Cowfold” and
“The Worst Things about Cowfold.”

4.12.

Resident’s identified the “Village Community” (People, Friendly, Village Atmosphere, Welcoming,
Helpful; a village, not a small town; no large housing developments; Attractive Village Green; and A
Sense of Community, Community Spirit) as the best thing about Cowfold.

4.13.

“Roads and Traﬃc” (Excess traﬃc, noisy, dangerous and polluting, as well as inconvenience) were
identified as the worst things about Cowfold. The key issues were identified as speed and volume
of traﬃc.

4.14.

Details relating to the questionnaire and results are available to view in Appendix 3.

Call For Sites: November 2017
4.15.

A ‘Call for Sites’ was undertaken in November 2017. Landowners and/or their agents were asked to
propose sites within the Parish which they felt should be considered for development.

4.16.

An advert was placed in the West Sussex County Times and an advert was also placed on the
dedicated website. HDC provided contact details of landowners/agents in the district. These were
contacted via email to advise of the ‘Call for Sites’. In addition, landowners/agents known to CPC
were also contacted via email.

4.17.

Landowners and/or their agents were asked to respond by 05 January 2018 and to provide: Site
Name; Site Address; Site Plan (showing red line boundary of proposed site on an OS Map);
Ownership Details; Site Area; Proposed Use (housing/employment/mixed used etc); Timescales for
Delivery; and any Community Benefits the Allocation Could Bring and any Known Barriers to
Delivery.

4.18.

Details relating to the ‘Call for Sites’ is available to view in Appendix 4.

Scoping Report: March 2018
4.19.

The Scoping Report for the Sustainability Appraisal (SA) to accompany the CNP was the subject of
formal consultation with the statutory bodies in March 2018.

4.20.

Feedback was received from Natural England and the Environment Agency in accordance with the
regulatory timetable. No response was received from Historic England.

4.21.

Details relating to the Scoping Report are available to view in Appendix 5.

Parking Survey: March 2018
4.22.

A Parking Survey was undertaken in March 2018. A total of 301 stakeholders provided a response
to the Survey. This confirmed the number of residents who work outside of the Parish and work
inside of the Parish. In addition, it also confirmed the no. of vehicles; no. of parking spaces; and
where residents/business users park.
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4.23.

Details of this are available to view in Appendix 6.

Public Exhibition: March 2018
4.24.

In response to the ‘Call for Sites’, a total of 10 sites were presented to CPC.

4.25.

A Public Exhibition of ‘Sites Proposed and Plan Update’ was held on 23 March 2018, between
12.00-20.00 at Cowfold Village Hall.

4.26.

Residents were invited to ‘Come and Have Your Say’ on those sites put forward for consideration in
the CNP. Details relating to the following sites were exhibited:

• CNP01: Cowfold Glebe;
• CNP02: Thorden West;
• CNP03: Potters;
• CNP04: Dragons Lane;
• CNP05: Cowfold Lodge;
• CNP06: Eastlands Farm West;
• CNP07: Eastlands Lane;
• CNP08: Horse Wood;
• CNP09: Eastlands Farm East; and
• CNP10: Brook Hill.

4.27.

In addition to the above details, information panels were available to view. These provided an
overview of the CNP process; results of the October 2017 questionnaire; the Vision and Objectives;
an overview of the HDPF and relevant policies; an overview of the environmental constraints of the
Parish; and results of the Parking Survey.

4.28.

Feedback forms were provided and attendees were asked to rank sites in order of preference /
Attendees were also invited to comment/ask questions via email.

4.29.

The exhibition was well attended with over 200 people in attendance.

4.30.

Details of this exhibition are available to view in Appendix 7.

Cowfold Medical Practice: May 2018 And March 2019
4.31.

A meeting was held with Chris Page, from the Cowfold Medical Practice, on 01 May 2018. The
meeting was held to gain a further understanding of potential pressures on the surgery and to
understand the impact of increased housing on the practice.

4.32.

Details of the meeting are available to view in Appendix 8.
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Public Meeting: 13 July 2018
4.33.

A Public meeting was held on 13 July 2018 from 19:00 to 21:00 in the Cowfold Village Hall.

4.34.

Landowners and/or their agents were given the opportunity to promote site(s) and to take questions
directly from those attending. Agents were advised that presentations should include a 2 minute
introduction, plus 5 minutes per site, with a 7 minute Q&A session for each presentation. Promoters
were asked to submit details by 12:00pm on Monday 09 July 2018.

4.35.

Details relating to the following sites were presented:

• CNP02: Thorden West;
• CNP03: Potters;
• CNP04: Dragons Lane;
• CNP05: Cowfold Lodge;
• CNP06: Eastlands Farm West;
• CNP07: Eastlands Lane;
• CNP08: Horse Wood;
• CNP09: Eastlands Farm East;
• CNP11: Riverside *
• CNP10/CNP01:Brook Hill/Cowfold Glebe**.
Note:
*CNP11: Riverside: Site promoter presented the site at the meeting. Following the
meeting no further correspondence was received in respect of CNP11 despite multiple
attempts to make contact by the NPWG. CPC therefore consider the site is withdrawn.
**At the Public Meeting CNP01 & CNP10 were presented as a single site (i.e. CNP10) by
proponent.

4.36.

Feedback forms were provided and attendees were invited to comment/ask questions via email.

4.37.

The exhibition was well attended with circa 65 people in attendance.

4.38.

Details relating to the Questionnaire are available to view in Appendix 9.

Meetings To Consider And Agree Ranking Of Sites: January 2019 & February 2019
4.39.

The NPWG held a meeting on 16 January 2019 to consider sites and agree the ranking of sites.

4.40.

A subsequent meeting of CPC and the NPWG was held on 13 February 2019 to consider and
approve the preferred housing sites and ranking of sites ahead of the Public Exhibition.

4.41.

Details relating to the NPWG meetings on 16 January 2019 are available in Appendix 10.

Public Exhibition: March 2019
4.42.

A Public Exhibition was held on 01 March 2019 between 12:00-20.00 at the Allmond Centre.
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4.43.

The Exhibition provided an opportunity to present the CPC’s preferred sites and to gain feedback
on the proposed approach. Details relating to how preferred sites were determined is available to
view in the background paper: Housing Site Assessment and Site Selection Process.

4.44.

Site CNP01: Cowfold Glebe and CNP10: Brook Hill were amalgamated at the instigation of the
promoter for the Exhibition. A total of 09 sites were exhibited.

4.45.

The sites comprised:

• CNP01: Brook Hill *
• CNP02: Thorden West;
• CNP03: Potters;
• CNP04: Dragons Lane;
• CNP05: Cowfold Lodge;
• CNP06: Eastlands Farm West;
• CNP07: Eastlands Lane;
• CNP08: Horse Wood; and
• CNP09: Eastlands Farm East.
*Note: CNP01 was previously presented as
CNP10

4.46.

At the Exhibition, CPC identified their preferred sites. This ranking exercise had been undertaken
having regard to the full background evidence base, including the NPWG Site Assessments, and
cognisant of public ranking feedback received in March 2018, as:
• CNP01: Brook Hill;
• CNP02: Thorden West;
• CNP03: Potters; and
• CNP07: Eastlands Lane.

4.47.

In addition to CPC ranked sites, the display material also identified the public ranking of sites which
was received in March 2018.

4.48.

Stakeholders were asked to rank their preferred site and this feedback was collated to inform the
next stage in the Plan preparation.

4.49.

Details relating to the Exhibition are available to view in Appendix 11.

Neighbourhood Plan Working Group Meeting: 20 March 2019
4.50.

The NPWG meeting on 20 March 2019 noted and considered the feedback of the Public Exhibition.
It was noted that the feedback raised no material issues or conflicted with the ranking of the Parish
Council, at their meeting of 13 February 2019.
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4.51.

Details relating to meetings are available to view in Appendix 12.

Housing Needs Consideration Report: May 2019
4.52.

A Housing Needs Consideration Report was initially prepared by DOWSETTMAYHEW Planning
Partnership in April 2018.

4.53.

The document brings together a range of empirical data from a variety of sources in order to enable
assessments and judgements about the level of housing that may need to be delivered in the
Parish, up to the period 2031; and for this to be facilitated by policies in the emerging
Neighbourhood Plan.

4.54.

The document was subsequently updated to reflect changes to National Planning Policy Guidance,
and feedback received from Horsham District Council (HDC) and CPC in May 2019.

4.55.

As a result of feedback received in response to the Regulation 14 Pre-submission , the Housing
Needs Consideration Report was updated in respect of completions and commitments in January
2020.

4.56.

Details relating to the Housing Needs Consideration Report including Revision A, are available to
view in Appendix 13.

Local Green Space: May-August 2019
4.57.

An initial Local Green Space (LGS) Report was prepared in May 2019. This Report initially identified
a total of No.23 areas in the Parish as potential LGS.

4.58.

These areas were subsequently assessed against the requirements of Paragraph 100 of the
National Planning Policy Framework.

4.59.

The following sites were assessed:
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• Bakers Shaw;
• Potters Green;
• Capons Pond;
• Potters Woodland;
• Village Green;
• Recreation Oak;
• Recreation Field;
• Alley Groves Green;
• Brook Hill Wood;
• Brook Hill Strip;
• Three Oaks Pond;
• Alley Groves Pond;
• Horse Wood;
• St Peters Green;
• Barleycroft Green;
• Acorn Avenue Green;
• Kicking Field;
• Eastlands Wood;
• Eastlands Lane North;
• Eastlands Lane North 2;
• Eastlands Lane South;
• Eastlands Lane North 2; and
• Eastlands Lane South 1.

4.60.

A series of meetings were held in May, July and August 2019 with landowners and/or agents to
discuss proposed LGS and to discuss/agree proposed boundaries.

4.61.

The LGS Report was subsequently finalised in August 2019 ahead of Regulation 14 Pre-submission
consultation. The following sites were proposed as LGS in the Pre-submission CNP.
• LGS01: Bakers Shaw;
• LGS02: The Bowling Green;
• LGS03: Village Green;
• LGS04: Recreation Field;
• LGS05: Alley Groves Green;
• LGS06:Brook Hill Wood;
• LGS07: Brook Hill Strip;
• LGS08: Three Oaks Pond;
• LGS09: Alley Groves Pond;
• LGS10: Acorn Avenue Green;
• LGS11: Kicking Field;
• LGS12: Eastlands Wood; and
• LGS13: Eastlands Lane.
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4.62.

As a result of feedback received in response to the Regulation 14 Pre-submission, the LGS
Background Paper was updated in respect of CPC’s further consideration of whether any of the
candidate LGS sites might be considered an “extensive tracts of land”.

4.63.

Details relating to the Regulation 14 Pre-submission Background Paper is available to view in
Appendix 14.

4.64.

Details relating to the updated Background Paper is available to view in Appendix 15.

Health Check Comments: May-July 2019
4.65.

The draft CNP was prepared by Members of the NPWG over a number of months. The
accompanying draft Sustainability Appraisal (SA) was prepared by DOWSETTMAYHEW Planning
Partnership.

4.66.

The draft CNP and SA was submitted to HDC in May 2019 for a ‘health check’. Comments were
received on the draft documents in July 2019.

4.67.

The draft CNP and SA was also submitted to AECOM for a ‘health check’. Comments were
received on the draft documents in July 2019.

4.68.

Details relating to HDC’s comments are available to view in Appendix 16.

4.69.

Details relating to AECOM’s comments are available to view in Appendix 17.

5.

MAIN ISSUES ARISING FROM ENGAGEMENT

5.1.

The extensive stakeholder engagement helped inform the key issues addressed in the initial CNP
and the policies that flow from the Vision and Objectives.

5.2.

The main issues that arose during the stakeholder engagement exercise, in the lead up to the
preparation of the initial Pre-submission CNP and its subsequent statutory consultation, can be
summarised as:

•

Delivery of appropriately sized, affordable and sustainable housing.

•

Ensure local residents have access to key local services including education,
health and community services.

•

Seek to improve air quality management and support air quality management
improvement measures.

•

Reduce the impact of traffic in terms of congestion, through traffic, volume and
speed; and

•

Reduce the impact of traffic in terms of parking.
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5.3.

How these issues were addressed within the initial Pre-submission CNP is set out below.

Delivery Of Appropriately Sized, Aﬀordable And Sustainable Housing
5.4.

Cowfold is a predominantly rural Parish. It lies to the south of Horsham, with the village of Cowfold
at the intersection of the A272 and the A281. It is identified within the District Settlement
Hierarchy as a ‘medium village.’

5.5.

The Census data from 2011 shows that the total population of the Parish at that time was 1904,
with a total of 739 households. A total of 560 households are located within the built up area
boundary of Cowfold, as defined in the HDPF.

5.6.

As an intrinsic part of the preparation of the CNP a detailed assessment was undertaken of
housing need. A Parish Housing Need Assessment was first prepared in April 2018. The Report
was subsequently updated to take account of changes to National Planning Policy Guidance and
comments from HDC. The Report was finalised in May 2019.

5.7.

The Assessment details the results of the diﬀerent methodologies, and sets out recommendations
on the weight to be attached to these. It concludes that significant weight should be placed on a
number of methodologies that rely on a ‘fair-share’ approach to the number of dwellings required in
the HDPF and/or empirical data projections, including Methodology 6.

5.8.

It concludes that, where relevant, having discounted the number of completions and commitments
that have already occurred in the the Parish, there is a residual housing need in the district, to be
delivered over the remainder of the plan period of between 44-70 dwellings. It recommends that it
would be prudent to seek to plan for the upper end of the range; and that this could be delivered
via a mix of allocations and windfall.

5.9.

This housing number was agreed at a Parish Council meeting on 10 December 2018.

5.10.

In parallel to considerations of housing need, CPC assessed the potential of a number of
candidate housing sites to meet this need. This process commenced with a ‘Call for Sites’ in
November 2017.

5.11.

Following this, the NPWG undertook site appraisals of each of the sites and considered the
environmental and policy constraints of each site.

5.12.

Once completed, the NPWG undertook a Public Exhibition in March 2018 to exhibit all sites
received and to gain feedback from stakeholders. A Public Meeting was subsequently held in July
2018 to enable site promoters to promote site(s) and to take questions directly from those
attending.

5.13.

A further Exhibition was held in March 2019 to exhibit the CPC’s preferred sites and to gain
stakeholder feedback prior to agreeing sites to be allocated as part of the CNP.

5.14.

Public consultation events highlighted stakeholders views with respect to housing. Feedback
identified that a number of stakeholders consider the CNP should not include large housing
estates and housing should be integrated into the village, and be of an appropriate nature and
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scale. Feedback also highlighted stakeholders consider there is insufficient family/affordable
housing in the Parish.
5.15.

In light of feedback received, the following Strategic Objective is included in the CNP:
“Maintain and grow the sense of Community by supporting sympathetic integrated
development, consistent with local housing need enabling residents to remain in the Parish
throughout their lifetime, with a suitable mix of homes and tenures.
Ensure all new homes meet, and ideally exceed, minimum standards for energy efficiency and
build quality noting the unavailability of mains gas within the village. They should be built to a
density appropriate to the location, provide adequate off-street parking, and use local
materials where appropriate.”

5.16.

Furthermore, the CNP includes: Policy 9: Residential Development Principles; Policy 10: Windfall
Housing; Policy 11: CNP01, Brook Hill; Policy 12: CNP03, Potters; Policy 13: Housing Mix; Aim
10: Affordable Housing; and Aim 11: Retirement Accommodation.

Ensure Local Residents Have Access To Key Local Services Including Education, Health
And Community Services
5.17.

Whilst the Parish is rural, it benefits from a range of community facilities and includes: large
playing fields; a thriving football club; a small skate park; and two children’s play areas.

5.18.

The Allmond Centre provides space for private functions. A Scout hut on the opposite side of the
playing field has a vibrant and active pack.

5.19.

The Village Hall, which is in the centre of the village, is used daily for various societies and private
functions. St Peter’s C of E Church and the Weald Community Church are in the centre of the
village.

5.20.

The Hare and Hounds Public House, the Co-Op, a hairdressing salon, a barbers shop, a
beauticians, and a twice-weekly pop up Post Office all serve to enhance the community.

5.21.

Cowfold Medical Group is located in the centre of the village and has a sub branch in Partridge
Green. It has a maximum building capacity for three full time doctors, plus support staff. Each GP
has a maximum list size of 1,900 patients giving a maximum building capacity of 5,700 patients.
The list size as at January 2019 was 4,820. The practice currently has two FTE GP’s and has
been recruiting for another partner since September 2018, without success. They have closed
their list until another full time GP partner can be recruited.

5.22.

St Peter’s C of E Primary School is located near the centre of the village. WSCC Planning for
School Places 2019 indicates that St Peter’s C of E Primary School has a maximum capacity of
140 places across 7 school years and 5 class groups (20 pupils per year group from Reception –
Year 6).

5.23.

Country Mice Nursery, adjacent to the primary school, employs 6 people and has been in
operation since 1975.
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5.24.

Through public consultation events, stakeholders identified the ‘Local Infrastructure’ (School,
Medical Practice, Pub, Café, Village Shop, Places of Worship – all of importance) as “what they
like best” about Cowfold. Equally, stakeholders identified ‘Local Infrastructure’ (Lost shops &
Post Office, insufficient/poor parking, unused buildings, footpaths/pavements etc.) as what they
like least about Cowfold. Top of this list was traffic concerns relating to volume and speed.

5.25.

This feedback was taken into account when drafting the Strategic Objectives. The following
Strategic Objective is included in the CNP:
"Ensure all sections of the Community have access to medical facilities, primary education, a
pub, place of worship, sporting amenities, cultural activities and village shop/post office.
Support youth, sport and cultural facilities in order to meet the needs of the community.”

5.26.

Furthermore, the CNP includes: Policy 5: Open Space; Policy 6: Community Services and
Facilities; Aim 6: Medical Facilities; Aim 7: School Provision; Policy 8: Potters Allotments; and Aim
9: Community Infrastructure Levy.

Seek To Improve Air Quality Management And Support Air Quality Management
Improvement Measures
5.27.

Two Air Quality Management Area’s (AQMAs) have been declared within Horsham District.
Cowfold Air Quality Management Area (AQMA) was designated in December 2011 by Horsham
District Council and includes eight measurement points.

5.28.

A draft Air Quality Action Plan (AQAP) has been prepared for Cowfold and was submitted to Defra
in 2013. This identifies a range of possible measures aimed at improving air quality within
Cowfold. The draft AQAP was prepared by HDC in conjunction with West Sussex County Council.

5.29.

The HDPF includes Strategic Policy 24: Environmental Protection, which confirms development
will be expected to “contribute to the implementation of local Air Quality Action Plans and do not
conflict with its objectives”.

5.30.

Feedback at public consultation events highlighted resident’s concerns with the high level of
Nitrogen Dioxide within the AQMA, in exceedance of the Environmental Act.

5.31.

This feedback was taken into account when drafting the Strategic Objectives. The following
Strategic Objective is included in the CNP:
“Reduce the impact of traffic, volume and speed on air quality, and include through traffic
calming measures to reduce the build up of standing traffic within the AQMA. Encourage
proposals that support the use of electric vehicles.”

5.32.

Furthermore, the CNP includes Aim 1: Air Quality Management.

Reduce The Impact Of Traﬃc In Terms Of Congestion, Through Traﬃc, Volume And Speed
5.33.

Cowfold is located at the crossroads of the A281 and the A272. The increase in traﬃc volume over
many years has resulted in Cowfold becoming a traﬃc ‘bottleneck’ at peak times during the day.
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5.34.

Public consultation events confirmed stakeholders consider “Roads & Traﬃc” (excess traﬃc, noisy,
dangerous and polluting, as well as inconvenience) is one of the worst things about living in
Cowfold.

5.35.

This Feedback Was Taken Into Account When Drafting The Strategic Objectives. The Following
Strategic Objective is included in the CNP:
“Prioritise Developments That Provide Improved Road Safety, Encouraging Solutions That
Result In Improved Sustainability; Pedestrian; And Cycling Facilities, Taking Particular Note Of
The Needs Of The Disabled, Elderly, Parents With Young Children; And Children.
Ensure Developments Take Into Account The Local Level Of Car Ownership And Oﬀ-Street Car
Parking Requirements With Appropriate Electric Vehicle Charging Facilities As Appropriate.”

5.36.

Furthermore, the CNP includes: Policy 11: CNP01: Brook Hill; Policy 12: CNP03: Potters; Aim 12:
Traﬃc Management; Aim 13: Road Safety; Aim 14: Sustainable Transport; Aim 15: Pedestrian and
Cycling Environment; Policy 16: Car Parking Provision; and Aim 16: Quiet Lanes.

Reduce The Impact Of Traﬃc In Terms Of Parking.
5.37.

The 2018 Local Car Parking Survey indicated that the combination of limited local employment
and limited public transport has resulted in a level of local car ownership significantly above that
of West Sussex County.

5.38.

This results in a significant amount of on-street parking locally, which in turn increases traffic
issues and impacts on the potential for safe access to local housing areas in the Parish, for
example for fire tenders.

5.39.

Public consultation events confirmed stakeholders consider “Roads & Traffic” (excess traffic,
noisy, dangerous and polluting, as well as inconvenience) is one of the worst things about living in
Cowfold.

5.40.

This feedback was taken into account when drafting the Strategic Objectives. The following
Strategic Objective is included in the CNP:
“Prioritise developments that provide improved road safety, encouraging solutions that result
in improved sustainability; pedestrian; and cycling facilities, taking particular note of the
needs of the disabled, elderly, parents with young children; and children.
Ensure developments take into account the local level of car ownership and off-street car
parking requirements with appropriate electric vehicle charging facilities as appropriate.”

5.41.

Furthermore, the CNP includes: Policy 11: CNP01: Brook Hill; Policy 12: CNP03: Potters; Aim 12:
Traffic Management; Aim 13: Road Safety; Aim 14: Sustainable Transport; Aim 15: Pedestrian and
Cycling Environment; Policy 16: Car Parking Provision; and Aim 16: Quiet Lanes.
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6.

PRE-SUBMISSION CNP & SA: AUGUST-OCTOBER 2019 AND NOVEMBERDECEMBER 2019

6.1.

As set out above, a draft CNP and draft SA was submitted to HDC in May 2019 for a ‘health check’
prior to formal public consultation. Comments were received in July 2019 and the CNP and SA
were subsequently updated.

6.2.

The initial Pre-submission CNP (Regulation 14) and accompanying SA were formally published for
consultation from 19 August 2019-14 October 2019.

6.3.

A hard copy of the consultation documents were available to view in three locations (Cowfold
Village Hall; Co-Operative Store; and Medical Practice) during the Consultation period.

6.4.

An Open Day was held on 08 September 2019 from 10.00am-15.00pm at the Allmond Centre. This
provided stakeholders with an opportunity to view a hard copy of the consultation documents, meet
Members of the NPWG, and to make comments on the documents.

6.5.

Due to an administrative error, a further round of Consultation was required to ensure all requisite
stakeholders had the opportunity to comment on the Regulation 14 Pre-submission CNP and
associated SA.

6.6.

Further consultation took place between 12 November 2019-24 December 2019.

7.

MAIN ISSUES ARISING THROUGH CONSULTATION ON THE PRESUBMISSION NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN (REGULATION 14)

7.1.

A total of 69 representations were received in response to the Regulation 14 Pre-submission
consultation.

7.2.

The comments are broken down as follows:

•
•
•
7.3.

Developers/Landowners/Agents: 4;
Statutory Bodies: 7; and
Residents: 58.

The main issues which have arisen through Consultation are:

•
•
•
•
•

Housing;
Effect of Proposed Allocation on Heritage Assets;
Highways;
Local Green Space Engagement with landowners; and
Parking.
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Housing Matters
7.4.

In response to representations received with respect to site selection, CPC considered all sites
equally. In doing so, the environmental constraints of the sites were considered. Furthermore
consideration was given to the policy constraints of the sites with due regard being given to the
requirements of national planning policy guidance and the strategic policies of the Horsham District
Planning Framework (HDPF).

7.5.

Appendix 18 sets out details relating to: CPC’s Approach to site selection; Call for Sites; Public
Exhibitions; Site Appraisals; NPWG meetings’ CPC meetings; and Open Day.

7.6.

In response to concerns raised in respect of the quantum of housing to be delivered, a Background
Paper has been prepared. This provides a summary of representations received in respect of
housing matters; sets out DOWSETTMAYHEW Planning Partnership’s (DMP) comments on
representations received; and sets out recommended changes to Chapter 6: Housing, of the
Cowfold Neighbourhood Plan (CNP), including planning policies and/or aims, in light of
representations received. A copy of the Background Paper attached.

7.7.

As a result of feedback received in response to the Regulation 14 Pre-submission, the Housing
Needs Consideration Report was updated in respect of completions and commitments in January
2020. A copy of the Background Paper attached.

7.8.

Details relating to housing matters are available to view in Appendix 18, Appendix 19 and Appendix
13.

Eﬀect Of Proposed Allocation On Heritage Assets
7.9.

A response to the Regulation 14 Pre-submission consultation was received from Historic England.
In summary, Historic England consider:
•

That by reference to the West Sussex Historic Environment Record (HER) online mapping,
the CNP03, Potters lies largely within an amber graded Archaeological Notification Area,
associated with medieval potting industry; and adjacent to a red category area, the medieval
settlement of Cowfold; boundaries of such areas are generally treated as anywhere potential
has previously been identified, and there is often potential for further associated remains to
be found beyond such boundaries;

•

Housing Site Assessment Appraisal does not identify potential impact of proposed
development on the Potters (CNP03) site on the archaeological interest of these areas, or
propose mitigation for potential harm through loss of remains;

•

The Sustainability Appraisal does not identify the Archaeological Notification Areas as
heritage assets and does not identify potential impact or suitable mitigation; Sustainability
Appraisal identifies the Potters (CNP03) site as lying close to the Cowfold Conservation Area
and within 25m of a listed building as negative impacts, but does not identify what the
potential impact of the development on the significance of these assets is, or what mitigation
has been proposed to avoid or minimise negative impacts; the potential site allocation of
Potters (CNP03) should be considered in terms of any harm or benefit that could be provided
to their significance and where possible harm cannot be avoided, possible benefits will need
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to be weighed against the negative outcome or harm to determine whether development is
justifiable; consider the allocation at Potters (CNP03) is unlikely to result in ‘substantial harm’
to designated heritage assets, it is important that ‘great weight’ is given to avoiding or
minimising ‘less than substantial harm’;
•

Potential for impacts to non-designated heritage assets (such as Archaeological
Notification Areas) should follow a similar process with weight given to their conservation
that is appropriate to their level of importance; consider that the public benefits of the
allocation of Potters (CNP03) would include provision of safer school access, provision of
market and affordable homes; and provision of public open space, and these should be
weighed against the potential harm including measures within the allocation to avoid or
minimise harm where possible;

•

Guidance within policy should detail how any conflict can be managed to avoid or
minimise harm and ensure benefits considered to justify residual harms are secured; land
at Potters (CNP03) forms part of the setting of the Cowfold Conservation Area comprising
part of the main approach from the A272 and as such it is necessary to consider house
siting and layout of development as well as design and landscaping should take the
potential impact of change into account to minimise any impacts; recommend Policy 12:
Potters, CNP03 (i) (k) be amended to refer to the need to preserve or enhance the
character or appearance of the Conservation Area and the contribution made by its
setting;

7.10.

In light of comments received from Historic England it is recommended an additional clause is
added to Policy 12: Potters, CNP03. This is to ensure the site’s archaeological interest is
investigated prior to the submission of an application, to ensure the design of development takes
into account opportunities to preserve the important remains in-situ or provide an appropriate
record and interpretation before remains are lost; and recommends that where evidence of the
village’s medieval past is lost as a result of the development, it becomes more accessible to the
community such as the provision of offsite interpretation of the archaeological interest of the site.

7.11.

In response to representations received from Historic England in respect of the proposed allocation
of CNP03, Potters, a background paper has been prepared to address heritage matters in respect
of the proposed allocation of Policy 12: CNP03, Potters.

7.12.

In addition and in light of the representations received from Historic England, recommended
changes have been identified with respect to the Candidate Housing Site Assessment papers,
Sustainability Appraisal, and Neighbourhood Plan, in particular with reference to the policy
criterion of the allocation of land at Potters for development.

7.13.

Details relating to Background Paper “Response to Regulation 14 Pre-submission Representations
in Respect of Heritage Matter are available to view in Appendix 20.

7.14.

Details relating to updated Candidate Housing Site Assessments are available to view in Appendix
21.
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Highways
7.15.

Representations have highlighted concerns with increased traﬃc; congestion; and highway safety
as a result of the proposed allocations in the CNP. In particular, concern has been raised with
access arrangements oﬀ the A281 and A272.

7.16.

Policy 11: CNP01, Brook Hill of the Regulation 14 CNP allocated up to 35 residential units on land
at Brook Hill. The policy includes Criterion C which states “Proposals provide traﬃc calming, as
necessary, at the junction of the access with the A281.”

7.17.

This criterion was included to address local concern that access oﬀ the A281, via a roundabout
located on the brow of the hill, may not meet safety needs.

7.18.

West Sussex County Council (WSCC) have been consulted as part of the Regulation 14 CNP, and
stated that:
“West Sussex have no overriding concerns about the transport impacts of the Cowfold
Neighbourhood Plan. However given the Pre-submission Neighbourhood Plan for Cowfold
includes the proposed allocation of small scale housing sites, it should be noted that site specific
matters in the Neighbourhood Plan will need to be tested and refined though the Development
Management process.”

7.19.

With respect to Policy 11, the Highway Authority considers:
“Due to the unbalanced traﬃc flows, a roundabout junction is unlikely to be considered an
appropriate access solution.”

7.20.

In light of comments received, the supporting text of Policy 11 is recommended to be updated to:
“The Highway Authority consider that due to the unbalanced traﬃc flows a roundabout junction is
unlikely to be considered an appropriate access solution.

7.21.

In addition, and in light of comments received from Highways England, and further discussions with
HDC, it is recommended that an additional criterion is included in the submission CNP to ensure a
Transport Assessment is provided at the planning application stage.

7.22.

With respect to Policy 12: CNP03, Potters, representations have raised concerns with the existing
car parking/school drop area.

7.23.

Policy 12: Potters, CNP03 of the Regulation 14 CNP allocated up to 35 residential units on land at
Potters. The policy includes Criterion C and D which read:
“C) Proposals provide for traﬃc calming at the junction of the access with the A272;
D) Proposals include a safe and accessible ‘drop-oﬀ’ point to serve the adjacent school.”

7.24.

Public Consultation events have highlighted concern relating to mixed vehicular and pedestrian
access to the school and adjacent nursery. There is limited parking at the school with the only
access via a private road. For safety reasons it has locally been agreed that no vehicles shall use
this road to access the school during drop-oﬀ and collection periods. As a result, parking has
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increased on the A272 and in the Thorndean residential area. In light of concerns raised, the
landowner has committed to provide “a safe and accessible ‘drop oﬀ’ point to serve the adjacent
school”.
7.25.

In response to the Regulation 14 Pre-submission Consultation, WSCC have advised:
“Any traﬃc calming will need to accord with the Developers Guidance Note.”

7.26.

In response to the Regulation 14 Pre-submission Consultation, the landowners agent has advised
that the landowner is:
“…. fully supportive of need for new ‘drop-oﬀ’ point for school and fully intends to deliver it as part
of the development on site CNP03.
Any planning application, will however, be subject to a comprehensive and robust Transport
Assessment, the content and findings of which will need to be agreed with West Sussex County
Council (WSCC).
Should a more engineered access arrangement, for example, a roundabout, be judged to be
required, this could negatively impact on the viability of the development.”
Request that the drafting of Criterion (d) is revised to read: “include a safe and accessible ‘dropoﬀ’ point to serve the adjacent school subject to agreement with West Sussex County Council and
the viability of the development.”

7.27.

In light of comments received, the NPWG liaised and engaged further with the landowner on
potential amendments to the policy. With respect to Criterion D, the NPWG have recommended
that this be amended to:
“Proposals include a safe and accessible ‘drop-oﬀ’ point to serve the adjacent school and
children’s nursery including an associated high quality, illuminated, all-weather, non-vehicular
access from the drop oﬀ point to the school and nursery.”

7.28.

This proposed wording was shared with the site promoters for informal comment. In response, they
have confirmed that they have no objection to the proposed amendment.

7.29.

In addition, and in light of comments received from Highways England, and further discussions with
HDC, it is recommended that an additional criterion is included in the submission CNP to ensure a
Transport Assessment is provided at the planning application stage.

7.30.

Details relating to engagement with landowner’s agent is available to view in Appendix 22.

Local Green Space: Engagement With Landowners
7.31.

Representations from ECE Planning asserted the Parish Council has not sought to engage with the
land owner and no consultation has been held with the land owner in respect of the prospect of
allocation of LGS12: Eastlands Wood and LGS13: Eastlands Lane.

7.32.

In response to these submissions, a chronology of the LGS process to date is set out below.
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7.33.

A Local Green Space (LGS) Report was prepared in May 2019. This Report initially identified a total
of No.23 areas in the Parish as potential LGS. Those areas identified comprised:

• Bakers Shaw;
• Potters Green;
• Capons Pond;
• Potters Woodland;
• Village Green;
• Recreation Oak;
• Recreation Field;
• Alley Groves Green;
• Brook Hill Wood;
• Brook Hill Strip;
• Three Oaks Pond;
• Alley Groves Pond;
• Horse Wood;
• St Peters Green;
• Barleycroft Green;
• Acorn Avenue Green;
• Kicking Field;
• Eastlands Wood;
• Eastlands Lane North;
• Eastlands Lane North 2;
• Eastlands Lane South;
• Eastlands Lane North 2; and
• Eastlands Lane South 1.

7.34.

These areas were subsequently assessed against the requirements of Paragraph 100 of the
National Planning Policy Framework.

7.35.

The NPWG liaised with Hunter Developments in July-August 2019 in respect of the proposed
allocation of LGS 12 and LGS 13. A meeting was held on 29 August 2019 with Lee Goosens where
the proposed LGS and CNP were discussed in detail. At the meeting it was confirmed there was no
objection in principle to the proposed allocation, but concern was raised that the proposed LGS
could have cost implications. Details relating to the minutes of the meeting is available to view in
Appendix 23.

7.36.

A series of meetings were also held in July and August 2019 with landowners/agents of proposed
LGS to discuss the proposed designation; and to discuss/agree proposed boundaries.

7.37.

The LGS Report was subsequently finalised in August 2019 ahead of Regulation 14 Pre-submission
consultation. The following sites were proposed for allocation as LGS:
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• LGS01: Bakers Shaw;
• LGS02: The Bowling Green;
• LGS03: Village Green;
• LGS04: Recreation Field;
• LGS05: Alley Groves Green;
• LGS06:Brook Hill Wood;
• LGS07: Brook Hill Strip;
• LGS08: Three Oaks Pond;
• LGS09: Alley Groves Pond;
• LGS10: Acorn Avenue Green;
• LGS11: Kicking Field;
• LGS12: Eastlands Wood; and
• LGS13: Eastlands Lane.

7.38.

As a result of feedback received in response to the Regulation 14 Pre-submission, the LGS
Background Paper was updated in respect of CPC’s view in relation to “extensive tracts of land”.

7.39.

Details relating to the updated LGS Background Paper are available to view in Appendix 15.

Parking
7.40.

In response to representations received from West Sussex County Council and Gladman in
respect of parking matters, a background paper has been prepared to address representations.

7.41.

Details relating to the Background Car Parking Paper are available to view in Appendix 24.

Other Matters
7.42.

Table 1 summarises all responses received (including the above) and for completeness is set out
below
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TABLE 1
STAKEHOLDER
FEEDBACK

59

Chapter 4: Policy 3 Local Green Space (LGS)

64

64

66

Chapter 5:
Community Infrastructure

Chapter 5: Policy 5 Open Space

Chapter 5: Aim 7 School Provision

63

60

66

Commenter
No.

Chapter 4: Aim 1 Air Quality Management

Aim

Para 5.5.1 - HDC WSCC Planning for School Places 2018 2019 indicates that St Peter’s CoE Primary School has a maximum capacity of 140 places across 7 school years and 5 class groups (20 pupils per year group
from Reception – Year 6). In October 2018 there were 129 120 pupils in 2017 on role equating to 92% 86% capacity. The Parish has 739 dwellings. Extrapolating this data shows that there is an average requirement of
0.18 school places per dwelling. The proposed 70 new dwellings plus the 56 that have been permitted or completed would equate to a requirement for an extra 23 places. However, we understand that demographic shift
has resulted in a reduced intake and that the current pupil level is in the order of 120 pupils. The net result is that the extra 13 pupils that can be anticipated from 70 new dwellings will take the school population to 133
and 95% capacity at which point it is considered full. The proposed 70 new dwellings equate to approximately 2.5 children per year of age (17.5 primary aged pupils) depending on the type & tenure of dwelling.

Education.

Development proposals that result in a loss of open space will not be acceptable other than for the purposes of essential utilities infrastructure (where no reasonable alternative site is available).

In terms of the delivery of new water or wastewater infrastructure Southern Water advise there may be limited options available for its location due to the need to connect into the existing sewerage network.
Having regard to this issue Southern Water propose the following additions (additional text underlined)

Proposed amendment
Propose an additional policy as follows:
New and improved utility infrastructure will be encouraged and supported in order to meet the identified needs of the community subject to other policies in the plan.

We could find no policies to support the general provision of new or improved utilities infrastructure.

HDC acknowledge the emerging Cowfold Neighbourhood Plan proposes a number of Local Green Spaces. Representations advise strict criterion must be satisfied before formal designation potential not every proposal
put forward by the local community will meet the requirements stipulated.

Having reviewed the Local Green Space report, Gladman question the designation of LGS04, the Recreation Field. The report states that measuring at 3.2ha, this proposed LGS could be considered to form an extensive
tract of land. It is not clear why this has been carried forward to the draft neighbourhood plan. Gladman suggest that under the ownership of the Parish Council this site is already able to benefit from the special protection
that an LGS designation would provide.

Policy 3: Local Green Space.

It is asserted that that the designation of LGS12 and LGS13 are not consistent and do not comply with the
NPPF.

Considered the assertion that the shade and separation produced by the trees is a spurious reason to seek to designate the land.

LGS13: Eastlands Lane: Proposed LGS designation is a small area of private land. LGS13 is adjacent to the current BUAB. There is no public access and it is considered it does not provide any public or recreational
function to the community. The site includes trees which are protected by TPO’s. The land does not provide any special wildlife function.

It extends to 1.66he and is privately owned woodland. It is considered that the proposed designation of this large tract of land in the absence of an overarching sustainable development could prejudice the future
development opportunities.

LGS12: Eastlands Wood: Site CNP06 (Eastlands Wood) has been actively promoted for residential led development to also include LGS with enhancements such as boardwalk to facilitate improved public access to the
village together with protection of the woodland.

Representations advise, the first acknowledgement of these proposed allocations was after the publication of the draft CNDP. It is asserted therefore that this secretive approach to LGS allocation is not in accordance with
the need for transparency through the planning process and which is advocated in Planning Practice Guidance.

Representations advise it is considered the Parish Council has not sought to engage with the land owner and indeed no consultation has been held with the land owner in respect of the prospect of allocation of LGS12:
Eastlands Wood and LGS13: Eastlands Lane.

Given the level of development proposed in the plan it is unlikely that any significant/large scale improvements could be secured and implemented.

Summary of Comments

CHAPTER/AIMS/POLICIES

59

Chapter 6: Housing

59 ctd…

66

Chapter 5: Aim 9 Community Infrastructure
Levy

In addition, information previously submitted in response to the Call for Site was resubmitted for Site CNP06, CNP07 and CNP09.

With respect to Site CNP07: A Transport Report has been included to confirm the proposed scale of development (8-10) units would generate only a small number of vehicle movements which would not create any
highways issues that prevent the development of the site.

With respect to Site CNP09: A Transport Report has been included to confirm the proposed scale of development (8-10) units would generate only a small number of vehicle movements which would not create any
highways issues that prevent the development of the site.

Additional information submitted:

CNP09: Eastlands Farm East (8-10 dwellings): Considered similar to CNP06 as outside the BUAB. Site forms a link connecting two existing small clusters of residential. Considered the site offers an ideal opportunity for
incremental and organic development which would not adversely impact the setting and character of Cowfold.

CNP07: Eastlands Lane (8-10 dwellings): Considered that as a result of the proximity of the site to the existing settlement, with existing residential development surrounding the site, the site represents a ‘missing tooth”
and is an ideal opportunity for incremental and organic development. Considers with existing development along Eastlands Lane would create a logical and defensive edge to the edge of the settlement

CNP06: Eastlands Farms (38 dwellings): Site is located outside the BUAB connects to the built up area boundary in the north-western corner. Considered the site forms a link connecting two existing small clusters of
residential development to the east of Eastlands Lane with Holm Oak to the west. Considers with existing development along Eastlands Lane would create a logical and defensive edge to the edge of the settlement.

Representations advised:

Representations advise it is considered CNP06 Eastlands Farm West (38 dwellings) and CNP07 Eastlands Lane (8-10 dwellings) could contribute to meeting the local identified housing need within the parish through the
release of appropriate, available and suitable land for future residential development.

In meeting future housing need, it is considered that the three sites at Eastlands Farm (CNP06, CNP07 and CNP09) would contribute to this need and could be delivered as suitable reserve sites.

‘Reserve Site’ must reasonably be considered.

Having regard to the anticipated growth together with the apparent discrepancies within the Housing Needs Assessment, it is asserted that a reasonable and proportionate level of growth for Cowfold, should be in the
region of 225 new homes.

Additionally, there appear to be a number of discrepancies. Appendix 1 of the Housing Needs Assessment lists the ‘commitments’ and ‘completions’. In total 34 commitments are listed with 3 completions. This does not
tally with the 56 stated within the document or the ‘total’ at table 1 of Appendix 1.

Should be noted that many of the ‘commitments’ have in fact been completed thereby meeting an extant housing need rather than a future housing need to 2031.

The draft CNDP and its supporting Housing Needs Assessment states that 53 homes have been permitted with 3 completed in the village since 2011 (total 56 dwellings).

The live household projection tables based on 2014 data indicates the population growth of Horsham District is projected to increase steadily.Cowfold is likely to also experience a similar degree of increase in population
and it is reasonable to assume that Cowfold should take a ‘fair share’ in this level of growth to meet its own needs.

Housing Needs Assessment produced in support of the CNDP sets out a housing need for the period 2011-2031 (20 year period) based on the 2012-based household projections issued by the Office of National Statistics
(ONS), whereas the most recent data published by HDC is based on ONS 2014-based housing projections over the period 2016 to 2031 (15 year period).

It is considered reduction in proposed housing allocations is shortsighted and will fail dearly to deliver necessary housing. HDPF Review may well arrive at different Housing Need number for Parish and have committed
to an early review of CNDP, if required. The CNDP may become out of date soon after being ‘made’ thereby undermining the work which has been prepared to date.

ECE were pleased Site CNP07 (Eastland’s Lane) had been supported in principle for housing allocation but are disappointed that this site has since fallen away as part of the current consultation.

Representations advise, the Parish Council’s preferred sites were displayed at the Public Exhibition in March 2019. These comprised: CNP03-Potters; CNP01-Brook Hill; CNP07-Eastlands Lane; and CNP02-Thorndean
West.

The following sites have been promoted on behalf of Hunter Developments and Eastland Farm Ltd.
* CNP06 Eastlands Farm West (38 dwellings)
* CNP07 Eastlands Lane (8-10 dwellings)
* CNP09 Eastlands Farm East (8-10 dwellings).

Reps focus on Environment; Specifically designation of Local Green Space, together with the proposed housing allocations within the village.

On behalf of Hunter Group.

WSCC would welcome the Council’s support for establishing appropriate decision-making arrangements.

No mechanism currently exists for prioritising infrastructure needs across different public services and allocating funds to priority projects.

6

67

63

60

Improvements - smaller 'pocket' developments would be preferable. Even better renovate the lovely character village properties that are falling into ruin. Maintain the village character and rural surroundings.

Directly effects my enjoyment of a rural location. Too big a development comprising too much countryside, flora and fauna. Would create too much additional traffic on local roads.

CNP08

Supports Plan.

Representation state ideally this assessment would be carried out on a cumulative basis as part of the Horsham Transport Study supporting the emerging Local Plan, with mitigate and the means of its delivery identified
in an Infrastructure Delivery Plan. Representation state the alternative is that detailed Transport Assessments could be submitted on an application by application basis, however representations state this has the
potential disadvantage that late coming development might have to carry a disproportionate share of any mitigation.

Representations recommend the CNP should clarify that the transport impacts of development in the parish will be assessed and any mitigation required on the strategic road network will be identified along with its
funding source before planning permission is granted.

Representations submit Highways England is concerned that the housing proposed in Cowfold and other parishes across the district could have an adverse impact on the strategic road network in terms of road safety
and congestion, as individual sites and/or cumulatively.

in addition, representations note, the CNP proposed to allocated 70 dwellings across two sites and includes a commitment to an early review.

Representations note Horsham District Council is undertaking a Local Plan Review.

Horsham District Council - Steering group have fully engaged with the relevant stakeholders to undertake a comprehensive assessment of the sites to justify their inclusion as an allocation in the emerging neighbourhood
plan.

Council has therefore sought confirmation from local groups to commit to a full or partial review of their neighbourhood plan once the district has completed a review of its Local Plan in 2021. HDC have confirmed support
of the Monitoring and Review process set out in Chapter 9.

Horsham District Council considers the proposed scale of development is appropriate for the village for this plan period and full consideration has been given to the environmental designations and constraints in effect in
this area. Best endeavours have been made to accommodate the Parish’s housing requirement to promote sustainable development.

Pre-Submission Draft Cowfold Neighbourhood Plan has undergone an informal ‘healthcheck’ with HDC officers, with the expectation suggested amendments will be implemented to ensure general conformity with
planning legislation.

Development of this site would represent a logical extension to Cowfold and urge that the site be considered for development as part of the neighbourhood plan. In this regard, we submit that having considered the site
the evidence suggests that the site is suitable for allocation in the CNP.

Land off Bolney Road, Cowfold

Instead of committing to a review Gladman suggest that the CNP may be better placed increasing flexibility through the policy framework and the consideration of further housing sites that could come forward should
housing needs increase as predicted.

Gladman welcome this commitment.

Monitoring and Review

Gladman suggest CNP either includes sufficient flexibility to adjust in circumstances such as the housing target for the area increasing or plans for a higher housing target in advance of this being confirmed through the
Local Plan Review. This degree of flexibility is required to ensure that the CNP is capable of being effective over the duration of the plan period
and not ultimately superseded.

Representations advise when the standard methodology is adopted for Horsham it is likely that Cowfold will be required to deliver a minimum of 240 dwellings in neighbourhood plan period and to ensure the longevity of
the plan and it’s policies Gladman suggest that the CNP should be providing further housing now.

Savills report suggests if we assume from 2019 that the standard methodology for calculating housing needs is adopted it results in a need for a minimum of 17,980 over the plan period. Using a proportionate breakdown
this would result in a need in Cowfold of at least 240 dwellings.

The Report indicates that there is an ageing population in Cowfold with an increase in the number of 50 to 64 year olds and 65+ year olds by 11% and 21% respectively whilst the numbers of 25 to 49 year olds has
reduced by 2%. To try to reverse this trend a significant number of new homes will be required within Cowfold to seek to make housing more affordable for younger people to stay in the area.

Gladman have commissioned Savills as a consultant to provide a technical note on the housing needs of Cowfold. The report considers various scenarios for housing needs with the average indicating a requirement of
215 dwellings. Once completions and consents since 2011 have been discounted (56 dwellings) this results in a residual requirement to deliver 159 dwellings. Gladman suggest that the CNP should be planning for a
minimum of 159 dwellings through the neighbourhood plan.

Housing

Gladman are promoting land in the neighbourhood area, land off Bolney Road, Cowfold for 110 dwellings including 35% affordable housing and new public open space.

Representation state ideally this assessment would be carried out on a cumulative basis as part of the Horsham Transport Study supporting the emerging Local Plan, with mitigate and the means of its delivery identified
in an Infrastructure Delivery Plan. Representation state the alternative is that detailed Transport Assessments could be submitted on an application by application basis, however representations state this has the
potential disadvantage that late coming development might have to carry a disproportionate share of any mitigation.

Representations recommend the CNP should clarify that the transport impacts of development in the parish will be assessed and any mitigation required on the strategic road network will be identified along with its
funding source before planning permission is granted.

Representations submit Highways England is concerned that the housing proposed in Cowfold and other parishes across the district could have an adverse impact on the strategic road network in terms of road safety
and congestion, as individual sites and/or cumulatively.

in addition, representations note, the CNP proposed to allocated 70 dwellings across two sites and includes a commitment to an early review.

Representations note Horsham District Council is undertaking a Local Plan Review.

No reasoning is given for the preferred approach to be the allocation of the two sites for 35 dwellings rather than a single allocation of a site for a greater number of dwellings. The community benefits a single larger
allocation can provide, such as a greater amount of affordable housing and a community park, does not appear to have been a consideration. Consideration of a larger site and the greater provision of affordable housing
this could provide should be weighted heavily in determining an appropriate strategy for housing allocations.

Representations consider the site being promoted by Gladman was discounted at an early stage for poor conformance with HDPF policies, yet in the Sustainability Assessment the site scores just as well as the sites
selected for allocation.
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Chapter 6: Policy 11 CNP01, Brook Hill

Consider the housing needs of Cowfold are likely to be higher in the near future. Gladman therefore suggest that this policy could also support windfall development adjacent to the built-up boundary that is well related
to the settlement and compliant with other development plan policies. Consider this is an option open to the PC.

Considers that due to the unbalanced traffic flows a roundabout junction is unlikely to be considered an appropriate access solution.
Request following criterion is added: ‘A mineral resource assessment is undertaken to ascertain whether economically viable mineral resources are present and whether prior extraction is practicable, as required by
Policy M9 of the West Sussex Joint Minerals Local Plan.’

60

Policy 10 Windfall Housing

Policy seeks for development to be a density that is appropriate to its location having regard to the current level in the immediate area. Representations consider this element of the policy should also be amended to
ensure conformity with national planning policy and guidance (paragraph 122 and 123).

Gladman are concerned around the use of the term ‘sympathetic’, a term likely to be applied subjectively, leading to inconsistencies in the decision-making process. Gladman therefore suggest, to meet basic condition
(a), that this term is amended or removed from the policy.

Ref 6 - Provides for good balance of affordable homes to larger family homes.
Improvements = Ensures that environmental impact is kept to a minimum by being screened with trees and also providing areas of community land.

Supports Plan.

CNP08 - Bolney Rd. Think this is the best if A272 has a roundabout. This site will cause disruption but a big increase in traffic whichever site is used.

CNP01-CNP06, CNP09 - Concerns re suitability/safety of road access

Supports Plan.

I oppose all development as our village can't take anymore traffic or pollution. The GP surgery is drowning in patients and we don't have the infrastructure to support these plans. The roads are already chock a block now
and its far too dangerous to add more cars and people.

CNP01-09

Opposes Plan.

No need for more housing in the village. Village choked now, just greed on behalf of land owners.

Opposes Plan.
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Chapter 6: Policy 9 Residential Development
Principles
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Improvement - Do not develop CNP01

CNP01 - Object to development CNP01 on Brookhill for the following reasons: The access will be on to a very fast road. The A281 is 60 mph road and goes down to 30 mph at the brow of the hill opposite Brookhill
House. The southbound traffic is still travelling very fast when it enters the village. Trying to turn right out of the development on to the A281 would be extremely dangerous due to the speed of the southbound traffic.
Drivers would also not be able to see what is coming from the left due to the hill.
In the rush hour the southbound traffic is queuing from Picts Lane causing air pollution. A development on Brookhill would only increase traffic congestion, noise and exacerbate air pollution.
A development on Brookhill would necessitate the removal of ancient trees and spoil the charm and character of Brookhill.

Modify Plan.

Improvements - CNP02 is a much better proposal to than CNP 01. It has a better site line for traffic emerging onto the main road. It complements CNP03 in that the development is balanced within Cowfold. It is not
adjacent to any listed buildings. Although traffic does queue by the proposed access the traffic would be entering the main A roads in an area that goes with the "flow" of the traffic and would not increase the queueing in
the village as much as CNP01. CNP02 does not affect the areas of affect the areas of "Natural Habitat" to the NE of CNP02 and to the NW of CNP01.

Further to my objections to CNP01 in my previous response. I suggest CNP02 as a more suitable alternative.

Improvement - Do not develop CNP01.
If developed do not develop eastern edge other then to have a wide access to allow cars to enter and ensure the rest of the eastern edge is screened by a high tree and hedge line.

CNP01 - Object to proposed development of CNP01. At present access to highway (A281) is on brow of a hill with limited visual site line to exit the proposed site . The part of the road is already hazardous with many
vehicles ignoring the speed restrictions (in both directions). There is already queueing traffic on the during the busy commuting period which adds to the pollution levels (although there is no AQA assessment at the
proposed entrance the nearest one (Cowfold 4) is already close to the NO2 limit at certain times of the day. Any development on the Eastern edge would also detract from the visual aspect of entering the village through a
tree lined archway.

Modify Plan.

CNP01 - Air quality is an issue, albeit electric cars and lorries are just 10 years off, i would rather any build is south of the village Dragon's Lane

Modify Plan.

Improvements - Putting a roundabout no matter what size on a brow of a hill is asking for accidents. I appreciate the concept it will slow traffic down coming into the village but I feel it should be positioned at the lower part
of the road after Brook Hill exiting the village.

CNP01 - No issues with this housing plan with the exception of the access onto A281. Cowfold is in desperate need of a re-vamp. The pavements along the Bolney road & parts of Henfield road are narrow & in desperate
need of resurfacing. The Bolney road in particular is very dangerous due to its width & surface. The lack of Gas in the village is archaic & if more houses are to be built better infrastructure is a necessity not a dream.
Residents cannot get a suitable bus to the Haywards Heath Hospital without taking a huge detour. Only having a north south bus route is ridiculous. Which also limits employment using public transport.

Modify Plan.

Improvements - The access to this site would be very difficult as the A 281 is a very busy road and is very dangerous at the top of the hill. The site is on a steep hill and is prone to flooding.

CNP01 - I disagree with any planning in Cowfold as we have a big problem with air pollution and traffic congestion.

Opposes Plan.

Improvement - Move southern boundary in northerly direction to avoid steep run off slope. 'Ground Flat' ridiculous, it follows Brook Hill.

CNP01 - Backs onto my secluded Property.

Opposes Plan.

Representations state they are comfortable that they can provide a safe, access, including traffic calming measures and ensure that the site remains appropriately landscaped. In addition it is stated the design and
placement of dwellings will ensure there is no adverse impacts on neighbouring properties.

Representations submit it is considered that Policy 11 is a reasonable policy that could deliver the proposed number of units within a relatively quick timeline, contributing towards the housing needs of the area.

Site promoter confirmed full support for the CNP and Policy 11.

Chapter 6: Policy 12 CNP03, Potters

Any traffic calming scheme will need to accord with the Developers Guidance.

66

Request following criterion is added: ‘A mineral resource assessment is undertaken to ascertain whether economically viable mineral resources are present and whether prior extraction is practicable, as required by
Policy M9 of the West Sussex Joint Minerals Local Plan.’

Further representations were received on 23 January 2020 to confirm agreement to updated criterion in relation to: the school drop off area including improvements to illuminated, all-weather non vehicular access; public
open space; and mineral resource assessment.

Request that the wording of Criterion (j) is revised to read:
‘provide public open space…with ongoing management and maintenance arrangements that ensure that the space remains of a high-quality in the long-term’.

Whilst it may be that the transfer of ownership to the Parish Council or another trust is appropriate when the public open space is delivered. It is not appropriate for a Policy within a Neighbourhood Plan to specifically
require that this occurs.

Client fully supports the requirement to deliver an appropriate quantum of public open space at the site.

Public open space

Request that the requirement is revised to read:
‘proposals allow for links from the site to the wider public rights of way network and mitigation or enhancement of existing rights of way if established as necessary by technical analyses’.

Transport Assessment would be provided with a planning application and that would consider, in technical detail, how people would travel to and from the site.

Citerion h: Do not consider that the requirements of the development are suitably necessary or clear. Not aware of any evidence or analysis to demonstrate that a development of the site would directly necessitate
upgrades to the public rights of way network.

Public rights of way network

Request that the drafting of criterion (d) is revised to read: ‘include a safe and accessible ‘drop-off’ point to serve the adjacent school subject to agreement with West Sussex County Council and the viability of the
development’.

Should a more engineered access arrangement, for example, a roundabout, be judged to be required, this could negatively impact on the viability of the development.

Any planning application, will however, be subject to a comprehensive and robust Transport Assessment, the content and findings of which will need to be agreed with West Sussex County Council (WSCC).

Client fully supportive of need for new ‘drop-off’ point for school and fully intends to deliver it as part of the development on site CNP03.

The school drop-off area

Request Draft Policy wording revised so allow for ‘development proposals for around 35 residential units…will be supported’.

Ultimately, the development of this site should use land efficiently. Fixing a strict limit on unit numbers does not assist in achieving that objective.

Consider this is particularly important because any planning application will need to demonstrate compliance with the prevailing SHMA at the time of submission. In order to achieve that, a degree of flexibility in the
number of units provided at the site will be required. Density could be different to other areas in the village without a conflict with the existing character.

The draft policy does not include an indicative mix of unit sizes for the site. Representations advise they are not aware that any such analysis has been undertaken at this time.

The number of units that should be delivered at the site

Would like to take this opportunity to request a number of small, but important amendments to the wording of Policy 12.

Very pleased Draft Plan recognises the sustainable location of site CNP03.

Primary purpose of representation is to clearly articulate strong support both for the Draft Neighbourhood Plan and Draft Policy 12.

Representation relates predominately to Draft Policy 12 (Potters) and in part, Draft Policy 8 (Potters Allotments) owing to interrelationship between the sites.

No reasoning is given for the preferred approach to be the allocation of the two sites for 35 dwellings rather than a single allocation of a site for a greater number of dwellings. The community benefits a single larger
allocation can provide, such as a greater amount of affordable housing and a community park, does not appear to have been a consideration. Consideration of a larger site and the greater provision of affordable housing
this could provide should be weighted heavily in determining an appropriate strategy for housing allocations.

Representations consider the site being promoted by Gladman was discounted at an early stage for poor conformance with HDPF policies, yet in the Sustainability Assessment the site scores just as well as the sites
selected for allocation.
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Consider making Thornden no entry from the A 272

CNP03 - Although I disagree with any planning in Cowfold this is the best site as at the presentation they said they would put in a school drop off and as the present parking for the school is Thornden and planning
anywhere else would involve more cars, it is very hazardous because it is also used as a rat run between the A 281 and the A272 and the cars do not slow down.

Opposes Plan.

Improvements - Developer must ensure safety on the A272 is not compromised and that enough land is allocated to ensure safety. They must be made to honour any commitments made to the school and Community.

Developers proposals appear to accommodate some of the needs of the school and local community in regards to traffic, safe access and open spaces.

Modify Plan.

It is considered this should ensure that even where evidence of the village’s medieval past is lost as a result of development, it remains (and becomes more) accessible to the community. Representations also
recommend the village primary school could be an appropriate location for off-site interpretation of the archaeological interest of the site.

Representations state it is necessary to consider how the site’s archaeological interest should be investigated prior to the submission of a planning application to ensure that the design of development takes into account
opportunities to preserve important remains in situ or to provide an appropriate record and interpretation before any remains are lost.
In light of this, representations recommend an additional bullet point is added to the policy to read:
“The design of the development, including the layout of buildings and open space, is informed by a programme of archaeological investigation conducted according to a brief agreed with the Council’s archaeological
advisor and is designed to preserve remains of importance in-situ giving the greatest weight to any remains of national interest. Where the preservation of remains is not merited they should be recorded to appropriate
level of detail prior to their loss and provision for interpretation of the site’s past, as revealed made within the village either on site or at another suitable location.”

In light of this, representations recommend that bullet point k is amended to refer to the need to preserve or enhance the character or appearance of the conservation area and the contribution made by its setting.

Representations submit the proposed development forms part of the setting of the Cowfold Conservation Area and, as part of the main approach to the area from the A272 is an prominent area that has a significant
impact on its character and appearance. Representations state it will be appropriate to consider how siting and layout of development within the site, as well as the design of buildings and landscaping should take the
potential impact of change to this approach and the connection between the village conservation area and its rural surroundings into account to minimise any impact.

Representations confirm public benefits would include provision of safer school access, provision of a number of market and affordable homes and provision of some public open green space. Representations state
these benefits should be weighed against the potential harm resulting from the development to both the designated and non-designated heritage assets after the process of site assessment and any measures within the
allocation policy have been developed to avoid or minimise harm wherever possible. It is submitted where these benefits could be provided in a less harmful way, for instance through development of an alternative site,
they may be given less weight.

Representations submit the potential for impacts to non-designated heritage assets (such as sites recorded as ANAs) should follow a similar process, with a weight given to their conservation that is appropriate to their
level of importance (the greatest weight being given to those that are demonstrably of national interest).

Representations state it is unlikely that the proposed developments would result in substantial harm to designated heritage assets but such impacts should be exceptional and are unlikely to be justified in many cases and
it remains important that “great weight” is given to avoiding or minimising less than substantial harm

Representations submit where a potential site allocation affects a designated heritage asset, such as a listed building or conservation area (including effects for its setting), the impact of those effects should be considered
in terms of any harm or benefit that could be provided to their significance, including but not limited to the significance that justifies their designation.

Representations submit the Site Assessment for CNP03 Potters does not identify any potential impact for the proposed development of this site on the archaeological interest of these areas (in spite of the potential for
impact on subsurface archaeological remains) or propose any mitigation for potential harm through loss of remains. In light of this it is considered the documents is flawed at present and needing amendment.

Representation state ideally this assessment would be carried out on a cumulative basis as part of the Horsham Transport Study supporting the emerging Local Plan, with mitigate and the means of its delivery identified
in an Infrastructure Delivery Plan. Representation state the alternative is that detailed Transport Assessments could be submitted on an application by application basis, however representations state this has the
potential disadvantage that late coming development might have to carry a disproportionate share of any mitigation.

Representations recommend the CNP should clarify that the transport impacts of development in the parish will be assessed and any mitigation required on the strategic road network will be identified along with its
funding source before planning permission is granted.

Representations submit Highways England is concerned that the housing proposed in Cowfold and other parishes across the district could have an adverse impact on the strategic road network in terms of road safety
and congestion, as individual sites and/or cumulatively.

in addition, representations note, the CNP proposed to allocated 70 dwellings across two sites and includes a commitment to an early review.

Representations note Horsham District Council is undertaking a Local Plan Review.
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Chapter 6: Policy 13 Housing Mix

Chapter 6: Aim 10 Affordable Housing

Chapter 7:
Economy & Employment

Chapter 8: Transport

55

51

49

47

Unable to comment on site specific matters at this stage.

Should be noted that site specific matters in the NHP will need to be tested and refined through the development management process.

County Council have no overriding concerns about the transport impacts of the Cowfold Neighbourhood Plan.

As development takes place there will be a need for improvements and/or financial contributions to be secured towards the delivery of these improvements.

Not necessary to produce further transport evidence before allocating the sites proposed in the Neighbourhood Plan for Cowfold.

Overall level of development proposed in the Cowfold Neighbourhood Plan is in accordance with the forecast estimate of background traffic growth assumed in the Strategic Transport Assessment.

Ref 7 - Ensuring that super fast fibre network is installed and improving mobile phone service is improved. this will allow for home working and therefore keep traffic down and increase spend in local businesses (pubs
and shops)

Supports Plan.

Improvements - Hope before any final agreement is made, developer made to honour any commitments made in regards to the number of affordable houses.

Developers acknowledged need for a portion of affordable housing.

Policy 13 & Aim 10

Modify Plan.

Improvements - Hope before any final agreement is made, developer made to honour any commitments made in regards to the number of affordable houses.

Developers have acknowledged the need for a portion of affordable housing.

Policy 13 & Aim 10

Modify Plan.

Improvement - Provided that the proposed buffers to the S and W are complied with; that there is provision of safe car parking for the school; good safe access to the A272 is provided.

CNP03 - Least bad option.

Modify Plan.

The area proposed for the development is a green area well used by the community and wider with the local allotments and footpaths running through it. Other proposed sites do not have this so should be considered as
as alternative.

Policy 12 - Development will not enhance green infrastructure. The site will also not fulfil the required development of 40-70 houses.

Opposes Plan.

CNP03 - Disagree, this site in on the very bust a272, more traffic hear is not what Cowfold needs, the place to build is in the South of the village. Having read the HDPlanning Frame work, i see why the team have
rejected this location, however, if the hope is that people will walk their children to school, this is unlikely, most parents drive as they then carry onto work sadly.

Modify Plan.

Improvements - The reason I support it is because the current issue with school drop off is extremely dangerous. Parents are unloading children onto a road with very large lorries passing by or the are doing it in
Thornden which is currently used as a cut through with cars speeding past parked cars which has made the road single lane for all of the peak times. This proposal MUST be enforced with the car park for the school and
a well planned drop area. to make the school attendance safer for all involved.

CNP03 - I support this proposal as the most suitable for the village. My concern is that from both maps, the proposed site access location isn't shown. So this is difficult to comment on precisely. Also. Potters CNP03
proposed map doesn't show clearly the car park and drop off which has been so elaborately detailed in the write up. I hope that it doesn't mean that when it comes to the actual build, it gets conveniently forgotten about.

Modify Plan.
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Chapter 8: Aim 13 Road Safety

Chapter 8: Aim 14 Sustainable Transport

Chapter 8: Aim 15 Pedestrian and Cycling
Environment

Chapter 8: Policy 16 Car Parking Provision
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Chapter 8: Aim 12 Traffic Management

Level of car parking provision is higher than the existing parking standards, a higher provision has the potential to reduce travel by sustainable modes. Car parking provision should be in accordance with WSCC Parking
Standards. Please note that these figures are maximum standards.

Standards set out in this policy could be encouraged for new developments this should not be a requirement. If this is to be a requirement, the impacts of this level of parking provision should be viability tested.

Policy 16: Car Parking Provision

In event of development of either or both CNP01 and CNP03, improvement of the pedestrian crossing of the A272 to link footpaths 1744 and 1759_1 should be considered as it is likely different parts of the future
community will want to safely and conveniently interact.

It is suggested the parish provide some examples of existing crossing points it feels need improvement.

Suggest there is greater emphasis on sustainable travel throughout the plan, with particular emphasis on bus and community transport service enhancements.

Strong support for policies addressing sustainable transport.

Criterion B: Suggest the following rewording to reflect current policy wording – ‘ensure appropriate visibility splays. sight lines for traffic egress and ingress are appropriate’

Only improvement/modification can think of that would prevent this scenario is considerable decrease in overall volume of traffic passing through Cowfold and along this stretch of the A272. Traffic lights, whilst making
'gaps' in the traffic queues, would aggravate the throughflow of traffic; thereby increasing queues, idling time and gaseous emissions. A Roundabout at this junction would not decrease the volume of traffic coming out of
the village centre and so would not create 'gaps' to allow vehicles exiting the new Potters development to get onto the roundabout. So, refer back to my first Comment #1 about the volume of traffic in general.

Funding from developers to help school to facilitate revised access and entry points within the school boundary.

New developments, in particular Potters, will create easier and safer access to the school and nursery via quiet side road with specific parking and access point for the school staff and parents etc. Could alleviate issue
around parents having use main A272 and access down private road to school to some extent. However, what has not been considered is that in altering the primary access route to the school, it may be necessary or
beneficial for the school to change the physical entry point into the school grounds, adding new pathway or other facility even potentially changing the internal layout of the school to enable moving the reception to the
further end of the school building (closer to the new parking and access from the Potters development).

Banning HGV's from travel through Cowfold except at night. Imposition of an emissions tax (as with the Low Emission Zone in London) for all vehicles passing through Cowfold (with the payments specifically going to
help pay for systems to continually clean the air, the road/roadside buildings and furniture etc. in Cowfold) With developers funding necessary camera's with ANPR and computer monitoring system etc. With phased
introduction for Cowfold residents vehicles. Note: Low Emission Zones and charges are being considered by other towns across the UK

Current developments not only in Cowfold but across the adjacent villages/towns in area only those covering next few years. Be more and bigger developments coming within next 10-20 years situation only going to get
worse. Current plans need to look at longer term as well as immediate needs and issues about infrastructure and traffic in and around Cowfold must be addressed through a comprehensive and holistic plan.

Proposals for Cowfold CNP to include traffic calming and new roundabout will slow vehicles down, but means more NO2 and other gaseous emissions in already heavily polluted village centre; measures will not only slow
traffic at those specific points, but result in knock-on effect of traffic queues through Cowfold, along the Bolney and Henfield roads as well as the West Grinstead and Horsham roads.

Unless substantial reduction in the volume of traffic passing through village increase in numbers of cars due to the new housing will only exacerbate the issues. Together with huge increases in other developments in area
(Billingshurst, Haywards Heath, Southwater, Horsham, Partridge Green, Henfield etc.etc.) be massive increase in the numbers of vehicles passing through Cowfold.

Modify Plan.

Natural England does not have any specific comments on this draft neighbourhood plan.

No immediate impact on our assets. We can see your recommendations for off-street EV chargers. When/if you identify a specific need for additional capacity, please do not hesitate to contact our
connections department.

Introduction Aims
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Supports Plan - No comments.
Supports Plan - No comments.
Supports Plan - No comments.
Supports Plan - Excellent solution.
Supports Plan.

2

3

4

5

6

Supports Plan - No comments.
Supports Plan - No comments.
Supports Plan - No comments.

7

8

9

Improvements - smaller 'pocket' developments would be preferable. Even better renovate of the lovely character village properties that are falling into ruin. Maintain the village character and rural
surroundings.

Directly effects my enjoyment of a rural location. Too big a development comprising too much countryside, flora and fauna. Would create too much additional traffic on local roads.

CNP08

Supports Plan - No comments.

1

Support for improvements should extend towards bridleways.

Strategic Objectives

Development is only required to mitigate its own impact; it is not required to solve existing problems. In this case the impact of the development outside of the conservation area would also be
assessed.

Report received on Electric Vehicle Charging.

N/A

OTHER

Summary of Comments

Commenter

Commenter No.

GENERAL COMMENTS

Supports Plan - No comments.

Supports Plan - No comments.

Supports Plan - No comments.

Supports Plan.

12

13

14

16

27

26

25

24

Supports plan.

23

None - Obviously nervous about the access point but trust this will be handled as best as possible and further aid to slow vehicles down in and around the school.

Supports Plan.

The area of the A281 where the proposed development would gain access is highly dangerous already, with a brow of a hill on a bend. The idea of allowing a large extra number of cars and lorries to
join this road just where the speed changes from 60mph to 30mph on a blind bit of road makes no sense.

Opposes Plan.

Country Mice Nursery is again not mentioned. We are an employer of 6 people.

County Mice Nursery is not mentioned here. The committee based, charity setting has been running within the village since 1975. The majority of the children accessing the setting live within the
village.

Modify Plan.

People need to live somewhere, for many years now each government has failed the population by not building houses for them to live in. However, I only support this project If the infrastructure
modifications were completed first, this is essential.

Modify Plan.

Improvements - Footpath /cycleway alongside A272 to village boundaries on both east and west sides of Cowfold or at least as far as Picts lane/Kent St in the East and Burnthouse lane/Clockhouse
lane in the West.

Supports Plan - No comments.

22

From Looking at CPC website and 50 pages of document clear CPC have looked closely and thoroughly at all the areas needed. The CPC represent the village and we should all feel proud of the
work they've done and I'm confident that the CPC would always 'fight our corner' and so we back the plan they've put together as we will have to accept an increase in housing at some point. Thank
You once again.

Supports Plan - No comments.

Improvements - No more building private houses for sale. There are so many new houses in Billingshurst, Southwater and elsewhere in Horsham standing empty but cannot be used for social housing
if there are no buyers for these houses which have been standing empty for 2 years or more. Why do we need more? We need some social housing. I object to villages.

Opposition to extra Traffic, desecration of traditional English villages, Countryside absorbs carbon and promotes wildlife. We don’t need only rich people to be able to buy carbon offset, that is not
sustainable, we need more infrastructure. Rise in crime where communities have been built up. Tax incentives should be introduced to limit population.

Opposes Plan.

11

10

Supports Plan - No comments.
Supports plan - Note: On-Line completed as Oppose but corrected to Support by email.
Supports plan - Note: On-Line completed as Oppose but corrected to Support by email.
Supports Plan - No comments.
Supports Plan - No comments.
Supports Plan - No comments.
Supports Plan.

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

Supports Plan - No comments.
Supports Plan - No comments.
Supports Plan - No comments.

40

41

42

Good balance struck to allow some development and growth without adversely affecting the character of the village.

Supports Plan - No comments.

6.7 - Fit with the plan objectives and best provide additive development to the village - including assistance for the school and traffic flow calming and place making at the West of the village.

Improvements - Para 5: Agree that it is important development is sympathetic to heritage assets and their setting.

16 - The lanes mentioned are very actively used by walkers and joggers and hence designating them quiet lanes with low traffic usage sustains the amenity used by many in the village

Supports Plan.

Improvements - None. The Police will tell you, as they did us following yet another collision on the brow of the hill, that this is "a very dangerous place to live" and having observed the traffic for almost
40 years we feel well placed to provide an opinion. We take our lives in our hands every time we venture onto the A281 and this has become increasingly so over the years.

3.3 - We cannot imagine how this development would IMPROVE road safety given the volume and speed of traffic on the A281. Slower, idling traffic increases not decreases pollution and traffic would
be slowed down by the introduction of a roundabout.

Improvements - Cannot imagine how this could be improved short of finding an alternative method of accessing the A281.

32

31

Opposes Plan.

30

4.1 - The stated aim seems to be to REDUCE the impact of traffic volume and speed. We cannot imagine how placing a roundabout on a blind summit does anything to enforce this aim. Current
speed restrictions are totally ignored and if anything, drivers speed up as they leave/enter the village. Observing driving habits on the current roundabout in the centre of the village will give you an
indication of what drivers think of roundabouts.

Supports Plan - No comments.

The NP has been rigorously constructed, scrutinised & subject to public consultations. It has my full support.

Supports Plan.

29

28

Supports Plan - No comments.
Supports Plan.

45

46

Supports Plan - No comments.
Modify Plan.

50

52

Supports Plan.

58

Difficulty understanding what needs to be done w form, appreciates all the hard work Cowfold team have given to these plans. Thank you.

Supports Plan - No comments.

54

Improvements - The need for housing in the south east is proven, and sustainable development in key areas should be the focus of this. Whilst windfall sites should be welcomed in the parish on a
small scale, large-scale development is not suitable for Cowfold, and should be focussed on urban areas.

Support with modifications - Cowfold has poor transport connections, high levels of traffic, and limited key amenities.

Supports Plan - No comments.

48

NP has taken into consideration all concerns, including those which affect villagers directly, day to day such as traffic, parking, air quality and impact on limited infrastructure to create a balanced and
sustainable approach to finding the best solution for the village. I support the plan for this reason.

Supports Plan - No comments.

44

68

Representations advise the SA sets out through Paragraphs 5.6 to 5.9 out how the housing sites have been assessed and why the preferred option has been selected. Representations advise this sections states that the Parish
Council have elected to allocate land at Brook Hill and Potters as the assessment has demonstrated that these will, overall, and on balance meet the Sustainability Objectives of the Plan.

60

Representations submit that the Sustainability Appraisal also identifies that the development site lies close to the Cowfold Conservation Area and within 25 metres of a listed building as negative impacts. It is submitted the
sustainability appraisal does not identify what the potential impact of the development on the significance of these assets is, how this impact has been taken into account in allocating this site, or what mitigation has been proposed
to avoid or minimise these negative impacts. In light of this it is considered the documents is flawed at present and needing amendment.

Historic England consider the Sustainability Appraisal fails to identify the ANAs as heritage assets or potential heritage assets that are present and consequently does not identify any potential impact or suitable mitigation. In light
of this it is considered the documents is flawed at present and needing amendment.

Representations consider the assessment of the reasonable alternatives will likely need to be revisited with the allocation.

It is considered on determining that these allocations are the most sustainable option the economic and social benefits should be weighed in the balance consistently.

Representations advise in stating that these allocations are the most sustainable option as the sites have the least environmental effects, this appears to have tilted the balance too far in favour of the environmental objective of
achieving sustainable development.

Representations question this consultation and suggest that this is not consistent with the assessment of each of the reasonable alternatives.

Representations also advise this section considered that the proposed allocations present the most sustainable option for the Parish as the sites with the least environmental effects have been allocated.

Summary of Comments

Commenter No.

SA COMMENTS

8.

HOW THE MAIN ISSUES HAVE BEEN CONSIDERED

8.1.

Paragraph 15(2)(d) requires the Consultation Statement to describe how these issues and
concerns have been considered and, where relevant, addressed in the proposed Neighbourhood
Plan.

8.2.

Section 7 detailed the stakeholder feedback in Table 1.

8.3.

Table 2 set out below, summarises comments received and how these have been taken into
consideration in preparing the Submission Version CNP (Regulation 16). This is presented
thematically, for ease of cross-reference to the CNP.

Consultation Statement: Cowfold Neighbourhood Plan
Page 22

TABLE 2
STAKEHOLDER FEEDBACK
WITH COMMENTS

59

Chapter 4: Policy 3 Local Green Space (LGS)

64

64

Chapter 5:
Community Infrastructure

Chapter 5: Policy 5 Open Space

63

60

66

Commenter
No.

Chapter 4: Aim 1 Air Quality Management

Aim

No change to submission CNP.

Comments noted.

Eastlands Wood was previously assessed for residential development. As a result of site
assessment work and public consultation, the site was deemed an unsuitable location for
residential development.

The accompanying background document considers each of the proposed LGS against the
requirements of the NPPF.

See Consultation Statement which sets out the chronology of engagements with
stakeholders.

CPC Comment

Comments noted.

No change to submission CNP.

No change to submission CNP.
Regulatory powers outside of neighbourhood plan policy to facilitate provision of essential
utilities infrastructure.

Development proposals that result in a loss of open space will not be acceptable other than for the purposes of essential
utilities infrastructure (where no reasonable alternative site is available).

Comments noted.

In terms of the delivery of new water or wastewater infrastructure Southern Water advise there may be limited options
available for its location due to the need to connect into the existing sewerage network.
Having regard to this issue Southern Water propose the following additions (additional text underlined)

The Horsham District Planning Framework includes strategic policy 39: Infrastructure. The
CNP relies upon this policy with respect to infrastructure provision.

Comments noted.

Proposed amendment
Propose an additional policy as follows:
New and improved utility infrastructure will be encouraged and supported in order to meet the identified needs of the
community subject to other policies in the plan.

The accompanying background document considered each of the proposed LGS against
the requirements of the NPPF and demonstrates compliance with planning policy/guidance.

No changes to submission CNP.

Comments noted.

We could find no policies to support the general provision of new or improved utilities infrastructure.

HDC acknowledge the emerging Cowfold Neighbourhood Plan proposes a number of Local Green Spaces. Representations
advise strict criterion must be satisfied before formal designation potential not every proposal put forward by the local
community will meet the requirements stipulated.

Having reviewed the Local Green Space report, Gladman question the designation of LGS04, the Recreation Field. The report No change to submission CNP.
states that measuring at 3.2ha, this proposed LGS could be considered to form an extensive tract of land. It is not clear why
this has been carried forward to the draft neighbourhood plan. Gladman suggest that under the ownership of the Parish
Background document updated to clarify the proposed area is not considered to be an
Council this site is already able to benefit from the special protection that an LGS designation would provide.
extensive tract of land.

Policy 3: Local Green Space.

It is asserted that that the designation of LGS12 and LGS13 are not consistent and do not comply with the
NPPF.

Considered the assertion that the shade and separation produced by the trees is a spurious reason to seek to designate the
land.

With respect to the proposed allocation of LGS12 and LGS13, the accompanying
LGS13: Eastlands Lane: Proposed LGS designation is a small area of private land. LGS13 is adjacent to the current BUAB.
background paper sets out how the Neighbourhood Plan Working Group (NPWG) consider
There is no public access and it is considered it does not provide any public or recreational function to the community. The site the site meets the requirements for the NPPF.
includes trees which are protected by TPO’s. The land does not provide any special wildlife function.

It extends to 1.66he and is privately owned woodland. It is considered that the proposed designation of this large tract of land
in the absence of an overarching sustainable development could prejudice the future development opportunities.

LGS12: Eastlands Wood: Site CNP06 (Eastlands Wood) has been actively promoted for residential led development to also
include LGS with enhancements such as boardwalk to facilitate improved public access to the village together with protection
of the woodland.

Representations advise, the first acknowledgement of these proposed allocations was after the publication of the draft CNDP.
It is asserted therefore that this secretive approach to LGS allocation is not in accordance with the need for transparency
through the planning process and which is advocated in Planning Practice Guidance.

Representations advise it is considered the Parish Council has not sought to engage with the land owner and indeed no
Comments noted.
consultation has been held with the land owner in respect of the prospect of allocation of LGS12: Eastlands Wood and LGS13:
Eastlands Lane.
No change to submission CNP.

Given the level of development proposed in the plan it is unlikely that any significant/large scale improvements could be
secured and implemented.

Summary of Comments

CHAPTER/AIMS/POLICIES

66

66

59

Chapter 5: Aim 7 School Provision

Chapter 5: Aim 9 Community Infrastructure
Levy

Chapter 6: Housing

Additionally, there appear to be a number of discrepancies. Appendix 1 of the Housing Needs Assessment lists the
‘commitments’ and ‘completions’. In total 34 commitments are listed with 3 completions. This does not tally with the 56 stated
within the document or the ‘total’ at table 1 of Appendix 1.

Should be noted that many of the ‘commitments’ have in fact been completed thereby meeting an extant housing need rather
than a future housing need to 2031.

The draft CNDP and its supporting Housing Needs Assessment states that 53 homes have been permitted with 3 completed in
the village since 2011 (total 56 dwellings).

The live household projection tables based on 2014 data indicates the population growth of Horsham District is projected to
increase steadily.Cowfold is likely to also experience a similar degree of increase in population and it is reasonable to assume
that Cowfold should take a ‘fair share’ in this level of growth to meet its own needs.

Housing Needs Assessment produced in support of the CNDP sets out a housing need for the period 2011-2031 (20 year
period) based on the 2012-based household projections issued by the Office of National Statistics (ONS), whereas the most
recent data published by HDC is based on ONS 2014-based housing projections over the period 2016 to 2031 (15 year
period).

It is considered reduction in proposed housing allocations is shortsighted and will fail dearly to deliver necessary housing.
HDPF Review may well arrive at different Housing Need number for Parish and have committed to an early review of CNDP, if
required. The CNDP may become out of date soon after being ‘made’ thereby undermining the work which has been prepared
to date.

ECE were pleased Site CNP07 (Eastland’s Lane) had been supported in principle for housing allocation but are disappointed
that this site has since fallen away as part of the current consultation.

Representations advise, the Parish Council’s preferred sites were displayed at the Public Exhibition in March 2019. These
comprised: CNP03-Potters; CNP01-Brook Hill; CNP07-Eastlands Lane; and CNP02-Thorndean West.

Comments note re Housing Needs Assessment. See revised Housing Needs Consideration
Report.

Comments noted re housing need. See supporting paper ‘Response to Regulation 14 Presubmission Representations in Respect of Housing Matters’.

Comments noted re promotion of CNP06; CNP07 and CNP09.

The following sites have been promoted on behalf of Hunter Developments and Eastland Farm Ltd.
* CNP06 Eastlands Farm West (38 dwellings)
* CNP07 Eastlands Lane (8-10 dwellings)
* CNP09 Eastlands Farm East (8-10 dwellings).

Comments noted.

Reps focus on Environment; Specifically designation of Local Green Space, together with the proposed housing allocations
within the village.

Note: Parish Council have discussed and agreed initial projects which has been based on
the results of the October 2017 CNP survey.

No change to submission CNP.

On behalf of Hunter Group.

WSCC would welcome the Council’s support for establishing appropriate decision-making arrangements.

Comments noted.

Para 5.5.1 - HDC WSCC Planning for School Places 2018 2019 indicates that St Peter’s
CoE Primary School has a maximum capacity of 140 places across 7 school years and 5
class groups (20 pupils per year group from Reception – Year 6). In October 2018 there
were 129 120 pupils in 2017 on role equating to 92% 86% capacity. The Parish has 739
dwellings. Extrapolating this data shows that there is an average requirement of 0.18 school
places per dwelling. The proposed 70 new dwellings plus the 56 that have been permitted
or completed would equate to a requirement for an extra 23 places. However, we
understand that demographic shift has resulted in a reduced intake and that the current
pupil level is in the order of 120 pupils. The net result is that the extra 13 pupils that can be
anticipated from 70 new dwellings will take the school population to 133 and 95% capacity
at which point it is considered full. The proposed 70 new dwellings equate to approximately
2.5 children per year of age (17.5 primary aged pupils) depending on the type & tenure of
dwelling.

Para 5.5.1 - HDC WSCC Planning for School Places 2018 2019 indicates that St Peter’s CoE Primary School has a maximum
capacity of 140 places across 7 school years and 5 class groups (20 pupils per year group from Reception – Year 6). In
October 2018 there were 129 120 pupils in 2017 on role equating to 92% 86% capacity. The Parish has 739 dwellings.
Extrapolating this data shows that there is an average requirement of 0.18 school places per dwelling. The proposed 70 new
dwellings plus the 56 that have been permitted or completed would equate to a requirement for an extra 23 places. However,
we understand that demographic shift has resulted in a reduced intake and that the current pupil level is in the order of 120
pupils. The net result is that the extra 13 pupils that can be anticipated from 70 new dwellings will take the school population to
133 and 95% capacity at which point it is considered full. The proposed 70 new dwellings equate to approximately 2.5 children
per year of age (17.5 primary aged pupils) depending on the type & tenure of dwelling.

No mechanism currently exists for prioritising infrastructure needs across different public services and allocating funds to
priority projects.

Para 5.5.1 iupdated to read:

Education.

59 ctd…

In addition, information previously submitted in response to the Call for Site was resubmitted for Site CNP06, CNP07 and
CNP09.

With respect to Site CNP07: A Transport Report has been included to confirm the proposed scale of development (8-10) units
would generate only a small number of vehicle movements which would not create any highways issues that prevent the
development of the site.

With respect to Site CNP09: A Transport Report has been included to confirm the proposed scale of development (8-10) units
would generate only a small number of vehicle movements which would not create any highways issues that prevent the
development of the site.

Additional information submitted:

CNP09: Eastlands Farm East (8-10 dwellings): Considered similar to CNP06 as outside the BUAB. Site forms a link
connecting two existing small clusters of residential. Considered the site offers an ideal opportunity for incremental and organic
development which would not adversely impact the setting and character of Cowfold.

CNP07: Eastlands Lane (8-10 dwellings): Considered that as a result of the proximity of the site to the existing settlement, with
existing residential development surrounding the site, the site represents a ‘missing tooth” and is an ideal opportunity for
incremental and organic development. Considers with existing development along Eastlands Lane would create a logical and
defensive edge to the edge of the settlement

CNP06: Eastlands Farms (38 dwellings): Site is located outside the BUAB connects to the built up area boundary in the northwestern corner. Considered the site forms a link connecting two existing small clusters of residential development to the east of
Eastlands Lane with Holm Oak to the west. Considers with existing development along Eastlands Lane would create a logical
and defensive edge to the edge of the settlement.

Representations advised:

Representations advise it is considered CNP06 Eastlands Farm West (38 dwellings) and CNP07 Eastlands Lane (8-10
dwellings) could contribute to meeting the local identified housing need within the parish through the release of appropriate,
available and suitable land for future residential development.

In meeting future housing need, it is considered that the three sites at Eastlands Farm (CNP06, CNP07 and CNP09) would
contribute to this need and could be delivered as suitable reserve sites.

‘Reserve Site’ must reasonably be considered.

Having regard to the anticipated growth together with the apparent discrepancies within the Housing Needs Assessment, it is
asserted that a reasonable and proportionate level of growth for Cowfold, should be in the region of 225 new homes.

Comments note re Housing Needs Assessment. See revised Housing Needs Consideration
Report.

Comments noted re housing need. See supporting paper ‘Response to Regulation 14 Presubmission Representations in Respect of Housing Matters’.

Comments noted re promotion of CNP06; CNP07 and CNP09.

Comments noted.

63

60

In response to comments on Monitoring and Review, CPC recognise in light of the emerging
Local Plan Review, the housing numbers may change. Chapter 9 therefore confirms the
review of the CNP will commence within 3 years of being made or following the adoption of
the HDPF review, whichever is the later.

Comments noted re housing need. See supporting paper ‘Response to Regulation 14 Presubmission Representations in Respect of Housing Matters’.

No change to submission CNP.

Comments noted.

Horsham District Council - Steering group have fully engaged with the relevant stakeholders to undertake a comprehensive
assessment of the sites to justify their inclusion as an allocation in the emerging neighbourhood plan.

Council has therefore sought confirmation from local groups to commit to a full or partial review of their neighbourhood plan
once the district has completed a review of its Local Plan in 2021. HDC have confirmed support of the Monitoring and Review
process set out in Chapter 9.

Horsham District Council considers the proposed scale of development is appropriate for the village for this plan period and full
consideration has been given to the environmental designations and constraints in effect in this area. Best endeavours have
been made to accommodate the Parish’s housing requirement to promote sustainable development.

Pre-Submission Draft Cowfold Neighbourhood Plan has undergone an informal ‘healthcheck’ with HDC officers, with the
expectation suggested amendments will be implemented to ensure general conformity with planning legislation.

Development of this site would represent a logical extension to Cowfold and urge that the site be considered for development
as part of the neighbourhood plan. In this regard, we submit that having considered the site the evidence suggests that the site
is suitable for allocation in the CNP.

Land off Bolney Road, Cowfold

Instead of committing to a review Gladman suggest that the CNP may be better placed increasing flexibility through the policy
framework and the consideration of further housing sites that could come forward should housing needs increase as predicted.

Gladman welcome this commitment.

Monitoring and Review

No change to submission CNP.

Comments noted.

in addition, when considering whether sites were suitable for allocation, CPC have also had
regard to the planning history of the sites proposed.

The Report indicates that there is an ageing population in Cowfold with an increase in the number of 50 to 64 year olds and
65+ year olds by 11% and 21% respectively whilst the numbers of 25 to 49 year olds has reduced by 2%. To try to reverse this
trend a significant number of new homes will be required within Cowfold to seek to make housing more affordable for younger Comments noted re promotion of Land off Bolney Road, Cowfold.
people to stay in the area.
With respect to site selection process, the Parish Council considered all sites equally. In
Savills report suggests if we assume from 2019 that the standard methodology for calculating housing needs is adopted it
doing so the environmental constraints of the sites were considered. Furthermore
results in a need for a minimum of 17,980 over the plan period. Using a proportionate breakdown this would result in a need in consideration was given to the policy constraints of the sites with due regard being given to
Cowfold of at least 240 dwellings.
the requirements of national planning policy guidance and the strategic policies of the
Horsham District Planning Framework (HDPF).
Representations advise when the standard methodology is adopted for Horsham it is likely that Cowfold will be required to
deliver a minimum of 240 dwellings in neighbourhood plan period and to ensure the longevity of the plan and it’s policies
With respect to CNP08, CPC do not consider the site is suitable for allocation in the CNP as
Gladman suggest that the CNP should be providing further housing now.
it is considered the site does not directly adjoin the existing built up area boundary (BUAB)
and is therefore contrary to the strategic policies of the Horsham District Planning
Gladman suggest CNP either includes sufficient flexibility to adjust in circumstances such as the housing target for the area
Framework (HDPF).
increasing or plans for a higher housing target in advance of this being confirmed through the Local Plan Review. This degree
of flexibility is required to ensure that the CNP is capable of being effective over the duration of the plan period
CPC consider the proposal to accommodate 110 dwellings on CNP08 would not be aligned
and not ultimately superseded.
with the settlement hierarchy as set out in Policy 3 of the HDPF.

Gladman have commissioned Savills as a consultant to provide a technical note on the housing needs of Cowfold. The report
considers various scenarios for housing needs with the average indicating a requirement of 215 dwellings. Once completions
and consents since 2011 have been discounted (56 dwellings) this results in a residual requirement to deliver 159 dwellings.
Gladman suggest that the CNP should be planning for a minimum of 159 dwellings through the neighbourhood plan.

Housing

Gladman are promoting land in the neighbourhood area, land off Bolney Road, Cowfold for 110 dwellings including 35%
affordable housing and new public open space.
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67

No change to submission CNP.

No change to submission CNP.
See supporting paper ‘Housing Needs Consideration Report’.

CNP01-09

I oppose all development as our village can't take anymore traffic or pollution. The GP surgery is drowning in patients and we
don't have the infrastructure to support these plans. The roads are already chock a block now and its far too dangerous to add
more cars and people.

See supporting paper ‘Response to Regulation 14 Pre-submission Representations in
Respect of Housing Matters’.

Comments noted.

Opposes Plan.

See supporting paper ‘Response to Regulation 14 Pre-submission Representations in
Respect of Housing Matters’.

See supporting paper ‘Housing Needs Consideration Report’.

Comments noted.

No need for more housing in the village. Village choked now, just greed on behalf of land owners.

No change to submission CNP.

Comments noted.

Provide a Transport Assessment at the planning application stage.

Policies updated to include additional criterion to read:

In light of comments received from Highways England, HDC have recommended an
additional criterion is included in Policy 11 and Policy 12 .

It is the consideration of HDC officers the cumulative impact of development from NPs on
the Strategic Highway Network is a strategic issue and should be address through the LPR,
the evidence presented by the STA all planning applications for major development will be
considered through the DM process and there will be a expectation the applicant will have
to submit a separate transport assessment as part of any proposal

HDC advised this issue was also addressed at the Upper Beeding examination whereby the
examiner agreed with HDC regarding it was inappropriate and disproportionate for the
neighbourhood plan to address shortfalls in infrastructure especially when proposals are
within agreed development thresholds (to HDPF) which have been tested through the STA.

HDC have confirmed given the proposed allocations in the CNP have been assessed as
part of the STA undertaken to support the HDPF, no further assessment is required.

“The purpose of the Strategic Transport Assessment (STA) was to undertake an
assessment of the transport implication of developments proposed by the HDPF on the
highway network….The overall level of development proposed in the Cowfold
Neighbourhood Plan is in accordance with the forecast estimate of background traffic
growth assumed in the STA. The STA indicates that there will be no severe impacts on the
transport network that cannot be mitigated to a satisfactory level. The County Council
considers this provides sufficient evidence to justify the overall level of development
proposed in the Cowfold Neighbourhood Plan. Therefore, it is not necessary to produce
further transport evidence before allocating the sites proposed in the Neigbourhood Plan for
Cowfold’.

This is acknowledged by West Sussex County Council (WSCC) in their representation, who
advise:

The housing number to be delivered in the CNP will contribute towards the “at least 1500”
homes as identified in Policy 15 of the Horsham District Planning Framework (HDPF).

Comments noted.

Opposes Plan.

Improvements - smaller 'pocket' developments would be preferable. Even better renovate the lovely character village
properties that are falling into ruin. Maintain the village character and rural surroundings.

Directly effects my enjoyment of a rural location. Too big a development comprising too much countryside, flora and fauna.
Would create too much additional traffic on local roads.

CNP08

Supports Plan.

Representation state ideally this assessment would be carried out on a cumulative basis as part of the Horsham Transport
Study supporting the emerging Local Plan, with mitigate and the means of its delivery identified in an Infrastructure Delivery
Plan. Representation state the alternative is that detailed Transport Assessments could be submitted on an application by
application basis, however representations state this has the potential disadvantage that late coming development might have
to carry a disproportionate share of any mitigation.

Representations recommend the CNP should clarify that the transport impacts of development in the parish will be assessed
and any mitigation required on the strategic road network will be identified along with its funding source before planning
permission is granted.

Representations submit Highways England is concerned that the housing proposed in Cowfold and other parishes across the
district could have an adverse impact on the strategic road network in terms of road safety and congestion, as individual sites
and/or cumulatively.

in addition, representations note, the CNP proposed to allocated 70 dwellings across two sites and includes a commitment to
an early review.

Representations note Horsham District Council is undertaking a Local Plan Review.

60

60

Policy 10 Windfall Housing

Chapter 6: Policy 11 CNP01, Brook Hill

66

60

Chapter 6: Policy 9 Residential Development
Principles

21
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No change to submission CNP.

CNP01-CNP06, CNP09 - Concerns re suitability/safety of road access

Comments noted.

See supporting paper ‘Response to Regulation 14 Pre-submission Representations in
Respect of Housing Matters’.

No change to submission CNP.

Comments noted.

See supporting paper ‘Response to Regulation 14 Pre-submission Representations in
Respect of Housing Matters’.

No change to submission CNP.

Considers that due to the unbalanced traffic flows a roundabout junction is unlikely to be considered an appropriate access
solution.
Request following criterion is added: ‘A mineral resource assessment is undertaken to ascertain whether economically viable
mineral resources are present and whether prior extraction is practicable, as required by Policy M9 of the West Sussex Joint
Minerals Local Plan.’

A mineral resource assessment is undertaken to ascertain whether economically viable
mineral resources are present and whether prior extraction is practicable, as required by
Policy M9 of the West Sussex Joint Minerals Local Plan.

Additional criterion included to read:

The Highway Authority consider that due to the unbalanced traffic flows a roundabout
junction is unlikely to be considered an appropriate access solution.

Last sentence of paragraph 6.7.6 amended to read:

Comments noted.

in addition, when considering whether sites were suitable for allocation, CPC have also had
regard to the planning history of the sites proposed.

CPC consider the proposal to accommodate 110 dwellings on CNP08 would not be aligned
with the settlement hierarchy as set out in Policy 3 of the HDPF.

With respect to CNP08, CPC do not consider the site is suitable for allocation in the CNP as
it is considered the site does not directly adjoin the existing built up area boundary (BUAB)
and is therefore contrary to the strategic policies of the Horsham District Planning
Framework (HDPF).

No change to submission CNP.
No reasoning is given for the preferred approach to be the allocation of the two sites for 35 dwellings rather than a single
allocation of a site for a greater number of dwellings. The community benefits a single larger allocation can provide, such as a Comments noted re promotion of Land off Bolney Road, Cowfold.
greater amount of affordable housing and a community park, does not appear to have been a consideration. Consideration of a
larger site and the greater provision of affordable housing this could provide should be weighted heavily in determining an
With respect to site selection process, the Parish Council considered all sites equally. In
appropriate strategy for housing allocations.
doing so the environmental constraints of the sites were considered. Furthermore
consideration was given to the policy constraints of the sites with due regard being given to
the requirements of national planning policy guidance and the strategic policies of the
Horsham District Planning Framework (HDPF).

Representations consider the site being promoted by Gladman was discounted at an early stage for poor conformance with
HDPF policies, yet in the Sustainability Assessment the site scores just as well as the sites selected for allocation.

Consider the housing needs of Cowfold are likely to be higher in the near future. Gladman therefore suggest that this policy
could also support windfall development adjacent to the built-up boundary that is well related to the settlement and compliant
with other development plan policies. Consider this is an option open to the PC.

Policy seeks for development to be a density that is appropriate to its location having regard to the current level in the
immediate area. Representations consider this element of the policy should also be amended to ensure conformity with
national planning policy and guidance (paragraph 122 and 123).

Comments noted.

No change to submission CNP.

Ref 6 - Provides for good balance of affordable homes to larger family homes.
Improvements = Ensures that environmental impact is kept to a minimum by being screened with trees and also providing
areas of community land.

Gladman are concerned around the use of the term ‘sympathetic’, a term likely to be applied subjectively, leading to
inconsistencies in the decision-making process. Gladman therefore suggest, to meet basic condition (a), that this term is
amended or removed from the policy.

Comments noted.

Supports Plan.

CNP08 - Bolney Rd. Think this is the best if A272 has a roundabout. This site will cause disruption but a big increase in traffic
whichever site is used.

Comments noted.

Supports Plan.
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This is acknowledged by West Sussex County Council (WSCC) in their representation, who
advise:

Representations submit Highways England is concerned that the housing proposed in Cowfold and other parishes across the
district could have an adverse impact on the strategic road network in terms of road safety and congestion, as individual sites
and/or cumulatively.

No change to submission CNP.

No change to submission CNP.

CNP01 - Backs onto my secluded Property.

Improvement - Move southern boundary in northerly direction to avoid steep run off slope. 'Ground Flat' ridiculous, it follows
Brook Hill.

Comments noted.

Opposes Plan.

Representations state they are comfortable that they can provide a safe, access, including traffic calming measures and
ensure that the site remains appropriately landscaped. In addition it is stated the design and placement of dwellings will ensure
there is no adverse impacts on neighbouring properties.

Comments noted.

Representations submit it is considered that Policy 11 is a reasonable policy that could deliver the proposed number of units
within a relatively quick timeline, contributing towards the housing needs of the area.

Provide a Transport Assessment at the planning application stage.

Policies updated to include additional criterion to read:

In light of comments received from Highways England, HDC have recommended an
additional criterion is included in Policy 11 and Policy 12 .

It is the consideration of HDC officers the cumulative impact of development from NPs on
the Strategic Highway Network is a strategic issue and should be address through the LPR,
the evidence presented by the STA all planning applications for major development will be
considered through the DM process and there will be a expectation the applicant will have
to submit a separate transport assessment as part of any proposal

HDC advised this issue was also addressed at the Upper Beeding examination whereby the
examiner agreed with HDC regarding it was inappropriate and disproportionate for the
neighbourhood plan to address shortfalls in infrastructure especially when proposals are
within agreed development thresholds (to HDPF) which have been tested through the STA.

HDC have confirmed given the proposed allocations in the CNP have been assessed as
part of the STA undertaken to support the HDPF, no further assessment is required.

Site promoter confirmed full support for the CNP and Policy 11.

Representation state ideally this assessment would be carried out on a cumulative basis as part of the Horsham Transport
Study supporting the emerging Local Plan, with mitigate and the means of its delivery identified in an Infrastructure Delivery
Plan. Representation state the alternative is that detailed Transport Assessments could be submitted on an application by
application basis, however representations state this has the potential disadvantage that late coming development might have
to carry a disproportionate share of any mitigation.

“The purpose of the Strategic Transport Assessment (STA) was to undertake an
assessment of the transport implication of developments proposed by the HDPF on the
highway network….The overall level of development proposed in the Cowfold
Neighbourhood Plan is in accordance with the forecast estimate of background traffic
growth assumed in the STA. The STA indicates that there will be no severe impacts on the
transport network that cannot be mitigated to a satisfactory level. The County Council
considers this provides sufficient evidence to justify the overall level of development
proposed in the Cowfold Neighbourhood Plan. Therefore, it is not necessary to produce
further transport evidence before allocating the sites proposed in the Neigbourhood Plan for
Cowfold’.

The housing number to be delivered in the CNP will contribute towards the “at least 1500”
homes as identified in Policy 15 of the Horsham District Planning Framework (HDPF).

in addition, representations note, the CNP proposed to allocated 70 dwellings across two sites and includes a commitment to
an early review.

Representations recommend the CNP should clarify that the transport impacts of development in the parish will be assessed
and any mitigation required on the strategic road network will be identified along with its funding source before planning
permission is granted.

Comments noted.

Representations note Horsham District Council is undertaking a Local Plan Review.
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Comments noted.

The Highway Authority have been consulted as part of the Regulation 14 Pre-submission
consultation. They have advised that due to the unbalanced traffic flow, a roundabout
junction is unlikely to be considered an appropriate access solution.

CNP01 - No issues with this housing plan with the exception of the access onto A281. Cowfold is in desperate need of a revamp. The pavements along the Bolney road & parts of Henfield road are narrow & in desperate need of resurfacing. The
Bolney road in particular is very dangerous due to its width & surface. The lack of Gas in the village is archaic & if more houses
are to be built better infrastructure is a necessity not a dream. Residents cannot get a suitable bus to the Haywards Heath
Hospital without taking a huge detour. Only having a north south bus route is ridiculous. Which also limits employment using
public transport.

No change to submission CNP.

CNP01 - Air quality is an issue, albeit electric cars and lorries are just 10 years off, i would rather any build is south of the
village Dragon's Lane

Improvements - CNP02 is a much better proposal to than CNP 01. It has a better site line for traffic emerging onto the main
road. It complements CNP03 in that the development is balanced within Cowfold. It is not adjacent to any listed buildings.
Although traffic does queue by the proposed access the traffic would be entering the main A roads in an area that goes with
the "flow" of the traffic and would not increase the queueing in the village as much as CNP01. CNP02 does not affect the
areas of affect the areas of "Natural Habitat" to the NE of CNP02 and to the NW of CNP01.

Further to my objections to CNP01 in my previous response. I suggest CNP02 as a more suitable alternative.

Improvement - Do not develop CNP01.
If developed do not develop eastern edge other then to have a wide access to allow cars to enter and ensure the rest of the
eastern edge is screened by a high tree and hedge line.

The Highway Authority have been consulted as part of the Regulation 14 Pre-submission
consultation. They have advised that due to the unbalanced traffic flow, a roundabout
junction is unlikely to be considered an appropriate access solution.

CNP01 - Object to proposed development of CNP01. At present access to highway (A281) is on brow of a hill with limited
visual site line to exit the proposed site . The part of the road is already hazardous with many vehicles ignoring the speed
restrictions (in both directions). There is already queueing traffic on the during the busy commuting period which adds to the
pollution levels (although there is no AQA assessment at the proposed entrance the nearest one (Cowfold 4) is already close
to the NO2 limit at certain times of the day. Any development on the Eastern edge would also detract from the visual aspect of
entering the village through a tree lined archway.

Aim 1: Air Quality seeks to ensure proposals do not have an adverse effect upon air quality.

Provide a Transport Assessment at the planning application stage.

Policies updated to include additional criterion to read:

In light of comments received from Highways England, HDC have recommended an
additional criterion is included in Policy 11 and Policy 12.

They did not however raise concerns at the principle of the allocation on highway access
ground. It is therefore considered likely that suitable access can be achieved, the details of
which would be agreed between the site promoters and the LPA and Highway Authority.
Criteria b & c of the Policy provide a requirement that safe access and traffic calming as
may be necessary, is delivered as part of the development proposal.

Comments noted.

Modify Plan.

Aim 1: Air Quality seeks to ensure proposals do not have an adverse effect upon air quality.

Comments noted.

Modify Plan.

Aim 14 seeks to support sustainable transport.

Provide a Transport Assessment at the planning application stage.

Policies updated to include additional criterion to read:

They did not however raise concerns at the principle of the allocation on highway access
ground. It is therefore considered likely that suitable access can be achieved, the details of
which would be agreed between the site promoters and the LPA and Highway Authority.
Improvements - Putting a roundabout no matter what size on a brow of a hill is asking for accidents. I appreciate the concept it Criteria b & c of the Policy provide a requirement that safe access and traffic calming as
will slow traffic down coming into the village but I feel it should be positioned at the lower part of the road after Brook Hill exiting may be necessary, is delivered as part of the development proposal.
the village.
In light of comments received from Highways England, HDC have recommended an
additional criterion is included in Policy 11 and Policy 12.

Comments noted.

Modify Plan.

Provide a Transport Assessment at the planning application stage.

Policies updated to include additional criterion to read:

In light of comments received from Highways England, HDC have recommended an
additional criterion is included in Policy 11 and Policy 12.

The Highway Authority have been consulted as part of the Regulation 14 Pre-submission
consultation. They have advised that due to the unbalanced traffic flow, a roundabout
Improvements - The access to this site would be very difficult as the A 281 is a very busy road and is very dangerous at the top junction is unlikely to be considered an appropriate access solution.
of the hill. The site is on a steep hill and is prone to flooding.
They did not however raise concerns at the principle of the allocation on highway access
ground. It is therefore considered likely that suitable access can be achieved, the details of
which would be agreed between the site promoters and the LPA and Highway Authority.
Criteria b & c of the Policy provide a requirement that safe access and traffic calming as
may be necessary, is delivered as part of the development proposal.

CNP01 - I disagree with any planning in Cowfold as we have a big problem with air pollution and traffic congestion.

Opposes Plan.

Chapter 6: Policy 12 CNP03, Potters
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No reasoning is given for the preferred approach to be the allocation of the two sites for 35 dwellings rather than a single
allocation of a site for a greater number of dwellings. The community benefits a single larger allocation can provide, such as a
greater amount of affordable housing and a community park, does not appear to have been a consideration. Consideration of a
larger site and the greater provision of affordable housing this could provide should be weighted heavily in determining an
appropriate strategy for housing allocations.

Representations consider the site being promoted by Gladman was discounted at an early stage for poor conformance with
HDPF policies, yet in the Sustainability Assessment the site scores just as well as the sites selected for allocation.

Improvement - Do not develop CNP01

The Highway Authority have been consulted as part of the Regulation 14 Pre-submission
consultation. They have advised that due to the unbalanced traffic flow, a roundabout
junction is unlikely to be considered an appropriate access solution.

CNP01 - Object to development CNP01 on Brookhill for the following reasons: The access will be on to a very fast road. The
A281 is 60 mph road and goes down to 30 mph at the brow of the hill opposite Brookhill House. The southbound traffic is still
travelling very fast when it enters the village. Trying to turn right out of the development on to the A281 would be extremely
dangerous due to the speed of the southbound traffic. Drivers would also not be able to see what is coming from the left due
to the hill.
In the rush hour the southbound traffic is queuing from Picts Lane causing air pollution. A development on Brookhill would only
increase traffic congestion, noise and exacerbate air pollution.
A development on Brookhill would necessitate the removal of ancient trees and spoil the charm and character of Brookhill.

The CNP seeks to facilitate the delivery of 70 dwelling. CPC consider this is best met
through two site allocation policies (Policy 11 and Policy 12). In addition the CNP supports
windfall development. It is considered given the historic supply of windfall development with
the parish, it is anticipated Policy 10: Windfall will facilitate the delivery of residential
development in excess of 70 dwellings.

CPC consider the proposal to accommodate 110 dwellings on CNP08 would not be aligned
with the settlement hierarchy as set out in Policy 3 of the HDPF.

With respect to CNP08, CPC do not consider the site is suitable for allocation in the CNP as
it is considered the site does not directly adjoin the existing built up area boundary (BUAB)
and is therefore contrary to the strategic policies of the Horsham District Planning
Framework (HDPF).

With respect to site selection process, the Parish Council considered all sites equally. In
doing so the environmental constraints of the sites were considered. Furthermore
consideration was given to the policy constraints of the sites with due regard being given to
the requirements of national planning policy guidance and the strategic policies of the
Horsham District Planning Framework (HDPF).

Comments noted re promotion of Land off Bolney Road, Cowfold.

Provide a Transport Assessment at the planning application stage.

Policies updated to include additional criterion to read:

In light of comments received from Highways England, HDC have recommended an
additional criterion is included in Policy 11 and Policy 12.

They did not however raise concerns at the principle of the allocation on highway access
ground. It is therefore considered likely that suitable access can be achieved, the details of
which would be agreed between the site promoters and the LPA and Highway Authority.
Criteria b & c of the Policy provide a requirement that safe access and traffic calming as
may be necessary, is delivered as part of the development proposal.

Comments noted.

Modify Plan.
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Comments noted.

Request that the wording of Criterion (j) is revised to read:
‘provide public open space…with ongoing management and maintenance arrangements that ensure that the space remains of
a high-quality in the long-term’.

Whilst it may be that the transfer of ownership to the Parish Council or another trust is appropriate when the public open space
is delivered. It is not appropriate for a Policy within a Neighbourhood Plan to specifically require that this occurs.

Client fully supports the requirement to deliver an appropriate quantum of public open space at the site.

Public open space

Request that the requirement is revised to read:
‘proposals allow for links from the site to the wider public rights of way network and mitigation or enhancement of existing
rights of way if established as necessary by technical analyses’.

Transport Assessment would be provided with a planning application and that would consider, in technical detail, how people
would travel to and from the site.

Citerion h: Do not consider that the requirements of the development are suitably necessary or clear. Not aware of any
evidence or analysis to demonstrate that a development of the site would directly necessitate upgrades to the public rights of
way network.

Public rights of way network

Request that the drafting of criterion (d) is revised to read: ‘include a safe and accessible ‘drop-off’ point to serve the adjacent
school subject to agreement with West Sussex County Council and the viability of the development’.

Should a more engineered access arrangement, for example, a roundabout, be judged to be required, this could negatively
impact on the viability of the development.

In response to comments received, CPC liaised further with the land promoters, see update
below.

With respect to criteria D &H, these are to be amalgamated to remove the reference to
PRoWs and making the focus on providing a high quality non vehicular access to the
Client fully supportive of need for new ‘drop-off’ point for school and fully intends to deliver it as part of the development on site Primary School and Children’s Nursery. The responsibility for ongoing maintenance the cost
CNP03.
of the electricity for the illumination is to be established once the eventual ownership/
maintenance responsibilities for the Car Park/Drop Off have been agreed.
Any planning application, will however, be subject to a comprehensive and robust Transport Assessment, the content and
findings of which will need to be agreed with West Sussex County Council (WSCC).
Comments note re open space. No changes recommended.

The school drop-off area

Consider this is particularly important because any planning application will need to demonstrate compliance with the
With respect to using the term “around”, whilst it is appreciated this term is defined in the
prevailing SHMA at the time of submission. In order to achieve that, a degree of flexibility in the number of units provided at the Horsham District Planning Framework as “a guide figure that is plus or minus ten percent of
site will be required. Density could be different to other areas in the village without a conflict with the existing character.
the figure quoted”. it is considered appropriate to allocate the site for up to 35 residential
dwelling given the constraints of the site and the number of housing units to be facilitated
Ultimately, the development of this site should use land efficiently. Fixing a strict limit on unit numbers does not assist in
through the CNP.
achieving that objective.
With respect to the schools drop off area, developer has confirmed that having taken advice
Request Draft Policy wording revised so allow for ‘development proposals for around 35 residential units…will be supported’.
from WSCC the wording as proposed is accepted.

With respect to the number of units to be delivered at the site, the Neighbourhood Plan
Primary purpose of representation is to clearly articulate strong support both for the Draft Neighbourhood Plan and Draft Policy Working Group consider due to the constraints of the site, it is estimated that 1.2 hectares of
12.
the 5.6 hectares of the site would be available for development at a low density and could
therefore deliver <35 residential units. The southern part of the site has been proposed to
Very pleased Draft Plan recognises the sustainable location of site CNP03.
be community space and an area on the eastern part of the site has been proposed for use
by the adjacent school.
Would like to take this opportunity to request a number of small, but important amendments to the wording of Policy 12.
The CNP seeks to facilitate the delivery of 70 dwellings. This is met through two site
The number of units that should be delivered at the site
allocation policies (Policy 11 and Policy 12). In addition the CNP supports windfall
development. It is considered given the historic supply of windfall development with the
The draft policy does not include an indicative mix of unit sizes for the site. Representations advise they are not aware that any parish, that Policy 10: Windfall will facilitate the delivery of residential development in
such analysis has been undertaken at this time.
excess of 70 dwellings.

Representation relates predominately to Draft Policy 12 (Potters) and in part, Draft Policy 8 (Potters Allotments) owing to
interrelationship between the sites.

Additional criterion included to read:

Request following criterion is added: ‘A mineral resource assessment is undertaken to ascertain whether economically viable
mineral resources are present and whether prior extraction is practicable, as required by Policy M9 of the West Sussex Joint
Minerals Local Plan.’
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Comments noted.

Any traffic calming scheme will need to accord with the Developers Guidance.
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This is acknowledged by West Sussex County Council (WSCC) in their representation, who
advise:

Representations submit Highways England is concerned that the housing proposed in Cowfold and other parishes across the
district could have an adverse impact on the strategic road network in terms of road safety and congestion, as individual sites
and/or cumulatively.

Representation state ideally this assessment would be carried out on a cumulative basis as part of the Horsham Transport
Study supporting the emerging Local Plan, with mitigate and the means of its delivery identified in an Infrastructure Delivery
Plan. Representation state the alternative is that detailed Transport Assessments could be submitted on an application by
application basis, however representations state this has the potential disadvantage that late coming development might have
to carry a disproportionate share of any mitigation.

Provide a Transport Assessment at the planning application stage.

Policies updated to include additional criterion to read:

In light of comments received from Highways England, HDC have recommended an
additional criterion is included in Policy 11 and Policy 12.

It is the consideration of HDC officers the cumulative impact of development from NPs on
the Strategic Highway Network is a strategic issue and should be address through the LPR,
the evidence presented by the STA all planning applications for major development will be
considered through the DM process and there will be a expectation the applicant will have
to submit a separate transport assessment as part of any proposal

HDC advised this issue was also addressed at the Upper Beeding examination whereby the
examiner agreed with HDC regarding it was inappropriate and disproportionate for the
neighbourhood plan to address shortfalls in infrastructure especially when proposals are
within agreed development thresholds (to HDPF) which have been tested through the STA.

HDC have confirmed given the proposed allocations in the CNP have been assessed as
part of the STA undertaken to support the HDPF, no further assessment is required.

“The purpose of the Strategic Transport Assessment (STA) was to undertake an
assessment of the transport implication of developments proposed by the HDPF on the
highway network….The overall level of development proposed in the Cowfold
Neighbourhood Plan is in accordance with the forecast estimate of background traffic
growth assumed in the STA. The STA indicates that there will be no severe impacts on the
transport network that cannot be mitigated to a satisfactory level. The County Council
considers this provides sufficient evidence to justify the overall level of development
proposed in the Cowfold Neighbourhood Plan. Therefore, it is not necessary to produce
further transport evidence before allocating the sites proposed in the Neigbourhood Plan for
Cowfold’.

The housing number to be delivered in the CNP will contribute towards the “at least 1500”
homes as identified in Policy 15 of the Horsham District Planning Framework (HDPF).

in addition, representations note, the CNP proposed to allocated 70 dwellings across two sites and includes a commitment to
an early review.

Representations recommend the CNP should clarify that the transport impacts of development in the parish will be assessed
and any mitigation required on the strategic road network will be identified along with its funding source before planning
permission is granted.

Comments noted.

Representations note Horsham District Council is undertaking a Local Plan Review.

A mineral resource assessment is undertaken to ascertain whether economically viable
mineral resources are present and whether prior extraction is practicable, as required by
Policy M9 of the West Sussex Joint Minerals Local Plan.

Please see accompanying updated Housing Site Assessment papers

Please see accompanying submission SA.

Please see accompanying Background Paper on Heritage Matters in response to
Regulation 14 Representations Received in respect of Heritage Matters.

Policy 12 updated with respect to: the school drop off area including improvements to
illuminated, all-weather non vehicular access; public open space; provision of Transport
Assessment; mineral resource assessment and heritage.

Comments noted.

Further representations were received on 23 January 2020 to confirm agreement to updated criterion in relation to: the school
drop off area including improvements to illuminated, all-weather non vehicular access; public open space; and mineral
resource assessment.
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Consider making Thornden no entry from the A 272

CNP03 - Although I disagree with any planning in Cowfold this is the best site as at the presentation they said they would put in No change to submission CNP.
a school drop off and as the present parking for the school is Thornden and planning anywhere else would involve more cars,
it is very hazardous because it is also used as a rat run between the A 281 and the A272 and the cars do not slow down.

Opposes Plan.

Comments noted.

No change to submission CNP.

Improvements - Developer must ensure safety on the A272 is not compromised and that enough land is allocated to ensure
safety. They must be made to honour any commitments made to the school and Community.

Comments noted.

Developers proposals appear to accommodate some of the needs of the school and local community in regards to traffic, safe
access and open spaces.

Please see accompanying updated Housing Site Assessment papers

Please see accompanying submission SA.

l) The design, layout and form of the development preserves or enhances the character of a
Conservation Area and the contribution made by its setting.
m) The design of the development, including the layout of buildings and open spaces is
demonstrably informed by an appropriate archaeological investigation to preserve and,
where not possible, record in-situ remains.

Additional criteria included in Policy 12 to read:

Please see accompanying Background Paper on Heritage Matters in response to
Regulation 14 Representations Received in respect of Heritage Matters.

Comments noted.

Modify Plan.

It is considered this should ensure that even where evidence of the village’s medieval past is lost as a result of development, it
remains (and becomes more) accessible to the community. Representations also recommend the village primary school could
be an appropriate location for off-site interpretation of the archaeological interest of the site.

Representations state it is necessary to consider how the site’s archaeological interest should be investigated prior to the
submission of a planning application to ensure that the design of development takes into account opportunities to preserve
important remains in situ or to provide an appropriate record and interpretation before any remains are lost.
In light of this, representations recommend an additional bullet point is added to the policy to read:
“The design of the development, including the layout of buildings and open space, is informed by a programme of
archaeological investigation conducted according to a brief agreed with the Council’s archaeological advisor and is designed to
preserve remains of importance in-situ giving the greatest weight to any remains of national interest. Where the preservation of
remains is not merited they should be recorded to appropriate level of detail prior to their loss and provision for interpretation of
the site’s past, as revealed made within the village either on site or at another suitable location.”

In light of this, representations recommend that bullet point k is amended to refer to the need to preserve or enhance the
character or appearance of the conservation area and the contribution made by its setting.

Representations submit the proposed development forms part of the setting of the Cowfold Conservation Area and, as part of
the main approach to the area from the A272 is an prominent area that has a significant impact on its character and
appearance. Representations state it will be appropriate to consider how siting and layout of development within the site, as
well as the design of buildings and landscaping should take the potential impact of change to this approach and the connection
between the village conservation area and its rural surroundings into account to minimise any impact.

Representations confirm public benefits would include provision of safer school access, provision of a number of market and
affordable homes and provision of some public open green space. Representations state these benefits should be weighed
against the potential harm resulting from the development to both the designated and non-designated heritage assets after the
process of site assessment and any measures within the allocation policy have been developed to avoid or minimise harm
wherever possible. It is submitted where these benefits could be provided in a less harmful way, for instance through
development of an alternative site, they may be given less weight.

Representations submit the potential for impacts to non-designated heritage assets (such as sites recorded as ANAs) should
follow a similar process, with a weight given to their conservation that is appropriate to their level of importance (the greatest
weight being given to those that are demonstrably of national interest).

Representations state it is unlikely that the proposed developments would result in substantial harm to designated heritage
assets but such impacts should be exceptional and are unlikely to be justified in many cases and it remains important that
“great weight” is given to avoiding or minimising less than substantial harm

Representations submit where a potential site allocation affects a designated heritage asset, such as a listed building or
conservation area (including effects for its setting), the impact of those effects should be considered in terms of any harm or
benefit that could be provided to their significance, including but not limited to the significance that justifies their designation.

Representations submit the Site Assessment for CNP03 Potters does not identify any potential impact for the proposed
development of this site on the archaeological interest of these areas (in spite of the potential for impact on subsurface
archaeological remains) or propose any mitigation for potential harm through loss of remains. In light of this it is considered
the documents is flawed at present and needing amendment.
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Chapter 6: Policy 13 Housing Mix

Chapter 6: Aim 10 Affordable Housing

Chapter 7:
Economy & Employment
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Comments noted.

No change to submission CNP.

CNP03 - Disagree, this site in on the very bust a272, more traffic hear is not what Cowfold needs, the place to build is in the
South of the village. Having read the HDPlanning Frame work, i see why the team have rejected this location, however, if the
hope is that people will walk their children to school, this is unlikely, most parents drive as they then carry onto work sadly.

No change to submission CNP.

Policy 12 - Development will not enhance green infrastructure. The site will also not fulfil the required development of 40-70
houses.

No change to submission CNP.

CNP03 - Least bad option.

No change to submission CNP.

Policy 13 & Aim 10

No change to submission CNP.

Policy 13 & Aim 10

Comments noted.
No change to submission CNP.

Supports Plan.

Ref 7 - Ensuring that super fast fibre network is installed and improving mobile phone service is improved. this will allow for
home working and therefore keep traffic down and increase spend in local businesses (pubs and shops)

Improvements - Hope before any final agreement is made, developer made to honour any commitments made in regards to
the number of affordable houses.

Developers acknowledged need for a portion of affordable housing.

Comments noted.

Modify Plan.

Improvements - Hope before any final agreement is made, developer made to honour any commitments made in regards to
the number of affordable houses.

Developers have acknowledged the need for a portion of affordable housing.

Comments noted.

Modify Plan.

Improvement - Provided that the proposed buffers to the S and W are complied with; that there is provision of safe car parking
for the school; good safe access to the A272 is provided.

Comments noted.

Modify Plan.

The area proposed for the development is a green area well used by the community and wider with the local allotments and
footpaths running through it. Other proposed sites do not have this so should be considered as as alternative.

Comments noted.

Opposes Plan.

Note: Recent school survey indicates that 25% arrive by car to the school with children.

Comments noted.

Modify Plan.

Improvements - The reason I support it is because the current issue with school drop off is extremely dangerous. Parents are
unloading children onto a road with very large lorries passing by or the are doing it in Thornden which is currently used as a cut
through with cars speeding past parked cars which has made the road single lane for all of the peak times. This proposal
MUST be enforced with the car park for the school and a well planned drop area. to make the school attendance safer for all
involved.

CNP03 - I support this proposal as the most suitable for the village. My concern is that from both maps, the proposed site
No change to submission CNP.
access location isn't shown. So this is difficult to comment on precisely. Also. Potters CNP03 proposed map doesn't show
clearly the car park and drop off which has been so elaborately detailed in the write up. I hope that it doesn't mean that when it
comes to the actual build, it gets conveniently forgotten about.

Modify Plan.
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Chapter 8: Transport

Chapter 8: Aim 12 Traffic Management

Chapter 8: Aim 13 Road Safety

Chapter 8: Aim 14 Sustainable Transport

No change to submission CNP.
Considered Strategic Objectives and Aim 14: Sustainable Transport set out the Parish
Council’s support for sustainable travel.

Comments noted.

Suggest there is greater emphasis on sustainable travel throughout the plan, with particular emphasis on bus and community
transport service enhancements.

CPC support developments which:
a. do not adversely affect road safety; and
b. ensure sight lines for traffic egress and ingress are appropriate visibility splays

Strong support for policies addressing sustainable transport.

Criterion B: Suggest the following rewording to reflect current policy wording – ‘ensure appropriate visibility splays. sight lines
for traffic egress and ingress are appropriate’

Only improvement/modification can think of that would prevent this scenario is considerable decrease in overall volume of
traffic passing through Cowfold and along this stretch of the A272. Traffic lights, whilst making 'gaps' in the traffic queues,
would aggravate the throughflow of traffic; thereby increasing queues, idling time and gaseous emissions. A Roundabout at
this junction would not decrease the volume of traffic coming out of the village centre and so would not create 'gaps' to allow
vehicles exiting the new Potters development to get onto the roundabout. So, refer back to my first Comment #1 about the
volume of traffic in general.

Funding from developers to help school to facilitate revised access and entry points within the school boundary.

New developments, in particular Potters, will create easier and safer access to the school and nursery via quiet side road with
specific parking and access point for the school staff and parents etc. Could alleviate issue around parents having use main
A272 and access down private road to school to some extent. However, what has not been considered is that in altering the
primary access route to the school, it may be necessary or beneficial for the school to change the physical entry point into the
school grounds, adding new pathway or other facility even potentially changing the internal layout of the school to enable
moving the reception to the further end of the school building (closer to the new parking and access from the Potters
development).

Banning HGV's from travel through Cowfold except at night. Imposition of an emissions tax (as with the Low Emission Zone in
London) for all vehicles passing through Cowfold (with the payments specifically going to help pay for systems to continually
clean the air, the road/roadside buildings and furniture etc. in Cowfold) With developers funding necessary camera's with
ANPR and computer monitoring system etc. With phased introduction for Cowfold residents vehicles. Note: Low Emission
Zones and charges are being considered by other towns across the UK

Current developments not only in Cowfold but across the adjacent villages/towns in area only those covering next few years.
Be more and bigger developments coming within next 10-20 years situation only going to get worse. Current plans need to
look at longer term as well as immediate needs and issues about infrastructure and traffic in and around Cowfold must be
addressed through a comprehensive and holistic plan.

Recommend Aim 13 updated to read:

No change to submission CNP.

Proposals for Cowfold CNP to include traffic calming and new roundabout will slow vehicles down, but means more NO2 and
other gaseous emissions in already heavily polluted village centre; measures will not only slow traffic at those specific points,
but result in knock-on effect of traffic queues through Cowfold, along the Bolney and Henfield roads as well as the West
Grinstead and Horsham roads.

Comments noted.

Unless substantial reduction in the volume of traffic passing through village increase in numbers of cars due to the new
housing will only exacerbate the issues. Together with huge increases in other developments in area (Billingshurst, Haywards
Heath, Southwater, Horsham, Partridge Green, Henfield etc.etc.) be massive increase in the numbers of vehicles passing
through Cowfold.

No change to submission CNP.

Comments noted.

Modify Plan.

Unable to comment on site specific matters at this stage.

Should be noted that site specific matters in the NHP will need to be tested and refined through the development management
process.

County Council have no overriding concerns about the transport impacts of the Cowfold Neighbourhood Plan.

As development takes place there will be a need for improvements and/or financial contributions to be secured towards the
delivery of these improvements.

Not necessary to produce further transport evidence before allocating the sites proposed in the Neighbourhood Plan for
Cowfold.

Overall level of development proposed in the Cowfold Neighbourhood Plan is in accordance with the forecast estimate of
background traffic growth assumed in the Strategic Transport Assessment.
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Chapter 8: Policy 16 Car Parking Provision

66

66

Chapter 8: Aim 15 Pedestrian and Cycling
Environment

No change to submission CNP.

See Background Paper on Parking.

Level of car parking provision is higher than the existing parking standards, a higher provision has the potential to reduce travel Comments noted.
by sustainable modes. Car parking provision should be in accordance with WSCC Parking Standards. Please note that these
figures are maximum standards.
No change to submission CNP.

See Background Paper on Parking.

Comments noted.

Standards set out in this policy could be encouraged for new developments this should not be a requirement. If this is to be a
requirement, the impacts of this level of parking provision should be viability tested.

Aim 15, criterion a, expanded to include reference to the pedestrian crossing of the A272 to
link Public Rights of Way.

In event of development of either or both CNP01 and CNP03, improvement of the pedestrian crossing of the A272 to link
footpaths 1744 and 1759_1 should be considered as it is likely different parts of the future community will want to safely and
conveniently interact.

Policy 16: Car Parking Provision

Comments noted.

It is suggested the parish provide some examples of existing crossing points it feels need improvement.

Natural England does not have any specific comments on this draft neighbourhood plan.

No immediate impact on our assets. We can see your recommendations for off-street EV chargers. When/if you identify a
specific need for additional capacity, please do not hesitate to contact our connections department.

Introduction Aims
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Supports Plan - No comments.
Supports Plan - No comments.
Supports Plan - No comments.
Supports Plan - Excellent solution.
Supports Plan.

2

3

4
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Supports Plan - No comments.
Supports Plan - No comments.
Supports Plan - No comments.

7

8

9

Improvements - smaller 'pocket' developments would be preferable. Even better renovate of the lovely character village
properties that are falling into ruin. Maintain the village character and rural surroundings.

Directly effects my enjoyment of a rural location. Too big a development comprising too much countryside, flora and fauna.
Would create too much additional traffic on local roads.

CNP08

Supports Plan - No comments.

1

Support for improvements should extend towards bridleways.

Strategic Objectives

Development is only required to mitigate its own impact; it is not required to solve existing problems. In this case the impact
of the development outside of the conservation area would also be assessed.

Report received on Electric Vehicle Charging.

N/A

OTHER

Summary of Comments

Commenter

Commenter No.

GENERAL COMMENTS

Comments noted. No change to submission CNP.

Comments noted. No change to submission CNP.

Comments noted. No change to submission CNP.

Comments noted. No change to submission CNP.

Comments noted. No change to submission CNP.

Comments noted. No change to submission CNP.

Comments noted. No change to submission CNP.

Comments noted. No change to submission CNP.

Comments noted. No change to submission CNP.

Strategic Objective VI updated to include bridleways.

No change to submission CNP.

Comments noted.

No change to submission CNP.

Comments noted.

f. Provide appropriate infrastructure to facilitate EV charging for car
parking spaces provided without the need for further groundworks.

Policy 9: Residential Development Principles updated to include additional
criterion to read:

CPC Comment

Supports Plan - No comments.

Supports Plan - No comments.

Supports Plan - No comments.

Supports Plan.

12

13

14

16

25

24

Supports plan.

23

Country Mice Nursery is again not mentioned. We are an employer of 6 people.

County Mice Nursery is not mentioned here. The committee based, charity setting has been running within the village since
1975. The majority of the children accessing the setting live within the village.

Modify Plan.

People need to live somewhere, for many years now each government has failed the population by not building houses for
them to live in. However, I only support this project If the infrastructure modifications were completed first, this is essential.

Modify Plan.

Improvements - Footpath /cycleway alongside A272 to village boundaries on both east and west sides of Cowfold or at least
as far as Picts lane/Kent St in the East and Burnthouse lane/Clockhouse lane in the West.

Supports Plan - No comments.

22

From Looking at CPC website and 50 pages of document clear CPC have looked closely and thoroughly at all the areas
needed. The CPC represent the village and we should all feel proud of the work they've done and I'm confident that the
CPC would always 'fight our corner' and so we back the plan they've put together as we will have to accept an increase in
housing at some point. Thank You once again.

Supports Plan - No comments.

Improvements - No more building private houses for sale. There are so many new houses in Billingshurst, Southwater and
elsewhere in Horsham standing empty but cannot be used for social housing if there are no buyers for these houses which
have been standing empty for 2 years or more. Why do we need more? We need some social housing. I object to villages.

Opposition to extra Traffic, desecration of traditional English villages, Countryside absorbs carbon and promotes wildlife.
We don’t need only rich people to be able to buy carbon offset, that is not sustainable, we need more infrastructure. Rise in
crime where communities have been built up. Tax incentives should be introduced to limit population.

Opposes Plan.

11

10

Para 2.5.1 updated to include reference to Country Mice Nursey.

Comments noted. No change to submission CNP.

Comments noted. No change to submission CNP.

Comments noted. No change to submission CNP.

Comments noted. No change to submission CNP.

Comments noted. No change to submission CNP.

Comments noted. No change to submission CNP.

Comments noted. No change to submission CNP.

Comments noted. No change to submission CNP.

Comments noted. No change to submission CNP.

Comments noted.

Comments noted. No change to submission CNP.

Comments noted. No change to submission CNP.

Comments noted. No change to submission CNP.

Policies updated to include additional criterion to read:

In light of comments received from Highways England, HDC have
recommended an additional criterion is included in Policy 11 and Policy 12
.

They did not however raise concerns at the principle of the allocation on
highway access ground. It is therefore considered likely that suitable
access can be achieved, the details of which would be agreed between
the site promoters and the LPA and Highway Authority. Criteria b & c of
the Policy provide a requirement that safe access and traffic calming as
may be necessary, is delivered as part of the development proposal.

6.7 - Fit with the plan objectives and best provide additive development to the village - including assistance for the school
and traffic flow calming and place making at the West of the village.

Improvements - Para 5: Agree that it is important development is sympathetic to heritage assets and their setting.

16 - The lanes mentioned are very actively used by walkers and joggers and hence designating them quiet lanes with low
traffic usage sustains the amenity used by many in the village

Supports Plan.

Provide a Transport
at the planning
Comments
noted. NoAssessment
change to submission
CNP.application stage.

Policies updated to include additional criterion to read:

4.1 - The stated aim seems to be to REDUCE the impact of traffic volume and speed. We cannot imagine how placing a
roundabout on a blind summit does anything to enforce this aim. Current speed restrictions are totally ignored and if
The Highway Authority have been consulted as part of the Regulation 14
anything, drivers speed up as they leave/enter the village. Observing driving habits on the current roundabout in the centre Pre-submission consultation. They have advised that due to the
of the village will give you an indication of what drivers think of roundabouts.
unbalanced traffic flow, a roundabout junction is unlikely to be considered
an appropriate access solution.
Improvements - Cannot imagine how this could be improved short of finding an alternative method of accessing the A281.
They did not however raise concerns at the principle of the allocation on
3.3 - We cannot imagine how this development would IMPROVE road safety given the volume and speed of traffic on the
highway access ground. It is therefore considered likely that suitable
A281. Slower, idling traffic increases not decreases pollution and traffic would be slowed down by the introduction of a
access can be achieved, the details of which would be agreed between
roundabout.
the site promoters and the LPA and Highway Authority. Criteria b & c of
the Policy provide a requirement that safe access and traffic calming as
Improvements - None. The Police will tell you, as they did us following yet another collision on the brow of the hill, that this may be necessary, is delivered as part of the development proposal.
is "a very dangerous place to live" and having observed the traffic for almost 40 years we feel well placed to provide an
opinion. We take our lives in our hands every time we venture onto the A281 and this has become increasingly so over the In light of comments received from Highways England, HDC have
years.
recommended an additional criterion is included in Policy 11 and Policy 12
.

Opposes Plan.

30

The NP has been rigorously constructed, scrutinised & subject to public consultations. It has my full support.

Supports Plan.

None - Obviously nervous about the access point but trust this will be handled as best as possible and further aid to slow
vehicles down in and around the school.

Supports Plan.

Supports Plan - No comments.

31

Comments noted.

The area of the A281 where the proposed development would gain access is highly dangerous already, with a brow of a hill
on a bend. The idea of allowing a large extra number of cars and lorries to join this road just where the speed changes from The Highway Authority have been consulted as part of the Regulation 14
60mph to 30mph on a blind bit of road makes no sense.
Pre-submission consultation. They have advised that due to the
unbalanced traffic flow, a roundabout junction is unlikely to be considered
an appropriate access solution.

Opposes Plan.

29

28

27

26

Supports Plan - No comments.
Supports plan - Note: On-Line completed as Oppose but corrected to Support by email.
Supports plan - Note: On-Line completed as Oppose but corrected to Support by email.
Supports Plan - No comments.
Supports Plan - No comments.
Supports Plan - No comments.
Supports Plan.

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

Supports Plan - No comments.
Supports Plan - No comments.
Supports Plan - No comments.
Supports Plan - No comments.
Supports Plan.

41

42

44

45

46

CPC set 35 houses as a limit to restrict ‘large scale development”.

Modify Plan.
Support with modifications - Cowfold has poor transport connections, high levels of traffic, and limited key amenities.

52

Supports Plan.

58

Difficulty understanding what needs to be done w form, appreciates all the hard work Cowfold team have given to these
plans. Thank you.

Supports Plan - No comments.

54

Improvements - The need for housing in the south east is proven, and sustainable development in key areas should be the
focus of this. Whilst windfall sites should be welcomed in the parish on a small scale, large-scale development is not
suitable for Cowfold, and should be focussed on urban areas.

Comments noted. No change to submission CNP.

Supports Plan - No comments.

50

Comments noted. No change to submission CNP.

Comments noted. No change to submission CNP.

Comments noted. No change to submission CNP.

Supports Plan - No comments.

Comments noted. No change to submission CNP.

Comments noted. No change to submission CNP.

Comments noted. No change to submission CNP.

Comments noted. No change to submission CNP.

Comments noted. No change to submission CNP.

Comments noted. No change to submission CNP.

Comments noted. No change to submission CNP.

Comments noted. No change to submission CNP.

Comments noted. No change to submission CNP.

Comments noted. No change to submission CNP.

Comments noted. No change to submission CNP.

Comments noted. No change to submission CNP.

Comments noted. No change to submission CNP.

Comments noted. No change to submission CNP.

Comments noted. No change to submission CNP.

48

NP has taken into consideration all concerns, including those which affect villagers directly, day to day such as traffic,
parking, air quality and impact on limited infrastructure to create a balanced and sustainable approach to finding the best
solution for the village. I support the plan for this reason.

Supports Plan - No comments.

40

Good balance struck to allow some development and growth without adversely affecting the character of the village.

Supports Plan - No comments.

32

68

60

Commenter No.

CPC Comment

Representations submit that the Sustainability Appraisal also identifies that the development site lies close to the Cowfold
Conservation Area and within 25 metres of a listed building as negative impacts. It is submitted the sustainability appraisal
does not identify what the potential impact of the development on the significance of these assets is, how this impact has
been taken into account in allocating this site, or what mitigation has been proposed to avoid or minimise these negative
impacts. In light of this it is considered the documents is flawed at present and needing amendment.

Historic England consider the Sustainability Appraisal fails to identify the ANAs as heritage assets or potential heritage
assets that are present and consequently does not identify any potential impact or suitable mitigation. In light of this it is
considered the documents is flawed at present and needing amendment.

Representations consider the assessment of the reasonable alternatives will likely need to be revisited with the allocation.

It is considered on determining that these allocations are the most sustainable option the economic and social benefits
should be weighed in the balance consistently.

Representations advise in stating that these allocations are the most sustainable option as the sites have the least
environmental effects, this appears to have tilted the balance too far in favour of the environmental objective of achieving
sustainable development.

Representations question this consultation and suggest that this is not consistent with the assessment of each of the
reasonable alternatives.

Please see accompanying updated Housing Site Assessment papers

Please see accompanying submission SA.

l) The design, layout and form of the development preserves or enhances the character of a
Conservation Area and the contribution made by its setting.
m) The design of the development, including the layout of buildings and open spaces is demonstrably
informed by an appropriate archaeological investigation to preserve and, where not possible, record insitu remains.

Additional criteria included in Policy 12 to read:

Please see accompanying Background Paper on Heritage Matters in response to Regulation 14
Representations Received in respect of Heritage Matters.

Representations advise the SA sets out through Paragraphs 5.6 to 5.9 out how the housing sites have been assessed and Comments noted.
why the preferred option has been selected. Representations advise this sections states that the Parish Council have
elected to allocate land at Brook Hill and Potters as the assessment has demonstrated that these will, overall, and on No change to submission CNP.
balance meet the Sustainability Objectives of the Plan.
See supporting paper ‘Response to Regulation 14 Pre-submission Representations in Respect of
Housing Matters.’
Representations also advise this section considered that the proposed allocations present the most sustainable option for
the Parish as the sites with the least environmental effects have been allocated.
See Submission SA.

Summary of Comments

SA COMMENTS

9.

PREPARATION OF SUBMISSION DOCUMENTS

9.1.

In light of feedback, the Submission Documents were prepared in January 2020 and were
subsequently considered and agreed by CPC at a meeting on 30 January 2020.

9.2.

HDC have undertaken the requisite HRA screening. Details relating to the Screening are available
to view in Appendix 25.

9.3.

HDC have concluded an Appropriate Assessment of the CNP is not required. It is the
consideration of Officers the sites promoted within the CNP do not impact directly on the
international sites and there are appropriate mechanisms in place to negate any impact derived
from development.

9.4.

HDC have advised it may be helpful to cross refer the relevant HDPF policies to further
strengthen the mitigation for the Arun Valley SPA and the Mens Woodland SPA. In response to
this, it is considered that the CNP must evidentially be in general conformity with the strategic
policies of the HDPF to accord with the Basic Conditions. Furthermore, the CNP, once ‘Made’,
would comprise part of the Development Plan for the area. The HDPF will also comprise part of
this, and as such be a material consideration in the determination of applications. It is not
therefore considered necessary to duplicate this higher tier guidance in the CNP. On this basis,
no changes are considered necessary to the CNP.

9.5.

In addition, HDC suggested that a modification is made to the plan to ensure that any future
development proposal areas make a reconsideration as to whether the proposal may impact on
the Ashdown Forest as follows:
“Any development with the potential to impact, either individually or in combination, the
integrity of any SPA or SAC will be required to undertake a Habitats Regulations Assessment
including an Appropriate Assessment if required.”

9.6.

HDC have confirmed that the development proposals that are facilitated in the CNP do not
require an Appropriate Assessment at the plan-making stage. It is considered that the approval of
development proposals by reference to the Habitat Regulations Assessment at the development
management stage is a matter for consideration by HDC as the ‘Competent Authority’ and this is
a strategic matter. Given the requirement to consider development proposals ‘in combination’
with other schemes, it is likely to be a matter that raises issues well beyond the Parish boundary,
and therefore scope of the CNP.

9.7.

For these reasons it is not considered changes are necessary to the CNP in light of these
comments.
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10.

SUMMARY

10.1.

This Consultation Statement sets out how stakeholder engagement has been undertaken in
accordance with Regulation 14 and 15 of the Neighbourhood Planning (General) Regulations
2012.

10.2.

The NPWG have, throughout the plan-making process, sought to positively engage with local
residents and other stakeholders.

10.3.

Key issues that have been identified through the engagement process have influenced and
shaped the Vision, Strategic Objectives, Polices and Aims of the initial and revised CNP, both the
Pre-submission (Regulation 14) and Submission Version (Regulation 16) documents.

10.4.

In line with Regulation 15(2)(a) and (b) this Statement summarises all stakeholder responses
received as part of the consultation and stakeholder engagement exercises; and how the CNP
has changed and evolved in response to Consultation feedback.

10.5.

Where the CNP has not been changed as a result of comments made at Regulation 14 stage, an
explanation for this has been provided.

10.6.

This Statement demonstrates that the CNP has been the subject of robust Consultation and
satisfactorily meets the requirements of the Regulations.
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APPENDIX 1
VILLAGE FETE 2016-2017

Cowfold Neishbourhood Plan

ffi

A Vision For The Future.

Your Neighbourhood Plan is a plan for the community over the next
30 years providing a view on everything regarding developments in
our Village and Parish.
Please provide yourthoughts on the reverse of this leaflet and let us
know how you would like the village to develop over the next 30 years
and why ?

. ls Air Quality a major concern ?
o New shops ?
o EmptyCo-Op ?
We would like your views, please answer the questions on the
reverse:

Village Fete 2"d July 20t6. Contact : Steve Clarke or Tom Clary clerk@cowfold-pc.gov.uk

,*...

€'rer&*

Cowfold Neigh bou rhood

1. What is

the best thing about Cowfold

2. What is the worst

off;1.

Pla n

?

?

3. What would you like to change

?

I

The Neighbourhood Plan takes between 2 and 3 years to complete
and is a process that has to be well documented and then finally
approved and adopted by Horsham DC. We have seven volunteers
from the village who are giving their free time to create this plan. We
are looking for more volunteers for our Neighbourhood Planning
Team if you feel you have some time to spare to help the village that
would be much appreciated.
Please provide your email address if you would like updates about the
plan. lf you would like to volunteer then please provide the telephone
nu

mber.

Name :
Email :
lf volunteering then please provide your telephone number

Village Fete 2nd luly 2076. Contact : Steve Clarke or Tom Clary clerk@cowfold-pc.gov.uk

Definitions - 2016/7

Positive Definition
The People Friendly
Small Size
Community
Village Green
Village Atmosphere
Small Housing
Rural Countryside Walks
Location
Doctors
Co-Op
School
Pub
Events
Activities Amenities
Village Hall
Clean
Quiet
Safe
Everything

Definition
The inhabitants, Friendly, Welcoming, Helpful etc
Cowfold is a Village, not a small town, This seems to be a core reason why people might choose Cowfold to live.
A Sense of Community, Community Spirit
Provides a Green Space and an attractive focus to the village centre
Cowfold feels like a village, friendly helpful people, welcoming,
No large housing estates, all housing is integrated into the village.
Situatied in a rural area with good access to the countryside and excellent country walks on the doorstep.
Location of the Village with regard to the wider area, transport links to major cities, airports etc.
Considered a good practice meeting the needs of the community.
The Local shop meets the needs of the village and is important to the community
Good school meeting the needs of the community but only at Primary level.
Considered an essential part of the village
Many events organised within the village for the community including annual Fete,
Playing Fields, Footbal Pavillion, numerous clubs; Judo, Bowls, Sewing etc etc
Great Facility enables many of the activities
The town is clean, other than some inconsiderate dog owners.
No significant souce of noise other than traffic.
Low crime, possibly related to the level of integration between inhabitants.
Some respondents could not find a single outstanding positive attribute - i.e. all of the above!

Summary Positive
Village Atmosphere and
Community Spirit
Housing
Rural Location
Infrastructure
Activities, Amentiies
Attributes

People, Friendly, Village Atmosphere, Welcoming, Helpful. Definitely a village, not a small town, no large
housing developments. Attractive Village Green. A Sense of Community, Community Spirit. Small Size.
No Large housing estates, all housing is integrated into the village.
Rural situation with good access to countryside and walks.Well located to larger towns and transport links
School, Doctor, Pub, Village shop are all of major importance to the inhabitants.
Playing Fields, Village Hall, Footbal Pavillion, numerous clubs; Judo, Bowls, Sewing etc. Community events
Quiet, Clean, Safe

Negative Definition
Traffic
A272 & Road Layout
Bypass Threat
Air Quality
Insufficient Affordable Housing
Proposed Housebuilding
Public Transport
Lost shops
Lost PO
Insufficient, Poor Parking
Image - Empty Buildings
Footpath Maintenace
Insufficient Cycle Paths
Insufficient Footpaths
Infrastructure limit
Co-op Location
inconsiderate dog owners

Daily traffic jams, noisy, dangerous and generates pollution as well as inconvenience.
A272 is overloaded and often stationary as a result of the twin roundabout layout.
A Bypass could solve the traffic issues but could kill the village so not wanted.
Traffic induced Polution at dangerous levels and getting worse, 2 times legal limit.
Young generation forced to move away due to insufficient affordable housing.
Many significant housing build could damage community spirit
Limited bus service, no rail service.
Number of shops have closed over recent years
Post office?shop has closed and not been fully replaced
Increased car useage results in insufficent parking and leads to poor parking.
Some shops have closed leaving empty buildings which tarnishes Village Image
Hedges often overhang footpaths or pavements, with some footpaths being poorly maintaned.
Very few dedicated cycle paths
Footpaths do not cover all logical pedestrian routes.
Infrastructure already stretched and current new housing is expected to exceed ability of school/doctor
New location has poor parking and increased collision risk.
Dogs fouling pavement and owners not picking up, insiufficent poo bins.

Summary Negative

Air Quality
Housing Balance
Public Transport
Lost Shops
Insufficient, Poor Parking
Foot Paths
Misc

Daily traffic jams, noisy, dangerous and generates pollution as well as inconvenience. Existing road layout
causes traffic jams, bypass could solve traffic issues but could ruin village.
Traffic induced Polution at dangerous levels and getting worse, 2 times legal limit.
too much new build, to little affordable. Infrastructure already stretched.
Limited bus service, no rail service.
Including Post Office and resulting empty buildingd creating poor image
Increased car useage results in insufficent parking and leads to poor parking.
Insufficient Foot or Cycle Paths, poor maintenance of existing ones.
Dog Poo in the village not picked up. New Co-op location has poor parking and dangerous location.

Improvement Definition
Green Space
Re-Route Through Traffic
HGV Ban
Traffic Calming
Enhanced Speed Limits
Road Layout
Traffic
Air Quality
More (Affordable) Housing
No New Housing
Appropriate Housing decisions
No Large Housing development
Gradual/No Change
Limited characterful housing
Re-Open Post Office
Central Tea room/Café
Improve Pub
More Shops
Utilise Empty Buildings
Community Shop, local produce
Footpath to Oakendene
More Cycle Paths
Footpath to Lower Beeding
New Sports Paviliion
Sports Facilities for Youth
More Village Events
More Use of Playing Fields
Youth Club
Better Village Signage
Public Toilets
Dog Poo Bins
Parish Council
Co-op Parking
School Leadership
School Ownership

Increased/Improved Green space
Need to reduce traffic through the village but concern that a bypass would lead to large housing developments.
HGV vehicles are a small percentage of total vehicles but a large percentage of air pollution.
Speed Bumps, Lower speed limits, Speed activated warning signs etc
Lower speed limits and/or move speed limits further out fro village centre.
The existing road layout causes traffic jams and pollution - major change required
Some respondends indicated that change should be to Traffic - no specific suggestions.
Pollution is a problem and getting worse - action to reduce is required
Recognised that some housing is required, should be affordable to provide for the younger generation
Cowfold is big enough, no new housing required
Housing decisions need to be appropriate to Cowfold
Appropriate housing is accepted but any single large development is considered not to be appropriate
Any change, E.G Housing, should be gradual or not at all. Inhabitants have chosen to live in a village.
Some new housing is accepted but should be limited quantity and in keeping with Village
The post office located on the Village green is much missed as a facility and a community focus.
Community meeting place which could utilise existing empty building but needs central location.
Re-invigorate pub, this could/should be a centre of activity for the village.
Clear that many rue the loss of various shops over the last 30 years.
Empty building create a bad image - action needed to get these occupied and create a village centre
A central Community shop selling local produce - could be Old Co-Op building and include Café?
The walk from Cowfold to Oakendene is Dangerous, footpath required for those commuting by foot (or cycle)
A Cycle path network is required
Commutters walking to Lower Beeding have no suitable footpath making this journey dangerous.
Replace old Sports pavillion - this is now happening.
Cowfold has grown and it is good that there are many young people but are their needs met?
More village events bringing the community together.
Playing fields are mostly used by Dog walkers and footbal teams, expand to include other sports.
Cowfold has a good age spread but limited facilities for the youth.
Drivers need to be made aware that they are entering the village, Village Gates now in place, effectiveness?
There are no public toilets, which has led to problems
More bins required both on the recreational field and around the village.
Change Parish Council, one respondent with no explanation
Improve Parking at New Co-Op, now completed
One respondent unhappy with School headmaster/leadership
One respondent unhappy with ownership by C of E.

Summary Improvement
Traffic & Roads
Air Quality
Housing
Community Infrastructure
Youth/Sports Facilities
Misc N/A comments

Ban HGV, Enhance Speed limits, Install Traffic Calming and/or provide alternative East-West through route
This problem is implied in may traffic comments
No Large developments butlimited new housing with high affordable percentage. Some say no more new build
Utilise Empty buildings, Improve Cycle/Footpaths. Help Pub become more central to Village life
Wider use of playing fields and better youth facilities including a youth club.
Single issue comments which may be not applicable to the Neighbourhood Planning Process.

Traffic - A272 & Road Layout

The Best Things About Cowfold - 2016
Vilage
Community

Positives

Roads &
Traffic

Air Quality

1
1

1
1

1

1

1
1
1
1
1

Traffic

1
1
1

1
1

1
1
1

1

1
1
1
1

1
1

1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1

1
1

1

1

1

1
1

1

1
1

1
1

1

1
1
1
1
1

1

#DIV/0!

0
0.0%
#DIV/0!

5
5.3%
#DIV/0!

16
17.0%
#DIV/0!

15
16.0%
#DIV/0!

11
11.7%
#DIV/0!

6
6.4%

0
0.0%

#DIV/0!

94

#DIV/0!

0

0
0.0%
#DIV/0!

Air Quality

Rural
Location

Housing

Local
Youth/Sports
Attributes
Infrastructure Facilities

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
1
1
1

1
1
1

1

37
51.4%
#DIV/0!

9
12.5%
#DIV/0!

6
8.3%
#DIV/0!

1
1
1

1
17
23.6%
#DIV/0!

1

1

1

1
1
1

1
0
0.0%
#DIV/0!

0
0.0%
#DIV/0!

2
2.8%
#DIV/0!

72
0

26
40.0%
#DIV/0!

1
1
1

1

17
26.2%
#DIV/0!

2
3.1%
#DIV/0!

1

3
4.6%
#DIV/0!

1
13
20.0%
#DIV/0!

0
0.0%
#DIV/0!

Changes - % Responses

Traffic

Vilage Community

2
3.1%
#DIV/0!

1

1
1

1
1

1
1
1
1
1

1

1

1
1.4%
#DIV/0!

1

1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1

1

1
1

1

1

1

1

1

1
1

1

1

1

1

1

1
1
1

1

Totals

1
1
1

1
1
1
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Misc
1

1
1

Negatives - % Responses

Positives - % Responses

Traffic &
Roads

1
1
1

1

1
0
0.0%

Village
Community

1

1

41
43.6%

Totals

1

1
1
1
1
1

1

Misc

1
1

1
1

1

The Changes Needed in Cowfold - 2016

Attributes

1

1
1

1

Local
Activities
Infrastructure Amenities

1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1

1

Rural
Location

1

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1

1

Housing
Balance

Air Quality
1
1
1
1

1

1

1
1
1

#DIV/0!

Village
Community

1

1

1

1
1

% of Respondents

Totals

1
1
1

1

1

1
1
1
1

% of Answers

1
1

1
1

1

0

Misc

1
1

1

1
1
1
1
1

The Worst Things About Cowfold - 2016

Rural
Local
Activities,
Attributes
Location Infrastructure Amentiies

Housing

0
0.0%
#DIV/0!

4
6.2%
#DIV/0!

0

Traffic & Roads

Roads & Traffic

Air Quality

Air Quality

Air Quality

Housing Balance

Housing

Rural Location

Rural Location

Local Infrastructure

Local Infrastructure

Activities Amenities

Youth/Sports Facilities

Attributes

Attributes

Misc

Misc

Housing

65

Rural Location

Local Infrastructure

Activities, Amentiies

Attributes

Misc
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Definitions - 2017
Positive Definition
The People / Friendly
Small Size
Community
Village Green
Village Atmosphere
Small Housing
Rural Countryside Walks
Location
Doctors
Co-Op
School
Pub
Events
Activities Amenities
Village Hall
Clean
Quiet
Safe
Everything

Definition
The inhabitants, Friendly, Welcoming, Helpful etc
Cowfold is a Village, not a small town, This seems to be a core reason why people choose to live in Cowfold.
A Sense of Community, Community Spirit
Provides a Green Space and an attractive focus to the village centre
Cowfold feels like a village, friendly helpful people, welcoming,
No large housing estates, all housing is integrated into the village.
Situatied in a rural area with good access to the countryside and excellent country walks on the doorstep.
Location of the Village with regard to the wider area, transport links to major cities, airports etc.
Considered a good practice meeting the needs of the community.
The Local shop meets the needs of the village and is important to the community
Good school meeting the needs of the community but only at Primary level and in need of expansion.
Considered an essential part of the village
Many events organised within the village for the community including Annual Fete,
Playing Fields, Footbal Pavillion, Cildren Play Area, Skate park, numerous clubs; Football, Judo, Bowls, Sewing etc etc
Great Facility enables many of the activities
The town is clean, other than some inconsiderate dog owners.
No significant souce of noise other than traffic.
Low crime, possibly related to the level of integration between inhabitants.
Some respondents could not find a single outstanding positive attribute - i.e. all of the above!

Summary Positive
Village Atmosphere and
Community Spirit
Housing
Rural Location
Infrastructure
Activities, Amentiies
Attributes

People, Friendly, Village Atmosphere, Welcoming, Helpful. Definitely a village, not a small town, no large housing
developments. Attractive Village Green. A Sense of Community, Community Spirit. Small Size.
No large housing estates, all housing is integrated into the village.
Rural situation with good access to countryside and walks.Well located to larger towns and transport links
School, Doctor, Pub, Village shop are all of major importance to the inhabitants.
Playing Fields, Village Hall, Footbal Pavillion, numerous clubs; Judo, Bowls, Sewing etc. Community events
Quiet, Clean, Safe

Definitions - 2017
Negative Definition
Traffic
A272 & Road Layout
Bypass Threat
Air Quality
Insufficient Affordable Housing
Proposed Housebuilding
Public Transport
Lost shops
Lost PO
Insufficient, Poor Parking
Image - Empty Buildings
Footpath Maintenace
Insufficient Cycle Paths
Insufficient Footpaths
Infrastructure limit
Co-op Location
inconsiderate dog owners

Daily traffic jams, noisy, dangerous and generates pollution as well as inconvenience.
A272 is overloaded and often stationary as a result of the twin roundabout layout.
A Bypass could solve the traffic issues but could kill the village so not wanted.
Traffic induced Polution at dangerous levels and getting worse, 2 times legal limit.
Young generation forced to move away due to insufficient affordable housing.
Many significant housing build could damage community spirit
Limited bus service, no rail service.
Number of shops have closed over recent years
Post office?shop has closed and not been fully replaced
Increased car useage results in insufficent parking and leads to poor parking.
Some shops have closed leaving empty buildings which tarnishes Village Image
Hedges often overhang footpaths or pavements, with some footpaths being poorly maintaned.
Very few dedicated cycle paths
Footpaths do not cover all logical pedestrian routes.
Infrastructure already stretched and current new housing is expected to exceed ability of school/doctor
New location has poor parking and increased collision risk.
Dogs fouling pavement and owners not picking up, insiufficent poo bins.

Summary Negative
Traffic
A272 & Road Layout
Pollution
Housing Balance
Public Transport
Insufficient, Poor Parking
Lost Shops
Foot Paths
Misc

Daily traffic jams, noisy, dangerous and generates pollution as well as inconvenience.
Existing road layout causes traffic jams, bypass could solve traffic issues but could ruin village.
Traffic induced Polution at dangerous levels and getting worse, 2 times legal limit.
too much new build, to little affordable. Infrastructure already stretched.
Limited bus service, no rail service.
Increased car useage results in insufficent parking and leads to poor parking.
Including Post Office and resulting empty buildingd creating poor image
Insufficient Foot or Cycle Paths, poor maintenance of existing ones.
Dog Poo in the village not picked up. New Co-op location has poor parking and dangerous location.

Definitions - 2017
Improvement Definition
Green Space
HGV Ban
Traffic Calming
Enhanced Speed Limits
Road Layout
Traffic
Air Quality
More (Affordable) Housing
Limited characterful housing
No New Housing
Appropriate Housing decisions
No Large Housing development
Gradual/No Change
Re-Open Post Office
Central Tea room/Café
Improve Pub
More Shops
Utilise Empty Buildings
New Sports Paviliion
Community Shop, local produce
Footpath to Lower Beeding
Footpath to Oakendene
More Cycle Paths
Sports Facilities for Youth
More Village Events
More Use of Playing Fields
Youth Club
Better Village Signage
Public Toilets
Dog Poo Bins
Parish Council
Co-op Parking
School Leadership

Increased/Improved Green space
HGV vehicles are a small percentage of total vehicles but a large percentage of air pollution.
Speed Bumps, Lower speed limits, Speed activated warning signs etc
Lower speed limits and/or move speed limits further out fro village centre.
The existing road layout causes traffic jams and pollution - major change required
Some respondends indicated that change should be to Traffic - no specific suggestions.
Pollution is a problem and getting worse - action to reduce is required
Recognised that some housing is required, should be affordable to provide for the younger generation
Some new housing is accepted but should be limited quantity and in keeping with Village
Cowfold is big enough, no new housing required
Housing decisions need to be appropriate to Cowfold
Appropriate housing is accepted but any single large development is considered not to be appropriate
Any change, E.G Housing, should be gradual or not at all. Inhabitants have chosen to live in a village.
The post office located on the Village green is much missed as a facility and a community focus.
Community meeting place which could utilise existing empty building but needs central location.
Re-invigorate pub, this could/should be a centre of activity for the village.
Clear that many rue the loss of various shops over the last 30 years.
Empty building create a bad image - action needed to get these occupied and create a village centre
Replace old Sports pavillion - this is now happening.
A central Community shop selling local produce - could be Old Co-Op building and include Café?
Commuters walking to Lower Beeding have no suitable footpath making this journey dangerous.
The walk from Cowfold to Oakendene is Dangerous, footpath required for those commuting by foot (or cycle)
A Cycle path network is required
Cowfold has grown and it is good that there are many young people but are their needs met?
More village events bringing the community together.
Playing fields are mostly used by Dog walkers and footbal teams, expand to include other sports.
Cowfold has a good age spread but limited facilities for the youth.
Drivers need to be made aware that they are entering the village, Village Gates now in place, effectiveness?
There are no public toilets, which has led to problems
More bins required both on the recreational field and around the village.
Change Parish Council, one respondent with no explanation
Improve Parking at New Co-Op, now completed
One respondent unhappy with School headmaster/leadership

Definitions - 2017
School Ownership
Summary Improvement
Traffic & Roads
Air Quality
Housing
Shops/Empty buildings
Foot/Cycle Paths
Toilets/Poo Bins
Community/Infrastructure
Youth/Sports Facilities
Misc N/A comments

One respondent unhappy with ownership by C of E.
Ban HGV, Enhance Speed limits, Install Traffic Calming and/or provide alternative East-West through route
This problem is implied in may traffic comments
No Large developments but limited new housing with high affordable percentage. Some say no more new build
Utilise Empty buildings, encourage more commercial enterprise to create thriving village centre
Provide Cycle/Foot paths to encourage reduced car useage for local commutes
Build public toiliets and provide more Dog Poo bins throughout the village.
Help Pub become Centralto village life, Community shop, café in village centre to foster community spirit.
Wider use of playing fields and better youth facilities including a youth club.
Single issue comments which may be not applicable to the Neighbourhood Planning Process.

The Best Things About Cowfold - July 2017
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The Changes Needed in Cowfold - July 2017
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APPENDIX 2
PARISH MAGAZINE ARTICLES

Cowfold Neighbourhood Plan Update
We circulated our Questionnaire to over 800 households in the Parish and had
almost 20% returned. If you are quick you may still be in time to complete yours at
www.cowfold-pc.gov.uk/neighbourhood-planning
Your comments will help us refine our Vision and Objectives although over 70% of
those responding felt they were OK as published.
The Neighbourhood Plan is about more than housing, however the next step in the
process is the start of our Housing Plan. This is the “Call for Sites” and we are will
be placing adverts as well as writing to potential landowners. This is to identify
sites that anyone thinks could be suitable. The appraisal that follows will determine
suitability as well as the types and density of housing that may be approved.
Suitability can take into account many aspects of Infrastructure such as Roads,
Medical services and Education as well as Flood risk and Green space
considerations.
While we are bound to follow the prescribed process to identify all potential sites
that could be put forward for development we are able to appraise these sites to
ensure suitability and that any houses built are appropriate for our Community.
All Parishes within the HDC area come under the Horsham District Planning
Framework; this requires at least 1500 homes to come forward through
Neighbourhood Plans up to 2031. There are 23 Parishes involved giving 80%
coverage. Parishes that do not have a robust Neighbourhood Plan may have
their plans challenged and could have houses allocated to their area.
The initial feedback from our recent Questionnaire gives a very clear message
with nearly 80% of respondents giving aspects such as the Village Atmosphere
and Community Spirit as the best things about Cowfold with over 50% including its
Rural Location as one of the aspects they liked best. On the other hand nearly
90% cited Traffic related aspects including the volume and speed of vehicles, road
layout or pedestrian safety as the major issue. This gives us a clear direction and
these aspects are reflected in our Vision and Objectives.
In due course we will be developing Policy Aspirations, taking note of the many
comments relating to the various aspects of housing, empty buildings and even
bus services, particularly the lack of any service to “our” hospital in Haywards
Heath.
We will be holding public meetings to share our plans as they progress to reflect
the fact that the Neighbourhood Plan is absolutely based on the views of the
Community although we must not forget that the policies of the District Council
County Council and our Elected Government provide the Framework in which we
operate. We look forward to working with the Cowfold Community to do everything
that we can to ensure we have the best environment possible.
Our Community is stronger for all the divergent views that exist within it and we will
strive to find the middle course that meets as many of those views as are
practically possible.
Thank You for your support

Cowfold Neighbourhood Plan Update
What is a Neighbourhood Plan and Why should we have one?
Neighbourhood planning gives communities direct power to develop a shared
vision for their Neighbourhood and shape the development and growth of their
local area. They are able to inform where new homes, shops and offices could be
built and when. The community is able to have their say on what new buildings
should look like and what infrastructure should be provided. Neighbourhood
planning provides a powerful set of tools for local people to ensure that they get
the right type of development for their community.
When will the plan be in place?
The whole process of preparing a Neighbourhood Plan typically takes 2 years. The
Plan is built upon feedback from the community to ensure that it reflects the views,
as far as possible, of those affected by it. The Plan has to be in conformity with
national planning guidance and the strategic policies of Horsham District Council.
An independent Examiner, in due course, will examine the Plan to check it has fully
met these requirements before recommending whether the Plan can proceed to
Referendum.
Does this mean more development?
A new standard approach to calculating housing need has been proposed by
Government. If implemented this approach will set out housing requirements for
Local Authorities and in turn those preparing Neighbourhood Plans. This could
have implications for the number of houses that need to be planned for within the
emerging Cowfold Neighbourhood Plan.
How does the Neighbourhood Plan make a difference?
We are currently in the process of trying to convert all the feedback received, as
summarised in our Vision and Objectives. This will help to inform the policies of the
Cowfold Neighbourhood Plan. Our policies cannot require external bodies, such as
the County or District Councils, to carry out our aspirations for matters that fall
under statutory operation (i.e. road calming). In such cases we can include Aims in
the Plan which set out the Parish Council’s support, for local initiatives.
What happened after the Call for Sites?
The Cowfold Neighbourhood Plan Working Group published its Call for Sites in
November 2017. We have been made aware of 11 sites which could
accommodate development. We will now follow the agreed Site Appraisal Process
to assess these. This will allow us to ascertain which sites are the most suitable to
meet the defined need of the Parish. There will be a public exhibition of this
information, detailing each one of the sites put forward by Landowners or their
Agents. This will take place on Friday March 23rd at the Village Hall between 12:00
and 20:00 so as to, hopefully, give everyone the chance to come and see the
information and give us their feedback.
Cowfold is a vibrant Community with a great sense of identity, it is very important
that we do our utmost to protect this Community Spirit as we strive to meet the
needs of the majority of residents within the framework of legislation.
Do come along at any time on Friday March 23rd between Noon and 8pm and
have your say.

Cowfold Neighbourhood Plan Update
Exhibition of Sites - Friday 23rd March
We had an amazing turnout with over 200 visitors during the day, images of the
exhibition material are available at http://www.cowfold-pc.gov.uk/exhibition-of-sitesproposed-by-landowners-or-their-agents/ We were able to display a location map
of each site along with a brief summary giving core information. Thank you very
much to all those of you that helped us complete a feedback questionnaire with
your reasons as to why individual sites are considered more or less suitable. It is
still possible to give feedback using the form at the bottom of the above link. So
many of you constructively engaged in helping us to find the best way forward for
our community. This shows that we love our village.
Public Meeting Friday July 13th in the Village Hall
This meeting will provide an opportunity for each proposer to promote their
respective sites and an opportunity for you to ask questions directly. This will be a
time limited meeting with strict limits on presentation and question time to ensure
we provide a fair opportunity to all, we have 10 sites proposed. I anticipate about
10 minutes per site so that we have time for an introduction and wrap up within the
2 hours available. Please let me know at jerry.hooper@gmail.com if you plan to
attend and I will add your name to the list of attendees.
Next Steps
Your feedback, National Planning Policy Guidance and the emerging policies of
the Cowfold Neighbourhood Plan will enable us to select the sites that best meet
the needs of the village. There will be an exhibition of the selected sites in early
September. We have started work on our Housing Needs document; this will form
a vital part of determining the number of houses to be built in our village over the
period to 2031. This is based on a number of approaches to ensure it not only
reflects the needs as we see them but also aligns with the expectations of the
District.
Car/Parking Survey
Thank You to everyone who completed this survey, many by hand during our
Exhibition in March and many on-line. We have had a total of 138 responses but
we really could do with many more. The 2011 census data together with the
responses received so far suggest that Cowfold needs more parking spaces per
dwelling than the County policies suggest. We can incorporate suitable policies into
our Neighbourhood Plan but to do this we need your help! Please complete the
survey at http://www.cowfold-pc.gov.uk/car-questionnaire/ however; please can
you restrict this to one survey per household. Thank you!!
It is great to see so many of you becoming involved in this process and providing
your feedback.
We look forward to many more completed Car Questionnaires and as many
of you as we can accommodate on Friday July 13th from 19:00 to 21:00 in the
Village Hall.
Jerry Hooper

Cowfold Neighbourhood Plan Update
Public Meeting – Friday July 13th
Thank You! To the 45 members of our Community that gave up their Friday
evening to attend this meeting. We had 7 presentations representing 10 proposed
sites with all presenters managing to complete within their allotted time. After each
presentation the floor was opened up for those attending to question the presenter
directly. It was great to have so many considered questions that were relevant to
the individual sites and their potential impact on the village. The presentations are
all available at http://www.cowfold-pc.gov.uk/public-meeting-13-july-2018/ Please
take the opportunity to give feedback using the form at the bottom of the above
link. We ask you to rank the sites in order of preference from 1-10 with 1 being the
best option and 10 being the least acceptable. You may give the same ranking to
more than one site. Please note that the reasons for your ranking are very
important to help us in the selection process, which will take a number of factors
into account. We are aware of at least one proposal that is being resubmitted and
will post these on the Parish Council website in due course.
Next Steps
The next step is the completion of our Housing Needs survey from which a
Housing Number will be derived. This is the total number of houses that Cowfold is
deemed to require between now and 2031, based on a number of nationally
agreed approaches. Once we have this number then we can start on the process
of allocating sites.
No site can be selected unless it conforms the policies of the Horsham District
Planning Framework. Your feedback, National Planning Policy Guidance and the
emerging policies of the Cowfold Neighbourhood Plan will enable us to select the
sites that best meet the needs of the village.
We are also compiling a list of potential Infrastructure Improvements and
Green/Open spaces that we will incorporate in our plan – any suggestions are
welcome and can be sent directly to; jerry.hooper@gmail.com
Next Public Meeting/Exhibtion
There will be a Meeting/Exhibition of the selected sites where we will present both
the selected sites and the reasons for their selection as well as an indication as to
why other sites were not selected at this time. We are hoping that we will be ready
to hold this in September/October.
Please take these opportunities to ensure that you are fully informed as once the
plan has been agreed with HDC the final step is a referendum where every
household in the Parish will be asked to accept the plan. If it is rejected then we
have no plan and no say in the future of the village with regard to all the points
covered, including housing. For this reason we are trying to ensure that the plan
fully reflects, as far as is possible within National Policies, the views of our
Community.
We look forward to many more completed feedback forms regarding the
presented sites.
Jerry Hooper

Cowfold Neighbourhood Plan Update
Progress so Far
We have been beavering away but I am afraid to report with little progress to
show for our efforts! The critical milestone that we are trying to reach is the
determination of the Housing Number for Cowfold. This is the number of New
Dwellings that the plan will propose for the period 2011 – 2031. The Government
was elected with a promise to build more houses and this has now crystallised
into a plan for 300,000 houses pa. For the Horsham District this equates to
16,000 houses over the plan period including 1500 across the 23
Neighbourhood Plans currently in progress or completed. There are various tried
and tested methods to calculate our Housing Number but all give very different
results – hence our conundrum. If the number we settle on is too low then our
plan will be rejected by HDC or the Public Examiner, too large and we risk
damaging the community that we all cherish. From a local perspective the
feedback we have collected varies between “No Houses we like the village as it
is” to ”More houses so that our children or expanding families can remain in the
village”
Next Steps – Site Allocation
Once the Housing number is agreed then we will start on the process of Site
Allocation. We have 10 sites with varying degrees of suitability. We will not start
looking at these sites in detail until we have established the number of houses
we need to accommodate. The first parameter for any site will be its compliance,
or otherwise, with HDPF policies (Horsham District Planning Framework) We
also need to take into account infrastructure such as schools, medical facilities,
transport and of course our countryside. Once we have arrived at the allocation,
establishing the quantity of houses and the sites upon which they may be built,
we will have another public meeting to ask for your feedback and to allow the
respective proposers to provide more detail about their plans.
Referendum
Please take every opportunity to ensure that you are fully informed as once the
plan has been agreed with HDC the final step is a referendum where every
household in the Parish will be asked to accept the plan. If it is rejected then we
have no plan and no say in the future of the village with regard to all the points
covered, including housing. For this reason we are trying to ensure that the plan
fully reflects, as far as is possible within National Policies, the views of our
Community. Please let us have your views either via the Parish Council Website
feedback form or direct via myself at jerry.hooper@gmail.com
Detail of the sites put forward and much more are available on the Parish
Council website along with a feedback form to give you the opportunity to
have your say – Please do so!
Jerry Hooper

Government Policy is to build 300,000 new homes every year. Under current
Horsham District Council Policy this equates to 1500 new homes to be built
between 2011 and 2031 across the 24 Neighbourhood Plan areas. HDC expect
a further 750 ‘windfall’ houses to be built. The total planned number of New
Homes to be built in Cowfold will be made public at this meeting although the
new ‘Standard’ method for determining the number per parish, which will be
rolled out later this year, may increase this number.
We have ended up with 9 sites being proposed by developers with sites CNP01
and CNP10 being amalgamated and Site CNP11 being withdrawn. There is a
map on the Parish Council Website where you can see their locations. A new
proposal for site CNP04, with a substantial reduction in the housing number, has
also been considered.
This Exhibition is being held to give you the opportunity to see how each site
compares against established criteria and HDC Policy. These criteria and the
feedback from the Public Meeting, held last July, have been used to determine
the most suitable sites.
Please try to find the time to pop along, anytime between 12:00 and 20:00
to see the detail and give your feedback. The plan cannot come into
existence unless it is approved by an External Examiner, HDC and finally
passes a vote in a Parish wide referendum where you can vote.
Without a plan we loose the ability to ensure that the houses built are right for
Cowfold.
Please take the opportunity to attend the Exhibition and provide your
Feedback. Friday March 1st anytime between 12:00 and 20:00 at The
Allmond Centre.
Jerry Hooper

APPENDIX 3
QUESTIONNAIRE - OCTOBER 2017

Your Chan ce To Ma ke A Difference
Cowfold Neighbourhood Plan
A Neighbourhood plan is a legal framework that can set out the shape of our community
for the foreseeable future.
Areas that can be covered include:Housing: Quantity, type, location
Local Infrastructure: Including Schools and Medical services
Transport: Roads and traffic measures, footpaths and cycleways
Community: Green spaces, activities and amenities
Environment: Air quality, noise, cleanliness
Economy: Employment and economic structure
The Neighbourhood Plan will be based on your feedback so that it reflects the needs of the
Community and balances those with the needs of the District and County Councils.
This questionnaire is based on those circulated at the Cowfold Annual féte and is your
opportunity to shape the future of our Community.
An analysis of the feedback collected from the 2017 questionnaire is on the reverse, further detail
is available on the Cowfold Parish Council website. www.cowfold-pc.gov.uk
To ensure the Neighbourhood Plan reflects the views of our community we need to define our
Vision and Objectives. The first draft of these, based on initial feedback collected, is below:Vision
Maintain the village atmosphere and sense of Community that make Cowfold a desirable
place to live. Keep housing integrated within the village and balanced to meet current and
future needs by ensuring that any development is sustainable and is in balance with the
available infrastructure. Enhance the benefits of our rural location with its services,
facilities, amenities and activities.
Objectives
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•

Keep the village feel and atmosphere, enhance Cowfold as a village recognising its
place within the district settlement hierarchy.
Maintain and grow the sense of Community and Community Spirit.
Ensure that there is sufficient green space to maintain the look and feel of the village.
Specifically; the village green, playing fields and children’s play spaces.
Support sympathetic development to provide appropriate housing, integrated within
the village, to balance the needs of the community with the Horsham District Planning
Framework.
Reduce the impact of traffic and associated air quality and parking issues.
Ensure all sections of the Community have access to medical facilities, primary
education, pub, place of worship, sporting facilities, cultural activities and village
shop/post office. Support the growth of local facilities ensuring balance and
sustainability, using existing empty buildings where possible.
Recognise and build on the benefits of the rural location; Cowfold enjoys a great
network of country footpaths and is surrounded by woodland and open farmland.
Support the enhancement of public transport connections to urban centres and places
of work/education/medical facilities and the wider public transport system.
Improve road crossings, footpaths and cycleways to provide better connections to
places of work and adjoining communities improving safety for all residents.

Your Chan ce To Ma ke A Difference
Are you a resident of the Cowfold Parish? Yes☐ No☐
Are you or your partner a householder in Cowfold? Yes☐ No☐
Please answer the following 5 questions;
You may give more than one answer to each question.
1. What are the aspects you like most about Cowfold?
_____________________________________________________
2. What are the aspects you like least about Cowfold?
_____________________________________________________
3. What would you most like to change or improve in Cowfold?
_____________________________________________________
4. What changes would you make to the draft Vision?
_____________________________________________________
5. What changes would you make to the draft set of Objectives?
_____________________________________________________
Name;__________________________________
Postcode;_______________________________

Village
Community

Roads &
Traffic

Best

Air
Quality

Housing

Rural
Location

Worst

This will be held confidential and
used to validate your questionnaire.

Local
Infrastructure

Activities
Attributes
Amenities

Misc

Please Return Completed
Questionnaires to the Post
Box in the Village Hall.
Alternatively you may
complete the form on-line
at:http://www.cowfoldpc.gov.uk/neighbourhoodplanning/ or on the
Cowfold Community
FaceBook page.

Definitions - 2017
Positive Category
The People / Friendly
Small Size, Village Green, Other
Community
Village Atmosphere
Roads, Traffic etc.
Air Quality, Polution
Small Housing
New Housing Projects
Rural Countryside Walks
Location/Transport
Village Shop
Village School
Pub & Café
Medical Practise
Church & Church Yard
Events
Activities Amenities
Village Hall, Pavillion
Childrens Playground
Playing Fields
Quiet
Safe
Village Upkeep
Misc.
Everything

Positive Description
The inhabitants, Friendly, Welcoming, Helpful etc
Cowfold is chosen as a Village, not a small town. The Village Green provides a central green focus.
A Sense of Community, Community Spirit
Cowfold feels like a village, friendly helpful people, welcoming,
No Positive Comments received.
No Positive Comments received.
No large housing estates, all housing is integrated into the village.
Affordable/Family housing within small integrated developments. E.g. Alley Groves extension.
Rural situation, good access to the countryside, excellent country walks on the doorstep.
Location of the Village with regard to the wider area, transport links to major cities, airports etc.
The Local shop meets the needs of the village and is an asset to the community
Good school meeting the needs of the community at Primary level.
Both considered an essential part of the village
Considered a good practise, meeting the needs of the community.
Historical and Community Focus more than a place of worship.
Events organised within the village for the community including Annual Fete,
Skate park, clubs; Football, Judo, Bowls, Sewing & other non specified.
Village Hall and Pavillion enable many of the activities
Enclosed Childrens Play area near Pavillion
Playing Fields available for multiple use including Footbal.
No significant souce of noise other than traffic.
Low crime, possibly related to the level of integration between inhabitants.
The village is clean and cared for, other than some inconsiderate dog owners.
No comments received.
Some respondents could not find a single outstanding positive attribute - i.e. all of the above!

Summary Positive

Summary Description

Village, Community

People, Friendly, Village Atmosphere, Welcoming, Helpful. A village, not a small town, no large
housing developments. Attractive Village Green. A Sense of Community, Community Spirit.
No large housing estates, housing integrated into the village. Appropriate new developments
Public Transport, limited North/South and nothing East/West. No Rail service.
School, Medical Practise, Pub, Café, Village shop, Places of Worship all of importance.
Events, Playing Fields, Pavillion, Hall, Children Play Area, Clubs; Football, Judo, Bowls, Sewing etc
Quiet, Safe and Clean/Well maintained.
No comments received.

Housing
Public Transport
Local Infrastructure
Activities, Amentiies
Attributes
Misc.

Definitions - 2017
Negative Category
Village, Community
Traffic; Volume & Speed
A272 & Road Layout
Bypass Threat
HGV
Pedestrian Safety
Air Quality
Insufficient Affordable Housing
Proposed Housebuilding
Public Transport
Lost shops
Post Office
Parking
Empty Buildings
Footpaths, Pavements,
Cycleways
Other
Activites/Amenities
Attributes
Poor Mobile/Broadband
Poor Faciulities
Street Lighting
Inconsiderate dog owners
Other

Negative Description
No Negative responses received.
Daily traffic jams, noisy, dangerous and generates pollution as well as inconvenience.
A272 is overloaded and often stationary as a result of the twin roundabout layout.
A Bypass could solve the traffic issues but concern over likely level of infill housing.
HGVs contribute a disproportionate level of Polution, regularly mount the pavements.
Pavements too narrow, insufficient crossings. Village quartered by very busy roads.
Traffic induced Polution at dangerous levels, 2 times legal limit.
Insufficient suitable housing for young generation results in ageing poulation.
Concern that new/proposed housing developments could damage community spirit
Limited bus service, no rail service.
Many shops have closed over recent years
Post office closed and only partially replaced. Village has lost a central focual point
Increased car useage has resulted in insufficent parking and encouraged poor parking.
Shop closures leaving empty buildings which tarnishes Village Image
Insufficient footpaths, narrow pavements, limited cycleways. Some poorly maintened. Limited safe
routes to places of work such as Oakendene, Shermanbury and Lower Beeding.
Infrastructure stretched, new housingmay exceedcurrent Medical/schooling facilities.
No Negative responses received.
No Negative responses received.
Very slow broadband and very poor mobile signals in many parts of the village.
Unspecified poor or limited facilities
Street lighting insufficient in some areas and excessive in others.
Dogs fouling pavement and owners not picking up, insiufficent poo bins.
New Co-Op location increases colision risk, other single issue aspects.

Summary Negative
Village Community
Roads & Traffic
Air Quality
Housing Balance
Public Transport
Local Infrastructure
Activites/Amenities
Attributes
Misc

Summary Description
Negative comments refer to the threat to our Community.
Excess traffic, noisy, dangerous and polluting as well as inconvenience.
Traffic induced Polution at dangerous levels, 2 times legal limit.
Insufficient family/affordable Housing. Infrastructure already stretched.
Limited bus service, no rail service.
Lost Shops & Post Office, Insufficient/poor parking, unused buildings, Footpaths/Pavements etc.
No Negative responses received.
No Negative responses received.
Mobile/Broadband service, Street lighting, Inconsiderate dog owners, other single issue items.

Definitions - 2017
Improvement Category
Protect Green Space
Gradual/No Change
Re-Route Through Traffic
HGV Restrictions
Traffic Calming
Improve Pedestrian Safety
Road Layout
Reduce Traffic
Air Quality
More (Affordable) Housing
No/Limited New Housing
Appropriate Housing decisions
Post Office, Pub, Café
Infrastructure aligned to need
More Shops & Businesses
Utilise Empty Buildings
Footpaths, Pavements,
Cycleways
Parking
Improve Pavillion Facilities
Improve Sports Facilities
More Village Events
More Use of Playing Fields
Improve Youth Facilities
Increase, Enhance Amenities
Improve Mobile and Broadband
Eco Friendly Village
Other

Improvement Description
Protect existing Green spaces and ensure ratio is balanced to any new development
Any change should be limited if at all.
Not a bypass, facilitate/sign traffic routes on more appropriate roads.
HGV vehicles are 3% of total vehicles 34% pollution. Restriction Access
Lower speed limits & moved further out from village, Speed activated warning signs/cameras
Improve pavements, add barriers for protection. Crossings on all 4 roads. Speed cameras.
The existing road layout causes traffic jams and pollution - major change required
Traffic reduction - unspecified solutions
Traffic induced Polution at dangerous levels, 2 times legal limit. Effective action required.
Encourage small developments of Affordable/family housing.
No New housing, Any New housing should be limited quantity and in keeping with Village
Housing decisions need to be appropriate to Cowfold and aligned to infrastructure
Full time Post Office, Improve/addittional Pub & Café
Ensure Surgery, School, Parking etc are in place ahead of any new housing developments.
Many shops have closed, encourage shops/businesses back into Cowfold
Empty buildings create a bad image - plan needed to get these occupied, creating a village centre.
Provide safe pedestrian/cycle access to neighbouring parishes/Oakendene. Pavements do not provide
safety from HGVs, need widening and safety railings.
Insufficient parking given many homes have 2 or more cars leading to parking issues
This is being addressed with the new Pavillion but it was not available at the time of the survey.
General comment relationg to all sports facilities including all weather footbal pitch.
More village events bringing the community together.
Playing fields are mostly used by Dog walkers and footbal teams, expand to include other sports.
There are many young people in Cowfold, we need to ensure their needs are met
General Amenities, not always specified by respondents.
Very slow broadband and very poor mobile signals in many parts of the village.
Focus on improvements to improve village environmental credentials
Various single issue comments, not always applicable to Neighbourhood Planning Process

Summary Improvement
Village Community
Traffic & Roads
Air Quality
Housing
Public Transport
Shops/Empty buildings
Activities/Amenties
Misc.

Summary Description
Improvement comments actually refer to the threat to our Community Spirit.
Restrict HGV, Enhance Speed limits, Traffic Calming, alternative East-West through route
Traffic induced Air andNnoise polution, This is also implied in many traffic comments
Balance between No Housing and appropriate housing ensuring no Large Housing Developments.
Improve North/South Service and implement E/W routes specifically to Haywards Heath
Utilise Empty buildings, Re-open Post Office, Improve Pedestrian safety, More shops & Businesses
Wider use of playing fields, better youth facilities youth club and more village events.
Mobile/Broadband service, Street lighting, Inconsiderate dog owners, other single issue items.

Cowfold Neighbourhood Plan - October 2017 Questionnaire
The Best Things About Cowfold - October 2017
Village
Community
Responses
Respondents

162
40.1%
#DIV/0!

Roads &
Traffic
0
0.0%
#DIV/0!

Air Quality

Rural
Local
Activities
Location Infrastructure Amenities

Housing

0
0.0%
#DIV/0!

6
107
1.5%
26.5%
#DIV/0!
#DIV/0!

59
14.6%
#DIV/0!

49
12.1%
#DIV/0!

Positives - % Responses

The Worst Things About Cowfold - October 2017
Attributes

Village
Community

Misc

21
0
5.2%
0.0% 404
#DIV/0!
#DIV/0!
0

5
1.3%
#DIV/0!

Roads &
Traffic

Air
Quality

Housing

Public
Local
Activities
Attributes
Transport Infrastructure Amenities

173
68
19
45.6%
17.9%
5.0%
#DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0!

14
3.7%
#DIV/0!

72
19.0%
#DIV/0!

0
0.0%
#DIV/0!

Negatives - % Responses

Village Community

28
7.4% 379
#DIV/0!
0

Air Quality
Housing
Rural Location
Local Infrastructure
Activities Amenities
Attributes
Misc

4
1.1%
#DIV/0!

Roads &
Traffic
153
43.6%
#DIV/0!

Local Infrastructure

Activities Amenities

Activities Amenities

Attributes

Attributes

Misc

Misc

Changes - % Respondents

Local Infrastructure

Local Infrastructure

Rural Location

Public Transport

Public Transport

Housing

Housing

Housing

Air Quality

Air Quality

Air Quality

Roads & Traffic

Roads & Traffic

Roads & Traffic

Village Community

Medical
Practise

27%

21%

18%

19%

Local Infrastructure

Church &
Church
Yard
15%

Village Shop

Rural
Location
Countryside
Transport
Walks
35%
65%

Village Community
0%

10%

Lost shops Post Office Parking
22%

19%

14%

20%

30%

40%

Footpaths,
Empty
Pavements,
Buildings
Cycleways
19%
17%

50%

Other
9%

Local Infrastructure

Rural / Location

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

Insufficient Current &
Affordable Proposed
Housing
Building
26%
74%

Housing
Lost shops

Village School
Pub

Café

Medical
Practise
Church &
Church Yard

Location
Transport
Rural
Countryside
Walks

351
0

Village Community

Local Infrastructure

Activities Amenities

Pub
Café

16
4.6%
#DIV/0!

Public Transport

Local Infrastructure

Village
School

Misc

Public Transport

Activities Amenities

Village
Shop

0
0.0%
#DIV/0!

Housing

Activities Amenities

100%

Attributes

Housing

Attributes

80%

21
6.0%
#DIV/0!

Air Quality

Attributes

60%

80
22.8%
#DIV/0!

Air Quality

Attributes

Village Community

17
4.8%
#DIV/0!

Roads & Traffic

Misc

40%

23
6.6%
#DIV/0!

Roads & Traffic

Misc

20%

37
10.5%
#DIV/0!

Public
Local
Activities
Transport Infrastructure Amenities

Housing

Negatives - % Respondents

Misc

0%

Air Quality

Changes - % Responses

Village Community

Roads & Traffic

Positives - % Respondents

0
0.0%
#DIV/0!

The Changes Needed in Cowfold - October 2017
Village
Community

Misc

10%

20%

30%

40%

Post Office, Infrastructure
More
Utilise
Footpaths,
Pub, Café
Aligned to
Shops &
Empty Pavements,
Restaurant
Need
Businesses Buildings Cycleways
21%
4%
18%
29%
20%

Local Infrastructure

50%

Parking
8%

Post Office, Pub, Café
Restaurant

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

More
No/Limited
Housing/
(Affordable)
New
Infrastructure
Housing
Housing
Aligned
24%
56%
20%

Housing

Infrastructure Aligned
to Need

Post Office

More Shops &
Businesses

Parking

Utilise Empty Buildings

Empty Buildings
Footpaths, Pavements,
Cycleways
Other

0%

Insufficient Affordable
Housing
Current & Proposed Building

Footpaths, Pavements,
Cycleways
Parking

More (Affordable) Housing
No/Limited New Housing
Housing/ Infrastructure Aligned

Cowfold Neighbourhood Plan - October 2017 Questionnaire
Small Size,
The People
Village
The Green, Community
Friendly
Atmosphere
Other
21%
12%
40%
27%

Small
Housing
33%

Village & Community

New
Housing
Project
67%

Traffic:
Volume &
Speed
53%

Housing

A272 &
Road
Layout
5%

Bypass
HGV
Threat
1%

11%

Roads, Traffic & Air Quality

The People
Friendly
Small Size,
The Green,
Other
Community
Village
Atmosphere

Events

Activities
Amenities

17%

44%

Village
Children's
Hall
Playground
Pavillion
11%
9%

Activities & Amenities

Small Housing
New Housing Project

Playing
Fields
19%

Events

Quiet

Safe

Village
Upkeep

Public
Transport

36%

41%

23%

32%

Attributes

Activities
Amenities
Village Hall
Pavillion
Children's
Playground
Playing Fields

Quiet
Safe
Village Upkeep

Pedestrian
Safety
9%

Traffic: Volume &
Speed
A272 & Road Layout

Re-Route
Through
Traffic
12%

Restrict HGVs Traffic
Calming
13%

18%

Improve Road
Pedestrian Layout
Safety
11%
5%

Roads, Traffic & Air Quality

Reduce
Traffic
28%

Reduce
Pollution
Noise
13%

Traffic Calming
Improve Pedestrian Safety

Pedestrian Safety

Road Layout

Air Quality, Pollution
& Noise

Reduce Traffic

39%

Public Transport

Improve
Sports
Facilities
19%

More
Village
Events
8%

More Use Improve
of Playing Youth
Fields
Facilities
8%
22%

Activities & Amenities

Increase,
Enhance
Amenities
27%

Improve Sports
Facilities
More Village Events

Street Lighting

More Use of Playing
Fields
Improve Youth
Facilities
Increase, Enhance
Amenities

In-considerate dog
owners
Other

Gradual/No Change

Improve
Mobile &
Broadband
19%

improve Paviliion
Facilities

Poor Mobile
Broadband
Poor Facilities

50%

Protect Green Spaces

Reduce Pollution Noise

improve
Paviliion
Facilities
16%

Gradual/No
Change

Village &
Community

Restrict HGVs

HGV

Other

Protect
Green
Spaces
50%

Re-Route Through Traffic

Bypass Threat

Poor
InPoor
Street
Mobile
considerate
Facilities Lighting
Broadband
dog owners
0%
14%
7%
9%

Misc. Inc. Public Transport

Air Quality,
Pollution &
Noise
21%

Eco
Friendly
Village
19%

Other
63%

Misc.

Improve Mobile & Broadband
Eco Friendly Village
Other

2017 Vision/Objectives
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

Vision
N
N
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
Y
N
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
N
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
Y
Y
Y
N
N
Y
N
Y
Y
Y
N
Y
N
Y
N
N
N
Y
Y
N
Y
Y

Objectives
N
N
Y
N
Y
Y
N
Y
Y
Y
N
Y
N
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
Y
Y
Y
N
Y
Y
Y
N
N
Y
N
Y
Y
N
Y
Y
N
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Vision Comment
Ring Road
Limit Housing to 1/2 Bed Starter Homes

Y

Focus on Health of Residents
Traffic Impact

N
Y

Objectives Comment
Open Toilets
No Bypass, Introduce Traffic Calming
Better Rural Policing, Faster Broadband
Prioritise Items 1 & 5
Reduce/Calm Traffic

No Further Residential Development
Pond Watch, Wildlife enhancement

No Bypass
No Development, Don't Improve Transport
Improve Footpaths
Severe HGV Restrictions

Ensure Air Quality is Monitored

Prune trees on Green
Focus on Traffic & Housing
Economic Health, Re-envigorate
Pedestrian Safety, Youth Facilities

Enforce Speed Limits

Public Toilets
Organised Walks

Less Housing
Reduce Traffic, Restrict HGV

Build Bypass
Build Bypass

Add Affordable Housing

Use Coop Bldg, Add Post Office

Traffic top Priority
Events/Activities, Public Toilets, Trim Hedges
Restrict Housing Development
Restrict Housing Development
Emphasise Youtrh Activities
No Parking on Green Verges
Bypass, More Housing
Maintain Village Apperance
No Bypass, Restrict Housing re Infrastructure

Vision

51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102

Y
N
N
Y
Y
Y
N
Y

Y
Y

N

Limited New Housing
Better Cycleways
Focus on Key Actions

No Mayfield, Traffic, Village Centre

Prioritise Pedestrian & Cycle Safety

Action on Traffic & Polution

Y
N
N
N

N
N
N
N
N
N

Y
Y
Y
N
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y

N
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y

Recognise Cowfold is a Village
Infrastructure aligned with Development
Small Sympathetic Development only
Better Public Transport, Full Time PO
No More /Houses
Re-Route Traffic
Bus Service to HH

N

New Housing Priority to Local Families

Y
Y
N
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Very Limited New House Buiulding
Pedestrian Safety Focus

Traffic Reduction Focus

N
Y
Y
Y

No more Housing
Local Amenity Development
No More Housing

N
N

Limited and Sustainable Development only
Traffic Calming
Small Sympathetic Development only
Better Public Transport, Full Time PO
Traffic Calming, Pedestrian Safety
No Pelican Crossings

Priority to Traffic & Polution

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
N
N

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

No more Housing
No More Housing
Use Empty Co-op for Residential

Improve Village Hall

Pedestrian Safety

N
N
N

Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y

N
N
Y
Y
Y

Village Atmosphere needs creating first
No Mayfield, Traffic

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

N
Y

N

Align Infrastructure with new Housing
Add Bypass, Starter Homes

N
N
Y
Y
Y

Account for Flood Risk
No more Housing

Account for Flood Risk
No more Housing

103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154

N
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y

N
Y
Y

N

CoEd Secondary Schooling

Public Transport to HH

N

Manage Traffic, Align Development

Manage Traffic, Align Development

Y
Y
N

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
N
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Traffic/Air Quality
Upscale Housing
N
N

No More Housing

Y
Y
Y
N

Y
Y
Y
Y
N
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

N
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

N
Y
Y
Y
Y

Parking, Green Space, Village Hall

N

N

Improvements for Wheelchairs and Young

Limit Housing, CoEd Schooling Choice
Envisage Bypass

Traffic Flow

Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y

Parking

Prioritise Traffic Issues
N

Primary Schooling

Expand Primary School to 1 class/year

N
N

Enhance Village Centre

Limit Housebuilding, Promote Countryside
Align Housing to Local Need, Public Transport

Y
Y
Y
N

Y
N
Y
Y
N
Y

Traffic Calming

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Maintain Refuse Collection

Greater individual Participation and Housing to meet needs of existing Residents

155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180
181
182
183
184
185
186
187
188
189
190
191
192
193
194
195
196
197

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

N
N
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Improve Infrastructure before building more Housing
Traffic/Pedestrian interface to unite the 4 quarters of Cowfold

N
N
N

N
Y

Y
N
N

N

Maintain current Village footprint
Limit Housebuilding to Small Pockets

Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

N
N
Ensure 4 bed houses in new developments

N

Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
y
y

Y
Y
N
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y

Limited Housing, minimise impact on traffic Limited Housing, minimise impact on traffic

N

143
64%

More Pubs and Shops

N

Future Development to enhance Village

Y

Traffic Solution
N

Y
Y
Y
52

Maintain current Village footprint
Protect surrounding Green Space
Clarify future planning limits

Y
Y
Y
Y
N

Totals

Foster Inclusive & Supportive Atmosphere

How would you reduce the impact of Traffic
Give top Priority to Pedestrian/Cycle safety
Free Transport to Secondary Schools

Housing?Infrastructure Balance?

147
67%

48

More Shops/Businesses
Sympathetic Development?
Parking/Housing?

APPENDIX 4
CALL FOR SITES - NOVEMBER 2017

Cowfold Neighbourhood Plan
Call for Sites
Background
A Neighbourhood Plan is a mechanism for helping communities, including both local
residents and businesses, to influence the planning of the area in which they live and work.
It covers the period up to 2031 and can be used to:
•
•
•
•
•

Develop a shared vision for the Parish.
Propose where new homes, shops, offices and other development should be built.
Identify and protect important local green spaces.
Influence the location, type, design and density of any new buildings
Align any developments with the available infrastructure and environment

Cowfold is preparing a Neighbourhood Plan, under the provisions of the Localism Act 2012.
As part of its work in assessing future development needs, the Cowfold Parish Council
Working Group is calling upon landowners and agents of land within the Parish to put
forward land that they wish to be considered for allocation for development in the Cowfold
Neighbourhood Plan.

Why are we calling for sites?
This is an informal opportunity for landowners and developers to propose sites, within the
Parish of Cowfold, which they feel should be considered for development. This exercise will
not necessarily result in a site being allocated for development nor will it commit the
proposer(s) to applying for planning consent. The site suggestions received will be assessed
as part of the preparation of the Cowfold Neighbourhood Plan.
The proposals can be for a wide range of development uses. In this context, the term
‘development’ applies to any use of land within the boundaries of the Parish: examples
include housing, sport and recreation, public utilities, business premises, etc.
There is no obligation on the Parish Council or its Working Group to support any future
application for development on land that has been brought forward. Any site allocated in the
Cowfold Neighbourhood Plan will be subject to a planning application, which will be
determined by Horsham District Council.
Please contact the clerk of Cowfold Parish Council at 117 Acorn Avenue, Cowfold,
RH13 8RT or clerk@cowfold-pc.gov.uk
Please reply by January 5th 2018 ensuring you include the following information:Site Name, Site Address, Site Plan (showing red line boundary of proposed site on an
Ordanance Survey map), Ownership details, Site area, Proposed use
(Housing/Employment/Mixed use etc.), Timescales for delivery, Any Community
benefits the allocation could bring and any know barriers to delivery.
Please note that sites of less than 0.25 Hectare are unlikely to be considered as
Neighbourhood Plans are based on developments of 6 houses or more.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

1.1.

This document forms the Scoping Report of a Sustainability Appraisal (SA) incorporating the
requirements for a Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA) of the Cowfold Neighbourhood
Plan (CNP).

1.2.

The CNP will set out the long term vision for the Parish up to 2031. Once adopted, it will become
part of the Development Plan of the District and will be a material consideration in the
determination of planning applications. The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) confirms
that Neighbourhood Plans will give local communities “The direct power to develop a shared
vision of their neighbourhood and deliver the sustainable development needed”.

1.3.

An SA is a systematic process to promote sustainable development by assessing the extent to
which a Plan, when judged against reasonable alternatives, will help to achieve relevant
environmental, economic and social objectives. It is a process to consider ways by which a Plan
can contribute to improvements in environmental, social and economic conditions, as well as a
means of identifying and mitigating any potential adverse impacts that the Plan might otherwise
have. By doing so, it can help ensure that the proposals in the Plan are the most appropriate,
given the reasonable alternatives. SA’s are an iterative process, informing the development of the
Plan.

1.4.

There is no legal requirement for a Neighbourhood Plan to have an SA, as set out in Section 19 of
the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004. However, in preparing a Plan, it is necessary to
demonstrate how the document will contribute to achieving sustainable development. On this
basis, the National Planning Practice Guidance1(NPPG) notes that a SA may be a useful approach
for doing this.

1.5.

An SEA involves the evaluation of the environmental impact of a Plan or programme. It is a
requirement, as set out in the European Directive 2001/42/EC. It has been enacted into UK Law
through The Environmental Assessment of Plans and Programmes Regulations 2004.

1.6.

The NPPG notes that where a Neighbourhood Plan could have significant environmental effects,
it may fall within the scope of The Environmental Assessment of Plans and Programmes
Regulations 2004, and so require a Strategic Environmental Assessment. One of the Basic
Conditions that will be tested by the independent Examiner is whether the making of the
Neighbourhood Plan is compatible with European Union obligations (including under the
Strategic Environmental Assessment Directive).

1.7.

Whether a Neighbourhood Plan requires an SEA and, if so, the level of detail needed, will depend
on what is proposed in the Neighbourhood Plan. An SEA may be required where a
Neighbourhood Plan allocates sites for development; the neighbourhood area contains sensitive
natural or heritage assets and may be effected by the proposals in the Plan; or the

1
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Neighbourhood Plan may have significant environmental effects that have not already been
considered and dealt with through an SA of the Local Plan 2.
1.8.

Having regard to the legislative obligations and Government guidance, the Parish Council have
resolved to undertake an SA that incorporates an SEA. Where reference is made in this report to
an SA, it includes the incorporation of an SEA. The environmental, economic and social effects of
the Neighbourhood Plan will therefore be considered through an SA as an iterative and integral
part of the process of preparing the Neighbourhood Plan. In this way, the Neighbourhood Plan
will be prepared with the objective of contributing to the achievement of sustainable
development.

1.9.

This Scoping Report sets out the context and establishes the baseline of the SA and sets out the
proposed scope and objectives of the Appraisal. This report sets out the background to the
meaning of sustainable development (Chapter 2); details the Vision and Objectives of the CNP
(Chapter 3); explains the SA methodology (Chapter 4); identifies relevant policies, Plans,
programmes and environmental protection objectives (Chapter 5); summarises the evidence
baseline information (Chapter 6); identifies issues, problems and trends (Chapter 7); sets out
proposed sustainability objectives and indicators (known as the Sustainability Framework)
(Chapter 8); and sets out the consultation details (Chapter 9).

2.

WHAT IS SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT?

2.1.

Achieving sustainable development is at the heart of the preparation of Development Plans, such
as Neighbourhood Plans and their subsequent implementation through the Town Planning
system, including the determination of planning applications.

2.2.

International and national bodies have set out the broad principles of sustainable development.
Regulation 42/187 of the United Nations General Assembly has defined sustainable development
as meeting the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to
meet their own needs.

2.3.

The UK Sustainable Development Strategy, Securing the Future, set out five “guiding principles”
of sustainable development. These are:

2

•

Living Within Environmental Limits - this means respecting the limits of the Planet, its
environment, resources and biodiversity, to improve our environment, ensure that the
natural resources needed for life are unimpaired and remain so for future generations;

•

Ensuring a Strong, Healthy and Just Society - this means meeting the diverse needs of
present and future communities, promoting personal wellbeing, social cohesion and
inclusion, and creating equal opportunities for all;

•

Building a Strong, Stable and Sustainable Economy - this means providing prosperity
and opportunities for all, and in which environmental and social costs fall on those who
impose them (the polluter pays), and efficient resource use is incentivised;

Paragraph 027 Reference ID: 11-027 - 20140306
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2.4.

•

Promoting Good Governance - this means actively promoting effective, participative
systems of governance in all levels of society, engaging people’s creativity, energy and
diversity; and

•

Using Sound Science Responsibly - this means ensuring policies are developed and
implemented on the basis of strong scientific evidence, whilst taking into account
scientific uncertainty (through the precautionary principle) as well as public attitudes and
values.

The NPPF sets out that the purpose of the planning system is to contribute to the achievement of
sustainable development and policies in paragraph 18 to 219 of the NPPF, taken as a whole,
constitute the Government’s view of what sustainable development in England means in practice
for the planning system.3

2.5.

The NPPF notes there are 3 dimensions to sustainable development: economic, social and
environmental
roles:

2.6.

4

and these give rise to the need for the planning system to perform a number of

•

An Economic Role - contributing to building a strong, responsive and competitive
economy, by ensuring that sufficient land of the right type is available in the right places
and at the right time to support growth and innovation; and by identifying and
coordinating development requirements, including the provision of infrastructure;

•

A Social Role – supporting strong, vibrant and healthy communities, by providing the
supply of housing required to meet the needs of present and future generations; and by
creating a high quality built environment, with accessible local services that reflect the
community’s needs and support its health, social and cultural wellbeing; and

•

An Environmental Role – contributing to protecting and enhancing our natural, built and
historic environment; and, as part of this, helping to improve biodiversity, use natural
resources prudently, minimise waste and pollution, and mitigate and adapt to climate
change, including moving to a low carbon economy.

These roles should not be undertaken in isolation because they are mutually dependent.
Economic, social and environmental gains should be sought jointly and simultaneously through
the planning system to achieve sustainable development. This involves seeking positive
improvements in the quality of the built, natural and historic environment, as well as in people’s
quality of life. It includes (but is not limited to):

•
•
•
•
•

Making it easier for jobs to be created in cities, towns and villages;
Moving from a net loss of biodiversity to achieving net gains for nature;
Replacing poor design with better design;
Improving the conditions in which people live, work, travel and take leisure; and
Widening the choice of high quality homes 5.

3

Paragraph 6 of the NPPF

4

Paragraph 7 of the NPPF

5

Paragraphs 8 and 9 of the NPPF
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3.

COWFOLD NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN - VISION & OBJECTIVES

3.1.

The CNP is at an early stage of preparation. Horsham District Council (HDC), as the Local
Planning Authority, approved the designation of the Parish (see map at Figure 1) of Cowfold as a
Neighbourhood Plan Area on 16 May 2016.

Figure 1: Cowfold Neighbourhood Plan Designation Area

3.2.

Early stakeholder engagement with the local community has been undertaken via a series of
questionnaires. This exercise enabled the collation of views from local stakeholders on the key
issues affecting the future of the village, its environment and community.
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3.3.

Following this, and in light of meetings of the Neighbourhood Plan Steering Group, an initial
Vision and set of Objectives for the Parish has been agreed. These may be refined as the CNP
evolves. At present they are:

!

!

Vision
“Maintain the village atmosphere and sense of Community that make Cowfold a desirable
place to live. Keep housing integrated within the village and balanced to meet current and
future needs, ensuring that any development is sustainable, is in balance with the available
infrastructure and the needs of the existing Community. Enhance the benefits of our rural
location with its services, facilities, amenities and activities. Create an environment that
reduces the impact of traﬃc focusing on the health of residents and safety of pedestrians
and cyclists”.

3.4.

In support of this, a series of Objectives have developed. At this time, they are:

•

Keep the village feel and atmosphere, enhance Cowfold as a village recognising its place
within the district settlement hierarchy. Create a Village Centre Focal point.

•

Prioritise the reduction and impact of traffic volume and speed together with the
associated air quality and parking issues.

•

Improve road crossings, footpaths and cycleways to provide better connections to places
of work and adjoining communities with a focus on safety for all residents.

•
•

Maintain and grow the sense of Community and Community Spirit.

•

Support sympathetic development to provide appropriate housing, integrated within the
village, to balance the needs of the community with the Horsham District Planning
Framework.

•

Ensure all sections of the Community have access to medical facilities, primary
education, pub, place of worship, sporting amenities, cultural activities and village shop/
post office.

•

Support the growth of local facilities ensuring balance and sustainability, using existing
empty buildings where possible.

•

Recognise and build on the benefits of the rural location; Cowfold enjoys a great network
of country footpaths and is surrounded by woodland and open farmland.

•

Support the enhancement of public transport connections to urban centres and places of
work/education/medical facilities and the wider public transport system.

•

Support improved Mobile & Broadband connections and ensure Youth Facilities meet the
needs of the Community.

Ensure that there is sufficient green space to enhance the look and feel of the village.
Specifically; the village green, playing fields and children’s play spaces.
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4.

SUSTAINABILITY APPRAISAL METHODOLOGY

4.1.

It is proposed that the SA for the Neighbourhood Plan is undertaken following the broad guidance
set out for the SEA process. The NPPG6 summarises the SEA process in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Sustainability Appraisal Process
6
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4.2.

This report comprises Stage A of the process; setting the context and objectives, establishing the
baseline and deciding on the scope. There are 5 elements of this stage, as detailed below .
7

Stage A1 - Identifying Other Relevant Plans, Programmes And Environmental Protection
Objectives - The Neighbourhood Plan is influenced in various ways by other plans, programmes
and external environmental protection objectives, such as those laid down in policies or
legislation. These relationships enable the Parish Council to take advantage of potential synergies
and to deal with any inconsistencies or constraints. A number of these issues are already dealt
with in other Plans and programmes. Government Guidance7 makes clear that where this occurs,
they need not be addressed further in the Neighbourhood Plan. Where significant tensions or
inconsistencies arise, the Guidance suggests it would be helpful to consider principles of
precedence between levels or types of Plan, relative timing, the degree to which the Plans,
programmes and objectives accord with current policy and legal requirements, and the extent of
any environmental assessments which have already been conducted.
Stage A2 - Collecting Baseline Information - This provides the basis for predicting and
monitoring environmental effects and helps to identify relevant problems and alternative ways of
dealing with them. Both qualitative and quantitative information is used. The purpose of the
information is to enable an assessment of the current situation and trends that exist, particularly
sensitive or important elements of the parish that might be affected, the nature of the problems
and whether it would be possible to mitigate these. The Guidance notes that, whilst in theory,
collection of baseline information could go on indefinitely, a practical approach is essential and
therefore it is not expected to be possible to obtain all relevant information in the first SEA of a
Plan.
Stage A3 - Identifying Sustainability Issues and Problems - Identifying such issues and
problems is an opportunity to define and improve the SA objectives. Whilst the Parish Council will
be aware of many issues and problems that are faced within the Neighbourhood Plan area, the
SA process seeks to build on the evidence identified in baseline information, together with
experience identified in other existing policies, Plans and programmes, and in light of any
feedback coming forward through consultation, both at the Scoping Report stage and
subsequent consultation stages of the Plan preparation.
Stage A4 - Developing the Sustainability Appraisal Framework - The SA objectives, targets
and indicators are used to consider the effects of the Neighbourhood Plan against reasonable
alternatives. They serve a different purpose from the objectives of the Plan itself, although in
some cases they may overlap. The SA is used to show whether the objectives of the Plan
contribute to the aim of sustainable development, comprising its three limbs. The objectives are
derived from established law, policy or other Plans, from a review of baseline information and the
sustainability issues and problems that have been identified.

1 7 A Practical Guide to the Strategic Environmental Assessment Directive
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The objectives are typically expressed in the form of targets, the achievement of which is
measurable using indicators. These can be revised as baseline information is collected and
the issues and problems are identified.
Stage A5 - Consulting on the Scope of the Sustainability Appraisal - The Parish Council
must seek the views of the Consultation Bodies on the scope and level of detail of the SA.
Consultation at this stage helps to ensure that the Appraisal will be robust enough to support
the Plan during the latter stages of full public consultation. Government Guidance notes that
it may also be useful to consult other organisations and individuals concerned at this stage,
to obtain information and opinions. It is up to the Parish Council to determine how best to
approach the consultation bodies, but it is recommended that the key elements to include are
the baseline information and objectives. The formal consultation bodies are Natural England,
English Heritage and the Environment Agency. 8

5.

STAGE A1 - IDENTIFYING OTHER RELEVANT POLICIES, PLANS &
PROGRAMMES, AND SUSTAINABILITY OBJECTIVES

5.1.

Paragraph 8 of Schedule 4B of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 (as amended) sets out
the basic conditions which the Neighbourhood Plan must comply with. These include at
paragraph 8(2) that the Neighbourhood Plan meets the basic conditions if, amongst other things,
it has regard to National Planning Policies, contributes to the achievement of sustainable
development and is in general conformity with strategic policies contained in the Development
Plan.

5.2.

The Development Plan of the District includes the Horsham District Planning Framework (HDPF),
the Joint Area Action Plan 2007 and the Site Specific Allocations of Land 2007.

The strategic

policies of the Development Plan are those contained within the HDPF.
5.3.

The HDPF is accompanied by an SA. This document9 reviews all relevant policy, programmes,
strategies and guidance, which have influenced the evolution of the HDPF.

5.4.

A full list of relevant plans, policies and programmes that will be considered and influence the
content of the Cowfold Neighbourhood Plan are set out at Appendix A.

5.5.

A summary of the key Plans and programmes influencing the Neighbourhood Plan is identified
below, together with their main objectives.

5.6.

National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) - this sets out the Government’s planning policies
for England and how they are expected to be applied. At its heart is a presumption in favour of
sustainable development, which should be seen as the ‘golden thread’ running through both
plan-making and decision-taking. This comprises the three limbs of economic, social and
environmental, and involves seeking positive improvements in the quality of the built, natural and
historic environment, as well as in people’s quality of life. For Neighbourhood Planning, it means

8 See paragraph 3.6 of A Practical Guide to the Strategic Environmental Assessment Directive
9

Horsham District Planning Framework Sustainability Appraisal November 2015
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that neighbourhoods should, amongst other things, develop Plans that support the strategic
development needs set out in Local Plans, including policies for housing and economic
development; and plan positively to support local development, shaping and directing
development in their area that is outside of the strategic elements of the Local Plan.
5.7.

Horsham District Planning Framework - November 2015 - this seeks to guide development in
the District up to the period 2031. The Plan notes that there is a vibrant economy that recognises
both the wider context of the South Downs National Park (SDNP) and the Gatwick Diamond. It
seeks to build upon the established transport connections and niche market offer within the
District to retain the unique historical and cultural market town character of Horsham, and also for
the District to retain its remote but not isolated rural identity, with villages retaining their separate,
distinctive and varied characters, accommodating appropriate development for local people and
supporting the community. It also recognises the rich heritage and high quality natural
environment and significant contribution this makes to the overall attractiveness, economic
competitiveness and identity of the district and promotes the concept of close links with the
SDNP Authority. The ecological resources of the area will be maintained and enhanced, together
with the historical and cultural character of the built environment, green spaces and landscapes.
The Plan seeks to deliver its housing growth through strategic allocations at north Horsham (at
least 2,500 homes), land west of Southwater (around 600 homes), land south of Billingshurst
(around 150 homes) and “at least” 1500 homes throughout the District allocated through
neighbourhood planning.

6.

STAGE A2 - COLLECTING BASELINE INFORMATION

6.1.

In order to be able to identify the impact the Neighbourhood Plan will have on sustainable
development, it is important to have an understanding of the baseline conditions that exist within
the Parish and the trends that may continue if there were no Neighbourhood Plan prepared.

6.2.

Baseline data has been obtained from a variety of sources, including Census data, environmental
designations and an analysis of the evidence base that has been prepared and collated to
support the development of the CNP.

6.3.

The information has been structured using a series of topics, which are predominantly influenced
and derived from those set out in the SEA Regulations 2004, in particular Schedule 2.

!

General Parish Characteristics

6.4.

The Parish lies to the south of Horsham, with the village of Cowfold at the intersection of the
A272 and the A281. It is predominantly rural in character

6.5.

The historic market town of Horsham lies 6.6 miles to the north. Gatwick airport lies 16 miles to the
north east.

6.6.

The Parish is bounded by the adjoining parishes of Nuthurst to the north west, Lower Beeding to
the north, Shermanbury to the south, and West Grinstead to the west. It is also bound by Bolney
parish to the east which lies within the Mid Sussex District.
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!

Social Characteristics - Population

6.7.

The census data from 2011 shows that the total population for the parish was 1904. A total of
49.4% (941) were male, whilst 50.5% (963) were female.

6.8.

The age structure comprises:

!

•
•
•
•

379 persons aged between 0-17;
574 persons aged between 18-44;
590 persons aged between 45-64; and
361 persons aged 65 and over.

!

Social Characteristics - Housing

6.9.

There were a total of 739 occupied dwellings (household with at least one usual resident). This
comprised:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
6.10.

Of the occupied households (739), the ownership/tenure were as follows:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
6.11.

Whole house or bungalow: Detached - 314;
Whole house or bungalow: Semi-detached - 243 ;
Whole house or bungalow: Terraced (including end-terrace) - 138;
Flat, maisonette or apartment: Purpose-built block of flats or tenement - 51;
Flat, maisonette or apartment: Part of a converted or shared house (including bed-sits) 18;
Flat, maisonette or apartment: In a commercial building - 4; and
Caravan or other mobile or temporary structure - 3.

226 owned outright;
328 owned with a mortgage or loan;
1 shared ownership (part owned and part rented);
67 social rented;
5 rented from Council;
62 other;
98 private rented;
85 private landlord or letting agency;
13 other; and
19 living rent free.

The census indicated there were a total of 1,388 cars owned by residents within the parish.
Ownership per household was as follows:

•
•
•
•
•

Houses with no cars - 41;
Houses with 1 car - 258;
Houses with 2 cars - 282;
Houses with 3 cars - 108;
Houses with 4+ cars - 50.
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!

Social Characteristics - Human Health

6.12.

The Office for National Statistics holds records for “general health” at a Parish level. For Cowfold
this indicates:

•
•
•
•
•

Very good health - 952;
Good health - 651;
Fair health - 199;
Bad health - 36; and
Very bad health- 66.

!

Social Characteristics - Deprivation

6.13.

The indices of multiple deprivation (IMD) is a composite indicator used to compare deprivation. It is
made up of a number of factors including: employment, income, health, education/training, barriers
to housing, crime and living environment. There are then standalone measures for deprivation
aﬀecting children and deprivation aﬀecting older people.

6.14.

The IMD can be expressed as a comparison to the rest of England and also as a comparison to
the rest of Horsham District. IMD’s are sub-divided into Lower Super Output Areas (LSOA’s) and
based on a range of indicators which reveal if an LSOA suffers from ‘multiple’ deprivation issues.
LSOA’s are areas of population size and do not always relate to exact Parish sizes, villages or
geographies. LSOA’s have an average population of some 1,500 residents, although they are not
uniform in size.

6.15.

If an area has low overall deprivation, this does not suggest that it has no deprivation issues, but
that broadly there is not a multiple range of deprivation issues. An area which has low overall
deprivation also may still have small pockets of deprivation. It is important to note that it is not a
measure of wealth and solely a measure of deprivation. An area which has low deprivation will not
necessarily be a wealthy area, and an area of higher deprivation will not necessarily be a poorer
area.

6.16.

The South East of England contains the second lowest number of the most deprived LSOA’s, and
highest number of the least deprived LSOA’s. West Sussex is one of the least deprived higher
level authorities, ranking 130th out of 152 upper tier authorities. Horsham District is one of the
least deprived lower tier authorities in England, ranking 295th least deprived local authority out of
326. Within Horsham District there are 81 LSOAs, none which fall within the most deprived 30%.
Conversely it contains 50 LSOA’s in the least deprived 20%. Of this, 29 LSOA’s are in the least
deprived 10%.

6.17.

There are 32,844 LSOA’s in England, with 1 being the most deprived and 32,844 being the least
deprived. The IMD data for the parish, relative to the district and England, is shown below on
Figure 3.
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Figure 3: IMD data

6.18.

There are 2 LSOA which cover Cowfold Parish. The extent of the LSOA’s covering Cowfold Parish
is illustrated in Figure 4.

Figure 4: Both LSOA’s covering Cowfold Parish
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19.

The assessment of deprivation for an LSOA is comprised of individual rankings, which are
weighted and combined to produce
the overall result.

20.

The LSOA which covers the eastern
part of the Parish is illustrated in
Figure 5. The northern and eastern
boundary of the LSOA is coterminus with the Parish boundary.
LSOA covering eastern part of Parish

6.21.

This LSOA covering the eastern part
of the Parish has the following
rankings:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
6.22.

Income- 22,879 (least 40%
deprived)
Employment- 29,099 (least
deprived 20%)
Education & Training- 24,552
(least deprived 30%)
Health- 25,652 (least
Figure 5: LSOA covering eastern part of Cowfold Parish
deprived 30%)
Crime- 27,291 (least deprived 20%)
Barriers Housing/Services- 20,536 (least deprived 40%)
Living Environment- 4,992 (most deprived 20%)
Income Deprivation Affecting Children Index- 25,808 (least deprived 30%)
Income Deprivation Affecting People Index- 15,600 (most deprived 50%)

The LSOA which covers the remaining part of the Parish is illustrated in Figure 6. This LSOA
extend beyond the Parish boundary and includes parts of West Grinstead parish in the west and
Shermanbury parish to the south.

6.23.

This LSOA covering the western part of the Parish has the following rankings:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Income- 29,974 (least deprived 10%)
Employment- 31,045 (least deprived 10%)
Education- 23,700 (least deprived 30%)
Health- 32,147 (least deprived 10%)
Crime- 25,603 (least deprived: 30%)
Barriers to Housing and Services Domain- 2,067 (most deprived: 10%)
Living Environment - 2,922 (most deprived: 10%)
Income Deprivation Affecting Children Index- 27,775 (least deprived: 20%)
Income Deprivation Affecting People Index- 30,665 (least deprived: 10%)
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LSOA covering western part
of Parish

Figure 6: LSOA covering western part of Cowfold Parish

!
6.24.

The majority of the rankings for the LSOA covering the eastern part of the Parish within the least
deprived. Living Environment and Income Deprivation Affecting People are the exception to this.
The LSOA shows relatively higher deprivation with regards to the “Living Environment” (most
deprived 20%). This can relate to the quality of dwellings, lack of central heating, air quality and
traffic accidents. Rural parishes often rank poorly on this measure due to relatively high levels of
traffic accidents on rural roads and an older stock of housing. Overall the IMD shows that the
eastern LSSO has relatively low levels of deprivation and generally performs favourably
compared to the rest of England.

6.25.

The majority of the rankings for the LSOA covering the eestern part of the Parish within the least
deprived. Barriers to Housing and Services and Living Environment are the exception to this. The
relatively high deprivation (most deprived 10%) that relates to “Barriers to Housing and Services”,
is not unusual for rural Parishes. It is an issue that many other rural parts of Horsham District
experience. The Barriers to Housing & Services is ranked with reference to matters such as
distances to a post office, primary school, shop & GP. It also includes housing affordability. Rural
parishes by their nature will generally be located some distance from key services, and in the
south east have higher house prices. It is therefore unsurprising that the Parish ranks poorly
against this indicator.

6.26.

The LSOA also shows relatively higher deprivation with regards to the “Living Environment” (most
deprived 10%). This can relate to the quality of dwellings, lack of central heating, air quality and
traffic accidents. Rural parishes often rank poorly on this measure due to relatively high levels of
traffic accidents on rural roads and an older stock of housing.
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6.27.

Overall the IMD shows that the LSOA covering the western part has relatively low levels of
deprivation and generally performs favourably compared to the rest of England. However, it is
clear that affordability and accessibility are two key issues.

!

Environmental Characteristics - Biodiversity, Flora And Fauna

6.28.

The parish supports a wide variety of plant and animal life and habitats, including woodland,
hedgerows, grassland, as well as waterbodies and associated environments. Buildings within the

6.

parish are also capable of providing a habitat to the wide variety of wildlife.
6.29.

There are no Sites of Special Scientific Interest (SSI) within the Parish. There are a number of
ancient woodlands in the Parish, primarily focussed in the north east of the Parish.

!

Environmental Characteristics - Landscape, Soil And Geology

6.30.

The District Council commissioned a Landscape Character Assessment, published in October
2003. This identified 32 separate landscape characters across the district.

6.31.

The Parish falls within the landscape character areas J3 Cowfold and Shermanbury Farmlands.
This character area comprises gently undulating areas of low ridges and valleys which lie over the
Weald Clay and the southern edge of the Tunbridge Wells Sands. The Assessment notes it has
both small scale intricate field patterns of pasture and some larger scale arable fields. It confirms
scattered woodlands, hedgerows and shaws create enclosure and restrict views and notes there
are some more open areas where hedgerows have been lost.

6.32.

The Assessment confirms the keys issues for the area include: loss of hedgerows and shaws;
decline in traditional land management; and localised expansion of horse paddocks.

6.33.

Overall, the Assessment confirms the landscape condition is declining. It also notes the
sensitivity to change overall is moderate reflecting the moderate to high inter visibility of the area
and moderate intrinsic landscape qualities. It confirms key sensitives are: large scale farm
buildings; suburbanisation on main routes; and the introduction of telecommunication masts on
the low ridges.

6.34.

More recently, the District Council have commissioned a Landscape Capacity Assessment. The
final report of this was published in April 2014. This is not a Landscape Character Assessment,
but rather a Landscape Capacity Assessment. As noted in paragraph 1.6 of the final report, the
key objectives are to provide an assessment of the landscape capacity of the land around
existing Category 1 and Category 2 settlements 10, to accommodate housing and employment
development, and identify areas where new development could best be accommodated without
unacceptable adverse landscape and visual impacts.

6.35.

10

Paragraph 1.7 of the report sought to emphasise that the scope of the study was to assess
landscape capacity only and that the overall suitability of the site for development would depend

As defined in the Horsham Local Development Framework Core Strategy
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on a range of other considerations, noted as including access, infrastructure, constraints, other
environmental considerations including flood risk, ecology, heritage and archaeology and air
quality.
6.36.

The Assessment details all the countryside around Cowfold was included within the capacity
assessment. Five distinctive landscape study areas have been identified, these comprise CF1,
CF2, CF3 , CF4 and CF5, which are illustrated in figure 7.

Figure 7: Cowfold Landscape Capacity

6.37.

Landscape Study Area CF1. The Assessment confirms the area comprises a very gently
undulating landform with regular and irregular field patterns bound by copses and hedgerows. It
notes there is a mixed settlement edge which is harsh and abrupt in places with the presence of
modern development, and is softened by trees in other parts. The Assessment confirms the
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landscape is in moderate condition due to intrusion of some large modern farm buildings. The
visual sensitivity is identified as moderate as any housing development would be likely to be
relatively well screened by existing copses and hedgrows. The overall landscape capacity is
identified as moderate as the area retains an attractive rural character, with some landscape
features and qualities sensitive to housing development. The Assessment notes it would be very
important to protect important attractive views and maintain an attractive green approach into the
village along the A272. Furthermore, it confirms there could be opportunities to secure
enhancement of parts of the existing settlement edge through new development.
6.38.

Landscape Study Area CF2. The Assessment confirms the area comprises ridge landform with
gentle to moderate slopes to the south on the village side with steeper slopes to the north. It
includes irregular small scale field patterns. The visual sensitivity is identified as moderate-high
as the ridgeline and the slopes to the north are very visually sensitive due to the prominence of
the elevated landform and attractive views northwards from them over the High Weald. The
overall landscape capacity is identified as low-moderate. The Assessment confirms development
would need to be restricted close to the existing settlement edge and considerate care would be
needed to avoid unacceptable impacts resulting from development on the skyline or damage to
the Brookhill approach into the village.

6.39.

Landscape Study Area CF3. The Assessment confirms the area comprises flat to gently
undulating landform. It includes medium-large scale field patters bounded by shaws, copses and
hedgerows. It notes a green corridor approach into the village. The Assessment confirms the
landscape is in moderate condition due to partial erosion of field pattern. It notes despite the
presence of shaws and woodland, the large field in the south of the area is extensively viewed
from the A272. As a result, it confirms even small scale development would likely to be quite
visually prominent. The landscape is identified as having as having low-moderate landscape
capacity. The Assessment outlines it would be very important to maintain a broad green corridor
along the A272 and restrict the extent of any development to the east with a woodland buffer to
avoid the impression of sprawl into the wider countryside beyond the current built up area
boundary south of the A272.

6.40.

Landscape Study Area CF4. The Assessment confirms the area area comprises very gently
sloping valley side which falls southwards towards a stream. It includes small scale, irregular field
pattern. It has a predominantly strong rural character despite the presence of a sewage farm and
allotments in one field. The Assessments confirms the dense network of hedgerows and
hedgerow trees would be likely to reduce the visibility of any development from the wider
landscape. The Assessment confirms given the strong overall rural character of the area and
moderate visual sensitivity the area is assessed as low - moderate landscape capacity for small
scale housing development. It outlines if access was necessary along the narrow country lane in
the north of the area this could have an unacceptable adverse impacts on hedgerows and the
rural character of the lane.
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6.41.

Landscape Study Area CF5. The Assessment confirms the area comprises gently undulating
landform with medium scale, irregular field pattern. Existing village edge mostly softened by
woodland and hedgerows. It is predominantly very open and exposed to views. The Assessment
confirms there is moderate landscape character sensitivity with some landscape features and
qualities sensitive to development. The Assessment confirms the high visual sensitivity of the
area results in a no/low landscape capacity for small scale housing development. Furthermore it
notes any development could easily be perceived as an incursion into open countryside unrelated
to the current settlement boundaries.

!

Environmental Characteristics - Heritage Assets

6.42.

The Parish includes a Conservation
Area which covers the central part of
Cowfold. The extent of the
Conservation Area is illustrated in
figure 8.

6.43.

There are a total of 63 Listed Buildings
within the Parish, 1 of which is Grade I
(Parish Church of St. Peter).

6.44.

An Historic Environment Report (HER)
for the Parish has been sourced from
West Sussex County. The Report sets
out the historic assets of the Parish and
includes details of monuments, Iron
Age pottery, Roman coins, post
medieval pottery and prehistoric
weapons which have identified through
surveys and digs.

!
!

Environmental Characteristics - Air
Quality And Climate

6.45.

Two Air Quality Management Area
(AQMAs) have been declared within

Figure 8: Cowfold Conservation

Horsham District, in the town centres of Cowfold and Storrington, Both have been designated for
their exceedences of the annual mean objective for nitrogen dioxide.
6.46.

The extent of the AQMA in Cowfold is illustrated in Figure 9.
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Figure 9: Cowfold Air Quality Management Area

6.47.

A draft Air Quality Action Plan (AQAP) has been prepared for Cowfold and was submitted to Defra
in 2013. This identifies a range of possible measures aimed at improving air quality within
Cowfold. The draft AQAP was prepared by HDC in conjunction with West Sussex County Council.
The draft AQAP confirmed it will be subject to public consultation with feedback form the
consultation process informing the final Action Plan.

6.48.

A set out in the draft report, it is envisaged the AQAP will set out what will be done to reduce
nitrogen dioxide pollution in Cowfold. Further the final AQAP will “describe the rationale behind
the measures including the costs and benefits and provide a timetable for implementation. The
effectives of measures and progress with implementation will be the subject of annual review as
part of the Local Air Quality Management review and assessment process.

6.49.

The draft AQAP set out the air quality improvements required in Cowfold. This comprised a
required nitrogen dioxide concentration reduction and a required NOx emission reduction.

6.50.

The draft AQAP also identified the overriding principle of the AQAP. These comprised:

•

Cowfold specific measures to manage local traffic and to promote alternative transport
options;

•

District wide measures to reduce traffic emissions and mitigate the impacts of
development on air quality.
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6.51.

The draft AQAP confirms the Cowfold specific draft action plan measures have been
incorporated into two main project areas, a traffic management feasibility study and the
promotion of alternative transport options.

6.52.

The draft AQAP acknowledges that Horsham has area of poor air quality couple with a demand
for new development. It was therefore considered appropriate to include district wide action plan
measures to reduce traffic emissions on the local road network and to mitigate the impacts of
development on air quality. The Report confirms, two key measures in this respect:

•
•
6.33.

The development of a local Air Quality Planning Policy Guidance document; and
The adoption of a District Emission Reduction Strategy.

In response to this, the adopted HDPF includes Strategic Policy 24: Environmental Protection
which confirms development will be expected to “contribute to the implementation of local Air
Quality Action Plans and do not conflict with its objectives”.

6.34.

The 2016 Annual Status Report for Horsham District Council (July 2016) confirms the monitoring
data results for nitrogen dioxide. On the basis of these results the boundary of the Cowfold
AQMA remain unchanged.

6.35.

The Report also details the key actions completed in 2015. It also notes the achievement of
congestion improvement measures in both Storrington and Cowfold has been challenging as
“there are no easy solutions”. In light of this, the Report confirms HDC continues to work with
West Sussex County Council to explore traffic management measures to reduce congestion and
improve air quality.

6.36.

The Report identifies the Council’s priorities for Cowfold. This is identified as progressing further
evaluation of traffic management /congestion improvements. It notes “the plans are to reconvene
the Action Plan Steering Group in Cowfold with the aim of progressing the identified measures
and communicating with local residents and the wider public”. The Report also confirms following
the completion of actions, the Action Plan will be updated. To date no further updates have been
published.

6.37.

The climate of the Parish is generally warm temperate. Temperatures vary from an average low of
3.2 degrees Centigrade in January to an average high of 16.6 degrees, in July. Rainfall is relatively
consistent throughout the year. Precipitation is the lowest in February, with an average of 39mm,
with most precipitation falling in November, averaging 68mm.

!

Environmental Characteristics - Water & Flooding

6.52.

The Parish lies within the Adur and Ouse Catchment Management Area. There are no main rivers
in the Parish. The Cowfold stream flows from the west of the Parish south to Shermanbury Place
where it joins the River Adur.
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6.53.

HDC’s Level 1 Strategic Flood Risk Assessment (SFRA) outlines that the majority of the Parish
lies within Flood Zone 1. A small proportion of the south western part of the Parish lies within
Flood Zone 2 and Flood Zone 3a/3b , the extent of which is identified in Figure 10.

Figure 10: HDC SFRA Level 1:

!

Economic Characteristics - Employment

6.54.

The 2011 Census reveals that the number of residents of working age (16-74) was 1,371. Of this
figure 1085 (79%) were economically active, and 286 (21%) were economically inactive.

6.55.

Of those that were economically active, 1,011 were in employment. The split in roles is as follows:

•
•
•
•
•
6.56.

189 - employed part time;
584 - employed full time;
238 - self employed;
39 - unemployed; and
35 - full time student.

Of those that were economically inactive (286). The split in roles is as follows:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

142 - Retired;
38 - Student (including full-time students);
53 - Looking after home or family;
19 - Long-term sick or disabled;
34 - Other;
10 - Unemployed: Age 16 to 25;
14 - Unemployed: Age 50 to 74;
2 - Unemployed: Never worked; and
17 - Long-term unemployed.
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6.57.

Of those who were aged 16 to 74 in employment (1,038) indicated the industry in which they
worked as follows:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
6.58.

Manufacturing - 97;
Electricity, gas, steam and air conditioning supply - 1;
Water supply; sewerage, waste management and remediation activities - 8;
Construction - 96;
Wholesale and retail trade; repair of motor vehicles and motor cycles - 139;
Transport and storage - 78; and
Accommodation and food service activities - 48
Information and communication - 44;
Financial and insurance activities - 41;
Real estate activities- 19;
Professional, scientific and technical activities - 75;
Administrative and support service activities - 56;
Public administration and defence; compulsory social security - 48
Education - 87;
Human health and social work activities- 11; and
Other - 71.

Of those who were aged 16 to 74 in employment (1,038) indicated their occupation as follows:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
6.59.

Agriculture, forestry and fishing- 18;
Mining and quarrying - 1;

Managers, directors and senior officials - 167;
Professional occupation- 191;
Associate professional and technical occupations- 157;
Administrative and secretarial occupations- 103;
Skilled trades occupations - 146;
Caring, leisure and other service occupations - 101;
Sales and customer service occupations - 58;
Process plant and machine operatives - 44; and
Elementary occupations - 71.

All usual residents aged 16 and over indicated their qualifications were as follows:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

No qualifications - 268;
Level 1 qualification- 206;
Level 2 qualification - 278;
Apprenticeship- 53;
Level 3 qualification - 198;
Level 4 qualification - 504;
Other qualification - 63;
Schoolchildren and full time-time students: Age 16 to 17 - 38;
Schoolchildren and full time-time students: Age 18 and over - 31;
Full-time students: Age 18 to 74: Economically active: In employment - 16;
Full-time students: Age 18 to 74: Economically active: Unemployed - 3; and
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•
6.60.

Full-time students: Age 18 to 74: Economically inactive - 12.

There are a number of businesses operating in the Parish. These include a public house, cafe,
auto repairs garage, 2 car sales, beauty salon, hairdresser, barber, restaurant, blind shop,,, IT
business and retail outlet. There is also a small family run trading estate at Oakendene Industrial
Estate.

6.61.

Elsewhere, economically active residents either commute out of the parish, work from home,
have a land use based profession within the immediate locality, or work from other individual
business premises.

!

Economic Characteristics - Material Assets

6.62.

Whilst the Parish is rural, it nonetheless benefits from a range of material assets. These include a
sports pavillon, playing fields, primary school, surgery, restaurants, public houses, auto repairs
shops, car sales and small businesses.

6.63.

There are extensive footpath networks and Public Rights of Way (PRoW) which run through the
Parish.

6.64.

In addition to this, the Parish benefits from sports and leisure clubs and societies. These include
bridge club, bell ringers, community choir, women’s institute, history society, horticultural society,
Royal British Legion and social committee.

7.

STAGE A3 - IDENTIFY SUSTAINABILITY ISSUES AND PROBLEMS

7.1.

Following the identification of relevant plans, policies and programmes and baseline information,
the key sustainability issues for the parish can be identified. In producing these, regard has been
had to the key sustainability issues identified by HDC in the preparation of the HDPF, together
with the feedback secured from early stakeholder engagement to the CNP process.

7.2.

Set out below is a summary of the key issues to be considered in the preparation of the CNP,
together with a summary of the effects that may result without the Plan being prepared.

Challenges Facing Cowfold Parish

Eﬀects without the Neighbourhood Plan

Protecting the rural character and countryside of the

Reliance on district level policies may not provide

Parish

adequate protection and/or seek to enhance the locally
valued landscape.

Meeting the housing needs of the parish.

Reliance on district level policies may not strike the
necessary balance between meeting the housing
needs of the parish and respecting environmental
constraints.
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Challenges Facing Cowfold Parish

Eﬀects without the Neighbourhood Plan

Meeting affordable housing needs within the parish.

Inability to make effective provision of appropriate
levels and location of affordable housing.

Barriers to access community services and

Inability to ensure provision of requisite level of

infrastructure.

community facilities and services.

Maintaining capacity at community facilities (medical
and primary school)
Improving broadband and mobile communication
Creating a central focal point to the Village

Maintaining a balance of employment opportunities

Reliance on high tier policies may not provide

within the parish.

adequate protection and control over future uses of
these areas.

Protection of heritage assets and their settings.

Reliance on district level policies may not provide
adequate protection of heritage assets within the
parish.

Ensuring highway safety and avoiding congestion.

Inability to control and focus development in most
appropriate locations and deliver highway solutions
may exacerbate problems.

Improve pedestrian crossings in Village
Improve public transport options
Improve access by non-car modes of transport, in

Inability to deliver development that maximises and

particular walking and cycling.

ensures accessibility by non-car modes of transport.

Improve air quality air quality within the Parish

Reliance on higher tier policies may not provide
adequate protection.

7.3.

These issues can be summarised within a Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats
(SWOT) analysis of the parish, as detailed below.
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Strengths

•
•
•
•
•
•

Peaceful and quiet rural environment;
Low crime and fear of crime;
Sense of community/neighbourliness;
Generally high quality living environment;
High quality heritage assets and conservation area;

Weaknesses

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Current lack of affordable housing;
Lack of Parking and highway safety problems;
Lack of affordable housing

Public/countryside footpath network as an important
recreational resource.
Opportunities

•
•

Relatively high reliance on the private motor car
and private transport;

Threats

Protect and enhance the countryside;

•

Maintain the good health of the majority of the
Parish;

•

Enhance biodiversity, flora and fauna;
Maintain and enhance employment floor space
provision;
Maintain and enhance community facilities;
Improve accessibility by non-car modes of transport;
Improve highway safety conditions;

•
•
•

Pressure of expanding population on the enjoyment
and use of the rural hinterland of the parish;
Development undermining the character and
setting of the village, including its heritage assets;
Increased pressure on existing services (medical
and educational);
Increasing difficulty of access to affordable
housing;
Increased traffic and highway safety difficulties, in
particular through the centre of Cowfold.

Provide required housing, particularly affordable
housing to meet parish needs;
Protect and improve the quality of life experienced
by many residents.
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8.

STAGE A4 - DEVELOPING THE SUSTAINABILITY APPRAISAL FRAMEWORK

8.1.

The SA will consider the effects of the Neighbourhood Plan against reasonable alternatives, using
a series of Objectives and Indicators.

8.2.

The SA will identify Objectives that cover the 3 limbs of sustainability, i.e. Environmental, Social
and Economic. These will be capable of being measured against a set of Indicators. Collectively,
the Sustainability Objectives and the Indicators are known as the Sustainability Framework.
These will be used to ensure that the policy options selected in the CNP contribute to the
overarching aim of sustainable development.

8.3.

It is proposed that the performance of the policy options are measured against the objectives as
follows:
Major Positive/Minor Positive/Neutral/Minor Negative/Major Negative/Uncertain

8.4.

The Sustainability Objectives have been informed by an appraisal of the identification of other
relevant policies, Plans, programmes and environmental protection objectives, the collection of
baseline information, and the identification of sustainability issues and problems. The latter have
in part, been established from the results of the initial evidence gathering and stakeholder
engagement and with regard to the Sustainability Framework of the emerging HDPF.

8.5.

Based on this, the Sustainability Objectives and Indicators (the Sustainability Framework) of the
CNP are as follows:

!

Environmental - Objective 1 - Countryside

8.6.

To conserve and enhance the rural character of the parish.

!

Indicators

•

Number of new residential dwellings approved within the parish beyond the defined
settlement boundaries and areas allocated for development;

•

Quantum of new employment floor space approved within the parish beyond defined
settlement boundaries and areas allocated for development.

!

Environmental - Objective 2 - Ecological

8.7.

To protect and enhance the biodiversity of the parish.
Indicators

•
•
•

Extent of the Ancient and Semi-Natural Woodland within the parish;
Condition and extent of hedgerows;
Sussex Wildlife Trust records;

!

Environmental - Objective 3 - Heritage Assets

8.8.

To protect and enhance the heritage assets of the parish.
Indicators
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•
•

Number and condition of Listed Buildings;
Number of heritage assets and their setting protected as part of development;

Environmental - Objective 4 - Water & Flooding
8.9.

To ensure development does not take place in areas at risk of flooding or where it may cause
flooding elsewhere.
Indicators

•
•

Number of properties at risk of flooding within the parish;
Number of applications approved within the parish, contrary to the advice of the
Environment Agency on flood risk grounds;

Environmental - Objective 5 - Air Quality
8.10.

To ensure development does not conflict with the objectives of the Cowfold Air Quality
Management Plan.
Indicators

•
•

Number of applications approved within the AQMA which result in additional trips.
Number of applications approved which result in additional trips through the AQMA

!

Environmental - Objective 5 - Transport

8.11.

Improve highway safety.

!

Indicators

•
•

Police accident data;
Number of highway safety schemes delivered within the parish;

!

Social - Objective 6 - Housing

8.12.

To enable those with identified local housing needs to have the opportunity to live in an affordable
home within the parish.
Indicators

•
•
•

Number of new home completions;
Number of affordable dwelling completions;
Number registered on the Council’s housing waiting list wishing to live within the parish;

!

Social - Objective 7 - Crime

8.12.

To ensure residents live in a safe environment.

!

Indicators

•
•

Overall crime rates;
Number of domestic burglaries;
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!

Social - Objective 8 - Sustainable Travel Patterns

8.

8.13.

To increase the opportunities for residents and visitors to travel by sustainable and non-car
modes of transport.
Indicators

•
•
•

Number of new sustainable and public transport facilities provided in the parish, such as
bus shelters, cycle lanes, pedestrian crossings, etc;
Bus service provision;
Number of households within a 10 minute walk of (approximately 800m) a bus stop with a
frequency of more than 1 per hour during the working day;

!

Social - Objective 9 - Community Infrastructure

8.14.

To maintain and enhance community infrastructure provision within the Parish.
Indicators

•
•
•

Quantum of new community infrastructure facilities approved in the Parish;
Quantum of Section 106/ Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) monies secured to
contribute to community infrastructure provision in the parish ;
Number of households within a 10 minute walk (approximately 800m) of public
recreational space;

!

Economic - Objective 10 - Economy

8.15.

To maintain and enhance employment opportunity and provision within the Parish.
Indicators

•
•
•

Levels of unemployment within the Parish;
Total amount of employment floor space created in the Parish;
Amount of employment floor space lost to other uses in the Parish;

!

Economic - Objective 11 - Wealth

8.16.

To ensure high and stable levels of employment and address disparities in employment
opportunities in the Parish so residents can benefit from economic growth.
Indicators

•
•
•

Indices of Multiple Deprivation;
Percentage of residents who are unemployed;
Percentage of residents who are economically active.
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9.

STAGE A5 – CONSULTING ON THE SUSTAINABILITY APPRAISAL

9.1.

The Scoping Report, which sets out the scope and level of detail of the information, must be
consulted on with the Consultation Bodies as set out in Regulation 4 of the Environmental
Assessment of Plans and Programmes Regulations 2004. The Consultation Bodies referred to are
Historic England, Natural England and the Environment Agency.

9.2.

Where a Consultation Body decides to respond, it should do so within five weeks of receipt of the
Scoping Report.

9.3.

Comments are welcomed via email (laura.bourke@dowsettmayhew.com) or in writing to
Dowsettmayhew Planning Parternship, 63a Ship Street, Brighton, BN1 1AE.
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APPENIX A
Relevant Plans, Policies And Programmes That Will Be Considered And Influence The Content
Of The Cowfold Parish Neighbourhood Plan.
National

Date

EU Directive 2001 - Strategic Environmental Assessments.
Statutory Instrument 2004 No. 1663 Environmental Protection, The
Environmental Assessment of Plans and Programmes Regulation 2004
A Practical Guide to Strategic Environmental Assessment Directive
September 2005.
Ministerial Statement: Neighbourhood Planning
December 2016
National Planning Policy Framework
Planning Practice Guidance (PPG) Neighbourhood Planning
Neighbourhood Planning (GOV.UK)
Strategic environmental assessment and sustainability appraisal (GOV.UK)
Locality
Oﬃce for National Statistics (Neighbourhood)
Rural Services Network
What is Neighbourhood Planning? (RTPI)
What is a Neighbourhood Development Plan? (RTPI)
Planning for Your Neighbourhood –Statutory Tools (RTPI)
Planning for your Neighbourhood: Non Statutory Tools (RTPI)
Existing Tools for Neighbourhood Planning (RTPI)
Neighbourhood Planning (Historic England)
Information to Support Neighbourhood Planning (WSCC)
Sussex Biodiversity Record Centre
How to access Natural England's maps and data (GOV.UK)
Magic (Interactive GIS Mapping)
South East river basin district management plan
Environment Agency Flood Maps & EA What’s in your Backyard
Guidance For Neighbourhood Planning Grants and Technical Support Locality
South East Water, Water Resources Management Plan, 2010-2035.
Southern Water Resource Management Plan
Thames Water Resource Management Plan
West Sussex Waste and Minerals Plan
Marine Policy Statement.
South Marine
NHS Horsham District Health Profile 2014.

-

2014
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NHS West Sussex Public Health Evidence Summary Data for PBC Leas,
Horsham
Horsham District Council
Horsham District Planning Framework
Horsham District SA SEA
Horsham Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL)
Horsham Infrastructure Delivery Plan
Horsham Annual Monitoring Report
Housing and Spatial Planning
Strategic Housing and Economic Land Availability Assessment (SHELAA)
Strategic Housing and Availability Assessment (SHLAA)
Strategic Housing Market Assessment (SHMA)
Strategic Housing Market Assessment (SHMA) Update 2014
Crawley and Horsham Starter Homes Report
Crawley and Horsham Market Housing Mix Report
Urban Housing Potential Study 2004-2018
Strategic Housing Market Assessment Update 2012
Housing Need in Horsham District
Assessing Housing Need - Summary Paper
Settlement Sustainability Review
Settlement Sustainability & Greenfield Site Allocations
Economic
Economic Growth Assessment Supplementary Report
Hotel & Visitor Accommodation Study & Technical Appendices
Economic Growth Assessment & Appendices
Market Appraisal on the Current and Potential Future Demand for Business
Space
Retail Needs Study & Appendices
Employment Land Review (Part 1)
Employment Land Review (Part 2)
Transport
Horsham Transport and Development Study Technical Note & Appendices
Horsham Transport and Development Study & Addendum
Environment
Habitat Regulation Assessment
Green Infrastructure Study
Infrastructure Strategy Map
Landscape Capacity Assessment Reports
Strategic Flood Risk Assessments
Sport, Open Space & Recreation Assessment
Gatwick Sub Region Water Cycle Study
Climate Change Strategy
Landscape Character Assessment

April 2014

November 2015
November 2015
Ongoing
April 2016
Dec 2016
August 2016
Dec 2016
May 2009
October 2014
Nov 2016
Nov 2016
Feb 2005
October 2012
March 2015
March 2015
May 2014
September 2005
April 2014
July 2016
April 2014
Feb 2014
June 2010
Sept 2009
Oct 2010
April 2014
April 2014
April 2014
April 2014
April 2014
April 2014
Jun 2007 - Apr 2014
Feb 2014
Jan 2011
Jun 2009
Oct 2003
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Subject:
Date:
From:

(NE ref - 242468) Scoping Report: Cowfold Neighbourhood Plan
Wednesday, 25 April 2018 at 17:07:25 BriKsh Summer Time
Plan Cons Area Team (Sussex and Kent) (NE)
<PlanConsAreaTeamSussexandKent@defra.gsi.gov.uk>
To:
laura.bourke@dowseVmayhew.com <laura.bourke@dowseVmayhew.com>
A1achments: image001.png
laura.bourke@dowsettmayhew.com
242468 - Scoping Report: Cowfold Neighbourhood Plan
Dear Laura Bourke,
Thank you for consulting Natural England on your Neighbourhood Plan SA (incorporating SEA)
Scoping Report. I set out our concerns below:
SA/SEA Scoping Report
Collecting Baseline Information section:
Environmental Characteristics - Biodiversity, Flora and Fauna (page 15)
Our records show that the parish of Cowfold includes priotity habitats (deciduous woodland) and
irreplaceble habitats (ancient woodland). This needs to be added to the text and a map
included. This mapped information is available on our ‘Magic’ map, under the ‘habitats’ then
‘woodland’ boxes to the left of the web page.
Environmental Characteristics - Landscape, Soil and Geology (page 15)
Our records show that part of the parish (to the north-east) includes a designated landscape –
the High Weald Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty. This again needs to be added to the text
and a map included (this information also, is available on Magic map; under the ‘Designations’,
then ‘Land-based Designations’, then ‘Statutory’, boxes).
Identify Sustainability Issues and Problems section:
‘SWOT’ table (page 25)
Following from the above omissions, potential damage to and or loss of the above priority and
irreplaceable habitats and potential detrimental impact on designated landscapes, would also be
threats to the parish.
Developing the Sustainability Appraisal Framework section:
Environmental - Objective 1 – Countryside (page 26)
There would need to be an indicator in relation to impact on the AONB. As only a part of the
parish is designated as AONB, any new development would generally be expected to take place
outside of that designation.
Environmental - Objective 2 – Ecological (page 26)
We welcome the inclusion of an irreplaceable habitat (ancient woodland) habitat indicator.
However, as there is also deciduous woodland priority habitat present, therefore, a relevant
indicator needs to be added.
I hope you find these comments useful,
Yours sincerely,
Rebecca Bishop MRTPI
Adviser
Sustainable Development
Sussex & Kent Team
Natural England

Mail Hub Natural England,
County Hall,
Spetchley Road,
Worcester
WR5 2NP
02080 266009
07823 667 549
www.naturalengland.org.uk
We are here to secure a healthy natural environment for people to enjoy, where wildlife is
protected and England's traditional landscapes are safeguarded for future generations.
In an effort to reduce Natural England's carbon footprint, I will, wherever possible, avoid travelling
to meetings and attend via audio, video or web conferencing.
Natural England is accredited to the Cabinet Office Customer Service Excellence
Standard.

From: Laura Bourke [mailto:laura.bourke@dowseVmayhew.com]
Sent: 22 March 2018 16:20
To: ConsultaKons (NE) <consultaKons@naturalengland.org.uk>
Cc: Dale Mayhew <dale.mayhew@dowseVmayhew.com>
Subject: Scoping Report: Cowfold Neighbourhood Plan (Horsham)
Dear Natural England
Please see aVached correspondence for your kind aVenKon.
Kind regards
Laura
Laura Bourke
BA MSc MRTPI
Senior Planner
T: 01273 947776
E: laura.bourke@dowseVmayhew.com
DOWSETTMAYHEW Planning Partnership
63a Ship Street | Brighton | BN1 1AE

www.dowseVmayhew.com
This email is conﬁdenKal and may contain legally privileged informaKon. If you are not the intended
recipient it may be unlawful for you to read, copy, distribute, disclose or otherwise make use of the
informaKon herein. If you have received this email in error please contact us immediately.
DOWSETTMAYHEW PLANNING PARTNERSHIP LTD will accept no liability for the mis-transmission,
interference or intercepKon of any email and you are reminded that email is not a secure method of

Subject:
RE: Scoping Report: Cowfold Neighbourhood Plan
Date:
Thursday, 26 April 2018 at 09:34:07 BriIsh Summer Time
From:
Hyland, Hannah <hannah.hyland@environment-agency.gov.uk>
To:
Laura Bourke <laura.bourke@dowseTmayhew.com>
A1achments: image001.png, Neighbourhood Plan Checklist Horsham.pdf
Dear Laura
Hope you are well.
Thank you for your consultaIon on the Cowfold Neighbourhood Plan Sustainability Appraisal Scoping
Report.
The Environment Agency is a statutory consultee for Strategic Environmental Assessments and provides
advice to Local Planning AuthoriIes on the scope and ﬁndings of the SEA. We support the inclusion of
objecIve 2 – Ecological and objecIve 4 – water and ﬂooding and associated indicators.
We also recommend your SEA takes account of relevant policies, plans and strategies including your local
Strategic Flood Risk Assessment, ﬂood risk strategies and the South East River Basin Management Plan.
Please refer to the Neighbourhood Plan Checklist for Horsham District, aTached, for more details.
Kind Regards,
Hannah
Hannah Hyland | Planning Specialist - Sustainable Places | Solent and South Downs Area | Environment
Planning and Engagement
Environment Agency | Oving Road | Chichester | West Sussex | PO20 0AG
Tel: 0203 0257088 Mobile: 07774 437421
hannah.hyland@environment-agency.gov.uk
Please note I work part time Monday to Wednesday and Thursday am.

Please do not print this email unless you really need to.

From: Laura Bourke [mailto:laura.bourke@dowseTmayhew.com]
Sent: 22 March 2018 16:14
To: PlanningSSD <PlanningSSD@environment-agency.gov.uk>
Cc: Dale Mayhew <dale.mayhew@dowseTmayhew.com>
Subject: Scoping Report: Cowfold Neighbourhood Plan
Dear Sustainable Places
Please see aTached correspondence for your kind aTenIon.
Kind regards
Laura
Laura Bourke

BA MSc MRTPI
Senior Planner
T: 01273 947776
E: laura.bourke@dowseTmayhew.com
DOWSETTMAYHEW Planning Partnership
63a Ship Street | Brighton | BN1 1AE

www.dowseTmayhew.com
This email is conﬁdenIal and may contain legally privileged informaIon. If you are not the intended
recipient it may be unlawful for you to read, copy, distribute, disclose or otherwise make use of the
informaIon herein. If you have received this email in error please contact us immediately.
DOWSETTMAYHEW PLANNING PARTNERSHIP LTD will accept no liability for the mis-transmission,
interference or intercepIon of any email and you are reminded that email is not a secure method of
communicaIon.
This message has been scanned and no issues were discovered.
Click here to report this email as spam

Information in this message may be confidential and may be legally privileged. If
you have received this message by mistake, please notify the sender immediately, d
elete it and do not copy it to anyone else.

We have checked this email and its attachments for viruses. But you should still c
heck any attachment before opening it.
We may have to make this message and any reply to it public if asked to under the
Freedom of Information Act, Data Protection Act or for litigation. Email messages
and attachments sent to or from any Environment Agency address may also be accessed by someo
Click here to report this email as spam

Horsham District Neighbourhood Plan Checklist
This checklist is for Neighbourhood Plans covering Horsham District. Due to the
high volume of neighbourhood plans across the county we have had to focus our
detailed engagement to those areas where the environmental risks are greatest.
Together with Natural England, English Heritage and Forestry Commission we have published joint advice
on neighbourhood planning which sets out sources of environmental information and ideas on
incorporating the environment into plans. This is available at:
http://webarchive.nationalarchives.gov.uk/20140328084622/http://cdn.environmentagency.gov.uk/lit_6524_7da381.pdf
The below checklist takes you through the issues we would consider in reviewing your Plan. We aim to
reduce flood risk, while protecting and enhancing the water environment. We recommend completing this
to check whether we are likely to have any concerns with your Neighbourhood Plan at later stages.

Flood Risk
Your Neighbourhood Plan should conform to national and local policies on flood risk:
•

National Planning Policy Framework

para.100

Inappropriate development in areas at risk of flooding should be avoided by directing development
away from areas at highest risk, but where development is necessary, making it safe without increasing
flood risk elsewhere.
•

Horsham District General Development Control Policies (2007) - Policy DC 7 Flooding and the
emerging policies of the Horsham District Planning Framework including Policy 37: Flooding.

If your Neighbourhood Plan is proposing sites for development check whether there are any areas of Flood
Zones 2 or 3 within the proposed site allocations.
How?

Input postcodes or place names at:
http://maps.environmentagency.gov.uk/wiyby/wiybyController?x=357683.0&y=355134.0&scale=
1&layerGroups=default&ep=map&textonly=off&lang=_e&topic=floodma
p

If there are no
areas of Flood
Zones 2 or 3:

We are pleased to see that all development proposed through your
Neighbourhood Plan has been directed to areas of lowest risk of
flooding. This is consistent with the aims of national planning policy and
the emerging policies in the Horsham District Planning Framework.
If you are aware that any of the sites have previously suffered flooding
or are at risk of other sources of flood risk such as surface water or
groundwater flooding we recommend you seek the advice of West
Sussex County Council and Horsham District Council.

If sites proposed
include areas at

In accordance with national planning policy the Sequential Test should
be undertaken to ensure development is directed to the areas of lowest
flood risk. This should be informed by the Environment Agency s flood

www.gov.uk/environment-agency

risk of flooding:

map for planning and Horsham District Council s Strategic Flood Risk
Assessment (SFRA). We recommend you contact Horsham District
Council to discuss this requirement further.
We would have concerns if development is allocated in this high risk
flood zone without the Sequential Test being undertaken.
It is important that your Plan also considers whether the flood risk
issues associated with these sites can be safely managed to ensure
development can come forward.

Next steps

Please contact us (see details below) for further advice if any sites
include areas of Flood Zone 3, which is defined as having a high
probability of flooding, as we may have concerns with your Plan.

Water Management
In February 2011, the Government signalled its belief that more locally focussed decision making and
action should sit at the heart of improvements to the water environment. This is widely known as the
catchment-based approach and has been adopted to deliver requirements under the Water Framework
Directive. It seeks to:
•

deliver positive and sustained outcomes for the water environment by promoting a better understanding
of the environment at a local level; and

•

to encourage local collaboration and more transparent decision-making when both planning and
delivering activities to improve the water environment.

Neighbourhood Plans provide an opportunity to deliver multi-functional benefits through linking
development with enhancements to the environment.
Horsham District Council lies within the South East River Basin Management Plan area. This area is
subdivided into catchments. The two relevant catchments for your District are: Arun and Western Streams
catchment and the Adur and Ouse catchment. A Catchment Partnership has been established for each of
these to direct and coordinate relevant activities and projects within the catchment through the production
of a Catchment Management Plan. The Catchment Partnerships are supported by a broad range of
organisations and individuals representing a whole host of interests.
The following websites provides information that should be of use in developing your Neighbourhood Plan:
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/south-east-river-basin-management-plan
http://www.arunwesternstreams.org.uk
http://www.oart.org.uk
http://www.adurandousecatchment.org.uk/

Infrastructure Delivery
We would recommend that environmental infrastructure, including habitat enhancements, water storage
areas, and green space is taken into account when looking to fund local infrastructure.

For further information or advice please email us at planningssd@environmentagency.gov.uk

www.gov.uk/environment-agency
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APPENDIX 6
PARKING SURVEY - MARCH 2018

Household by age
Drivers by Age Work Outiside Parish Work Inside Parish Cars/Vans
Cars/Vans
Visitor Spaces
Viable Bus Service
No. 0-10 11-16 17-30 31-65 >65 17-30 31-65 >65 17-30 31-65 >65 17-30 31-65 >65 Household On Property On Road On Property On Road Work Hospital Comments/information
1
1
2
1
2
1
2
0
0
3
3
2
0
0
We have to park in our back garden which we approach
through some garages, we do not have a driveway at the
2
1
3
3
3
0
2
2
0
0
0 front of our house, there is no room to park on the roadside.
3
3
1
2
2
1
1
2
0
2
0
0
0
0
Need a bus service to haywards heath to connect to Londonbrighton mainline.
4
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
0
When our children reach the age a means of transport will
be required, we have limited bus services north and south of
5
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
0
0
0
0 the village, and none east/west.
6
2
2
2
2
2
2
We have just one space for Visitors outside house, but often
its taken up by Neighbours, so when we do have Family or
visitors or Deliveries there is no space. Trip to Haywards
Heath for 30 mins appointment took 9 1/2 hours using
7
0
0
2
2
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
0 public transport.
8
9

2
1

2
2

2
2

2
2

3
2

2
2

1

0

0

Postcode:
RH13 8AF

Email:

ID
205

RH13 8AD
RH13 8BL

206
207

RH13 8BX

208

RH13 8RS
RH13 8RT

209
210

RH13 8BL

211

RH13 8DR
RH13 8DP

212
213

RH13 8AB
Issue with people parking half on the road and half kerb
forcing children to have to go in the road if they're playing
out on their bikes. Also anyone with a pushchair can't get
0 past, vey dsngerous and inconsiderate. Alley Groves.
RH13 8BN
I would love there to be marked car park spaces on station
road so that people dont park like idiots and take up two
0 spaces and leave us nowhere to park!!
RH13 8DA
0
RH13 8RS
When we first moved into our new build "family friendly"
house 21 years ago, we had a drive big enough for 2 (non
family) cars at a squeeze and an integrated garage that was
only big enough for my tiny Vauxhall Corsa and, in fact,
there was not a lot of room to manoeuvre out of the car.
We extended the drive at our own expense to provide
enough room for 3 cars. Our kids are now 19 years old, still
live at home as they are still in education but also work and
volunteer in various establishments. We now have 4 cars,
we can squeeze all of them on to our drive when we're all
at home for a period. However, we all come and go for work
at different times of the day and so therefore 1 of our cars
ends up in one of the pathetic lay-bys put in when the
development was built. These lay-bys actually CAN take two
cars but visitors choose to park selfishly and so, more often
than not, there is only 1 car parked in them.

214

We re lucky that we have a drive. But the parking in acorn
0 ave oakfield rd is terrible
We have asked on HDC on numerous occasions to have a
driveway which we are willing to pay for and are repeatedly
told no because we live on the main road so we have to
park wherever we can when we get home from a long day
at work. We understand there are lots of moans about
parking but nothing is being done to try and resolve it. We
could park at least 3 cars on our drive if we had the chance.

10

2

11

2

12
13

2

1

2

2

2

2

2

2
2

2
2

2

2

4

2

2

2

0

0

1

1

2
2

1

2
1

0
0

0
0

0
1

1
3

0

4

215

216
217

It is time that developers realised that there are more than
1-2 cars per family these days and especially in rural areas
where buses don't provide the required services and
"children" are still living at home!
14

0

0

2

2

0

2

2

0

2

2

0

0

0

0

4

3

1

0

0

0

0

RH13 8AQ

218

Impossible for all family members to get to work by public
transport without it taking excessive time, cost and at least
one change. Timings also don't fit in with work hours plus a
car is needed to get to meetings, so NO option.
The parking in Acorn Avenue with large vans/lorries parking
on blind bends make it extremely dangerous, plus the speed
of some drivers. Inconsiderate parking often makes it
difficult/impossible to get into my own driveway. Plus
difficulty navigating the road as cars parked on either side.
The main road often has long queues of traffic through the
village which pollutes the air.
15

2

1

2

1

2

1

0

0

2

1

1

0

0

0

0

RH13 8RT

219

RH13 8AD
RH13 8BW
RH13 8DT
RH13 8DA

220
221
222
223

Although I only have one car when I have visitors there is not
always somewhere close to park. As some people have 3 or
more cars and there are a large number of long wheelbase
vans parked up which take up more than one parking space.
There is also one property that has 5 cars with 2 parked in
the garden, so you can guess where the other 3 are on the
road, but their garden is big enough to get the 5 cars and
more in if they made hard standing off their drive. It would
also help if the people on the road where given permission
for the drives they have been wanting for years.
16
17
18
19

1
1
2

1

1
1
2
1

1

1

1

1
1
2
1

1
2
1

0

1
1
2
1

1
3
0

0

0

0
We have a parking space and park one car on the road. As
children live at home longer the number of cars increase
and with limited space there is nowhere left to park. Visitor
parking is at a real limit.

20
21
22

1

1

0

0

1
2

23
24

0
2

0

2

2
1
2

1
2

0

1
2

1

2

2
1
2

1
2

0

1
2

1

2

2
1
1

1
1

0

0
0

0
1

1

0

0
1

0

0

2
2
3

1
2
2

1
0
1

0
1
1

0
0
0

1
0

4
1

4
1

0

2
0

0
0

0
0

With more cars it makes the access for ambulances and fire
engines more and more difficult.
RH13 8RT
0
RH13 8DR
0
RH13 8AQ
The parking on the lower part of Henfield Road is getting
ridiculous! There are always cars parked on the pub side of
the road which reduces the main A281 road to single file.
There are also cars, vans and lorries parked outside
Southern Motor Group which also reduces the main road to
single file. This causes congestion, delays and air pollution.
0
0

224
225
226

RH13 8AH
RH13 8BN

228
229

0 They have to go somewhere!!
RH13 8AQ
1
RH13 8RT
Established housing developments have 2 children each and
when they reach age to drive more cars appear on the
residential roads. It is so congested, parking illegally on
corners and near fire hydrants and if needed a fire engine
road tight for space to get through.

230
231

Motorbikes.
25
26

27
28

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

2
2

0
1

0

0

2

2
2

0
1

0

0

0

2

2
2

0
1

0

0

0

0

0
0

0
0

0

3
1

2
2

3
0

1
1

0
1

1
1

2
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0

0
0

0
1

You need more parking with new housing to accommodate
surrounding areas or social housing that is established take
out front gardens for parking and double yellow the road to
the T junction

RH13 8RT
RH13 8AA

233
234

29
30
31
32

33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

3

3
2

2
0

0

0

1

2
2
2
2

2
1

0

0

1
2
2
2
2
2

0

2
1

2
2
1
1

1
2
2
2
2
2

1

2

43

0

1

2

1

2

2

0

0

0

0

2
2
1
3

2

0
1

0

0

2

2
2
1

41

42

3

2
1

0

0
0

0

0

2
1
2
2
1
2
2

0
0
0
0

0

0
0
0

0
0

1

1

2

2

2

0

5

5

1

0

1
2
1

1
2
1

4

2
2
3
3
3
1
2
2

0
1
3
2
1
1
2
2

1

1

2

2

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0
0
0

2
1

0
0
0
1
0
0
3
1

0
2
0

0
0
1

0
0

1
0
0
0

1
2

1

4

4

4

4

0

0

0

9

0

1

Can't really park here on the road coz of the school run
0 parking.
We live on the A272 on the outskirts of the village. We need
0 to use the car to get to the village and park there
0
0
Stop parents driving their kids to school, causes mass traffic
problems and parking problems for residents that live near
0 the school.... And on a plus it'll cut down obesity
0

0
0
0

RH13 8AF

235

RH13 8AZ
RH13 8DR
RH13 8RT

236
237
238

RH13 8DA
RH13 8BN
RH13 8RT
RH13 8AQ
RH13 8RT
RH13 8DW
RH13 8AE
RH14 8RU

239
240
241
242
243
244
245
246

There are often commercial vans that park in front of my
house in my car park space. Commercial vehicle parking
needs to be addressed in future developments.
RH13 8RT
People need to accept that the road outside their house is
not their private parking, and a tiny minority need to stop
leaving notes to that effect. On the flip side, IF people have
to park in the road, there should be an appreciation of issues
of access, vision etc for those who then have to navigate
0 around them to access driveways/garages.
RH13 8DW
Own private driveway out of the village. If households have
kids, there is bound to be an issue with cars when they get
to teenagers. More kids living at home, more car parking
space required per house.
RH13 8DE
In an ideal world, one space per bedroom would be
fantastic, as we currently have one off road space and one
car is parked in the road. As my children get older and get
cars, these will also need to be put on the road as well.

247

248

249

I have looked into getting a parking lift on my driveway to
park one car on a raised deck above the other, however this
is costly and the slope of the driveway/proximity to house
foundations will cause issues for installation. Like this
http://www.celifts.co.uk/omer_move_202_standalone_car_parking_platform_lift~p~31.htm

44
45

46
47
48
49

2
1

1

2
1
2
2

2
1

2
2
2

1

1
1

2
1

2
2
2

0
1

1

2
0

1
2
2
2

0
0

0

0
1

0

0

2
3

1
3
2
3

1
3

1
0

1
2
3

0
3

0

3

0
0

0
0

0

0

0

0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0

Maybe developers should consider this or, one that parks
cars under the ground with one on top. The innovation is
there, it just needs to be embraced.

I live on a new development that has only 1 parking space
for 1&amp;2 bedroom places, the 3bedroom ones have
drives big enough for 3 vehicles. Unfortunately some of
these residents don't use their drive for all of their vehicles
& then cause problems for the other 2 vehicle families &
visitors. The key here is consideration for others which
0 seems to be somewhat lacking in a few cases.
0
0

RH13 8RS
RH13 8AG

250
251

RH13 8BN
RH13 8AQ
RH13 8DW
RH13 8RS

252
253
254
255

We are now a household of 2 and both work outside the
village in places that public transport is not a viable option.
In the last ten years we have been a household of 5 with 4
cars with a number of visitors, all who have needed a car to
reach us. All five of us have needed to travel out of the
village for work and for education. Two of my daughters
went to Sixth Form College in Brighton and were happy to
use public transport. To ensure they arrived at college on
time they had to get the first bus through the village. Sadly
the No 17 bus was not reliable first thing in the morning,
often not turning up or running very late. Coming home,
there were numerous times when the bus drove straight
past their stop and failed to pick them up. This meant that
either their father or I had to drive down to collect them as
there was only one bus an hour. As a result they needed to
learn and become car drivers to ensure they could get to and
fro from Brighton reliably but adding to the number of cars
on our roads.

50

2

51
52

1

2

1

0

2
2

0

0

2

2
2

0

0

0
2

0

0

2

0

2

2

2
3

2
1

0
2

2

0

0

0

0

1
0

In addition, with car parking charges increasing both in
Horsham and Brighton, many people who work in either of
these towns are taking to parking their vehicles in our roads
to avoid paying the charges or sharing the parking costs with
colleagues. I think this is also encouraging a few people to
use our roads for long term parking of their cars when using
0 Gatwick. So we are seeing vehicles left for periods of time. RH13 8DP
I have felt really intimidated by the aggression which some
residents have displayed if you park outside their houses.
Occasionally I have had no choice but to park (sensibly,
legally and thoughtfully) in residential roads in Cowfold. I
have had verbal insults thrown at me, and threats implied
about the 'safety of my car'. I know neighbours who have
had similar experiences, including young drivers who were
very upset about this behaviour. I'm not sure if this is
relevant or not, but thought I would mention it just in case!
0
0

256

RH138DR
RH13 8RR

257
258

RH13 8RR
RH13 8RT
RH13 8GZ
RH13 8DA

259
260
261
262

Any new housing should be built with enough parking spaces
for now and the future. We have lived in Acorn Ave for over
20 years, parking wasn't too bad when we first moved in but
now it's a nightmare, especially because some of the bigger
houses do not have any assigned parking.
53
54
55
56

57
58
59
60

1
1

2
2

1

2
2

2

61

1

62

1

0

1
1

2

2
2
2
2

2
0

2
2
2

2
2
2

0

2

2

2
2
2

2

2

1
2
0
2

2

1

2

1

2

1

1

1

1

1
2

2
3
2
2

1
1
2

1
2

0
0
1

0
0

1
0

0
0

2

2
2
4
3

2
0
2
1

3

3

2

1

2
2
2

1

2
0
4
0

0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

1

3

1

1

0

1

Too many cars and vans parking on grass or pavements all
around the village . Can't we at least have a pco advising on
high way code eto ..... not parking too close to junction as so
many people do .
RH13 8AG
RH13 8AB
RH13 8DR
RH13 8RS
Bus does not run late enough to make use of for work on a
regular basis
RH13 8DR
I was living in Acorn Avenue. The on road car parking was
awful. Not sufficient space for cats so people parked poorly
leaving no room for emergency vehicles. Most properties
have a minimum of two cars these days so driveways need
to be sufficiently large to accommodate this.
RH13 8BN

263
264
266
267
268

269

63

64
65
66
67
68
69

2

0
1
1

2
0
1

70

71
72
73
74
75
76

0

2

2

2

2
2
0

2
2
0

2
2
0

1
2

0

2
2

1

2
3
2

2

1

77

2

78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85

2
2
1
1
1
2

1

1

2
2
2
1

1
0

1
2
1

2
2
2

1

1
0

2

2
2
2
2
2

1
2
3
2
2
1

0

2

2
2
1
1
2

0
0

2
3
1
2
3
2

3

2

2
2
2
2
2

0

0
1
0

2

2
1

0
0

1
2

1
2
1

2
2
1

0

2
2

1
2
1
2

1
2

2

0
1
1
1
1
1
2

2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2
3
2
2
2

0

2
3
1
2
2
2

0
1

3

0
2
1

2
2
2
1
3
1
1
2

0
1
3
2
1
0

0
0
1
0
0
0

0
0
1
0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
2
0

0

0

Always find it fascinating that houses are provided with 1.5
car parking spaces on new allocations.....need at least 2/3
per house now.
RH13 8AH
The parking in Cowfold is at crisis point. There is little room
for movement in adding extra cars to a household. Be
residences need a minimum of two spaces plus visitor
parking. Most roads have cars parked on the kerb already, a
danger to residents and other road users when manoeuvring
0 out of spaces.
RH13 8DA
0
RH13 8RS
0
RH13 8RT
0
RH13 8RT
RH13 8DA
1
RH13 8DW
Due to our jobs it is not possible to car share. We need two
0 cars and it becomes very difficult if we have visitors.
RH13 8RS
The local hospital is in Haywards Heath with no bus service
so a car is the only option. Car parking on grass verges
seems to be an increasing problem, perhaps they should be
removed to increase road width and ease congestion.

0

0

5

1
2
1
1
2

1

2

0
1
0

2

0
0
0

4
2

0

0
1

2
1
0
0

1
1
0

We want a driveway and have space on our front garden to
park both our vehicle easily but we are on an a road and our
garden is a few inches short of the required size for
planning to be approved. We currently have to park outside
other peoples properties on the road a 3-4 minute walk
0 from our house, with two small children.
RH13 8AB
Some households have more than two cars in the village
now due to children growing up and having cars of their
own, and for people like us with no driveways and unable to
have one as per highways and byways it's a huge problem

0

0
0
1
0

0

0

0
0
1
2
1
1
0

RH13 8AD
RH13 8AF
RH13 8BZ
RH13 8GZ
RH13 8DB
RH13 8DA

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

270

271
272
273
274
276
277

278

280
281
282
283
284
285
286

RH13 8DN
RH13 8AQ
RH13 8RR
RH13 8RT
RH13 8BL
RH13 8RT
RH13 8RT
RH13 8DR

287
288
289
290
291
292
293
295

RH13 8ST

296

We have three cars but take up one road space by parking
over drive. However, there are times when even that space
is unavailable due to volume of cars in the area and lack of
parking. The only car park is taken up fully already. The
parking issue is so bad that dangerous parking is becoming
normal. Getting out onto main roads, emergency vehicles
access and parking on verges is common. Adding to this
volume will increase the danger to elderly and children who
can't see beyond cars. Also for those of us who have to
reverse back down roads daily to allow traffic through from
the other side. Again dangerous because at one end is a
main road and the other a T junction,
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I bought a private parking space with my house. Anyone and
everyone parks there, blocks me in and there is no where to
report the disruption. Have asked my neighbour nicely and
0 she ignores it. Another one is abusive!
RH13 8RT
There does not appear to be a direct bus service to
0 Haywards Heath hospital, which we use on a regular basis. RH13 8AE
1
Rh13 8DR
2
RH13 8BY
0
RH13 8AD
2
RH13 8DP
Just take a look outside of normal working hours at Acorn
Avenue / Oakfield. Cars and vans parked both sides of the
0 road, making emergency access difficult
RH13 8DN
We appreciate the need for housing in the U.K., but worry
that large / number developments will increase the traffic /
pollution issues and that the village already has adequate
0 facilities to cope with existing inhabitants
RH13 8AY
0
RH13 6RA
We need more houses, better to build up current villages
rather than new towns. Cowfold housing is bottleneck that
can't cope with more traffic. So infrastructure needs sorting
0 first
RH13 8AG
0
RH13 8AP
I live in Thornden and parking for the school is a big problem
at certain times of the day. If there were more children at
0 the school it would become much worse
RH13 8AG
0
RH13 8AH
0
RH13 8RS
0
RH13 8DR
0
RH13 8RT
2
RH13 8DW
Any intervention to reduce speed would be great on
0 outskirts of village, so housing estates with roundabouts
RH13 8AH
0
RH13 8AY
2
RH13 8AA
0
RH13 8QZ
0
RH13 8DP
4
RH13 8RN
Can Cowfold cope with any expansion? Surely the lack of
0 sale on previous build is an indication of no interest?
RH13 8AF
I would have to say that if we have to have additional
housing in the village, it's probably best to the north of the
A281 as people will be working in Horsham & Crawley etc.
This would reduce flow of traffic thru the village. School,
doctors & other amenities will be affected. Even with car
0 electrification where will the power come from?
RH13 8DP
Parking is limited all around the village and limited access
0 to public transport facilities. Forced to use cars
4
0
0 Would be happy to help with some time towards the plan
0
0
The Parking along Station Road is at certain times difficult
especially after 5:30pm when people start coming home
0 from work.
0
Concerns over access to Eastlands Lane and continued
concerns over traffic and air pollution which is far too high!
0 Extra houses = More traffic = More Pollution!
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Many cars parked in Barleycroft which can cause difficulty in
1 driving out of residence
0
Parking in St Peter's close at surgery times is a nightmare
for residents. This will only increase with more residents run
0 the village.
0
Hospital Appointments would be attended by bus if there
0 was one.
0
0
0
0 Bus to Haywards Heath would be Helpful
Prefer option CNP08, Horse Wood, would cause less
1 disruption to the village
0
0
0
3
0
We have a neighbour who has parking in the garages, but
continues to park taking up the whole walkway and in our
hedge. It is dangerous as on numerous occasions my
children have been walking to the bus in the morning and as
they can not walk on the walkway, have been trying to cross
the road and this neighbour has been reversing which is a
danger to my children.
0 Would definitely consider a driveway if this is possible
0
0 Already too much traffic
Acorn Avenue is a nightmare to drive down to my home
Cars are parked on corners and pavements - sometimes I
cannot get through and have to toot to get a car moved.
It is terrible The village itself is too congested in every
street , the main road is difficult to access onto as traffic is
constant - and coming back into the village often i queue for
5mins plus on the A272 and A281
More housing will also prove a problem to the village as 2
cars per home is the average
WHEN MY CHILDREN COME HOME WE HAVE 3 CARS HERE
ALL ON MY PROPERTY BUT MOST HOUSES USE THE ROAD
FOR THEIR PARKING
0
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RH13 8RR
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Acorn Avenue is a nightmare for parking, making the road
one way would solve the issues. We have parking both sides
of the road making the drive down weaving and winding.
You cannot see past the parked cars which makes it
dangerous to cross the road. We have cars parked at the
entrance on a main junction and cars parked across peoples
drive ways, half mounted on pavements which means
wheelchair and pushchair access is limited or none at all
making us have to walk in the road.
On countless occasions I have had to abandon my car in the
road and knock on peoples doors to ask them to move their
car so I can pass which is unacceptable in the evening with
two young children with me.
Something desperately needs to be done on this matter as
its getting worse,
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I don't believe Cowfold has room for more housing, already
roads are congested with queing traffic. Everyone has to
0 drive outside the village for work, shopping etc.
Apalling parkin, on verges, inconsiderate parking over
0 rampways.

RH13 8AN

Restrict number of new houses as they will have more cars
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Summary
Households
153

0-10
82

Household by age
11-16
17-30
31-65
28
74
199

Totals
Sub Totals
Comparator
>17

301
2.0
332

Households by Age

Drivers by Age
>65
17-30 31-65
>65
59
68
206
55
442
329
2.9

2.2
329

Drivers by Age

Work Outiside Parish
Work Inside Parish
Cars/Vans
Cars/Vans
Visitor Spaces
Viable Bus Service
17-30
31-65
>65
17-30 31-65
>65
Household On Property On Road On Property On Road
Work Hospital
74
164
7
4
19
0
346
256
90
173
14
33
33
245
23
346
346
187
1.6

2.3

Work O/S Parish

Work I/S Parish
Work Outiside
Parish 17-30

0-10
11-16

17-30

17-30

17-30

17-30

31-65

31-65

31-65

31-65

>65

>65

>65

>65

Work Outiside
Parish 31-65
Work Outiside
Parish >65
Work Inside
Parish 17-30
Work Inside
Parish 31-65
Work Inside
Parish >65

Households
Residents
>17
Drivers
Cars
2 or More Cars
Parked off Road
Parked On Road
Work O/S
Work I/S
No Viable Bus Service

153
442
332
329
346
125
256
90
245
23
268
120

2.9
75.1%
99.1%
2.26
81.7%
74.0%
26.0%
91.4%
8.6%
60.6%
78.4%

2011 Census
No Car >2 cars
Cowfold/Sher/West G 5.2% 62.7%
Horsham
11.8% 48.6%
West Sussex
17.8% 38.7%
England
25.8% 32.0%

Residents/Household
Residents >17
>17 & Drive
Cars/Household
2 or more cars/Household

APPENDIX 7
PUBLIC EXHIBITION - MARCH 2018

Exhibition of Sites Proposed by Landowners
or their Agents
Exhibition – 23rd March 2018

Introduction
The Cowfold Neighbourhood Plan Working Group published its Call for Sites in November 2017.
We have been made aware of 10 sites that the proposers believe are suitable for development.
We will now follow the agreed Site Appraisal Process to assess these. This will allow us to
ascertain which sites are most suitable to meet the defined need of the Parish.
As a first step, a public exhibition was held in the Reading Room of the Village Hall on Friday 23
March 2018 from 12:00 to 20:00. This detailed each one of the sites put forward by Landowners
or their Agents.
The exhibition was very well attended with over 200 visitors able to ask questions and air any
concerns that they may have about the proposed sites and the overall Neighbourhood Plan
process.

We are extremely keen also to get feedback from residents who were unable to come along on
the day and images of the display panels are presented below.
PLEASE REMEMBER THAT THE SITES DETAILED BELOW HAVE BEEN PUT FORWARD
BY PROPOSERS FOR CONSIDERATION BY THE NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN WORKING
GROUP AND MAY NOT BE SELECTED AS BEING SUITABLE TO MEET THE NEEDS OF
THE PARISH. THE FINAL AREA SELECTED WILL BE PROPORTIONATE TO THE NUMBER
OF HOUSE REQUIRED. ANY DEVELOPMENT PROPOSALS WILL NEED TO BE APPROVED
BY THE HDC PLANNING PROCESS AND COMPLY WITH THE RELEVANT HDPF POLICIES.

Information Panels
The following three panels include an overview of the proposed sites and additional information
related to the Neighbourhood Plan process.

Details of Proposed Sites
Cowfold Glebe and Thornden West

Potters and Dragon Lane

Cowfold Lodge and Eastlands Farm W

Eastlands Lane and Horse Wood

Eastlands Farm E and Brook Hill

Frequently Asked Questions
Why so many sites and why are some are so big?
The sites shown are those proposed by Developers/Landowners or their Agents. Our job is to
appraise them and identify which are suitable and to balance the area required to the number of
houses in the plan.
How many houses will be proposed and why?
The number of houses will be a balance between local need, infrastructure capability and
national plans.
The Neighbourhood Plan will include a Housing Number calculated using a combination of
agreed methods. All we know at this time is that HDC anticipates 1,500 houses spread between
22 Neighbourhood Plans.
What are the timescales for the development of the Plan and its implementation?
This is a long process that a group of volunteers is trying to ensure will best meet the needs of
the community within the requirements of National and District legislation.
Typically, it takes 2-3 years to complete a Neighbourhood Plan. The final stages include approval
by HDC and a referendum for Cowfold Parish residents. Without agreement from both HDC and
the Community the plan has no legal standing.

Feedback
Anyone with specific questions can address these to jerry.hooper@gmail.com who will do his
best to answer them.

Visitor Feedback
Name

Prepared by:

Exhibition 23/03/18

Cowfold Neighbourhood Plan
Email

Postcode

Site

Comment

Best 2 sites and Why?
Worst 2 sites and Why?

Visitor Feedback
ID

Name

1 Linda Sowton

Email
Barlin@btinternet.com

2 Lynda Skinner lyndaskinner60@icloud.com

3

Helena & Jason
helena1bailey@gmail.com
Bailey

4 Geoff Case

valise77@hotmail.com

Cowfold Neighbourhood Plan
Postcode

Site
CNP7/5/9
RH13 8AG
CNP2/3
CNP08
RH13 8AH
CNP01/10
CNP07,3
RH13 8DN

RH13 8DW

CNP04
CNP08
CNP04

Comment
Disagree, would require lane to be changed to road status, flood risk
Agree, good acess to main road
Agree, Least disturbance to existing residental area
Disagree, Traffic and access issues, neighbour's wall - car damage 3 times
Agree, new junction would slow traffic into village. Enlarge Cemetry
Dissagree, would destroy beautiful countryside. General concern re all sites
feel that there should be no developmnt as infrastructure already stretched
and traffic congestion already a problem
Agree, new surgery with car park plus limited housing
Disagree, too big and remote (Verbal comment to JCH)

5 Alex Elliott-Pitt alyjohn@btopenworld.com

RH13 8AH CNP10

Disagree, Traffic and access issues.

6 Sharon Awcock sharon_fielder@hotmail.com

RH13 8AQ CNP03

Agree, outside pollution area and good road access

RH13 8BL

Agree, outside pollution area and good road access

7

Barbara
Awcock

8 Gavin Johnson blackdog_gav@hotmail.com
9

Mark Lower &
mark@lowerfamily.co.uk
Jan Barber

10

Bernard
Baldwin

11 David Jenkins
Paul & Donna
Everest
Jim & Marie
13
Hall
12

bernard@brookhillhouse.com
dj.printing@btconnect.com
p.everest@btinternet.com
jandmhall@mypostoffice.co.uk

CNP04

Agree, small infill
Disagree, too big
Agree, least impact on traffic, small development only. No developments
RH13 8DP CNP01/08
South of Flood plain. Consider Dark Skies policy using bollard lighting.
Number of big sites, too many for village, need more
RH13 8AH CNP5,9
facilities/infrastructure. Need to be smaller with infrastructure increased in
line. Excellent event, well attended, more info wanted going forward.
Disagree unless roads and infrastructure can cope. Accept that we need
RH13 8DG all
some development.
Prefer small developments that are sympathetic to infrastructure,
RH13 8DN all
environment and heritage
CNP08
Too big, use half and include new surgery
RH13 8RS
CNP2/9
Disagree, why?
RH13 8RS

CNP01
CNP04

Exhibition 23/03/18

Visitor Feedback
14

Steve Reading
steve@stevereading.co.uk
& Helen Taylor

15 Mrs Skinner

16 Nita Reynolds
17

nickirey@hotmail.com

Caron &
Gordon Porritt

18 Gwenn Moore
19 John Crake
20 Suzie Vizor
21

Peter & Pat
Fairhall

22

Roy & Gwen
Holden

suzie.vizor@btinternet.com
p.fairhall@hotmail.com

23 Diane Playford

24 Angela Davey

25 Angie Bell

bellfamily1423@gmail.com

Cowfold Neighbourhood Plan
RH13 8AQ

Exhibition 23/03/18

CNP02

Agree, least woodland damaged, no flood risk, extends BUA, good access

CNP04

Disagree, Too Big, Flood plain to North, not linked to village

CNP03W Disagree, Woodlands and ponds would be destroyed
RH13 8DP CNP01/3E Agree, least impact on village and wildlife
CNP07
Agree, small development
Agree, Large, out of village, good access to A272 with roundabout, good
CNP08
RH13 8AH
sustainable expansion.
CNP10
Disagree, against link road A272/281, on a hill, unsightly.
CNP04
Disagree, Scale too large, will add to traffic issues
RH13 8DP
CNP03
Disagree, Encroaches on own property
CNP06/7 Access issues and Sewerage works
RH13 8RS
CNP09
Agree, why?
RH13 8DW CNP04/08 Disagree, too large will change village character
RH13 8RR CNP06
Disagree, behind Eastlands wood and directly adjacent to our property.
Disagree, Eastlands lane is too small, would affect quality of life, access,
CNP06/9
RH13 8AY
parking issues, traffic along Eastlands Lane and large development.
CNP03
Agree, least impact on village, next to school, easy access to A272.
CNP04/08 Agree, Why?
RH13 8RY
CNP03/02 Disagree, Why?
CNP01
Agree, least disruptive
RH13 8RY CNP07/6/
Disagree, why?
9/4
CNP09/7/ Agree, most suitable as could accommodate village and form part of existing
RH13 8AA 5/3
built up area
CNP08/04 Disagree, too large, lack of cohesion
Disagree, poor access and close to where I live, Exacerbates air quality issues
RH13 8BN CNP08
and size not aligned to infrastructure, Surgery and school.
Agree small scale infill developments

Visitor Feedback
26 Susan Ennis

Cowfold Neighbourhood Plan

Exhibition 23/03/18

RH13 8AB CNP06

Disagree, Decimation of Eastlands woodland
Disagree, 900 houses far too many, not in proportion. Would need to be
CNP04
contractually tied to infrastructure improvement
27 Sarah Goodyer
RH13 8AQ CNP03
Agree, School improvement opportunity
CNP07
Agree, closer to village
CNP05
Disagree, Floodplain
28 Stanfield
RH13 8AQ CNP08
Playing Field surrounded by houses
29 Steve Clarke
RH13 8BU CNP05
Disagree, Flooding - natural watercourse
CNP08
Agree, wont disrupt too many people if traffic lights used at access
30 Anita Casey
anita.casey13@gmail.com
RH13 8RS
CNP09
Disagree, why?
Disagree, poor access, proximity to woodland, not in character, would
CNP06/7/
Stewart
entirely change the nature of the Cul de Sac with access, via a narrow farm
31
familywhitehead@btinternet.com RH13 8AQ 9
Whitehead
track, from A281. Lane too narrow.
CNP03
Pedestrian access would provide traffic calming on A272

32 Lisa Crosby

janandlisa crosby@yahoo.co.uk

RH13 8AY

CNP06/9

33 Mark Taylor

markandroger@yahoo.co.uk

RH13 8AY

CNP6/9
CNP03

34 Jan Crosby

jan.crosby@kpmg.co.uk

RH13 8AY

CNP07
CNP04

Disagree, poor access via narrow Eastlands lane, private road. Invasion of
privacy, traffic & pollution. Live in listed Thatched property with any
fireworks or bonfires having an insurance impact. Current atmosphere would
be lost from dog walkers paradise in the countryside to urban. The proposed
number of house would change the character. Need to select sites with less
impact on air quality and close to work locations. currently lots of wildlife
with owls.
Disagree, comments as Crosby above. Oak trees along Eastlands lane,
impact on allotments and sewerage works, Air Quality, Wildlife, deer, owls,
bats.
Agree, reasonable access with traffic lights, adjoining exiting built up area would help retail. But ensure woodland is kept.
Agree, existing access, OK for small development but A281 has stationary
traffic Northbound. Scrubland, uneven, loss of wildlife habitat.
Disagree, too large for village, does not fit with infrastructure,
disproportionate. 5M of listing setting in curtilage. Regular deer and Owls.
Question over Access and significant walkers amenity.

Visitor Feedback
35

Frankie and
Martin Gair

Cowfold Neighbourhood Plan
RH13 8DR all

Exhibition 23/03/18

Developments need to be small, sympathetic and with regard to flood risk.
Need to have good housing mix - segregation of housing types is dangerous.

Visitor Feedback

Cowfold Neighbourhood Plan
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Key concern is infrastructure such as ability of school to meet demand. Agree
some development encourages business.
RH13 8BX CNP04
Disagree, Centre of gravity would be distorted
CNP10
Access could provide traffic calming for Brook Hill
CNP08
Possible site for School and Surgery expansion.
All
Concern re School and Surgery
CNP06
Disagree, Poor access via Eastlands Lane
CNP03
Disagree, risk to woodland and wildlife, high road noise
RH13 8DP
CNP07
Agree, currently wasteland that would provide small development
CNP08
Agree, good location but only if much smaller development
CNP04
Disagree, too large, disproportionate to infrastructure
CNP6/7/9 Agree, small infills much more appropriate
RH13 8RT CNP08
Disagree, poor access given A272 issues
CNP05
Disagree, Flood Plain
CNP03
Disagree, road floods in this area.
all

36

Gareth
MacKinder

gmackinder@gmail.com

37 Bernie
38 Janet Green

jan17green@gmail.com

39 Chris Collins

cd.collins@btinternet.com

40

Emma & Peter
Harsum

RH13 8DB CNP02/3

Natalie & John
41
Collins
42 Nicky Franks
43

Lorna
Dimmock

44

Caroline &
David Bayne

eddiemydog@hotmail.co.uk

Disagree, road is prone to flooding and very busy. Blind bends

Disagree, would destroy Eastlands wood, poor access along single track and
RH13 8AY CNP06/09 damaging to outlook/view as no outlook anywhere else. V Old oak tree on
site. Increased traffic would reduce air quality.
Disagree, Woodlands being dimisished, access through woodlands for Cycles
RH13 8RR CNP06
etc.
Concerned re inadequate infrastructure including School, Sewerage, Public
RH13 8DP all
transport, Surgery and heavy traffic/poor access to A281 and A272 as well as
existing high Air Pollution levels
Disagree. Poor access from A281/Eastlands lane. Risk to oak trees with
TPOs. Loss of amenity as increase traffic not compatible with use as a
RH13 8AY CNP06/7/9
footpath. Proximity to woodlsand and risk to wildlife habitat. Remote from
Village.

Visitor Feedback
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Peter & Pat
Fairhall

p.fairhall@hotmail.com

RH13 8AY

46 Peter Bailey

123pbailey@gmail.com

RH13 8AE

45

Exhibition 23/03/18

Disagree. Poor access from A281/Eastlands lane. Risk to oak trees with
TPOs. Loss of amenity as increase traffic not compatible with use as a
CNP06/7/9
footpath. Proximity to woodlsand and risk to wildlife habitat. Remote from
Village.
Disagree. Site access would increase congestion, sewerage and flooding
CNP08
concerns. School/Medical centres could not cope. Not adjoining BUAB, large
development not aligned to village aesthetics.

Visitor Feedback

Cowfold Neighbourhood Plan

Exhibition 23/03/18

Site ID Postcode
Comment
CNP01 2 RH13 8AH Disagree, Traffic and access issues, neighbour's wall - car damage 3 times
8 RH13 8RS Agree, small infill
9 RH13 8DP Agree, least impact on traffic, small development only. No developments
South of Flood plain. Consider Dark Skies policy using bollard lighting.
15 RH13 8DP Agree, least impact on village and wildlife
CNP02 1
13
14
22
40

RH13 8AG
RH13 8RS
RH13 8AQ
RH13 8AY
RH13 8DB

Agree, good acess to main road
Disagree, why?
Agree, least woodland damaged, no flood risk, extends BUA, good access
Disagree, Why?
Disagree, road is prone to flooding and very busy. Blind bends

CNP03 1
3
6
15
15
17
21
22
24

RH13 8AG
RH13 8DN
RH13 8AQ
RH13 8DP
RH13 8DP
RH13 8DP
RH13 8AY
RH13 8AY
RH13 8AA

CNP04 3

RH13 8DN Dissagree, would destroy beautiful countryside. General concern re all sites
feel that there should be no developmnt as infrastructure already stretched
and traffic congestion already a problem
RH13 8DW Agree, new surgery with car park plus limited housing
RH13 8BL Agree, outside pollution area and good road access
RH13 8RS Disagree, too big
RH13 8AQ Disagree, Too Big, Flood plain to North, not linked to village
RH13 8DP Disagree, Scale too large, will add to traffic issues
RH13 8DW Disagree, too large will change village character
RH13 8AY Agree, Why?
RH13 8RY Disagree, why?
RH13 8AA Disagree, too large, lack of cohesion
RH13 8AQ Disagree, 900 houses far too many, not in proportion. Would need to be
contractually tied to infrastructure improvement
RH13 8AY Disagree, too large for village, does not fit with infrastructure,
disproportionate. 5M of listing setting in curtilage. Regular deer and Owls.
Question over Access and significant walkers amenity.

Agree, good acess to main road
Agree, new junction would slow traffic into village. Enlarge Cemetry
Agree, outside pollution area and good road access
Disagree, Woodlands and ponds would be destroyed- West
Agree, least impact on village and wildlife - East
Disagree, Encroaches on own property
Agree, least impact on village, next to school, easy access to A272.
Disagree, Why?
Agree, most suitable as could accommodate village and form part of existing
built up area
27 RH13 8AQ Agree, School improvement opportunity
31 RH13 8AQ Pedestrian access would provide traffic calming on A272
34 RH13 8AY Agree, reasonable access with traffic lights, adjoining exiting built up area would help retail. But ensure woodland is kept.
38 RH13 8DP Disagree, risk to woodland and wildlife, high road noise
39 RH13 8RT Disagree, road floods in this area.
40 RH13 8DB Disagree, road is prone to flooding and very busy. Blind bends

4
7
8
14
17
19
22
23
24
27
34

Visitor Feedback
36 RH13 8BX
39 RH13 8RT
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Disagree, Centre of gravity would be distorted
Disagree, too large, disproportionate to infrastructure

CNP05 1 RH13 8AG Disagree, would require lane to be changed to road status, flood risk
10 RH13 8AH Number of big sites, too many for village, need more
facilities/infrastructure. Need to be smaller with infrastructure increased in
line. Excellent event, well attended, more info wanted going forward.
24 RH13 8AA Agree, most suitable as could accommodate village and form part of existing
built up area
27 RH13 8AQ Disagree, Floodplain
29 RH13 8BU Disagree, Flooding - natural watercourse
39 RH13 8RT Disagree, Flood Plain
CNP06 18 RH13 8RS
20 RH13 8RR
21 RH13 8AY
23
26
31

32

Disagree, Access issues and Sewerage works
Disagree, behind Eastlands wood and directly adjacent to our property.
Disagree, Eastlands lane is too small, would affect quality of life, access,
parking issues, traffic along Eastlands Lane and large development.
RH13 8RY Disagree, why?
RH13 8AB Disagree, Decimation of Eastlands woodland
RH13 8AQ Disagree, poor access, proximity to woodland, not in character, would
entirely change the nature of the Cul de Sac with access, via a narrow farm
track, from A281. Lane too narrow.
RH13 8AY Disagree, poor access via narrow Eastlands lane, private road. Invasion of
privacy, traffic & pollution. Live in listed Thatched property with any
fireworks or bonfires having an insurance impact. Current atmosphere would
be lost from dog walkers paradise in the countryside to urban. The proposed
number of house would change the character. Need to select sites with less
impact on air quality and close to work locations. currently lots of wildlife
with owls.

33 RH13 8AY

Disagree, comments as ID 32 above. Oak trees along Eastlands lane, impact
on allotments and sewerage works, Air Quality, Wildlife, deer, owls, bats.

38 RH13 8DP
39 RH13 8RT
41 RH13 8AY

Disagree, Poor access via Eastlands Lane
Agree, small infills much more appropriate
Disagree, would destroy Eastlands wood, poor access along single track and
damaging to outlook/view as no outlook anywhere else. V Old oak tree on
site. Increased traffic would reduce air quality.
Disagree, Woodlands being dimisished, cycle access through woodlands.
Disagree. Poor access from A281/Eastlands lane. Risk to oak trees with
TPOs. Loss of amenity as increase traffic not compatible with use as a
footpath. Proximity to woodlsand and risk to wildlife habitat. Remote from
Village.

42 RH13 8RR
44 RH13 8AY

45 RH13 8AY

CNP07 1
3

Disagree. Poor access from A281/Eastlands lane. Risk to oak trees with
TPOs. Loss of amenity as increase traffic not compatible with use as a
footpath. Proximity to woodlsand and risk to wildlife habitat. Remote from
Village.

RH13 8AG Disagree, would require lane to be changed to road status, flood risk
RH13 8DN Agree, new junction would slow traffic into village. Enlarge Cemetry

Visitor Feedback
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23
24
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RH13 8DP
RH13 8RS
RH13 8RY
RH13 8AA

Agree, small development
Disagree, Access issues and Sewerage works
Disagree, why?
Agree, most suitable as could accommodate village and form part of existing
built up area
27 RH13 8AQ Agree, closer to village
31 RH13 8AQ Disagree, poor access, proximity to woodland, not in character, would
entirely change the nature of the Cul de Sac with access, via a narrow farm
track, from A281. Lane too narrow.
34 RH13 8AY Agree, existing access, OK for small development but A281 has stationary
traffic Northbound. Scrubland, uneven, loss of wildlife habitat.
38 RH13 8DP Agree, currently wasteland that would provide small development
39 RH13 8RT Agree, small infills much more appropriate
44 RH13 8AY Disagree. Poor access from A281/Eastlands lane. Risk to oak trees with
TPOs. Loss of amenity as increase traffic not compatible with use as a
footpath. Proximity to woodlsand and risk to wildlife habitat. Remote from
Village.
45 RH13 8AY

CNP08 2
4
9
13
16
19
22
24
25
28
30
36
38
39
46

Disagree. Poor access from A281/Eastlands lane. Risk to oak trees with
TPOs. Loss of amenity as increase traffic not compatible with use as a
footpath. Proximity to woodlsand and risk to wildlife habitat. Remote from
Village.

RH13 8AH Agree, Least disturbance to existing residental area
RH13 8DW Agree, new surgery with car park plus limited housing
RH13 8DP Agree, least impact on traffic, small development only. No developments
South of Flood plain. Consider Dark Skies policy using bollard lighting.
RH13 8RS Too big, use half and include new surgery
RH13 8AH Agree, Large, out of village, good access to A272 with roundabout, good
sustainable expansion.
RH13 8DW Disagree, too large will change village character
RH13 8AY Agree, Why?
RH13 8AA Disagree, too large, lack of cohesion
RH13 8RY Disagree, poor access and close to where I live, Exacerbates air quality issues
and size not aligned to infrastructure, Medical and school.
RH13 8AQ Playing Field surrounded by houses
RH13 8RS Agree, wont disrupt too many people if traffic lights used at access
RH13 8BX Possible site for School and Surgery expansion.
RH13 8DP Agree, good location but only if much smaller development
RH13 8RT Disagree, poor access given A272 issues
RH13 8AE Disagree. Site access would increase congestion, sewerage and flooding
concerns. School/Medical centres could not cope. Not adjoining BUAB, large
development not aligned to village aesthetics.

CNP09 1 RH13 8AG Disagree, would require lane to be changed to road status, flood risk
10 RH13 8AH Number of big sites, too many for village, need more
facilities/infrastructure. Need to be smaller with infrastructure increased in
line. Excellent event, well attended, more info wanted going forward.
13 RH13 8RS Disagree, why?

Visitor Feedback
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18 RH13 8RS
21 RH13 8AY

24
30
31

32

Agree, why?
Disagree, Eastlands lane is too small, would affect quality of life, access,
parking issues, traffic along Eastlands Lane and large development.
Disagree, why?
RH13 8AA Agree, most suitable as could accommodate village and form part of existing
built up area
RH13 8RS Disagree, why?
RH13 8AQ Disagree, poor access, proximity to woodland, not in character, would
entirely change the nature of the Cul de Sac with access, via a narrow farm
track, from A281. Lane too narrow.
RH13 8AY Disagree, poor access via narrow Eastlands lane, private road. Invasion of
privacy, traffic & pollution. Live in listed Thatched property with any
fireworks or bonfires having an insurance impact. Current atmosphere would
be lost from dog walkers paradise in the countryside to urban. The proposed
number of house would change the character. Need to select sites with less
impact on air quality and close to work locations. currently lots of wildlife
with owls.

33 RH13 8AY

Disagree, comments as ID 32 above. Oak trees along Eastlands lane, impact
on allotments and sewerage works, Air Quality, Wildlife, deer, owls, bats.

39 RH13 8RT
40 RH13 8AY

Agree, small infills much more appropriate
Disagree, would destroy Eastlands wood, poor access along single track and
damaging to outlook/view as no outlook anywhere else. V Old oak tree on
site. Increased traffic would reduce air quality.
Disagree. Poor access from A281/Eastlands lane. Risk to oak trees with
TPOs. Loss of amenity as increase traffic not compatible with use as a
footpath. Proximity to woodlsand and risk to wildlife habitat. Remote from
Village.
Disagree. Poor access from A281/Eastlands lane. Risk to oak trees with
TPOs. Loss of amenity as increase traffic not compatible with use as a
footpath. Proximity to woodlsand and risk to wildlife habitat. Remote from
Village.

44 RH13 8AY

45 RH13 8AY

Visitor Feedback
CNP10 2
5
16
36
All

RH13 8AH
RH13 8AH
RH13 8AH
RH13 8BX
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Disagree, Traffic and access issues, neighbour's wall - car damage 3 times
Disagree, Traffic and access issues.
Disagree, against link road A272/281, on a hill, unsightly.
Access could provide traffic calming for Brook Hill

11 RH13 8DG Disagree unless roads and infrastructure can cope. Accept that we need
some development.
12 RH13 8DN Disagree unless roads and infrastructure can cope. Accept that we need
some development.
25 RH13 8RY Agree small scale infill developments
35 RH13 8DR Developments need to be small, sympathetic and with regard to flood risk.
Need to have good housing mix - segregation of housing types is dangerous.
36 RH13 8BX
37
43 RH13 8DP

Key concern is infrastructure such as ability of school to meet demand. Agree
some development encourages business.
Concern re School and Surgery
Concerned re inadequate infrastructure including School, Sewerage, Public
transport, Surgery and heavy traffic/poor access to A281 and A272 as well as
existing high Air Pollution levels

Cowfold Neighbourhood Plan?
What does it mean to me?

• Homes; How many? Why? Where?
– How Many Houses do we need?
– How many of the sites put forward will we need?

• Traffic and Clean Air
– What can we do to make a difference?

• Pedestrian Safety
– What can we change to Improve things?

• Amenities and Infrastructure
– Can we ensure these keep pace with any new homes?

Cowfold Neighbourhood Plan
Period 2011 - 2031

• Sites; So many and some are so big!
– The sites shown are all those proposed by
Developers/Landowners or their Agents. Our job is to appraise
them and identify which are suitable and to balance the area
required to the number of houses in the plan.

• Houses; How many? Why?

– The Number of Houses will be a balance between local need,
infrastructure capability and National Plans.
– The Neighbourhood Plan will include a Housing Number
calculated using a combination of agreed methods.
– All we know at this time is that HDC anticipate 1500 houses
spread between 22 Neighbourhood plans.

• Timescale and Implementation

– Typically it takes 2-3 years to complete a Neighbourhood Plan
– Final stages include approval by HDC and a referendum open to
Cowfold residents. Without agreement from both HDC and the
Community the plan has no legal standing.

Cowfold Neighbourhood Plan?
What does it mean to me?

• Homes; How many? Why?
– There is an established method of calculation, we are
bound to follow this or we leave ourselves open to
challenge from larger developments.
– National Legislation sets the National housing level
– The Neighbourhood Plan seeks to balance our local needs.

• Homes; Where?
– 10 sites have been put forward
– Sites which do not meet Horsham District Policy will not be
selected.
– The Neighbourhood Plan can allocate the sites most
suitable to meet the local Housing need.

Cowfold Neighbourhood Plan?
What does it mean to me?

• Traffic, Clean Air & Pedestrian Safety

– The Road network is the responsibility of the Highways
authorities at National and County level.
– We can ensure any local new homes have the minimum
impact
– Neighbourhood Plan Policies are there to ensure new
developments meet the needs of our Community

• Amenities and Infrastructure

– One reason for having a plan is to ensure that the balance
is maintained between our amenities and any new homes,
this can include Schools, Medical facilities, Footpaths,
Playing fields and many other facets of village life.
– We can allocate expenditure to local infrastructure
projects.

Cowfold Neighbourhood Plan
Focus Group
• Would you like to be involved?
• Do you have the time to:– Carefully consider proposals
– Provide relevant written feedback
– Help at events like today
– Distribute leaflets
• We need a group of 10-20 to help align the
working group proposals with the needs of our
community
• Please give your contact details to a member of the team

What is a Neighbourhood Plan?
Neighbourhood planning gives communities direct
power to develop a shared vision for their
Neighbourhood and shape the development and
growth of their local area. They are able to inform
where new homes, shops and offices could be built
and when. The community is able to have their say on
what new buildings should look like and what
infrastructure should be provided. Neighbourhood
planning provides a powerful set of tools for local
people to ensure that they get the right type of
development for their community.
When will the plan be in place?
The whole process of preparing a Neighbourhood Plan
typically takes 2 years. The Plan is built upon feedback
from the community to ensure that it reflects the views,
as far as possible, of those affected by it. The Plan has
to be in conformity with national planning guidance and
the strategic policies of Horsham District Council. An
independent Examiner, in due course, will examine the
Plan to check it has fully met these requirements
before recommending whether the Plan can proceed to
Referendum.
Does this mean more development?
A new standard approach to calculating housing need
has been proposed by Government. If implemented
this approach will set out housing requirements for
Local Authorities and in turn those preparing
Neighbourhood Plans. This could have implications for
the number of houses that need to be planned for
within the emerging Cowfold Neighbourhood Plan.

How does the Neighbourhood Plan make a
difference?
We are currently in the process of converting all the
feedback received, as summarised in our Vision and
Objectives. This will help to inform the policies of the
Cowfold Neighbourhood Plan. Our policies cannot
require external bodies, such as the County or District
Councils, to carry out our aspirations for matters that
fall under statutory operation (i.e. road calming). In
such cases we can include Aims in the Plan which set
out the Parish Council’s support, for local initiatives.
What happened after the Call for Sites?
The Cowfold Neighbourhood Plan Working Group
published its Call for Sites in November 2017. We have
been made aware of 10 sites which could
accommodate development. We will now follow the
agreed Site Appraisal Process to assess these. This
will allow us to ascertain which sites are the most
suitable to meet the defined need of the Parish. There
will be a public exhibition of this information, detailing
each one of the sites put forward by Landowners or
their Agents. This will take place on Friday March 23rd
at the Village Hall between 12:00 and 20:00 so as to,
hopefully, give everyone the chance to come and see
the information and give us their feedback.
Our Community – Have your Say
Cowfold is a vibrant Community with a great sense of
identity, it is very important that we do our utmost to
protect this Community Spirit as we strive to meet the
needs of the majority of residents within the framework
of legislation.

Cowfold Neighbourhood Plan
Objectives
• Keep the village feel and atmosphere, enhance Cowfold as a
village recognising its place within the district settlement
hierarchy. Create a Village Centre Focal point.
• Prioritise the reduction and impact of traffic volume and speed
together with the associated air quality and parking issues.
• Improve road crossings, footpaths and cycleways to provide
better connections to places of work and adjoining communities
with a focus on safety for all residents.
• Maintain and grow the sense of Community and Community
Spirit.
• Ensure that there is sufficient green space to enhance the look
and feel of the village. Specifically; the village green, playing
fields and children’s play spaces.
• Support sympathetic development to provide appropriate
housing, integrated within the village, to balance the needs of the
community with the Horsham District Planning Framework.
• Ensure all sections of the Community have access to medical
facilities, primary education, pub, place of worship, sporting
amenities, cultural activities and village shop/post office.
• Support the growth of local facilities ensuring balance and
sustainability, using existing empty buildings where possible.
• Recognise and build on the benefits of the rural location;
Cowfold enjoys a great network of country footpaths and is
surrounded by woodland and open farmland.
• Support the enhancement of public transport connections to
urban centres and places of work/education/medical facilities
and the wider public transport system.
• Support improved Mobile & Broadband connections and ensure
Youth Facilities meet the needs of the Community.
Cowfold Neighbourhood Plan - Objectives, November 2017
Incorporating October Questionnaire Feedback

Cowfold Neighbourhood Plan
Vision
•
•

•
•

Maintain the village atmosphere and sense of Community that
make Cowfold a desirable place to live.
Keep housing integrated within the village and balanced to meet
current and future needs, ensuring that any development is
sustainable, is in balance with the available infrastructure and
the needs of the existing Community.
Enhance the benefits of our rural location with its services,
facilities, amenities and activities.
Create an environment that reduces the impact of traffic
focusing on the health of residents and safety of pedestrians and
cyclists.
Cowfold Neighbourhood Plan - Vision, November 2017 Incorporating October Questionnaire Feedback

Cowfold Neighbourhood Plan - Proposed Site – Draft Summary Assessment
Site CNP01: Cowfold Glebe, Horsham Rd. RH13 8AH - Size: 0.8ha
Description: Agricultural land, greenfield development. Boundaries contain hedges with
mature trees on Western and Northern Boundaries. Adjacent land is agricultural to West,
single dwelling residential to North and East and developed to South. Adjacent to existing
settlement edge (BUAB) along 54M (12% of boundary).
Planning History:
Biodiversity: Natural pond on North West boundary, this and the surrounding area are a
natural wildlife resource. The Northern boundary adjoins a Woodland Priority Habitat
Network.
Heritage: No Listed buildings or Archaeological Notification Areas within the site, there are
three Listed buildings within 100M to the South East.
Landscape: Listed as Moderate Character, Moderate to High Sensitivity and Low to
Moderate Capacity. The Visual Sensitivity of the area on a ridgeline, the small-scale field
pattern and the attractive approach along Brook Hill into the village are key factors that
result in an assessment of Low to Moderate Landscape Capacity, despite only Low to
Moderate Landscape Value. Any very small area of development would need to be
restricted close to the existing settlement edge and considerable care would be needed in
siting in order to avoid unacceptable impacts resulting from development on the skyline or
damage to the Brook Hill approach into the village.
Air Quality Management Area: The site is located within 250M of the AQMA
Public Rights of Way: There are two PRoWs both running North South. One located
250M to the West and the other located 300M to the East. The Adjoining A281 also
provides access to a wider network of PRoWs.
Flood Risk: Area designated as Flood Zone 1, but the site lies within an area having
historical groundwater flooding.
Accessibility: Primary School; 576M, Allmond Centre; 517M, Village Shop; 316M,
Pub; 810M, Village Hall; 453M, Medical Practice; 567M, Bus Stop; 182M (N/S Only)
Community benefit: The Proposer is open to discussing appropriate Community Benefits.
Constraints: Requires shared access with The Vicarage to access the busy A281 with
daily stationary traffic.
Housing: Detail not specified
Owner/Developer: Diocese of Chichester/Evison & Company

Cowfold Neighbourhood Plan - Proposed Site – Draft Summary Assessment
Site CNP02: Thornden West, Station Rd. RH13 8DB - Size: 2.88ha, Inc. 0.16ha Semi
Ancient Natural Woodland.
Description: Agricultural and Natural Woodland, greenfield development. Boundaries
contain hedges. Adjacent land is agricultural with Natural Semi Ancient Woodland on the
North and Eastern Boundaries. Developed residential to South and East. Adjacent to
existing settlement edge (BUAB) along 220M (24% of boundary)
Planning History:
Biodiversity: Natural pond on North West boundary, this and the surrounding area are a
natural wildlife resource. The Northern tip lies within a Woodland Priority Habitat Network
and is listed as Priority Deciduous Woodland as is the Eastern boundary.
Heritage: No Listed buildings or Archaeological Notification Areas within the site, there is
one Listed building within 200M to the South East.
Landscape: Listed as Moderate Character, Moderate to High Visual Sensitivity and Low to
Moderate Capacity. The Visual Sensitivity of the area on a ridgeline, the small-scale field
pattern and the attractive approach along Brook Hill into the village are key factors that
result in an assessment of Low to Moderate Landscape Capacity, despite only Low to
Moderate Landscape Value. Any very small area of development would need to be
restricted close to the existing settlement edge and considerable care would be needed in
siting in order to avoid unacceptable impacts resulting from development on the skyline or
damage to the Brook Hill approach into the village.
Air Quality Management Area: The site is located within 250M of the AQMA
Public Rights of Way: There is a PRoW running the full length of the Eastern Boundary.
The Adjoining A272 also provides access to a wider network of PRoWs.
Flood Risk: Area designated as Flood Zone 1, but the site lies within an area having
historical groundwater flooding.
Accessibility: Primary School; 232M, Allmond Centre; 596M, Village Shop; 420M,
Pub; 898M, Village Hall; 502M, Medical Practice; 642M, Bus Stop; 570M (N/S Only)
Community benefit: The developer is open to discussing appropriate Community benefits
including funding to mitigate AQMA or on site sports/play facilities, Community groups,
Parish Council objectives and allotment provision. Additional visitor parking could be
provided on site to limit on street parking along Station Rd.
Constraints: Access onto the busy A272 with daily stationary traffic.
Housing: Up to 35 dwellings adjoining the BUAB with a maximum of up to 86 dwellings.
Owner/Developer: EA Colvin Trust/Devine Homes

Cowfold Neighbourhood Plan - Proposed Site – Draft Summary Assessment
Site CNP03: Potters, Station Rd. RH13 8QZ - Size: 5.6ha, Inc. 1.5ha Semi Ancient Natural
Woodland and civic amenity allotments.
Description: Agricultural and Natural Woodland, greenfield development. Boundaries
contain hedges. Adjacent land is agricultural with highway along the Northern and Eastern
Boundaries. Limited residential and St Peters Primary School to North East. Adjacent to
existing settlement edge (BUAB) along 220M (20% of boundary)
Planning History: EN/05/0438 – Unauthorised use of Agricultural field. Case closed.
Biodiversity: Natural Semi Ancient Woodland to the West and the South, These areas are
listed as Deciduous Woodland Priority Habitat and as Broadleaved Woodland in the
National Woodland Inventory. About one third of the site is listed as a Special Protection
Area, Priority Habitat Inventory by Natural England. Much of the site is listed as Woodland
Priority Habitat or Woodland Improvement with High Spatial Priority. There is a Natural Pond
within the site; this and the surrounding area are an important wildlife resource.
Heritage: No Listed buildings or Archaeological Notification Areas within the site, there is
one Listed building within 25M to the East. The Centre of the Village is designated as a
conservation area and its boundary lies within 10M of part of the Eastern Boundary. There
are two Archaeological Notification Areas within the Parish, DWS8547 has an amber
category and lies directly to the West.
Landscape: Listed as Moderate Character, Moderate Sensitivity and Moderate Capacity.
Overall the area retains an attractive rural character, and some landscape features and
qualities are sensitive to housing development. This has however been eroded in parts,
and together with its Moderate Visual Sensitivity, has resulted in the area being assessed
as having a Moderate Capacity for small-scale housing development. It would be very
important to protect important attractive views and maintain an attractive green approach
into the village along the A272 but there could be opportunities to secure enhancement of
parts of the existing settlement edge through new development.
Air Quality Management Area: The site is located within 250M of the AQMA
Public Rights of Way: There is a PRoW running the full length of the Southern Boundary
and the Southern half of the Eastern Boundary. The Adjoining A272 also provides access
to a wider network of PRoWs.
Flood Risk: Area designated as Flood Zone 1, the Northern half of the site lies within an
area having historical groundwater flooding.
Accessibility: Primary School; 244M, Allmond Centre; 605M, Village Shop; 429M,
Pub; 911M, Village Hall; 507M, Medical Practice; 648M, Bus Stop; 572M (N/S Only)
Community benefit: The developer is open to discussing appropriate Community benefits
including funding to mitigate AQMA, community groups, increased allotment provision as
well as a potential expansion of the existing school with parking/drop of area.
Constraints: Access onto the busy A272 with daily stationary traffic.
Housing: Up to 50 dwellings fronting Station Rd, maximum of up to 168 dwellings if whole
site was used for housing.
Owner/Developer: EA Colvin Trust/Devine Homes

Cowfold Neighbourhood Plan - Proposed Site – Draft Summary Assessment
Site CNP04: Dragons Lane, Dragons Lane. RH13 8DX - Size: 21.7ha inc. 1.72ha to be
reserved as wildlife habitat.
Description: Agricultural with extensive hedgerow network within the site and along
boundaries, greenfield development. Adjacent land is agricultural with A281 highway along
the Western Boundary and Dragon Lane providing much of the Southern Boundary. An
area of Woodland exists to the East of the South Eastern corner. Remote from the existing
settlement edge (BUAB), 1100M to village centre assuming an exit directly onto the A281.
Planning History:
Biodiversity: The South East corner of the site is listed as Woodland Priority Habitat with
High Spatial Priority. The areas adjacent to the natural watercourses within the site provide
a specialist habitat. There are 6 Natural ponds, which together with their surrounding areas
need careful consideration. Part of the Northern edge is a functional floodplain, which
provides a specialist habitat.
Heritage: No Listed buildings or Archaeological Notification Areas within or adjacent to the
site, there are six Listed buildings within 400M of a site boundary.
Landscape: Site is remote to the Village and therefore outside the scope of HDC Capacity
Assessment scope.
Air Quality Management Area: The site is located within 1km of the AQMA
Public Rights of Way: There is a PRoW running East/West across the site with a spur
running South to Dragons Lane. Dragons Lane is also a PROW running along much of the
Southern Site boundary. The A281 forms much of the Western Boundary providing a
further PRoW.
Flood Risk: The bulk of the site is designated as Flood Zone 1, the Northern boundary
follows an established watercourse and is designated as Flood Zone 3b, a functional Flood
Plain.
Accessibility: Primary School; 1460M, Allmond Centre; 1238M, Village Shop; 1231M,
Pub; 712M, Village Hall; 1125M, Medical Practice; 1054M, Bus Stop; 0M (N/S Only)
Community benefit: Wider housing choice including affordable with direct access to A281.
A wildlife area available for schools and educational use, a nursery school is proposed as
part of the development.
Constraints: Access onto the busy A281.
Housing: 920 Dwellings with 30% Affordable housing (276 Dwellings).
Owner/Developer: Reed Family Trust/Chris Law

Cowfold Neighbourhood Plan - Proposed Site – Draft Summary Assessment
Site CNP05: Cowfold Lodge, Henfield Rd. RH13 8DU - Size: 0.48ha.
Description: Agricultural, greenfield development. Adjacent land is light Industrial to the
North, single dwelling residential to the South and agricultural to the East. The A281
highway forms the Western Boundary. Much of the site comprises a functional flood plain.
Outside the existing settlement edge (BUAB).
Planning History:
Biodiversity: The site includes a Special Habitat Protection Area; the South East portion of
the site is listed as Woodland Priority Habitat with Lower Spatial Priority. The area adjacent
to the natural watercourse within the site provides a specialist habitat. Natural Woodland,
adjoining Natural Watercourse on Northern Boundary. Significant tree cover with established
species rich hedgerow.
Heritage: No Listed buildings or Archaeological Notification Areas within or adjacent to the
site, there are two Listed buildings within 80M to the West.
Landscape: Listed as Moderate to High Sensitivity. Given the overall strong rural character
of the area and Moderate Visual Sensitivity the area is assessed as of Low to Moderate
Landscape Capacity for small-scale housing development, despite Low to Moderate
Landscape Value.
Air Quality Management Area: The site is located within 500M of the AQMA
Public Rights of Way: There are no PRoWs within or adjacent to the site other than the
A281 which forms the Western Boundary.
Flood Risk: The bulk of the site is designated as Flood Zone 3b, a functional Flood Plain.
Accessibility: Primary School; 976M, Allmond Centre; 731M, Village Shop; 749M,
Pub; 516M, Village Hall; 646M, Medical Practice; 523M, Bus Stop; 225M (N/S Only)
Community benefit: A wider choice of housing
Constraints: Bulk of the site is within Flood Zone 3b, access onto the busy A281.
Housing: Proposal for 9 dwellings, 2 x 3 bed, 4 x 4 bed, 3 x 5 bed with garage and off road
parking.
Owner/Developer: Lina Yee Sheung Mak/Rahul Taheem

Cowfold Neighbourhood Plan - Proposed Site – Draft Summary Assessment
Site CNP06: Eastlands Farm West, Eastlands Lane. RH13 8AY - Size: 1.5ha.
Description: Agricultural adjoining Semi Ancient Woodland, greenfield development.
Protected Woodland to the West, single dwelling residential to the East. Eastlands Lane
forms the Southern Boundary. Outside the existing settlement edge (BUAB), the Northern
tip lies close to the BUAB, however, this separation provides a wildlife corridor between two
woodland areas.
Planning History:
Biodiversity: The site includes a Natural England Special Habitat Protection Area; the
South West corner of the site is listed as Woodland Priority Habitat with High Spatial
Priority and includes an ancient Oak Tree. The adjoining Semi Ancient woodland is a
Woodland Priority Habitat with High Spatial Priority and is listed as Priority Habitat
Inventory, Deciduous Woodland. This Woodland is also listed as National Forest
Broadleaved Inventory.
Heritage: No Listed buildings or Archaeological Notification Areas within the site, there is
one Listed building within 80M to the East.
Landscape: Listed as Moderate Character and High Sensitivity. Although there is
Moderate Landscape Character Sensitivity, some landscape features and qualities are
sensitive to development. The Moderate Landscape Value and High Visual Sensitivity of
the area results in an assessment of No/Low Landscape Capacity for small-scale housing
development. Any development could easily be perceived as an incursion into open
countryside unrelated to the current settlement boundaries.
Air Quality Management Area: The site is located within 250M of the AQMA
Public Rights of Way: There is a PRoW running directly along the Western Boundary and
another along the Southern Edge.
Flood Risk: The site is designated as Flood Zone 1, the entire site lies within an area
having historical groundwater flooding.
Accessibility: Primary School; 1240M (933M), Allmond Centre; 999M (519M),
Village Shop; 1003M (696M), Pub; 500M (993M), Village Hall; 904M (542M),
Medical Practice; 836M (729M), Bus Stop; 520M (658M) (N/S Only) Those in parenthesis
via proposed footpath/boardwalk
Community benefit: Improved choice of housing. Proposed footpath/boardwalk
Constraints: Single track private road with no pavements or cycleways. Exit via Eastlands
Lane onto A281 within the 30mph zone.
Housing: Proposal for 38 dwellings, of various sizes with pedestrian access to the village
via a new footpath/boardwalk from the Northern end of the site along the Northern edge of
the adjoining Eastlands wood.
Owner/Developer: Eastlands Farm Ltd/Hunter Developments

Cowfold Neighbourhood Plan - Proposed Site - Draft Summary Assessment
Site CNP07: Eastlands Lane, Eastlands Lane. RH13 8AY - Size: 0.6ha inc. 0.12ha Natural
Woodland
Description: Agricultural with some existing buildings, hedgerow and mature trees,
greenfield development. Adjoins the existing settlement edge (BUAB) along the Western
boundary, Adjacent to the Settlement edge with 43M (11%) adjoining the BUAB. The
Eastern boundary adjoins allotments with mature tree screen to sewerage works. Southern
boundary adjoins agricultural land.
Planning History: DC/09/1416 – Overhead Lines; Permitted 03/09/09
Biodiversity: Adjoins private lane with species rich hedgerows and mature trees on
boundaries and within the site. The site includes a Natural England Special Habitat
Protection Area; the South Eastern corner of the site is listed as Woodland Priority Habitat
with Lower Spatial Priority.
Heritage: No Listed buildings or Archaeological Notification Areas within the site, there are
three Listed buildings within 300M.
Landscape: Listed as Moderate to High Sensitivity. Given the overall strong rural character
of the area and Moderate Visual Sensitivity the area is assessed as of Low to Moderate
Landscape Capacity for small scale housing development, despite Low to Moderate
Landscape Value.
Air Quality Management Area: The site is located within 500M of the AQMA
Public Rights of Way: There are no PRoWs within the site, Eastlands lane running along
the Northern Boundary is a PRoW.
Flood Risk: The site is designated as Flood Zone 1, the Eastern end of the site lies within
an area having historical groundwater flooding. There is a functional flood plain within 75M
of the Southern boundary.
Accessibility: Primary School; 940M, Allmond Centre; 692M, Village Shop; 706M,
Pub; 176M, Village Hall; 604M, Medical Practice; 535M, Bus Stop; 190M (N/S Only)
Community benefit: Improved choice of housing.
Constraints: Single track private road with no pavements or cycleways. Exit via Eastlands
Lane onto A281 within the 30mph zone.
Housing: Proposal for 8-10 dwellings.
Owner/Developer: Eastlands Farm Ltd/Hunter Developments

Cowfold Neighbourhood Plan - Proposed Site – Draft Summary Assessment
Site CNP08: Horse Wood, Bolney Rd. RH13 8AE - Size: 5.7ha Inc. 2.1ha of Green
Infrastructure/Open Space.
Description: Agricultural with margins used as a dog walking amenity by the Community.
Adjacent land includes Horse Wood Ancient Woodland, shaws, hedgerow, mature trees
and semi-ancient woodland, greenfield development. The A272 runs along the Southern
boundary and the recreational field to the West, which is separated by a strip of Natural
Woodland. Outside the existing settlement edge (BUAB)
Planning History: DC/16/2952 – Up to 110 houses, Refused 29/03/17 as it contravened
HDC Policy. DC07/2417 Replace field access, Permitted 17/01/08.
Biodiversity: Natural Ancient and Semi Ancient Woodlands with standards and species
rich hedgerows and Natural ponds immediately adjacent. The site includes a Natural
England Special Habitat Protection Area; the Northern and Eastern quarter of the site is
listed as Woodland Priority Habitat with High Spatial Priority, the rest of the site is listed as
Lower Spatial Priority. The adjoining Horse Wood, to the North East, is listed as Ancient
Woodland. Adjoining Ancient and Semi-Ancient Natural Woodland listed as Broadleaved,
Deciduous Priority Habitat Inventory.
Heritage: No Listed buildings or Archaeological Notification Areas within the site, there
are nine Listed buildings within 400M.The centre of the village is listed as a Conservation
area and lies within 120M of the Western boundary.
Landscape: Listed as Moderate Character with High Sensitivity. Although there is only
Low to Moderate Landscape Capacity, the relatively high degree of visibility of the area
and the undeveloped green approach into the village results in an overall of Low to
Moderate Landscape Capacity. It would be very important to maintain a broad green
corridor along the A272 and restrict the extent of any development to the east with a
woodland buffer to avoid the impression of sprawl into the wider countryside beyond the
current built up area boundary south of the A272.
Air Quality Management Area: The site is located within 250M of the AQMA
Public Rights of Way: There are no PRoWs within the site, although the site has
significant amenity value providing access to the wider network of footpaths.
Flood Risk: The site is designated as Flood Zone 1, much of the site lies within an area
having historical groundwater flooding.
Accessibility: Primary School; 772M, Allmond Centre; 387M, Village Shop; 555M,
Pub; 840M, Village Hall; 405M, Medical Practice; 1575M, Bus Stop; 502M (N/S Only)
Community benefit: Improved choice of housing, inclusion of a Trim Trail and new
pedestrian crossing over the A272 to facilitate access. Further Community benefits would
be considered.
Constraints: Exit onto busy A272 with daily stationary traffic.
Housing: Proposal for up to 110 dwellings with SUDS and recreational/Green Space
area.
Owner/Developer: Mr & Mrs Tregear/Gladman Developments

Cowfold Neighbourhood Plan - Proposed Site – Draft Summary Assessment
Site CNP09: Eastlands Farm East, Eastlands Lane. RH13 8AY - Size: 0.3ha
Description: Agricultural horse paddock and existing stable, hedgerow to the East.
Eastlands Lane forms the Western boundary, greenfield development. Outside the existing
settlement edge (BUAB)
Planning History: CF/55/02 – 4 Stables, haystore & tackroom, Refused 23/10/02
Biodiversity: Natural Semi Ancient Woodland with standards and species rich hedgerows
within 60M to the West including a Natural Woodland and Pond directly on the Eastern
Boundary. The site includes a Natural England Special Habitat Protection Area; the
Western third of the site is listed as Woodland Priority Habitat with High Spatial Priority.
Heritage: No Listed buildings or Archaeological Notification Areas within the site, there is a
Listed building within 120M to the South.
Landscape: Listed as Moderate Character with High Sensitivity. Although there is
Moderate Landscape Character Sensitivity, some landscape features and qualities are
sensitive to development. The Moderate Landscape Value and High Visual Sensitivity of
the area results in an assessment of No/Low Landscape Capacity for small-scale housing
development. Any development could easily be perceived as an incursion into open
countryside unrelated to the current settlement boundaries.
Air Quality Management Area: The site is located within 250M of the AQMA
Public Rights of Way: There are no PRoWs within the site, Eastlands lane running along
the Western Boundary is a private lane.
Flood Risk: The site is designated as Flood Zone 1, the entire site lies within an area
having historical groundwater flooding.
Accessibility: Primary School; 1478M (980M), Allmond Centre; 1237M (581M), Village
Shop; 1225M (739M), Pub; 700M (1023M), Village Hall; 1144M (592M), Medical Practice;
1046M (758M), Bus Stop; 700M (694) (N/S Only) Those in parenthesis are via the
proposed footpath/boardwalk.
Community benefit: Improved choice of housing.
Constraints: Single track private road with no pavements or cycleways. Exit via Eastlands
Lane onto A281 within the 30mph zone.
Housing: Proposal for 8-10 dwellings.
Owner/Developer: Eastlands Farm Ltd/Hunter Developments

Cowfold Neighbourhood Plan - Proposed Site – Draft Summary Assessment
Site CNP10: Brook Hill, Horsham Rd. RH13 8AH - Size: 4.0ha Inc. 0.3ha of Natural Semi
Ancient Woodland and Natural Ponds
Description: Agricultural, includes part of Bakers Shaw Semi Ancient Ancient Natural
Woodland and two Natural Ponds, greenfield development. The site includes shaws,
hedgerow, mature trees and semi-ancient woodland. The A281 runs along the Eastern
boundary. Adjacent to the Settlement edge with 116M (12%) adjoining the BUAB.
Planning History:
Biodiversity: Includes Natural Semi Ancient Woodlands with standards and species rich
hedgerows and Natural ponds. The site includes a Natural England Special Habitat
Protection Area; the North West has High Spatial Priority, the North East has Lower
Spatial Priority. The Western edge of the entire site is Deciduous Woodland listed as
Priority Habitat and as a Woodland Area with High Spatial Priority for Improvement.
Heritage: No Listed buildings or Archaeological Notification Areas within the site, there
are two Listed buildings within 200M of the Eastern boundary. The centre of the village is
listed as a Conservation area and lies within 200M to the South.
Landscape: Listed as Moderate Character with Moderate to High Sensitivity. The visual
sensitivity of the area on a ridgeline, the small scale field pattern and the attractive
approach along Brook Hill into the village are key factors that result in a assessment of
Low to Moderate Landscape Capacity, despite only Low to Moderate landscape value.
Any very small area of development would need to be restricted close to the existing
settlement edge and considerable care would be needed in siting in order to avoid
unacceptable impacts resulting from development on the skyline or damage to the Brook
Hill approach into the village.
Air Quality Management Area: The site is located within 250M of the AQMA
Public Rights of Way: There are no PRoWs within the site, there is a well used PRoW
running North/South directly adjacent to the Western boundary.
Flood Risk: The site is designated as Flood Zone 1, the Southern half of the site lies
within an area having historical groundwater flooding.
Accessibility: Primary School; 660M, Allmond Centre; 630M, Village Shop; 376M, Pub;
892M, Village Hall; 512M, Medical Practice; 626M, Bus Stop; 112M (N/S Only)
Community benefit: Potential Financial contributions to improve traffic flow. Developer
proposal includes potential to combine with adjoining sites to provide land for a link road
from A281 to A272.
Constraints: Exit onto busy A281 with daily standing traffic.
Housing: Up to 50 dwellings
Owner/Developer: D & J Hodges/Abingworth Development

APPENDIX 8
MEDICAL PRACTICE MEETING - MAY 2018

Cowfold Medical Practice – Meeting Chris Page 1st May 2018-04-24
Current list size is 4700
1 doctor leaving but 2 more are coming on board, including the Drs Darcy and
Smedhurst it will result in 3 FTEs. This will provide 3 doctors providing 5
sessions and 1 doctor at 6 sessions, a total of 21 sessions/week.
Max list size per Full time Doctor is 1900 so 3 FTEs gives 5700 as max list
size. However above 5400 there would be a reduction in service with
increased waiting times.
Above this there are building size restrictions as they would need another
treatment room, plus additional support staff and phone lines
The list size can be managed by reducing the boundaries however that would
have the effect of increasing the percentage of those within 1 mile to the total.
This is relevant in terms of maintaining reserved Status Pharmacy.
The very good service provided is partially funded by the Pharmacy so loss of
this would result in cost cutting in both Cowfold and Partridge Green and
therefore a loss of service.
Expectation is that on average each house results in 4 people joining the list.
An extra 100 houses is 400 people and would take the total from 4700 to
5100 so there is no immediate capacity issue. However as we currently have
about 1900 patients on the list within one mile, an extra 400 would take this to
2300 and very close to the 2500 tipping point at which they would loose
reserved status to a challenge.
J C Hooper

Cowfold Medical Practice – Meeting Dr. Meera Smethurst 21st March 2019
Updated from meeting May 1st 2018 with Practice Manager, Chris Page.
List size as at End Jan 2019 is 4820.
Drs. Smythe and Fletcher have both left for personal, non-practice related,
reasons leaving Drs Smethurst and Carter as the partners plus Dr. Web. All
are part time giving 1.5FTE whereas the current list, at 1900 patients per
doctor, needs 2.5FTE doctors. Hence the list is currently closed to new
patients. Partridge Green is open Mornings only. Cowfold has been
advertising for a new partner since September 2018 and while they have
interviewed suitable candidates none has yet been in a position to take up the
post. Doctors are available as Locum but to ensure the long term future of the
practice a new partner is required.
Max list size per full time Doctor is 1900, 3 FTEs gives 5700 as max list size.
However above 5400 there would be a reduction in service with increased
waiting times. This means that if a further 1.5FTE doctors were available in
order to maximise the building capacity then the surgery could accommodate
a maximum of a further 580 patients, equating to 145 houses from the total
catchment area. Given that Shermanbury has a development of 20 houses
plus most of the surrounding practice areas are already at capacity this limits
the scope to cover for new housing in Cowfold itself.
Above this there are building size restrictions as they would need another
treatment room, plus additional support staff and phone lines. The building is
leased by the practice with a further 5 years to run. The approach being put
forward by the CCG is one of Primary Care Networks, which should create a
bigger supply pool, however most practices in the area are equally overloaded
so this is unlikely to resolve the situation. Should Cowfold join to form a larger
Primary Care network then their options are essentially the more urban
Haywards Heath group or the more rural Chanctonbury group
The list size can be managed by reducing the boundaries however that would
have the effect of increasing the percentage of those within 1 mile to the total.
This is relevant in terms of maintaining reserved Status Pharmacy. Reducing
boundaries only affects new patients as existing patients have the right to
continue to use the practice. Note the existing catchment area includes
Henfield with some 500 patients included on the Cowfold List.
The very good service provided is partially funded by the Pharmacy so loss of
this would result in cost cutting in both Cowfold and Partridge Green and
therefore a loss of service.
J C Hooper

APPENDIX 10
NPWG MINUTES - 16TH JANUARY 2019

Cowfold Neighbourhood Plan
Meeting
19:30 Wednesday 16th January at Long Barn House, Cowfold.
1. Apologies for Absence:
Nigel Lewis, Rose Luce (Dowsett Mayhew were not invited as there were no
matters requiring their input on the agenda)
2. New Member
Emma Harsum was welcomed to the Working Group having previously been
a member of the CNP Forum.
3. Minutes of Meeting 21/11/18
Minutes Agreed
4. Maters Arising
None
5. Correspondence
None
6. Introduction Text
Introduction text agreed as presented.
7. Housing Needs
The revised Housing Needs has been presented to the Parish council and
agreed at a closed meeting on 10th December 2018
8. Site Allocation Process
JCH presented 2 summary slides for each site which were used as a basis
for evaluation. Sites CNP01 and CNP10 are now under the same ownership
and are proposed as a single site henceforth know as CNP01 Brook Hill. Site
CNP11 is considered withdrawn, we understand that the owners have not all
agreed to it being put forward.
Sites CNP01, CNP02, CNP03 and CNP07 were considered to meet the key
criteria.
Key concern expressed by all present that any additional housing must
inevitably lead to some, even if at a low level, increased Air Pollution and so
could be in breach of the Environment Act 1995 as clarified by the High Court
Ruling of 21st February 2018.
The following Sites were rejected:CNP04 & CNP04B breach HDPF Policies 3(04 only),4,26 & 27
CNP05 breaches Policies 4 & 38 plus it is FZ3B
CNP06 breaches Policies 4 & 26 plus listed as High Sensitivity/NCD
CNP08 breaches Policies 2,3,4,24,26,43 plus listed as High Sensitivity/NCD
CNP09 breaches Policies 4,26 plus listed as High Sensitivity/NCD

After Much discussion it was felt that the order of preference for the sites that
met the criteria should be:CNP03 Potters – Community Ranking 1
Closest to Village facilities and the benefits associated with the School are
significant. Provided that the access to the A272 provided some form of
traffic calming and gating to mitigate queuing within the existing AQMA.
Grave concern expressed regarding cars turning Right to return to the village
after dropping children off at school. Part Time traffic lights were the favoured
option as they could also facilitate pedestrian safety.
CNP01 Brook Hill – Community Ranking 3
Proposal is for houses to be below the ridgeline so not visible from the Brook
Hill approach into the village, Village would benefit from extended 30mph
zone and pavement. However grave concerns that the proposed access
would be on the brow of the hill and pose a safety hazard. Favoured option is
either a roundabout or traffic lights positioned North of the hilltop. Traffic
lights would give the option to gate traffic and improve Air Quality within the
AQMA
CNP07 Eastlands Lane – Community Ranking 5 (Access concern)
Small development that adjoins the BUAB and extends South Leas
development. This size of development is not considered to have any
significant impact on traffic flow in Eastlands Lane. However, No
development should be permitted unless the Eastlands lane can be widened
to meet highways standards from the A281 to the development plus
Eastlands Lane should be “No Parking” as any parked cars would severely
limit access for emergency Services and farm traffic to the existing properties
as well as access to the existing Sewerage works.
CNP02 Thornden West – Community Ranking 2
Below the ridgeline with good access to Village facilities but concern that a
development both North and South of the A272 would impact the approach to
the village. Access should be considered in conjunction with CNP03 giving a
single Roundabout or set of Traffic lights to ensure safety and mitigate any
impact on the AQMA.
9. Public Exhibition – Date
Date agreed to be Friday March 1st from 12:00 to 20:009 with venue to be
The Allmond Centre, subject to availability.
10. Timetable Review
Postponed due to the lateness of the hour.
11. Any Other Business
None
Attendees: Jerry Hooper, Kate Howell, Jennifer Pearse, Geoff Case, Steve Clark,
Rachel Detnon, Emma Harsum.
The meeting closed @ 22:00
Next Meeting: Wednesday 20th February @ 19:30 at Long Barn House

APPENDIX 12
NPWG MINUTES – 20TH MARCH 2019

Cowfold Neighbourhood Plan
Meeting
19:30 Wednesday 20th March at Long Barn House, Cowfold.
1. Apologies for Absence:
Rose Luce, Tom Clary, Nigel Lewis, Geoff Case, Rachel Detnon. Chris
Wilson
2. Minutes of Meeting 21/01/19
Minutes of Meeting held approved and passed
3. Maters Arising
No matters arising
4. Correspondence
Email from Rahul Taheem re CNP05 regarding the flood classifications for
the site. HDC SFRA lists the site as FZ3B and the Environment Agency lists
it as FZ2. The FZ3B classification was included in the Draft Summary
Assessment originally sent to Rahul Taheem on 14th March 2018 and then
displayed during the Public Exhibition on 23rd March 2018. This was not
raised as an issue and so the same Draft Assessment was used on 1st March
2019. The site evaluation document also displayed on the same board listed
the site as Flood Zone 2. HDPF policy is that development should only be
considered on land designated as Flood Zone 1 with Flood Zone 2 land only
being considered in the absence of Flood Zone 1 sites. A reply to this effect
was sent on the same day.
A detailed response has been received from Hunter Developments regarding
their 3 site in the Eastlands Lane area. This includes acknowledgement that
Site CNP07 is included in the 4 preferred sites. It is felt that all the points
raised were fully considered during the selection process and so the 4 sites
selected as preferred remain unchanged.
5. Public Exhibition Review/Feedback
General comment received on the day was positive and recognised the work
that had gone into the process. Analysis of the 128 forms received endorsed
the selection of the 4 sites as preferred although not in the same order. It
should be noted that the scoring of the first 3 sites was very close. There
were 188 signed in attendees with 128 feedback forms completed. All the
Exhibition Material plus the feedback form will be published on the Parish
Council website to give those unable to attend the opportunity to consider the
information and provide feedback.
6. Draft Plan Preparation
It was agreed that the 4 of us present should take 2 completed village plans
each and compare them closely with the initial Draft plan, noting items which

could enhance our plan and bearing in mind that things we can influence are
POLICIES and those we cannot (traffic, school numbers etc.) are AIMS.
Kate howell: Slinfold and Ansty
Emma Harsum: Warnham and Twineham
Jennifer Pearse: Woodmancote and Slaugham
Jerry Hooper: Wineham and Shermanbury
Geoff Case will be asked if he is prepared to write the Parish Profile.
Feedback on the plan to be completed within 2 weeks, Wednesday April 3rd.
JCH has had a meeting with Dowsett Mayhew who will reconfigure the
Housing Needs Report in order to bring more clarity to the final range and to
meet the points raised by Norman Kwan. The final number of new dwellings
should remain unchanged at 70.
7. Any Other Business
None
Attendees: Jerry Hooper, Kate Howell, Jennifer Pearse, Emma Harsum.
The meeting closed @ 20:50
Next Meeting: Wednesday 17h April @ 19:30 at Long Barn House
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Housing Needs Consideration - Cowfold Parish Council

1.
1.1.

INTRODUCTION
This document is part of the evidence base that will support and inform decisions made by Cowfold
Parish Council (CPC) in respect of the emerging Cowfold Neighbourhood Plan (CNP).

1.2.

The document brings together a range of empirical data from a variety of sources, in order to
enable assessments and judgements about the level of housing that may need to be delivered in
the parish up to the period 2031; and for this to be facilitated by policies in the emerging
Neighbourhood Plan.

1.3.

The document has been updated to reflect changes to national planning policy guidance, and
feedback received from Horsham District Council (HDC) and CPC.

1.4.

The CNP, once adopted, will comprise part of the Development Plan for this part of Horsham
District. It will have a significant influence on the determination of planning applications within the
parish, for amongst other things, new housing.

1.5.

The CNP, must be prepared having regard to higher tier planning policies, including at a district and
national level.

1.6.

The current adopted Development Plan for Horsham District comprises the Horsham District
Planning Framework (HDPF), Joint Area Action Plan and the Site Specific Allocations of Land 2007.

1.7.

The HDPF sets out the planning strategy for Horsham District (excluding land within the South
Downs National Park) to deliver the social, economic and environmental needs of the Plan area up
to 2031. It sets out the policy framework and seeks to deliver 16,000 new homes over the Plan
period of which ‘at least 1500’ are to be allocated through neighbourhood planning.

1.8.

In preparation of the Cowfold Parish Housing Need Considerations document, regard has been
paid to relevant higher tier planning guidance, including the HDPF and its evidence base. This has
included the GL Hearn ‘Housing Need in Horsham District’ report dated March 2015 (HNiHD), and
associated supporting background papers, such as the NLP Northern West Sussex Economic
Growth Assessment Supplementary Report for Horsham dated April 2015.

1.9.

Regard has also been paid to the ‘Housing Needs Assessment at Neighbourhood Plan Level, a
toolkit for neighbourhood planners.’ This provides advice on developing a neighbourhood plan
housing needs assessment. It sets out the types of data that should be taken into account and
describes how assessment findings should be used.

1.10.

Regard has also been paid to the latest advice from HDC, with respect to calculating house need at
a parish level.

1.11.

This document has been prepared having regard to a variety of methodologies which have been
undertaken to consider housing need in the parish. It includes parish change between 2001 and
2011; household formation projection; trend based demographic projection; policy projection;
policy trend based demographic projection; and economic projection. It includes methodologies
that have been recommended by HDC.

Housing Needs Consideration - Cowfold Parish Council
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1.12.

The methodologies, both stand alone and in combination, result in a range of potential housing
numbers. These have been considered together with evolving Government guidance, with respect
to the influence of ‘market signals’, 1 the national standard methodology for calculating housing
need, and the implications of the latest national household projections published in September
2018.

1.13.

2.
2.1.

This has enabled recommendations to be set out with respect to a ‘housing need range’ for the
parish of Cowfold up to 2031, to be facilitated through the CNP.

COWFOLD PARISH BASELINE DATA
Cowfold is a predominantly rural parish. It lies to the south of Horsham, with the village of Cowfold
at the intersection of the A272 and the A281.

2.2.

The historic market town of Horsham lies 6.6 miles to the north, and Gatwick airport lies 16 miles to
the north east. The parish is bounded by the parishes of Nuthurst to the north west, Lower Beeding
to the north, Shermanbury to the south, West Grinstead to the west, and Bolney parish to the east.
The latter lies within the district of Mid Sussex.

2.3.

In preparing this document, empirical data on the parish has predominantly been sourced from
published Census data from 2011. This shows that the total population of the parish at that time
was 1904, with a total of 739 households.

2.4.

This document sets out Housing Need Considerations for the parish over the period 2011 to
2031. This is to reflect the statistical period that is used by HDC in their housing need
assessment, and reflects the plan period of the HDPF.

2.5.

Research reveals that between 1st January 2011 and 31st October 2018 a total of 53 dwellings
were permitted in the parish.

2.6.

Research has also been undertaken into housing ‘completions’ in the parish since 2011. Given
completions are only available on an annual basis, this document has be informed by the most up
to date available information (i.e. 1st January 2011 - 1st March 2018). A total of 3 dwellings are
recorded as having been completed between 2011 and 2017 within the parish.

2.7.

For the avoidance of doubt, the 3 completions are in addition to, and separate from, those
dwellings which are identified as having been granted planning permission.

2.8.

In total therefore, 56 dwellings have either been permitted or completed in the parish between
2011 - 2018. Where relevant, these dwellings contribute toward the housing need consideration
figures set out in this document.

2.9.

Details of these completions and commitments are attached at Appendix 1.

1 National Planning Policy Guidance Paragraph: 019 Reference ID: 2a-019-20140306 (archived since July 2018)
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3.
3.1.

HOUSING NEED METHODOLOGIES
This report considers a variety of sources of empirical data and range of methodologies to enable
an assessment to be made with regard to the Housing Need Considerations within the parish of
Cowfold up to 2031. 2

3.2.

These methodologies have been prepared with regard to planning policy at a national and local
level, and in light of feedback received from HDC.

3.3.

The revised NPPF introduces a standard methodology to calculating housing need. The method
takes the Government's household growth projections and applies an aﬀordability ratio, comparing
local house prices with workplace earnings, to produce a need figure.

3.4.

The Government has given clear direction that Local Planning Authorities should also set out a
housing requirement for designated neighbourhood plans. Paragraph 66 of the NPPF advises:
“Where it is not possible to provide a requirement figure for a neighbourhood area, the local
planning authority should provide an indicative figure, if requested to do so by the
neighbourhood planning body.”

3.5.

Representatives of the Parish Council discussed the potential to request an indicative housing
number from HDC, to inform preparation of the Neighbourhood Plan. It is understand that as part of
these discussions, HDC advised that any such indicative number would be calculated based on
limited data currently available to the District Council. On this basis the Parish Council resolved not
to request an indicative figure from the District Council. In light of this, the recommendations set out
below are made without reference to the revised guidance of the NPPF.

3.6.

The housing methodologies are predominantly determined for the period of 2011 - 2031. This
reflects both the plan period of the HDPF, and the ONS statistical baseline data for the parish. 3

3.7.

Data provided by HDC and WSCC indicate that 56 dwellings have been permitted and/or
completed in the parish between 2011 and October 2018. For a number of methodologies, it is
appropriate to discount these completions and commitments from the ‘headline’ housing need
figure. Where this discount occurs, it is noted.

3.8.

Set out below is a summary of each methodology that has been undertaken, as part of the
background work in determining an appropriate housing need range in the parish.

3.9.

Methodology 1 - Parish change between 2001 and 2011 Projection - This methodology utilises
parish population figures contained in both the 2001 and 2011 census to determine the population
change over this ten year period.

3.10.

This is then extrapolated over the twenty year period 2011 - 2031 to determine the number of new
dwellings that would be required to facilitate this level of change, assuming it continues at the same
rate.

2

The end of the Neighbourhood Plan period

3

The 2011 Census
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3.11.

Given that the methodology covers the twenty year period 2011 - 2031, it is appropriate to discount
oﬀ the number of dwellings that have been completed/committed since 2011, to determine the
residual need figure.

3.12.

Methodology 2 - Household Formation Projection - This methodology utilises census data from
2001 and 2011 to determine the average household size both within Cowfold Parish, and Horsham
District at those times. Oﬃce of National Statistics (ONS) projections are then used to determine
the likely average household size change in the parish between 2011 and 2031.

3.13.

This information is then used to calculate the number of new dwellings that would be needed to
meet the needs of existing residents having regard to the likely change in household size.

3.14.

This methodology assumes an overall static population between 2011 - 2031, and therefore solely
considers housing need derived from change in average household size in the parish.

3.15.

Given that the methodology covers the period 2011 - 2031, it is appropriate to discount the number
of new dwellings that have been completed/committed since 2011, to determine the residual need
figure.

3.16.

Methodology 3 - Trend Based Demographic Projection - This methodology considers population
projections by the ONS, as referenced in background housing papers that supported the HDPF 4 ;
ONS data for the projection of household formations; and more recent ONS population projections.

3.17.

This data is then used, together with the conclusions under Methodology 2; with regard to potential
changes to the average household size in the parish, to determine the number of new homes that
would be required to be delivered within Cowfold up to 2031 to meet this trend based,
demographic projection.

3.18.

Given that the methodology covers the period 2011 - 2031, it is appropriate to discount the number
of new dwellings that have been completed/committed since 2011, to determine the residual need
figure.

3.19.

Methodology 4 - Strategic Housing Market Assessment - This methodology considers the
‘housing need’ figure contained within the district commissioned Strategic Housing Market
Assessment (SHMA) that informed the preparation of the HDPF, and was last updated in October
2014. HDC state that this document informed the Objectively Assessed Housing Need (OAHN)
figure for the district in the HDPF of 12,720 homes (2011 - 2031).

3.20.

This figure is then used to determine a ‘fair-share’ amount that should be delivered in Cowfold
parish, by reference to the proportion of homes within the HDPF defined built-up area of Cowfold,
as a proportion of the rest of the district.

3.21.

Given that the methodology covers the period 2011 - 2031, it is appropriate to discount the number
of new dwellings that have been completed/committed since 2011, to determine the residual need
figure.

4

GL Hearn HNiHD Assessment, March 2015
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3.22.

Methodology 5A - Policy Projection - This methodology considers the requirement set out in
Policy 15 of the HDPF for ‘at least 1500’ new homes in the district over the Plan period to be
facilitated through allocations in Neighbourhood Plans.

3.23.

This figure is used to determine a ‘fair-share’ amount that should be delivered in Cowfold Parish,
through allocation in the CNP. This is calculated having regard to the proportion of the parish
population in relation to the rest of the district, excluding the settlements of Horsham, Southwater
and Billingshurst, which are settlements that have been allocated for residential development
through the HDPF.

3.24.

Given that the methodology is seeking to determine the proportion of at least 1500 new homes that
should be delivered through allocations in Neighbourhood Plans, no discount from the headline is
applied for dwellings that have been completed/committed since 2011.

3.25.

Methodology 5B - Policy Projection - Settlement Hierarchy - This methodology is an alternative
iteration of Methodology 5A. It similarly seeks to determine a ‘fair-share’ amount of new housing
that should be delivered in the parish through allocation in the CNP.

3.26.

Under this methodology, the ‘fair-share’ figure is calculated having regard to the size of the
settlement of Cowfold, relative to other settlements in the district.

3.27.

Given that the methodology is seeking to determine the proportion of at least 1500 new homes that
should be delivered through allocations in Neighbourhood Plans, no discount is applied for
dwellings that have been completed/committed since 2011.

3.28.

Methodology 6 - Policy Trend-Based Demographic Projection - This methodology considers
considers population projections by the ONS, as referenced in background housing papers that
supported the HDPF 5; and the more recent ONS population projections.

3.29.

The approach diﬀers from Methodology 3, in that it applies a discount of the resulting housing need
figure, having regard to the position of Cowfold within the settlement hierarchy as set out in the
HDPF, and the associated Policy intent to direct more development to the district’s larger, more
sustainable settlements. 6

3.30.

Given that the methodology covers the period 2011 - 2031, it is appropriate to discount the number
of new dwellings that have been completed/committed since 2011, to determine the residual need
figure.

3.31.

Methodology 7 - Economic Projection - This methodology considers the number of new jobs that
are projected to be delivered in the district over the plan period as detailed in HDPF and its
supporting papers, This is then cross-cross-referenced to data on the district and parish population
and the economic activity rate of the population of the parish. 7

5

GL Hearn HNiHD Assessment, March 2015

6

See Policy 3 and 4 of the HDPF

7

Census data 2011
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3.32.

From this, it is possible to determine the number of new jobs that might be formed with parish over
the plan period as a proportion of the rest of the district.

3.33.

This information is then used, together with the conclusions under Methodology 2, with regard to
potential changes to the average household size in the parish, to determine the number of new
homes that would be required to be delivered within Cowfold up to 2031 to meet this economic
based projection of housing need.

3.34.

Given that the methodology covers the period 2011 - 2031, it is appropriate to discount the number
of new dwellings that have been completed/committed since 2011, to determine the residual need
figure.

3.35.

The detail of these methodology calculations and the resulting housing need is set out at Appendix
2. A summary table of these calculations is provided at Appendix 3.

4.
4.1.

WEIGHT TO BE ATTACHED TO METHODOLOGIES
The methodologies produce a wide range of housing need. It is therefore appropriate to assess the
figures to seek to determine a narrower range of need that it is appropriate to consider to facilitate
in the CNP.

4.2.

Methodology 1 is an extrapolation of housing growth figures within the parish between 2001 and
2011. Whilst this is helpful in showing historic growth, it does not, in itself provide a robust
indication of housing need over the plan period. It is therefore considered that this methodology
should carry modest weight.

4.3.

Methodology 2 comprises an assessment and estimation of potential household formation rates
within the parish as a mechanism for deriving housing need. However, this is predicated on a static
parish population figure. It is therefore considered that this methodology should carry modest
weight.

4.4.

Methodology 3 applies available national statistics for population and household projections,
prepared by the Oﬃce of National Statistics, for the district of Horsham. These, combined with
estimations of average household size, enables housing need to be predicted. This methodology
does not however, take account of spatial policies within the adopted District Plan. It is considered
that this methodology should carry medium weight.

4.5.

Methodology 4 provides a projection based on the OAHN for the district established through the
HDPF and its background evidence papers. It applies a ‘fair-share’ approach for the parish of
Cowfold based on the proportion of houses in the parish that are within the built-up area as a
percentage of the overall OAHN figure. It is considered that this methodology should carry
significant weight.

4.6.

Methodology 5A and 5B apply a housing need calculation based on a ‘fair share’ approach to
the requirement of ‘at least 1,500 homes’ to be provided throughout the district in accordance
with the settlement hierarchy, allocated through neighbourhood planning. It applies close
regard to the requirements of higher tier Development Plan policy. It is therefore considered
that this methodology should carry significant weight.
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4.7.

Methodology 6 applies available national statistics for population projections, prepared by the
Office of National Statistics, for the district of Horsham, tempered by the Development Plan
spatial policy approach, reflected in the identification of Cowfold within the district settlement
hierarchy as a ‘medium village.’ It is considered that this methodology should carry significant
weight.

4.8.

Methodology 7 provides an economic projection of need (as opposed to a demographic projection).
This methodology does not however, take account of spatial policies within the adopted District
Plan. It is therefore considered that this methodology should carry medium weight.

5.
5.1.

CONSIDERATIONS
Consideration has been given as to whether these calculations should be amended to take
account of ‘market signals’ and/or the latest standard methodology for calculating housing
need as set out in the NPPF (February 2019).

5.2.

A summary of these issues is detailed at Appendix 4. This sets out the discussions with HDC
regarding the relevance and application of ‘market signals’, and the conclusions of the Local
Plan Examiner into the adjoining Mid Sussex District Plan on the application of market signals.

5.3.

This concludes, that were an allowance to be made for ‘market signals’, this should result in an
uplift of the housing need figure by 20%.

5.4.

However, the application of market signals has been superseded in national planning guidance.
In particular see National Planning Policy Guidance Paragraph: 019 Reference ID: 2a-01920140306. This was archived in national planning guidance following the revisions to the
National Planning Policy Framework published in July 2018.

5.5.

The use of the application of the standard methodology to calculate housing need has been
discussed with HDC. They have advised that, at this stage, they are not able to provide a
housing requirement figure for the district, and so therefore they are also not able to provide a
figure for designated neighbourhood areas, in accordance with the approach set out in
paragraph 65 of the NPPF. This figure has yet to be calculated and the District have advised
that Parishes do not wait for this information, but instead progress the preparation of
neighbourhood plans based on a proportionate housing needs assessment, that reflects the
requirements and spatial strategy of the Development Plan. As noted in paragraph 3.5 above,
and for the reasons set out, the parish have not elected to request an indicative housing figure.

5.6.

Having regard to the above, it is considered that a determination of a housing need figure for
Cowfold up to 2031, can be determined by regard to a number of the methodologies detailed in
this report. The merit of, and weight to be placed on, each methodology is detailed above.

5.7.

Policy 15 of the HDPF requires ‘at least 1500 homes [to be delivered] throughout the district in
accordance with the settlement hierarchy, allocated through Neighbourhood Planning.’
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5.8.

Methodology 5A and 5B calculate a fair share of this figure for the parish of Cowfold. On this
basis it is recommended that the CNP seeks to allocate a minimum of 29 - 44 dwellings. This
should comprise allocations, and no discount of this figure should be applied for completions/
commitments since 2011, nor should there be any allowance made for this figure to be met by
contributions from ‘windfall’ development.

5.9.

Alternative methodologies which should carry significant weight have had regard to population
and household projections.

5.10.

Methodology 4 is derived from an OAHN figure that HDC consider will meet its housing need,
as determined from the evidence base that supported the HDPF. It applies a fair-share
approach to calculate a proportionate quantum of housing that should be facilitated for delivery
in Cowfold Parish, having regard to the scale of the settlement of Cowfold, relative to the rest
of the district. This is calculated from a base date of 2011, and therefore is discounted by
existing completions/commitments. This approach results in a residual housing need figure of
70 dwellings. This can be delivered by a mix of allocations (the proportion of which should be
at least 29 - 44) and windfall development.

5.11.

Methodology 6 is derived from ONS population projections, tempered by the identification of
Cowfold as a ‘medium’ village in the HDPF settlement hierarchy; i.e. it blends empirical data
projections with higher tier policy considerations.

5.12.

This is calculated from a base date of 2011, and therefore is also discounted by existing
completions/ commitments. This approach results in a residual housing need figure of 69
dwellings. This can be delivered by a mix of allocations (the proportion of which should be at
least 29 - 44) and windfall development.

5.13.

Drawing this together, it is considered that minimum number of houses that should be allocated
in the CNP is 29 - 44 homes. This would comply with the minimum requirements of Policy 15 of
the HDPF. In the interests of being robust it is considered prudent to plan for the upper end of
this range, i.e. 44 homes.

5.14.

However, other methodologies, that should also carry significant weight, indicate that residual
housing need is up to 70 dwellings. This can be met by a mix of allocations and policy support
for certain windfall development.

5.15.

On this basis, it is recommended that the housing need for Cowfold Parish, to be facilitated in
the CNP should be 44 - 70 dwellings.

5.16.

Given that no allowance has been made for market signals or the standard methodology, noting
the first has been superseded, and the latter is not yet available, it is considered prudent to
seek to plan for the upper end of the range.
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APPENDIX 1
(Cowfold Parish Council:
Completions and Commitments 2011-2018)

Reference

Description

Address

NET
Additional
dwelling(s)

DC/15/0957

Erection of 1 No. dwelling house, for an
agricultural worker

Church Farm Henfield
Road Cowfold West
Sussex

1

DC/15/0909

Erection of new dwelling on site of former farm
buildings and use of existing cottage as
ancillary dwelling and associated landscape
works

North Farm Long House
Lane Cowfold Horsham
West Sussex RH13 8AR

1

DC/15/0081

Development comprising 8 no dwellings,
including conversion of 1st floor of former
public house and associated outbuildings for 4
no flats/maisonettes and erection of 4 no three
bedroom semi-detached houses, with
associated vehicular access from Brook Hill,
vehicle turning provision, 28. No car parking
spaces (including 12 no for the residential
dwellings) pedestrian access from The Street,
and associated landscaping

The Coach House
Horsham Road Cowfold
Horsham West Sussex
RH13 8BT

8

DC/14/2162

Construction of one five bedroom, two storey
detached dwelling house

Furzefield House
Horsham Road Cowfold
Horsham West Sussex
RH13 8BU

1

DC/14/1746

Change of use, refurbishment and associated
alterations of Viscount House (a grade two
listed building) from offices to residential use
and demolition of the boarded timber
extension (4-bed dwelling). Change of use,
refurbishment and associated alterations to
the rear stable block from office building to
residential use (2-bed dwelling). Erection of a
new 3-bed dwelling and new access off The
Street (Full Planning)

Viscount House The
Street Cowfold Horsham
West Sussex RH13 8BW

3

DC/14/1478

20 new affordable dwellings comprising 4 onebed (2 person) flats, 9 two-bed (4 person)
houses and 7 three-bed (5 person) houses
with parking and new vehicular and pedestrian
access, including re-routing of public footpath

Land East of 14 and 15
Alley Groves Cowfold
West Sussex

20

DC/12/0913

Removal of agricultural occupancy Condition 4
from planning permission CF/22/97 (Erection
of an agricultural dwelling)

New Barn Farm Bolney
Road Cowfold Horsham
West Sussex RH13 8AZ

0

DOWSETTMAYHEW Planning Partnership Ltd
63a Ship Street, Brighton, BN1 1AE
T 01273 671 174
www.dowsettmayhew.com

Reference

Description

Address

DC/12/0139

Refurbishment of 1 and 2 Mockford Cottages
with alterations to form a single dwelling, to
include new central heating, electrical rewiring,
removal of internal partitions to form kitchen,
dining room and living room, removal of
partitions at first floor to form new bathrooms,
repairs and maintenance, replacement
windows and damp proofing (Listed Building
Consent)

NET
Additional
dwelling(s)

Mockford Cottages
Henfield Road Partridge
Green West Sussex

0

Total additional
dwellings permitted

50

Prior Approval applications granted in Cowfold Parish between 01 April 2011 - 31 October 2018
Planning
Reference

Description

Address

Additional dwelling

DC/15/0793

Prior Approval for Change of Use from
Agricultural building to Class C3 Dwelling
House (Class MB)

Coopers
Christmas
Tree Nursery
Picts Lane
Cowfold
West Sussex
RH13 8AT

Prior Approval Required
and PERMITTED
- 1 dwelling

DC/15/0142

Prior Approval of change of use from office B1
to dwelling C3

Palmerston
House The
Street
Cowfold
Horsham
West Sussex
RH13 8BP

Prior Approval
GRANTED- 2 dwellings

Total
additional
dwellings
permitted

3

DOWSETTMAYHEW Planning Partnership Ltd
63a Ship Street, Brighton, BN1 1AE
T 01273 671 174
www.dowsettmayhew.com

surveyYear
2011
2013
2014
2017

PAnumber
CF015407
CF068612
CF111009
CF079315

DistrictPlanningRef SiteAddress
SiteTotal
Unit 1 Marble Arte Dragons Lane Cowfold
1
DC/05/1025
New Barn Farm Bolney Road Cowfold Horsham
1
DC/10/0123
Chatfield Farm Brighton Road Lower Beeding
1
DC/15/0793
Coopers Christmas Tree Nursery Picts Lane Cowfold
1

Houses
1
1
1
1

OAPUnits BuiltUnits
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1

Losses
0
0
0
0

APPENDIX 2
(Methodologies)

APPENDIX 2 - METHODOLOGIES
1.

AFFORDABLE HOUSING

1.1.

HDPF Policy 16 sets out an aﬀordable housing requirement of 20% for housing development sites
delivering 5-14 dwellings and 35% for housing development sites delivering 15 or more dwelling or
sites over 0.5 hectares. The policy contains caveats in relation to financial contributions, in lieu of
physical provision; and notes viability of developments might reduce the total aﬀordable housing
contribution. Since the publication of the HDPF, national planning guidance on aﬀordable housing
has been amended.

1.2.

Since the publication of the HDPF, national planning guidance on aﬀordable housing has been
amended. Government Guidance1 indicates contributions should not be sought from developments
of 10-units or less, and which have a maximum combined gross floorspace of no more than
1000sqm.

1.3.

The NPPF (2018) paragraph 63 states:
Provision of aﬀordable housing should not be sought for residential developments that are not
major developments, other than in designated rural areas (where policies may set out a lower
threshold of 5 units or fewer).

1.4.

The change in national policy is acknowledged by HDC. Whilst this is a material consideration, HDC
currently consider that local evidence, which demonstrates a significant need for aﬀordable housing
in the district, is suﬃcient to outweigh the national planning policy threshold.

1.5.

HDC further note that the independent Inspector who examined the HDPF specifically considered
the issue of provision of aﬀordable housing on smaller sites and concluded in his report:
“the Council has requested that the original Policy 15 [now adopted as HPDF Policy 16] should
stand and that MM13 [HDC’s proposed amendments taking into account the then unchallenged
Ministerial Statement] be withdrawn. Bearing in mind the sound economic justification for the policy
as originally drafted and the clear need for aﬀordable homes in Horsham, a substantial proportion of
which could come from smaller sites, I consider that it would be appropriate to disregard MM13 and
leave Policy 15 as submitted’.

1.6.

On this basis, aﬀordable housing across the District is being sought in line with Policy 16 of the
HDPF.

1.7.

The Parish Council have not undertaken an aﬀordable housing needs survey and it is therefore
unknown at this time what the level of aﬀordable housing need is in the Parish.

1.8.

The District Council hold a Housing Register which details the level of people who have expressed
a need for housing in Cowfold.

2.

METHOD 1 - PARISH CHANGE BETWEEN 2001 AND 2011 PROJECTION

2.1.

The Census data of 2001-2011 reveals the change that has occurred within the Parish over this
period, in terms of both population and household formation. This is detailed below:
‣

2001 Census, Cowfold Parish: Total Population - 1864. Total Households - 725.

‣

2011 Census, Cowfold Parish: Total Population - 1904. Total Households - 739.

1 National Planning Policy Guidance Paragraph: 031 Reference ID: 23b-031-20161116, Revision date: 16 11 2016
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‣

Increase in Population between 2001 & 2011: 2.1%

‣

Increase in Households between 2001 & 2011: 1.9%

2.2.

Based on this 10 year period of change, and assuming it continues at the same rate, it is possible
to consider the housing need that would result over the period 2011 - 2031.

2.3.

If the number of dwellings in the Parish continued to grow at the same rate as occurred between
2001 - 2011, over the period 2011 - 2031, there would be a need for 28 new dwellings.

2.4.

Given the above is based on 2001 and 2011 population data, it is considered reasonable to
deduct the total number of completions and commitments in the Parish since 2011. This is a
figure of 56 dwellings.

2.5.

Given the number of completions and commitments in the Parish since 2011, the housing need,
has therefore been met.

3.

METHOD 2 - HOUSEHOLD FORMATION PROJECTION

3.1.

The size of each household in the Parish, and any change to this, has a direct impact on the
number of dwellings needed to serve any given population.

3.2.

There is a long term trend in England of decreasing household size. This reflects socio and
demographic profiles of an ageing population, and increasing independence of both the young and
old.

3.3.

The GL Hearn HNiHD assessment notes that household size has steadily fallen in the District from
1991 to 2011.

3.4.

3.5.

Census data from 2001 and 2011 reveals that:
‣

2001 Cowfold Parish average household size: 2.57 people per dwelling.

‣

2011 Cowfold Parish average household size: 2.57 people per dwelling.

‣

2001 Horsham District average household size: 2.44 people per dwelling.

‣

2011 Horsham District average household size: 2.39 people per dwelling.

‣

Average household size of new dwellings built in Horsham District between 2001 - 2011:
1.88 people per dwelling.

ONS projections from 2013 indicate that Horsham District is expected to see average household
size decrease from 2.39 in 2011, to 2.22 in 2031. This would equate to a decrease in average
household in size of some 7.11%.

3.6.

The average household size in Cowfold Parish is larger than the Horsham District average. This
would suggest that the type of housing delivered in Cowfold has tended to be larger, family sized
dwellings, rather than smaller houses and flat developments.

3.7.

From this information there are two scenarios which could reasonably be assumed to arise from
changes to average household sizes.
‣

AHS1 - Projected reduction in average household size in Cowfold Parish, inline with
projections for Horsham District; i.e a decrease in the average household size by 7.11%.
This would equate to an average household size in Cowfold in 2031 of some 2.39 people
per dwelling.
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‣
3.8.

AHS2 - Projected average household size remaining unchanged from 2011. This would
remain at an average household size in Cowfold of 2.57 people per dwelling.

Based on these projections, it is possible to estimate the number of additional dwellings required to
meet the existing population of the parish:

3.9.

‣

AHS1 - would result in the need for an additional 58 new dwellings.

‣

AHS2 - would result in the need for an additional 0 new dwellings.

Given the above household formation projections are set against a baseline date of 2011, it is
considered reasonable to deduct the total number of completions and commitments in the Parish
since 2011. This is a figure of 56 dwellings.

3.10.

This therefore provides a residual need figure over the remainder of the plan period of:
‣

AHS1 - 2 new dwellings.

‣

AHS2 - Housing need met.

4.

METHOD 3 - TREND-BASED DEMOGRAPHIC PROJECTION

4.1.

The Oﬃce of National Statistics (ONS) produced population projections in 2014 for the whole of
England & Wales. These are based on predicted growth levels. This data is available at a district
level and is referenced in the GL Hearn HNiHD Assessment, March 2015. These ONS figures
project a 13.2% population increase in the Horsham District to 2031. At the time of the 2011
Census, the population of Horsham District was 131,301. This would equate to a further 17,331
people living in the Horsham District, as at 2031.

4.2.

If a 13.2% population growth were applied to the Cowfold Parish, this would equate to a population
growth of 251 new people living in the Parish, and an overall population of 2155, as at 2031.

4.3.

This projection can be combined with the household formation projections in Methodology 2 to
provide the following housing need requirements:

4.4.

‣

TB1/AHS1 (average household size of 2.39): 163 new dwellings.

‣

TB1/AHS2 (average household size of 2.57): 100 new dwellings.

Given the above trend based demographic projections are set against a baseline date of 2011, it
is considered reasonable to deduct the total number of completions and commitments in the
Parish since 2011. This is a figure of 56 dwellings.

4.5.

4.6.

This therefore provides a residual need figure over the remainder of the plan period of:
‣

TB1/AHS1: 107 new dwellings.

‣

TB1/AHS2: 44 new dwellings.

The ONS have also produced household formation projections. For Horsham District, the number of
households is projected to have increased by 2031, to 66,970. This is an increase of some 21.7%
from 2011 figures.

4.7.

If a 21.7% household formation growth were applied to the Cowfold Parish, this would equate to
the need for an additional 160 new dwellings.
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4.8.

Since the 2014 projections, the Oﬃce for National Statistics, have published further population
projections for 2016. The 2016 based subnational population projections for England, broken down
to local authority and health authority level were released in May 2018.

4.9.

This confirms, the populations of all regions in England are projected to grow by mid-2026; regions
in the north of England are projected to grow at a slower rate than those in the south. The South
East is expected to grow by 574,000 people (6.4%) over 10 years (mid 2016-mid 2026).

4.10.

For Horsham, the 2016 based subnational population projection, mid-2016 to mid-2031 is 153,569.
This is an increase of 22,268. This equates to an 17% population increase on the 2011 population
(131,301).

4.11.

If a 17% population growth were applied to the Cowfold Parish, this would equate to a population
growth of 324 new people living in the Parish, and an overall population of 2228 as at 2031.

4.12.

This projection can be combined with the household formation projections in Methodology 2 to
provide the following housing need requirements:

4.13.

‣

TB2/AHS1 (average household size of 2.39): 193 new dwellings.

‣

TB2/AHS2 (average household size of 2.57): 128 new dwellings.

Given the above trend based demographic projections are set against a baseline date of 2011, it
is considered reasonable to deduct the total number of completions and commitments in the
Parish since 2011. This is a figure of 56 dwellings.

4.14.

This therefore provides a residual need figure over the remainder of the plan period of:
‣

TB2/AHS1: 137 new dwellings.

‣

TB2/AHS2: 72 new dwellings.

5.

METHOD 4 - STRATEGIC HOUSING MARKET ASSESSMENT

5.1.

It is noted that in advising a number of parishes on calculating housing need, HDC have indicated
consideration can be given to their Strategic Housing Market Assessment (SHMA). This is a key
document relied upon by HDC in formulating the HDPF.

5.2.

The SHMA was last updated by Chilmark Consulting in October 2014, and the ‘Housing Need in
Horsham District’ was prepared by GL Hearn in March 2015. HDC advise that both documents are
a key part of the HDPF evidence base.

5.3.

HDC consider that this evidence was corroborated by the District Plan Inspector at the HDPF
Examination; who ultimately concluded that the Objectively Assessed Housing Need (OAHN) for the
district is 650dpa over the plan period. This is less than the 800dpa set out in Policy 15 of the
HDPF, as the latter seeks to include delivery of 150dpa over the plan period to meet some of
Crawley’s unmet housing need.

5.4.

The ‘Housing Need in Horsham District’ identified an OAHN for the district over the plan period
(2011-2031) of 12,720 homes.

5.5.

HDC have advised other parishes that it is possible to calculate a ‘fair-share’ distribution of this
figure for the purposes of neighbourhood planning. They have indicated that this should be based
on calculating the proportion of dwellings in the defined built-up area of Cowfold (560) as a
proportion of the total number of dwellings in the District (56,516) at the time of the last census (a
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figure of 0.99%); and using this to derive a fair-share of the number of new dwelllings that should be
delivered in Cowfold Parish to contribute to the overall OAHN of 12,720 new homes. This equates
to 126 dwellings.
5.6.

Given this methodology is based on housing need over the HPDF Plan period (2011-2031), it is
considered reasonable to deduct the total number of completions and commitments in the Parish
since the start of the HDPF plan period (2011). This is a figure of 56 dwellings.

5.7.

This therefore provides a residual need figure over the remainder of the plan period of 70 new
dwellings.

6.

METHOD 5A - POLICY PROJECTION

6.1.

The HDPF sets out the planned housing growth within the District over the plan period 2011-2031,
of a total of 16000 new homes.

6.2.

Integral to this is at “least 1500” homes throughout the District, delivered in accordance with the
settlement hierarchy, via allocations in Neighbourhood Plans (see Policy 15).

6.3.

In assessing the likely distribution of this figure, it is assumed reasonable to exclude Horsham
Town, Southwater and Billingshurst from contributing housing numbers, given their separate
strategic allocations for new housing development within the same policy.

6.4.

Based on this, it is possible to assess a “fair-share” distribution of the Neighbourhood Plan housing
delivery figure within the parish of Cowfold.

6.5.

There are two proposed ways of calculating this “fair-share” housing figure for Cowfold parish.
Firstly, based on the number of households in Cowfold as a % of the “Remainder of Horsham
District” (i.e. less Horsham Town, Southwater and Billingshurst); and secondly based on the
population of Cowfold as a % of the “Remainder of Horsham District”.

6.6.

6.7.

6.8.

Based on this approach, the following information is noted from the Census 2011:
‣

Horsham District: Total Population - 131,301. Total Households - 54,923.

‣

Horsham Town: Total Population - 48,212. Total Households - 20,587.

‣

Southwater: Total Population - 10,730. Total Households - 3,840.

‣

Billingshurst: Total Population - 8,232. Total Households - 3,452.

‣

Remainder of Horsham District: Total Population - 64,127 (48.84%). Total Households 27,044 (49.24%).

‣

Cowfold Parish: Total Population - 1904. Total Households - 739.

‣

Cowfold Parish population as a % of the Remainder of Horsham District population =

‣

2.97%.

‣

Cowfold Parish households as a % of the Remainder of Horsham District households =
2.7%.

Given the above data it is possible to calculate the ‘fair-share’ number of dwellings that would need
to be delivered within the parish over the Plan period as:
‣

Cowfold Parish fair-share against population = 44 new dwellings.

‣

Cowfold Parish fair-share against households = 40 new dwellings.

The nature of this estimation is a requirement for the number of new dwellings that need to be
“allocated” and therefore there is no discount of existing completions and commitments.
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6.9.

Furthermore, this methodology, does not include any allowance for housing coming forward via
“windfall” development; i.e. sites which come forward for housing over the Plan period on
unidentified sites.

6.10.

Policy 15 of the HDPF makes a separate allowance for 750 dwellings within the District to come
forward via windfall sites over the Plan period. Therefore in applying this policy projection
methodology, any windfall housing development in the Parish over the Plan period, should not be
counted to contribute to the “fair share” figure above; but rather should be counted as a
contribution to the District’s 750 windfall development figure.

7.

METHOD 5B - POLICY PROJECTION - SETTLEMENT HIERARCHY

7.1.

An alternative to this ‘policy projection’ methodology has been discussed between the Parish
Council and HDC.
This alternative methodology applies a similar ‘fair-share’ approach to
determining the distribution of the ‘at least 1500’ housing figure, but uses considerations of the
size of the settlement of Cowfold relative to other settlements in the District, rather than overall
parish population/ household size.

7.2.

Policy 3 of the HDPF categorises settlements into the district into a grouped hierarchy. This
comprises ‘Main Town’ (Horsham), ‘Small Towns and Larger Villages’, ‘Medium Villages’, ‘Smaller
Villages’, and ‘Unclassified Settlements’.

7.3.

HDC note that the number of existing dwellings in a settlement has been used, in part, to
determine the tier into which each settlement has been placed in the hierarchy in Policy 3 of the
HDPF (in addition to other factors such as the provision of services and facilities).

7.4.

Policy 15 of the HDPF subsequently requires ‘the provision of at least 1500 homes throughout the
district in accordance with the settlement hierarchy, allocated through Neighbourhood Planning’.

7.5.

HDC have advised that the number of houses in the defined built-up area of Cowfold can
therefore be used to determine a “fair-share” of the number of dwellings the parish should plan to
deliver of the ‘at least 1500’ figure.

7.6.

HDC have advised that this calculation should be based upon the total number of dwellings that
fall within the defined built-up areas of all of the settlements listed in Policy 3, but excluding
Horsham Town and Broadbridge Heath. 2 HDC have advised that this amounts to 29,431
dwellings (of a total of 56,516 in the district).

7.7.

The 2011 Census reveals that there are 560 dwellings recorded as falling within the defined builtup area of Cowfold. This equates to approximately 1.9% of the 29,431 dwellings.

7.8.

Using this figure, it is possible to calculate the ‘settlement hierarchy fair-share’ number of
dwellings that would need to be allocated within the parish for delivery over the plan period.

7.9.

This settlement hierarchy fair-share figure for Cowfold equates to 29 new dwellings.

7.10.

It should be noted that this methodology relates to the Parish’s contribution to the “at least 1500”
new homes to be delivered via site allocations in Neighbourhood Plans.

7.11.

The nature of this estimation is a requirement for the number of new dwellings that need to be
“allocated” and therefore there is no discount of existing completions and commitments.

2 On the basis that North Horsham and Broadbridge Heath are not designated for neghbourhood planning and the unparished part of

Horsham Town does not propose to allocate land for housing in their Neighbourhood Plan
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7.12.

Furthermore, this methodology, does not include any allowance for housing coming forward via
“windfall” development i.e. sites which come forward for housing over the Plan period on
unidentified sites.

7.13.

Policy 15 of the HDPF makes a separate allowance for 750 dwellings within the District to come
forward via windfall sites over the Plan period. Therefore in applying this policy projection
methodology, any windfall housing development in the Parish over the Plan period, should not be
counted to contribute to the “fair share” figure above; but rather should be counted as a
contribution to the District’s 750 windfall development figure.

8.

METHOD 6 - POLICY TREND-BASED DEMOGRAPHIC PROJECTION

8.1.

The population of the Horsham District is projected by the ONS 2014 figures to increase by some
13.2% by 2031. This would equate to an overall population within Horsham District of some
148,859 people. An increase to the population in Cowfold Parish of 13.2% would equate to a
population of 2155 some people.

8.2.

The HDPF proposes delivering some 16,000 new dwellings in the District between 2011-2031 at an
average of 800 homes per annum.

8.3.

HDPF Strategic Policy 2, envisages strategic developments in north Horsham of around 2,500 new
dwellings, around 600 in Southwater and around 150 Billingshurst. The policy also identifies a
strategic mixed use opportunity at the former Novartis site (Horsham) for employment, education
and specialist housing at the equivalent of around 200 units.

8.4.

The HDC Annual Monitoring Report (AMR) for the year 2016/2017, confirms that since 2011 there
have been approximately 4,415 new dwellings completed in the district.

8.5.

Given the extant and committed housing developments and those allocated in the HDPF, there is
already a substantial proportion of the projected 16,000 new dwellings already accounted for.

8.6.

However, Policy 15(4) requires “at least 1,500 homes” throughout the district in accordance with the
settlement hierarchy to be allocated through neighbourhood planning to contribute to the district
housing requirement. This is in addition to Policy 15(5) which requires 750 homes through windfall
development.

8.7.

The settlement hierarchy set out in Policy 3 of the HDPF identifies the main town of Horsham,
together with eight “Small Towns and Larger Villages”; eight “Medium Villages”; and six “Smaller
Villages”. It also notes there are a number of Unclassified Settlements.

8.8.

Cowfold is identified as one of the eight “Medium Villages”. These are noted as settlements which
have “a moderate level of services and facilities and community networks, together with some
access to public transport. These settlements provide some day to day needs for residents, but rely
on small market towns and larger settlements to meet a number of their requirements”.

8.9.

Having regard to the identification of Cowfold within the overall settlement hierarchy, it is
reasonable to assume that a greater proportion of the “at least 1,500” may be allocated to the
“Small Towns and Larger Villages” settlements within the district through preparation of other
neighbourhood plans.

8.10.

Given the above information, it is considered reasonable that the following scenario's are
considered for Cowfold Parish: (i) where the population is increased inline with the Horsham District
(13.2%) projection; and (ii) where the population is increased by half that rate (6.6%), to reflect the
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scale of Cowfold within District settlement hierarchy and (iii) where the population is increased inline
with the Horsham District (17%) projection; and (iv) where the population is increased by half that
rate (8.5%), to reflect the scale of Cowfold within District settlement hierarchy.
8.11.

Method 3 detailed the results of how the projected Cowfold Parish population growth of 13.2%
impacted against new housing need.

8.12.

Given the Parish’s position in the settlement hierarchy it is reasonable to consider the impact of a
population increase of 6.6%.

8.13.

D1 - Projected Cowfold Parish population growth of 6.6%, would equate to a population increase of
125 people (total population of 2029).

8.14.

These demographic projections can be combined with, Method 2, household formation projections.
This gives the following housing need requirements:

8.15.

‣

D1/AHS1 (average household size of 2.39): 110 new dwellings.

‣

D1/AHS2 (average household size of 2.57): 51 new dwellings.

As this housing needs covers the period 2011-2031, it is considered reasonable to deduct the
total number of completions and commitments in the Parish since 2011. This is a figure of 56
dwellings.

8.16.

8.17.

This therefore provides a residual need figure over the remainder of the plan period of:
‣

D1/AHS1: 54 new dwellings.

‣

D1/AHS2: Housing need met.

Method 3 also details the results of how the projected Cowfold Parish population growth of 17%,
impacted against new housing need.

8.18.

Given the Parish’s position in the settlement hierarchy it is reasonable to consider the impact of a
population increase of 8.5%.

8.19.

D2 - Projected Cowfold Parish population growth of 8.5%, would equate to a population increase of
162 people (total population of 2066).

8.20.

These demographic projections can be combined with, Method 2, household formation projections.
This gives the following housing need requirements:

8.21.

‣

D2/AHS1 (average household size of 2.39): 125 new dwellings.

‣

D2/AHS2 (average household size of 2.57): 65 new dwellings.

As this housing needs covers the period 2011-2031, it is considered reasonable to deduct the
total number of completions and commitments in the Parish since 2011. This is a figure of 56
dwellings.

8.22.

This therefore provides a residual need figure over the remainder of the plan period of:
‣

D2/AHS1: 69 new dwellings.

‣

D2/AHS2: 9 new dwellings.

9.

METHOD 7 - ECONOMIC PROJECTION

9.1.

The HDPF and supporting information contained in the GL Hearn HNiHD Report, projects the
delivery of the number of new jobs within the District per annum over the period 2011-2031. Based
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on evidence arising from the first Examination in Public of the HDPF and the subsequent Inspectors
observation on economic arguments, this is projected to be some 275 new jobs per annum. This
would equate to a total of some 5,500 additional jobs in the District over the plan period.
9.2.

The 2011 Census contains information about employment rates in Cowfold Parish and Horsham
District.

9.3.

For Cowfold Parish, the working age population (16-74), in 2011 was 1371. This equates to some
72% of the total population. Of this 1371, some 1085 persons were economically active and some
286 persons economically inactive (studying, retired, unable to work or unemployed). The economic
activity rate of the total population was 57%. In 2001 the economic activity rate was 53%.

9.4.

For Horsham District the working age population in 2011 was 94,318. This equated to some
71.83% of the total population. Of this 94,318, some 66,683 were economically active and some
27,635 economically inactive. The economic activity rate of the total population was 50.78%. In
2001 the economic activity rate was 50.22%.

9.5.

From this, it is possible to calculate the proportion of new jobs that might be formed within Cowfold
Parish; based on population and household data.

9.6.

The population of the Remainder of Horsham District is 48.4% of the total district population. On a
pro-rata basis, this would equate to the 134 new jobs per year being created within the remainder
of Horsham District. Cowfold Parish population as a % of the remainder of Horsham District
population is 2.97%. Based on a fair-share of the 134 new jobs, this would equate to 4 new jobs
per annum for the Cowfold Parish.

9.7.

The total households in the Remainder of Horsham District is 49.24% of the total households. On a
pro-rata basis this would relate to the 135 new jobs per year being created in the Remainder of
Horsham District. Cowfold Parish households as a % of the Remainder of Horsham District
households is 2.7%. Based on a fair-share of the 135, this would also equate to 4 new jobs per
annum for the Cowfold Parish.

9.8.

On both measures, Cowfold Parish would need to deliver some 4 new jobs per annum which
equates to 80 new jobs between 2011 and 2031.

9.9.

9.10.

From the economic activity rate, there are two broad scenarios:
‣

E1 - Continuation of the current Cowfold Parish economic activity rate of approximately
57%. To deliver 80 new jobs in the Parish, this growth rate implies a population growth of
some 140 people.

‣

E2 - Between 2001 & 2011, the economic growth rate for Horsham District was increased
by 0.56%. Applying this rate of growth would suggest a 2031 economic activity rate of
some 57%. To deliver 80 new jobs in the Parish, this growth rate implies a population
growth of some 140 people.

The economic activity rate of both scenarios implies an identical population growth is required to
deliver the same number of new jobs in the Parish.

9.11.

This population increase can then be cross referenced with the household formation scenarios to
produce two potential housing growth scenarios.
‣

E/AHS1: 116 new dwellings.

‣

E/AHS2: 56 new dwellings.
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9.12.

As this housing needs covers the period 2011-2031, it is considered reasonable to deduct the
total number of completions and commitments in the Parish since 2011. This is a figure of 56
dwellings.

9.13.

This therefore provides a residual need figure over the remainder of the plan period of:
‣

E/AHS1: 60 new dwellings.

‣

E/AHS2: Housing need met.
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APPENDIX 3
(Methodology Summary)

APPENDIX 3 - METHODOLOGY SUMMARY

Methodology

Number of new
dwellings to be
delivered

Completions &
Commitments
deduction

Net new dwellings to
be delivered from
2018 onwards

Methodology 1

28 new dwellings

56 dwellings

Housing need met

Methodology 2: AHS1

58 new dwellings

56 dwellings

2 dwellings

Methodology 2: AHS2

0 new dwellings

56 dwellings

0 dwellings

Methodology 3: TB1/AHS1

163 new dwellings

56 dwellings

107 dwellings

Methodology 3: TB1/AHS2

100 new dwellings

56 dwellings

44 dwellings

Methodology 3: TB2/AHS1

193 new dwellings

56 dwellings

137 dwellings

Methodology 3: TB2/AHS2

128 new dwellings

56 dwellings

72 dwellings

Methodology 4:

70 dwellings

56 dwellings

14 dwellings

Methodology 5A:

40-44 new dwellings

N/A

40-44 dwellings

Methodology 5B:

29 new dwellings

N/A

29 dwellings

Methodology 6: D1/AHS

110 new dwellings

56 dwellings

54 dwellings

Methodology 6: D1/AHS2

51 new dwellings

56 dwellings

Housing need met

Methodology 6: D2/AHS1

125 new dwellings

56 dwellings

69 dwellings

Methodology 6: D2/AHS2

65 new dwellings

56 dwellings

9 dwellings

Methodology 7: E/AHS1

116 new dwellings

56 dwellings

60 dwellings

Methodology 7: E/AHS2

56 new dwellings

56 dwellings

0 dwellings

APPENDIX 4
(Market Signals)

APPENDIX 4 – MARKET SIGNALS,
STANDARD METHODOLOGY FOR CALCULATING HOUSING NEED,
AND UPDATED ONS HOUSEHOLD PROJECTIONS
1.

Market Signals

1.1.

Up until July 2018, National Planning Policy Guidance (NPPG) recommended the housing need
number suggested by household projections should be adjusted to reflect appropriate market
signals, as well as other market indicators of the balance between the demand for, and supply of,
dwellings.

1.2.

1.3.

NPPG advised relevant signals may include the following:
•

Land prices;

•

House prices;

•

Rents;

•

Aﬀordability;

•

Rate of development; and

•

Overcrowding 1

NPPG advised appropriate comparisons of indicators should be made. This includes comparison
with longer term trends (both in absolute levels and rates of change) in the housing market area; in
similar demographic and economic areas; and nationally.

1.4.

It advised a worsening trend in any of these indicators would require upward adjustment to planned
housing numbers compared to ones based solely on household projections. Guidance outlined
volatility in some indicators required care to be taken; in those cases rolling average comparisons
were noted as helpful to identify persistent changes and trends.

1.5.

The NPPG advised in areas where an upward adjustment was required, plan makers should set this
adjustment at a level that is reasonable. The more significant the aﬀordability constraints (as
reflected in rising prices and rents, and worsening aﬀordability ratio) and the stronger other
indicators of high demand (e.g. the diﬀerential between land prices), the larger the improvement in
aﬀordability needed and, therefore, the larger the additional supply response should be.

1.6.

Guidance confirmed market signals were aﬀected by a number of economic factors, and plan
makers should not attempt to estimate the precise impact of an increase in housing supply. Rather
they should increase planned supply by an amount that, on reasonable assumptions and consistent
with principles of sustainable development, could be expected to improve aﬀordability, and monitor
the response of the market over the plan period. 2

1.7.

As part of the preparation of this Report, HDC were requested 3 to provide their most up to date
data with respects to housing market signals within the Parish of Cowfold, and/or the wider district.

1 National Planning Policy Guidance Paragraph: 019 Reference ID: 2a-019-20140306 (archived since July 2018)
2 National Planning Policy Guidance Paragraph: 020 Reference ID: 2a-020-20140306 (archived since July 2018)
3 Correspondence dated 7th February 2018
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1.8.

They advised that “at the current time, the most up to date evidence in relation to market signals is
the Strategic Housing Market Assessment which was published in 2014.” 4 This information would
have been used to inform the preparation of the HDPF.

1.9.

However, it is noted that the recent Inspector of the Mid Sussex District Plan considered that this
data is unlikely to be suﬃciently up to date to take account of more recent house price trends. 5

1.10.

It is noted that the Inspector into the Mid Sussex District Plan gave consideration to the eﬀect of
market signals in calculating housing need. This is relevant both having regard to the proximity of
Cowfold to the District of Mid Sussex, and more pertinently, that the Housing Market Area of Mid
Sussex is the ‘Northern West Sussex Housing Market Area’ which also covers Horsham. On this
basis, conclusions reached by the Mid Sussex District Planning Inspector in respect of housing
market signals are considered to have validity in respect of this issue for the Parish of Cowfold.

1.11.

On this basis, it is pertinent to note that the Inspector’s conclusion on market signals and the uplift
eﬀect it should have on housing need was that it should increase the ‘basic objectively assessed
housing need figure’ by 20%. The Inspector concluded in his report of 12th March 2018 that this
20% uplift “would be compatible with the ranges derived from the market signals work and the
employment analysis, and I considered that it was the most well founded and most realistic figure
for the OAN.” 6

1.12.

Regard has been had to alternative approaches of seeking to derive an estimate of market signals
including to such matters as house prices achieved on sales within the Neighbourhood Plan Area
over the recent past. However, and as expressed by HDC in their response to the Government’s
‘Planning for the Right Homes in the Right Places’, it is considered that this data is unlikely to be
robust having regard to the rural nature of the Parish (and wider district). This notes that it is likely
that housing development in rural areas are at lower density and on larger plots, which can lead to
overall higher property prices and have a significant skewing eﬀect on the average house price, that
is not in itself representative of demand more generally. 7

1.13.

For these reasons, it is not considered robust to place reliance upon local house prices in
determining any response to market signal forces.

1.14.

Having regard to the above, and were it considered reasonable to take account of market signals in
determining overall housing need in Cowfold, it is considered an uplift of 20% would be
appropriate.

National Standard Approach to Calculating Housing Need
1.15.

Between September - November 2017, the Government consulted on Planning for the Right Homes
in the the Right Places. This set out a number of proposals to reform the planning system to
increase the supply of new homes and increase Local Authority capacity to manage growth.
Proposals included a standard method for calculating Local Authorities’ housing need.

4

See HDC correspondence dated 18th March 2018

5 See MSDP Inspector’s letter of 20th February 2017
6 See paragraph 19 of Inspector’s Report of the Mid Sussex District Plan
7 See HDC’s response to Q1A
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It also included a ‘Housing need consultation data table’ which set out the housing need for each
Local Planning Authority using the proposed method; how many homes every place in the country
is currently planning for; and, where available, how many homes they believe they need. For
Horsham District Council the indicative housing need was calculated at 974 dwellings per annum.
1.16.

Horsham District Council responded to the Governments consultation in November 2017, and
raised concerns at the proposed methodology and that they considered that the housing
calculation for Horsham was incorrect.

1.17.

Given these concerns, a meeting was held in January 2018 to discuss the implications of HDC’s
response and whether local housing need calculations in Neighbourhood Plans should take
account of the national standardised proposed methodology.

1.18.

In a subsequent exchange of correspondence, HDC advised in March 2018 8 that Neighbourhood
Plans in relatively early stages of their plan making should undertake a proportionate housing needs
assessment employing the AECOM methodology. This response set out support for the approach
DOWSETTMAYHEW employed to support the Slinfold Neighbourhood Plan which was the subject
of independent examination in January 2018.

Revised National Planning Policy Framework, July 2018
1.19.

The Government published the revised NPPF on 24th July 2018. With respect to calculating
housing needs it introduced a standard methodology. The method takes the Government's
household growth projections and applies an aﬀordability ratio, comparing local house prices with
workplace earnings, to produce a need figure.

1.20.

Paragraph 65 of the NPPF states:
“Strategic policy-making authorities should establish a housing requirement figure for their
whole area, which shows the extent to which their identified housing need (and any needs
that cannot be met within neighbouring areas) can be met over the plan period. Within this
overall requirement, strategic policies should also set out a housing requirement for
designated neighbourhood areas which reflects the overall strategy for the pattern and scale
of development and any relevant allocations. Once the strategic policies have been adopted,
these figures should not need re-testing at the Neighbourhood Plan Examination, unless
there has been a significant change in circumstances that aﬀects the requirement.”

1.21.

The revised NPPF has given clear direction that Local Planning Authorities should also set out a
housing requirement for designated Neighbourhood Plans.

1.22.

Paragraph 66 of the NPPF states:
“Where it is not possible to provide a requirement figure for a neighbourhood area, the Local
Planning Authority should provide an indicative figure, if requested to do so by the
Neighbourhood Planning body. This figure should take into account factors such as the
latest evidence of local housing need, the population of the neighbourhood area and the
most recently available planning strategy of the Local Planning Authority.”

1.23.

In light of the above and in the interest of supporting CPC prepare a robust Neighbourhood Plan,
which is underpinned by an update to date evidence base, DOWSETTMAYHEW Planning
Partnership, recommended an ‘indicative figure’ was requested from HDC.

8

See letter dated 18th March 2018
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1.24.

Following a detailed discussion with HDC, the Chairman of the Neighbourhood Plan Working Group
has advised, at this time, CPC do not wish ‘an indicative figure’ to be requested from HDC.

1.25.

HDC have verbally confirmed that their previous advice remains unchanged. They do not request
parishes to wait for HDC to advise on housing need. Informally CPC have been advised that a new
calculated housing need figure for Horsham (and for each parish), prepared against the latest
national planning guidance, as set out in paragraph 65 of the NPPF, is unlikely to be available until
later in 2019.

1.26.

In light of the above, this document does not include an estimate of housing need for the parish of
Cowfold, based on an ‘indicative figure’ derived from the standard methodology to be calculated
and advised by HDC.

Household Projections, September 2018
1.27.

The ONS published the latest household projections on 20th September 2018.

1.28.

The publication of new household projections by the Office for National Statistics has led to a
significant reduction in the overall numbers generated by the standard method for assessing
local housing need.

1.29.

The Government are currently consulting on proposed changes to the standard method to
ensure consistency with the objective of building more homes, whilst providing the stability
communities need. The consultation closes on 7th December 2018.

1.30.

The Government considers that planning policy should respond flexibly and support the
aspiration of supporting a market that delivers 300,000 homes. On this basis, the Government’s
proposed response to the new ONS household projections is:

1.31.

•

For the short-term, to specify that the 2014-based data provides the demographic
baseline for assessment of local housing need;

•

To make clear in national planning practice guidance that lower numbers through the
2016-based projections do not qualify as an exceptional circumstance that justifies a
departure from the standard methodology; and

•

In the longer term, to review the formula with a view to establishing a new methodology by
the time the next projections are issued.

The Government have indicated that all other elements of the standard method of assessing
housing need would, at this time, remain unchanged.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

1.1.

This document is part of the evidence base that will support and inform decisions made by Cowfold
Parish Council (CPC) in respect of the emerging Cowfold Neighbourhood Plan (CNP).

1.2.

The document brings together a range of empirical data from a variety of sources, in order to
enable assessments and judgements about the level of housing that may need to be delivered in
the parish up to the period 2031; and for this to be facilitated by policies in the emerging
Neighbourhood Plan.

1.3.

The document has been updated to reflect changes to national planning policy guidance, and
feedback received from Horsham District Council (HDC) and CPC.

1.4.

The CNP, once adopted, will comprise part of the Development Plan for this part of Horsham
District. It will have a significant influence on the determination of planning applications within the
parish, for amongst other things, new housing.

1.5.

The CNP, must be prepared having regard to higher tier planning policies, including at a district and
national level.

1.6.

The current adopted Development Plan for Horsham District comprises the Horsham District
Planning Framework (HDPF), Joint Area Action Plan and the Site Specific Allocations of Land 2007.

1.7.

The HDPF sets out the planning strategy for Horsham District (excluding land within the South
Downs National Park) to deliver the social, economic and environmental needs of the Plan area up
to 2031. It sets out the policy framework and seeks to deliver 16,000 new homes over the Plan
period of which ‘at least 1500’ are to be allocated through neighbourhood planning.

1.8.

In preparation of the Cowfold Parish Housing Need Considerations document, regard has been
paid to relevant higher tier planning guidance, including the HDPF and its evidence base. This has
included the GL Hearn ‘Housing Need in Horsham District’ report dated March 2015 (HNiHD), and
associated supporting background papers, such as the NLP Northern West Sussex Economic
Growth Assessment Supplementary Report for Horsham dated April 2015.

1.9.

Regard has also been paid to the ‘Housing Needs Assessment at Neighbourhood Plan Level, a
toolkit for neighbourhood planners.’ This provides advice on developing a neighbourhood plan
housing needs assessment. It sets out the types of data that should be taken into account and
describes how assessment findings should be used.

1.10.

Regard has also been paid to the latest advice from HDC, with respect to calculating house need at
a parish level.

1.11.

This document has been prepared having regard to a variety of methodologies which have been
undertaken to consider housing need in the parish. It includes parish change between 2001 and
2011; household formation projection; trend based demographic projection; policy projection;
policy trend based demographic projection; and economic projection. It includes methodologies
that have been recommended by HDC.
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1.12.

The methodologies, both stand alone and in combination, result in a range of potential housing
numbers. These have been considered together with evolving Government guidance, with respect
to the influence of ‘market signals’, 1 the national standard methodology for calculating housing
need, and the implications of the latest national household projections published in September
2018.

1.13.

This has enabled recommendations to be set out with respect to a ‘housing need range’ for the
parish of Cowfold up to 2031, to be facilitated through the CNP.

2.
2.1.

COWFOLD PARISH BASELINE DATA
Cowfold is a predominantly rural parish. It lies to the south of Horsham, with the village of Cowfold
at the intersection of the A272 and the A281.

2.2.

The historic market town of Horsham lies 6.6 miles to the north, and Gatwick airport lies 16 miles to
the north east. The parish is bounded by the parishes of Nuthurst to the north west, Lower Beeding
to the north, Shermanbury to the south, West Grinstead to the west, and Bolney parish to the east.
The latter lies within the district of Mid Sussex.

2.3.

In preparing this document, empirical data on the parish has predominantly been sourced from
published Census data from 2011. This shows that the total population of the parish at that time
was 1904, with a total of 739 households.

2.4.

This document sets out Housing Need Considerations for the parish over the period 2011 to
2031. This is to reflect the statistical period that is used by HDC in their housing need
assessment, and reflects the plan period of the HDPF.

2.5.

Research previously revealed that between 1st January 2011 and 31st October 2018 a total of 53
dwellings were permitted in the parish.

2.6.

Research has also previously been undertaken into housing ‘completions’ in the parish since
2011. Given completions are only available on an annual basis, this document has be informed by
the most up to date available information (i.e. 1st January 2011 - 1st March 2018). A total of 3
dwellings are recorded as having been completed between 2011 and 2017 within the parish.

2.7.

Representation from ECE Planning received in response to the Regulation 14 Pre-submission
consultation questioned the calculation of the housing ‘completion’ and ‘commitment’ figures
contained in the Housing Need Assessment.

2.8.

The data has been sourced directly from HDC; who, it is understood, source completions data from
WSCC on an annual basis. The Housing Need Assessment has been informed by the most up to
date available information (i.e. 1st January 2011 - 1st March 2018).

2.9.

Appendix 1 of the Assessment, previously set out:

•

Total additional dwellings permitted in Cowfold between 01 April 2011- 31 October 2018:
50;

1 National Planning Policy Guidance Paragraph: 019 Reference ID: 2a-019-20140306 (archived since July 2018)
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•

Prior approvals application granted in Cowfold between 01 April 2011- 31 October 2018: 3;
and

•

Completions between 01 January 2011 - 01 March 2018: 4.

2.10.

The Assessment sought to diﬀerentiate between those dwelling units that were approved prior to
2011 but completed after this date, and those dwelling units that were approved (and potentially
then completed) after 2011. In this way double counting between ‘completions’ and ‘commitments’
would be avoided.

2.11.

This identified that 1 of the ‘completions’ was pursuant to a planning permission granted post 2011,
thus reducing the overall number of combined completions and commitments to 55.

2.12.

In light of the query from ECE Planning this data has been reviewed. This has identified 1 new
dwelling unit that is presented in the ‘commitments’ list as a net gain of 1 dwelling, but on review of
the detail of that scheme, it included the surrender of the use of an existing dwelling (which was to
then be used as ancillary accommodation only) and thus did not result in any net gain of dwellings2.
The review has also identified a further application that granted the amalgamation of 2 dwellings to
create a single dwelling. This should thus appear in the commitments list as a net loss of 1
dwelling3. The review has also identified that a dwelling that was approved to be altered, resulted in
the creation of an additional dwelling unit, and thus is now reported as the net gain creation of a
further dwelling4.

2.13.

It results in the overall number of net additional dwellings in the parish 2011-01st March 2018 from
a combination of completions and commitments being amended to 55 dwellings (ie a reduction of 1
from the May 2019 Assessment).

2.14.

It is not considered that this amendment materially impacts upon the conclusions on the overall
assessment of housing need, and the policies in the CNP that seek to facilitate delivery of this
housing.

3.
3.1.

HOUSING NEED METHODOLOGIES
This report considers a variety of sources of empirical data and range of methodologies to enable
an assessment to be made with regard to the Housing Need Considerations within the parish of
Cowfold up to 2031. 5

3.2.

These methodologies have been prepared with regard to planning policy at a national and local
level, and in light of feedback received from HDC.

3.3.

The revised NPPF introduces a standard methodology to calculating housing need. The method
takes the Government's household growth projections and applies an aﬀordability ratio, comparing
local house prices with workplace earnings, to produce a need figure.

2

see Application DC/15/0909 detailed at Appendix 1 of the Housing Needs Assessment

3

See application DC/12/0139 detailed at Appendix 1 of the Housing Needs Assessment

4

See application DC/17/0115 detailed at Appendix 1 of the Housing Needs Assessment

The end of the Neighbourhood Plan period
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3.4.

The Government has given clear direction that Local Planning Authorities should also set out a
housing requirement for designated neighbourhood plans. Paragraph 66 of the NPPF advises:
“Where it is not possible to provide a requirement figure for a neighbourhood area, the local
planning authority should provide an indicative figure, if requested to do so by the
neighbourhood planning body.”

3.5.

Representatives of the Parish Council discussed the potential to request an indicative housing
number from HDC, to inform preparation of the Neighbourhood Plan. It is understand that as part of
these discussions, HDC advised that any such indicative number would be calculated based on
limited data currently available to the District Council. On this basis the Parish Council resolved not
to request an indicative figure from the District Council. In light of this, the recommendations set out
below are made without reference to the revised guidance of the NPPF.

3.6.

The housing methodologies are predominantly determined for the period of 2011 - 2031. This
reflects both the plan period of the HDPF, and the ONS statistical baseline data for the parish. 6

3.7.

Data provided by HDC and WSCC indicate that 55 dwellings have been permitted and/or
completed in the parish between 2011 and October 2018. For a number of methodologies, it is
appropriate to discount these completions and commitments from the ‘headline’ housing need
figure. Where this discount occurs, it is noted.

3.8.

Set out below is a summary of each methodology that has been undertaken, as part of the
background work in determining an appropriate housing need range in the parish.

3.9.

Methodology 1 - Parish change between 2001 and 2011 Projection - This methodology utilises
parish population figures contained in both the 2001 and 2011 census to determine the population
change over this ten year period.

3.10.

This is then extrapolated over the twenty year period 2011 - 2031 to determine the number of new
dwellings that would be required to facilitate this level of change, assuming it continues at the same
rate.

3.11.

Given that the methodology covers the twenty year period 2011 - 2031, it is appropriate to discount
oﬀ the number of dwellings that have been completed/committed since 2011, to determine the
residual need figure.

3.12.

Methodology 2 - Household Formation Projection - This methodology utilises census data from
2001 and 2011 to determine the average household size both within Cowfold Parish, and Horsham
District at those times. Oﬃce of National Statistics (ONS) projections are then used to determine
the likely average household size change in the parish between 2011 and 2031.

3.13.

This information is then used to calculate the number of new dwellings that would be needed to
meet the needs of existing residents having regard to the likely change in household size.

6

The 2011 Census
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3.14.

This methodology assumes an overall static population between 2011 - 2031, and therefore solely
considers housing need derived from change in average household size in the parish.

3.15.

Given that the methodology covers the period 2011 - 2031, it is appropriate to discount the number
of new dwellings that have been completed/committed since 2011, to determine the residual need
figure.

3.16.

Methodology 3 - Trend Based Demographic Projection - This methodology considers population
projections by the ONS, as referenced in background housing papers that supported the HDPF 7;
ONS data for the projection of household formations; and more recent ONS population projections.

3.17.

This data is then used, together with the conclusions under Methodology 2; with regard to potential
changes to the average household size in the parish, to determine the number of new homes that
would be required to be delivered within Cowfold up to 2031 to meet this trend based,
demographic projection.

3.18.

Given that the methodology covers the period 2011 - 2031, it is appropriate to discount the number
of new dwellings that have been completed/committed since 2011, to determine the residual need
figure.

3.19.

Methodology 4 - Strategic Housing Market Assessment - This methodology considers the
‘housing need’ figure contained within the district commissioned Strategic Housing Market
Assessment (SHMA) that informed the preparation of the HDPF, and was last updated in October
2014. HDC state that this document informed the Objectively Assessed Housing Need (OAHN)
figure for the district in the HDPF of 12,720 homes (2011 - 2031).

3.20.

This figure is then used to determine a ‘fair-share’ amount that should be delivered in Cowfold
parish, by reference to the proportion of homes within the HDPF defined built-up area of Cowfold,
as a proportion of the rest of the district.

3.21.

Given that the methodology covers the period 2011 - 2031, it is appropriate to discount the number
of new dwellings that have been completed/committed since 2011, to determine the residual need
figure.

3.22.

Methodology 5A - Policy Projection - This methodology considers the requirement set out in
Policy 15 of the HDPF for ‘at least 1500’ new homes in the district over the Plan period to be
facilitated through allocations in Neighbourhood Plans.

3.23.

This figure is used to determine a ‘fair-share’ amount that should be delivered in Cowfold Parish,
through allocation in the CNP. This is calculated having regard to the proportion of the parish
population in relation to the rest of the district, excluding the settlements of Horsham, Southwater
and Billingshurst, which are settlements that have been allocated for residential development
through the HDPF.

7

GL Hearn HNiHD Assessment, March 2015
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3.24.

Given that the methodology is seeking to determine the proportion of at least 1500 new homes that
should be delivered through allocations in Neighbourhood Plans, no discount from the headline is
applied for dwellings that have been completed/committed since 2011.

3.25.

Methodology 5B - Policy Projection - Settlement Hierarchy - This methodology is an alternative
iteration of Methodology 5A. It similarly seeks to determine a ‘fair-share’ amount of new housing
that should be delivered in the parish through allocation in the CNP.

3.26.

Under this methodology, the ‘fair-share’ figure is calculated having regard to the size of the
settlement of Cowfold, relative to other settlements in the district.

3.27.

Given that the methodology is seeking to determine the proportion of at least 1500 new homes that
should be delivered through allocations in Neighbourhood Plans, no discount is applied for
dwellings that have been completed/committed since 2011.

3.28.

Methodology 6 - Policy Trend-Based Demographic Projection - This methodology considers
considers population projections by the ONS, as referenced in background housing papers that
supported the HDPF 8; and the more recent ONS population projections.

3.29.

The approach diﬀers from Methodology 3, in that it applies a discount of the resulting housing need
figure, having regard to the position of Cowfold within the settlement hierarchy as set out in the
HDPF, and the associated Policy intent to direct more development to the district’s larger, more
sustainable settlements. 9

3.30.

Given that the methodology covers the period 2011 - 2031, it is appropriate to discount the number
of new dwellings that have been completed/committed since 2011, to determine the residual need
figure.

3.31.

Methodology 7 - Economic Projection - This methodology considers the number of new jobs that
are projected to be delivered in the district over the plan period as detailed in HDPF and its
supporting papers, This is then cross-cross-referenced to data on the district and parish population
and the economic activity rate of the population of the parish. 10

3.32.

From this, it is possible to determine the number of new jobs that might be formed with parish over
the plan period as a proportion of the rest of the district.

3.33.

This information is then used, together with the conclusions under Methodology 2, with regard to
potential changes to the average household size in the parish, to determine the number of new
homes that would be required to be delivered within Cowfold up to 2031 to meet this economic
based projection of housing need.

8

GL Hearn HNiHD Assessment, March 2015

9

See Policy 3 and 4 of the HDPF

10

Census data 2011
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3.34.

Given that the methodology covers the period 2011 - 2031, it is appropriate to discount the number
of new dwellings that have been completed/committed since 2011, to determine the residual need
figure.

3.35.

The detail of these methodology calculations and the resulting housing need is set out at Appendix
2. A summary table of these calculations is provided at Appendix 3.

4.
4.1.

WEIGHT TO BE ATTACHED TO METHODOLOGIES
The methodologies produce a wide range of housing need. It is therefore appropriate to assess the
figures to seek to determine a narrower range of need that it is appropriate to consider to facilitate
in the CNP.

4.2.

Methodology 1 is an extrapolation of housing growth figures within the parish between 2001 and
2011. Whilst this is helpful in showing historic growth, it does not, in itself provide a robust
indication of housing need over the plan period. It is therefore considered that this methodology
should carry modest weight.

4.3.

Methodology 2 comprises an assessment and estimation of potential household formation rates
within the parish as a mechanism for deriving housing need. However, this is predicated on a static
parish population figure. It is therefore considered that this methodology should carry modest
weight.

4.4.

Methodology 3 applies available national statistics for population and household projections,
prepared by the Oﬃce of National Statistics, for the district of Horsham. These, combined with
estimations of average household size, enables housing need to be predicted. This methodology
does not however, take account of spatial policies within the adopted District Plan. It is considered
that this methodology should carry medium weight.

4.5.

Methodology 4 provides a projection based on the OAHN for the district established through the
HDPF and its background evidence papers. It applies a ‘fair-share’ approach for the parish of
Cowfold based on the proportion of houses in the parish that are within the built-up area as a
percentage of the overall OAHN figure. It is considered that this methodology should carry
significant weight.

4.6.

Methodology 5A and 5B apply a housing need calculation based on a ‘fair share’ approach to
the requirement of ‘at least 1,500 homes’ to be provided throughout the district in accordance
with the settlement hierarchy, allocated through neighbourhood planning. It applies close
regard to the requirements of higher tier Development Plan policy. It is therefore considered
that this methodology should carry significant weight.

4.7.

Methodology 6 applies available national statistics for population projections, prepared by the
Office of National Statistics, for the district of Horsham, tempered by the Development Plan
spatial policy approach, reflected in the identification of Cowfold within the district settlement
hierarchy as a ‘medium village.’ It is considered that this methodology should carry significant
weight.
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4.8.

Methodology 7 provides an economic projection of need (as opposed to a demographic projection).
This methodology does not however, take account of spatial policies within the adopted District
Plan. It is therefore considered that this methodology should carry medium weight.

5.
5.1.

CONSIDERATIONS
Consideration has been given as to whether these calculations should be amended to take
account of ‘market signals’ and/or the latest standard methodology for calculating housing
need as set out in the NPPF (February 2019).

5.2.

A summary of these issues is detailed at Appendix 4. This sets out the discussions with HDC
regarding the relevance and application of ‘market signals’, and the conclusions of the Local
Plan Examiner into the adjoining Mid Sussex District Plan on the application of market signals.

5.3.

This concludes, that were an allowance to be made for ‘market signals’, this should result in an
uplift of the housing need figure by 20%.

5.4.

However, the application of market signals has been superseded in national planning guidance.
In particular see National Planning Policy Guidance Paragraph: 019 Reference ID: 2a-01920140306. This was archived in national planning guidance following the revisions to the
National Planning Policy Framework published in July 2018.

5.5.

The use of the application of the standard methodology to calculate housing need has been
discussed with HDC. They have advised that, at this stage, they are not able to provide a
housing requirement figure for the district, and so therefore they are also not able to provide a
figure for designated neighbourhood areas, in accordance with the approach set out in
paragraph 65 of the NPPF. This figure has yet to be calculated and the District have advised
that Parishes do not wait for this information, but instead progress the preparation of
neighbourhood plans based on a proportionate housing needs assessment, that reflects the
requirements and spatial strategy of the Development Plan. As noted in paragraph 3.5 above,
and for the reasons set out, the parish have not elected to request an indicative housing figure.

5.6.

Having regard to the above, it is considered that a determination of a housing need figure for
Cowfold up to 2031, can be determined by regard to a number of the methodologies detailed in
this report. The merit of, and weight to be placed on, each methodology is detailed above.

5.7.

Policy 15 of the HDPF requires ‘at least 1500 homes [to be delivered] throughout the district in
accordance with the settlement hierarchy, allocated through Neighbourhood Planning.’

5.8.

Methodology 5A and 5B calculate a fair share of this figure for the parish of Cowfold. On this
basis it is recommended that the CNP seeks to allocate a minimum of 29 - 44 dwellings. This
should comprise allocations, and no discount of this figure should be applied for completions/
commitments since 2011, nor should there be any allowance made for this figure to be met by
contributions from ‘windfall’ development.
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5.9.

Alternative methodologies which should carry significant weight have had regard to population
and household projections.

5.10.

Methodology 4 is derived from an OAHN figure that HDC consider will meet its housing need,
as determined from the evidence base that supported the HDPF. It applies a fair-share
approach to calculate a proportionate quantum of housing that should be facilitated for delivery
in Cowfold Parish, having regard to the scale of the settlement of Cowfold, relative to the rest
of the district. This is calculated from a base date of 2011, and therefore is discounted by
existing completions/commitments. This approach results in a residual housing need figure of
70 dwellings. This can be delivered by a mix of allocations (the proportion of which should be
at least 29 - 44) and windfall development.

5.11.

Methodology 6 is derived from ONS population projections, tempered by the identification of
Cowfold as a ‘medium’ village in the HDPF settlement hierarchy; i.e. it blends empirical data
projections with higher tier policy considerations.

5.12.

This is calculated from a base date of 2011, and therefore is also discounted by existing
completions/ commitments. This approach results in a residual housing need figure of 70
dwellings. This can be delivered by a mix of allocations (the proportion of which should be at
least 29 - 44) and windfall development.

5.13.

Drawing this together, it is considered that minimum number of houses that should be allocated
in the CNP is 29 - 44 homes. This would comply with the minimum requirements of Policy 15 of
the HDPF. In the interests of being robust it is considered prudent to plan for the upper end of
this range, i.e. 44 homes.

5.14.

However, other methodologies, that should also carry significant weight, indicate that residual
housing need is up to 70 dwellings. This can be met by a mix of allocations and policy support
for certain windfall development.

5.15.

On this basis, it is recommended that the housing need for Cowfold Parish, to be facilitated in
the CNP should be 44 - 70 dwellings.

5.16.

Given that no allowance has been made for market signals or the standard methodology, noting
the first has been superseded, and the latter is not yet available, it is considered prudent to
seek to plan for the upper end of the range.
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APPENDIX 1
(Cowfold Parish Council:
Completions and Commitments 2011-2018)

Planning permissions granted in Cowfold Parish between 01 April 2011 - 31 October 2018
Reference

Description

Address

NET
Additional
dwelling(s)

DC/18/0902

Change of use of existing ancillary Wardens
accommodation to an independent dwelling.

Godmans Court Henfield
Road Cowfold West
Sussex

1

DC/17/2352

Erection of 8 new dwellings with associated
access, landscaping, parking and other
associated works

Cedar Leas Henfield
Road Cowfold Horsham
West Sussex RH13 8DT

8

DC/17/1680

Proposed change of use and associated
works to convert existing agricultural barn/
store into self-contained 1 bedroom
accommodation unit ancillary to the main
dwelling. (Full Planning)

Capons Farm Station
Road Cowfold Horsham
West Sussex RH13 8DE

0

DC/17/1079

Demolition of former stables and proposed
erection of 3 dwellings (2x1-bed and 2x1-bed
units)

The Coop The Coach
House Horsham Road
Cowfold Horsham West
Sussex RH13 8BT

3

DC/17/0902

Proposed part demolition of existing
agricultural building and proposed conversion
of remaining building to single 2 storey
dwelling to include first floor balconies and
associated residential curtilage and parking
area.

Ridgelands Kent Street
Cowfold Horsham West
Sussex RH13 8BB

1

DC/17/0115

Part demolition of number 3, construction of
new attached dwelling provision of rear single
storey extension to number 3, provision of
revised parking arrangements

3 Fairfield Cottages
Cowfold Horsham West
Sussex RH13 8BL

1

DC/17/0552

Change of use from former Post Office to
original residential use

The Old Post Office The
Street Cowfold Horsham
West Sussex RH13 8BP

1

DC/16/1373

Proposed change of use of first floor of former
public house to create 3no. 1-bed flats with
associated private amenity space and car
parking

First Floor and Basement
and Outbuildings The
Coach House Horsham
Road Cowfold Horsham
West Sussex RH13 8BT

1 additional
above
DC/15/0081

DC/15/1977

Demolition of existing garage and outbuilding
and erection of a replacement dwelling, and
garage

Homefields Farm Bulls
Lane Cowfold Horsham
West Sussex RH13 8AP

0

DC/15/1978

Conversion of barn to a dwelling

Homefields Farm Bulls
Lane Cowfold Horsham
West Sussex RH13 8AP

1

DOWSETTMAYHEW Planning Partnership Ltd
63a Ship Street, Brighton, BN1 1AE
T 01273 671 174
www.dowsettmayhew.com

Reference

Description

Address

NET
Additional
dwelling(s)

DC/15/0957

Erection of 1 No. dwelling house, for an
agricultural worker

Church Farm Henfield
Road Cowfold West
Sussex

1

DC/15/0909

Erection of new dwelling on site of former farm
buildings and use of existing cottage as
ancillary dwelling and associated landscape
works

North Farm Long House
Lane Cowfold Horsham
West Sussex RH13 8AR

0

DC/15/0081

Development comprising 8 no dwellings,
including conversion of 1st floor of former
public house and associated outbuildings for 4
no flats/maisonettes and erection of 4 no three
bedroom semi-detached houses, with
associated vehicular access from Brook Hill,
vehicle turning provision, 28. No car parking
spaces (including 12 no for the residential
dwellings) pedestrian access from The Street,
and associated landscaping

The Coach House
Horsham Road Cowfold
Horsham West Sussex
RH13 8BT

8

DC/14/2162

Construction of one five bedroom, two storey
detached dwelling house

Furzefield House
Horsham Road Cowfold
Horsham West Sussex
RH13 8BU

1

DC/14/1746

Change of use, refurbishment and associated
alterations of Viscount House (a grade two
listed building) from offices to residential use
and demolition of the boarded timber
extension (4-bed dwelling). Change of use,
refurbishment and associated alterations to
the rear stable block from office building to
residential use (2-bed dwelling). Erection of a
new 3-bed dwelling and new access off The
Street (Full Planning)

Viscount House The
Street Cowfold Horsham
West Sussex RH13 8BW

3

DC/14/1478

20 new affordable dwellings comprising 4 onebed (2 person) flats, 9 two-bed (4 person)
houses and 7 three-bed (5 person) houses
with parking and new vehicular and pedestrian
access, including re-routing of public footpath

Land East of 14 and 15
Alley Groves Cowfold
West Sussex

20

DC/12/0913

Removal of agricultural occupancy Condition 4
from planning permission CF/22/97 (Erection
of an agricultural dwelling)

New Barn Farm Bolney
Road Cowfold Horsham
West Sussex RH13 8AZ

Net loss: 1

DOWSETTMAYHEW Planning Partnership Ltd
63a Ship Street, Brighton, BN1 1AE
T 01273 671 174
www.dowsettmayhew.com

Reference

Description

DC/12/0139

Refurbishment of 1 and 2 Mockford Cottages
with alterations to form a single dwelling, to
include new central heating, electrical rewiring,
removal of internal partitions to form kitchen,
dining room and living room, removal of
partitions at first floor to form new bathrooms,
repairs and maintenance, replacement
windows and damp proofing (Listed Building
Consent)

Address

NET
Additional
dwelling(s)

Mockford Cottages
Henfield Road Partridge
Green West Sussex

0

Total additional
dwellings permitted

49

Prior Approval applications granted in Cowfold Parish between 01 April 2011 - 31 October 2018
Planning
Reference

Description

Address

Additional dwelling

DC/15/0793

Prior Approval for Change of Use from
Agricultural building to Class C3 Dwelling
House (Class MB)

Coopers
Christmas
Tree Nursery
Picts Lane
Cowfold
West Sussex
RH13 8AT

Prior Approval Required
and PERMITTED
- 1 dwelling

DC/15/0142

Prior Approval of change of use from office B1
to dwelling C3

Palmerston
House The
Street
Cowfold
Horsham
West Sussex
RH13 8BP

Prior Approval
GRANTED- 2 dwellings

Total
additional
dwellings
permitted

3

DOWSETTMAYHEW Planning Partnership Ltd
63a Ship Street, Brighton, BN1 1AE
T 01273 671 174
www.dowsettmayhew.com

surveyYear
2011
2013
2014
2017

PAnumber
CF015407
CF068612
CF111009
CF079315

DistrictPlanningRef SiteAddress
SiteTotal
Unit 1 Marble Arte Dragons Lane Cowfold
1
DC/05/1025
New Barn Farm Bolney Road Cowfold Horsham
1
DC/10/0123
Chatfield Farm Brighton Road Lower Beeding
1
DC/15/0793
Coopers Christmas Tree Nursery Picts Lane Cowfold
1

Houses
1
1
1
1

OAPUnits BuiltUnits
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1

Losses
0
0
0
0

APPENDIX 2
(Methodologies)

APPENDIX 2 - METHODOLOGIES
1.

AFFORDABLE HOUSING

1.1.

HDPF Policy 16 sets out an aﬀordable housing requirement of 20% for housing development sites
delivering 5-14 dwellings and 35% for housing development sites delivering 15 or more dwelling or
sites over 0.5 hectares. The policy contains caveats in relation to financial contributions, in lieu of
physical provision; and notes viability of developments might reduce the total aﬀordable housing
contribution. Since the publication of the HDPF, national planning guidance on aﬀordable housing
has been amended.

1.2.

Since the publication of the HDPF, national planning guidance on aﬀordable housing has been
amended. Government Guidance1 indicates contributions should not be sought from developments
of 10-units or less, and which have a maximum combined gross floorspace of no more than
1000sqm.

1.3.

The NPPF (2018) paragraph 63 states:
Provision of aﬀordable housing should not be sought for residential developments that are not
major developments, other than in designated rural areas (where policies may set out a lower
threshold of 5 units or fewer).

1.4.

The change in national policy is acknowledged by HDC. Whilst this is a material consideration, HDC
currently consider that local evidence, which demonstrates a significant need for aﬀordable housing
in the district, is suﬃcient to outweigh the national planning policy threshold.

1.5.

HDC further note that the independent Inspector who examined the HDPF specifically considered
the issue of provision of aﬀordable housing on smaller sites and concluded in his report:
“the Council has requested that the original Policy 15 [now adopted as HPDF Policy 16] should

stand and that MM13 [HDC’s proposed amendments taking into account the then unchallenged
Ministerial Statement] be withdrawn. Bearing in mind the sound economic justification for the policy

a

s

originally drafted and the clear need for aﬀordable homes in Horsham, a substantial proportion of
which could come from smaller sites, I consider that it would be appropriate to disregard MM13 and
leave Policy 15 as submitted’.
1.6.

On this basis, aﬀordable housing across the District is being sought in line with Policy 16 of the
HDPF.

1.7.

The Parish Council have not undertaken an aﬀordable housing needs survey and it is therefore
unknown at this time what the level of aﬀordable housing need is in the Parish.

1.8.

The District Council hold a Housing Register which details the level of people who have expressed
a need for housing in Cowfold.

2.

METHOD 1 - PARISH CHANGE BETWEEN 2001 AND 2011 PROJECTION

2.1.

The Census data of 2001-2011 reveals the change that has occurred within the Parish over this
period, in terms of both population and household formation. This is detailed below:
‣

2001 Census, Cowfold Parish: Total Population - 1864. Total Households - 725.

‣

2011 Census, Cowfold Parish: Total Population - 1904. Total Households - 739.

1 National Planning Policy Guidance Paragraph: 031 Reference ID: 23b-031-20161116, Revision date: 16 11 2016
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‣

Increase in Population between 2001 & 2011: 2.1%

‣

Increase in Households between 2001 & 2011: 1.9%

2.2.

Based on this 10 year period of change, and assuming it continues at the same rate, it is possible
to consider the housing need that would result over the period 2011 - 2031.

2.3.

If the number of dwellings in the Parish continued to grow at the same rate as occurred between
2001 - 2011, over the period 2011 - 2031, there would be a need for 28 new dwellings.

2.4.

Given the above is based on 2001 and 2011 population data, it is considered reasonable to
deduct the total number of completions and commitments in the Parish since 2011. This is a
figure of 55 dwellings.

2.5.

Given the number of completions and commitments in the Parish since 2011, the housing need,
has therefore been met.

3.

METHOD 2 - HOUSEHOLD FORMATION PROJECTION

3.1.

The size of each household in the Parish, and any change to this, has a direct impact on the
number of dwellings needed to serve any given population.

3.2.

There is a long term trend in England of decreasing household size. This reflects socio and
demographic profiles of an ageing population, and increasing independence of both the young and
old.

3.3.

The GL Hearn HNiHD assessment notes that household size has steadily fallen in the District from
1991 to 2011.

3.4.

3.5.

Census data from 2001 and 2011 reveals that:
‣

2001 Cowfold Parish average household size: 2.57 people per dwelling.

‣

2011 Cowfold Parish average household size: 2.57 people per dwelling.

‣

2001 Horsham District average household size: 2.44 people per dwelling.

‣

2011 Horsham District average household size: 2.39 people per dwelling.

‣

Average household size of new dwellings built in Horsham District between 2001 - 2011:
1.88 people per dwelling.

ONS projections from 2013 indicate that Horsham District is expected to see average household
size decrease from 2.39 in 2011, to 2.22 in 2031. This would equate to a decrease in average
household in size of some 7.11%.

3.6.

The average household size in Cowfold Parish is larger than the Horsham District average. This
would suggest that the type of housing delivered in Cowfold has tended to be larger, family sized
dwellings, rather than smaller houses and flat developments.

3.7.

From this information there are two scenarios which could reasonably be assumed to arise from
changes to average household sizes.
‣

AHS1 - Projected reduction in average household size in Cowfold Parish, inline with
projections for Horsham District; i.e a decrease in the average household size by 7.11%.
This would equate to an average household size in Cowfold in 2031 of some 2.39 people
per dwelling.
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‣

AHS2 - Projected average household size remaining unchanged from 2011. This would
remain at an average household size in Cowfold of 2.57 people per dwelling.

3.8.

Based on these projections, it is possible to estimate the number of additional dwellings required to
meet the existing population of the parish:

3.9.

‣

AHS1 - would result in the need for an additional 58 new dwellings.

‣

AHS2 - would result in the need for an additional 0 new dwellings.

Given the above household formation projections are set against a baseline date of 2011, it is
considered reasonable to deduct the total number of completions and commitments in the Parish
since 2011. This is a figure of 55 dwellings.

3.10.

This therefore provides a residual need figure over the remainder of the plan period of:
‣

AHS1 - 3 new dwellings.

‣

AHS2 - Housing need met.

4.

METHOD 3 - TREND-BASED DEMOGRAPHIC PROJECTION

4.1.

The Oﬃce of National Statistics (ONS) produced population projections in 2014 for the whole of
England & Wales. These are based on predicted growth levels. This data is available at a district
level and is referenced in the GL Hearn HNiHD Assessment, March 2015. These ONS figures
project a 13.2% population increase in the Horsham District to 2031. At the time of the 2011
Census, the population of Horsham District was 131,301. This would equate to a further 17,331
people living in the Horsham District, as at 2031.

4.2.

If a 13.2% population growth were applied to the Cowfold Parish, this would equate to a population
growth of 251 new people living in the Parish, and an overall population of 2155, as at 2031.

4.3.

This projection can be combined with the household formation projections in Methodology 2 to
provide the following housing need requirements:

4.4.

‣

TB1/AHS1 (average household size of 2.39): 163 new dwellings.

‣

TB1/AHS2 (average household size of 2.57): 100 new dwellings.

Given the above trend based demographic projections are set against a baseline date of 2011, it
is considered reasonable to deduct the total number of completions and commitments in the
Parish since 2011. This is a figure of 55 dwellings.

4.5.

4.6.

This therefore provides a residual need figure over the remainder of the plan period of:
‣

TB1/AHS1: 108 new dwellings.

‣

TB1/AHS2: 45 new dwellings.

The ONS have also produced household formation projections. For Horsham District, the number of
households is projected to have increased by 2031, to 66,970. This is an increase of some 21.7%
from 2011 figures.

4.7.

If a 21.7% household formation growth were applied to the Cowfold Parish, this would equate to
the need for an additional 160 new dwellings.
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4.8.

Since the 2014 projections, the Oﬃce for National Statistics, have published further population
projections for 2016. The 2016 based subnational population projections for England, broken down
to local authority and health authority level were released in May 2018.

4.9.

This confirms, the populations of all regions in England are projected to grow by mid-2026; regions
in the north of England are projected to grow at a slower rate than those in the south. The South
East is expected to grow by 574,000 people (6.4%) over 10 years (mid 2016-mid 2026).

4.10.

For Horsham, the 2016 based subnational population projection, mid-2016 to mid-2031 is 153,569.
This is an increase of 22,268. This equates to an 17% population increase on the 2011 population
(131,301).

4.11.

If a 17% population growth were applied to the Cowfold Parish, this would equate to a population
growth of 324 new people living in the Parish, and an overall population of 2228 as at 2031.

4.12.

This projection can be combined with the household formation projections in Methodology 2 to
provide the following housing need requirements:

4.13.

‣

TB2/AHS1 (average household size of 2.39): 193 new dwellings.

‣

TB2/AHS2 (average household size of 2.57): 128 new dwellings.

Given the above trend based demographic projections are set against a baseline date of 2011, it
is considered reasonable to deduct the total number of completions and commitments in the
Parish since 2011. This is a figure of 55 dwellings.

4.14.

This therefore provides a residual need figure over the remainder of the plan period of:
‣

TB2/AHS1: 138 new dwellings.

‣

TB2/AHS2: 73 new dwellings.

5.

METHOD 4 - STRATEGIC HOUSING MARKET ASSESSMENT

5.1.

It is noted that in advising a number of parishes on calculating housing need, HDC have indicated
consideration can be given to their Strategic Housing Market Assessment (SHMA). This is a key
document relied upon by HDC in formulating the HDPF.

5.2.

The SHMA was last updated by Chilmark Consulting in October 2014, and the ‘Housing Need in
Horsham District’ was prepared by GL Hearn in March 2015. HDC advise that both documents are
a key part of the HDPF evidence base.

5.3.

HDC consider that this evidence was corroborated by the District Plan Inspector at the HDPF
Examination; who ultimately concluded that the Objectively Assessed Housing Need (OAHN) for the
district is 650dpa over the plan period. This is less than the 800dpa set out in Policy 15 of the
HDPF, as the latter seeks to include delivery of 150dpa over the plan period to meet some of
Crawley’s unmet housing need.

5.4.

The ‘Housing Need in Horsham District’ identified an OAHN for the district over the plan period
(2011-2031) of 12,720 homes.

5.5.

HDC have advised other parishes that it is possible to calculate a ‘fair-share’ distribution of this
figure for the purposes of neighbourhood planning. They have indicated that this should be based
on calculating the proportion of dwellings in the defined built-up area of Cowfold (560) as a
proportion of the total number of dwellings in the District (56,516) at the time of the last census (a
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figure of 0.99%); and using this to derive a fair-share of the number of new dwelllings that should be
delivered in Cowfold Parish to contribute to the overall OAHN of 12,720 new homes. This equates
to 126 dwellings.
5.6.

Given this methodology is based on housing need over the HPDF Plan period (2011-2031), it is
considered reasonable to deduct the total number of completions and commitments in the Parish
since the start of the HDPF plan period (2011). This is a figure of 55 dwellings.

5.7.

This therefore provides a residual need figure over the remainder of the plan period of 71 new
dwellings.

6.

METHOD 5A - POLICY PROJECTION

6.1.

The HDPF sets out the planned housing growth within the District over the plan period 2011-2031,
of a total of 16000 new homes.

6.2.

Integral to this is at “least 1500” homes throughout the District, delivered in accordance with the
settlement hierarchy, via allocations in Neighbourhood Plans (see Policy 15).

6.3.

In assessing the likely distribution of this figure, it is assumed reasonable to exclude Horsham
Town, Southwater and Billingshurst from contributing housing numbers, given their separate
strategic allocations for new housing development within the same policy.

6.4.

Based on this, it is possible to assess a “fair-share” distribution of the Neighbourhood Plan housing
delivery figure within the parish of Cowfold.

6.5.

There are two proposed ways of calculating this “fair-share” housing figure for Cowfold parish.
Firstly, based on the number of households in Cowfold as a % of the “Remainder of Horsham
District” (i.e. less Horsham Town, Southwater and Billingshurst); and secondly based on the
population of Cowfold as a % of the “Remainder of Horsham District”.

6.6.

6.7.

6.8.

Based on this approach, the following information is noted from the Census 2011:
‣

Horsham District: Total Population - 131,301. Total Households - 54,923.

‣

Horsham Town: Total Population - 48,212. Total Households - 20,587.

‣

Southwater: Total Population - 10,730. Total Households - 3,840.

‣

Billingshurst: Total Population - 8,232. Total Households - 3,452.

‣

Remainder of Horsham District: Total Population - 64,127 (48.84%). Total Households 27,044 (49.24%).

‣

Cowfold Parish: Total Population - 1904. Total Households - 739.

‣

Cowfold Parish population as a % of the Remainder of Horsham District population =

‣

2.97%.

‣

Cowfold Parish households as a % of the Remainder of Horsham District households =
2.7%.

Given the above data it is possible to calculate the ‘fair-share’ number of dwellings that would need
to be delivered within the parish over the Plan period as:
‣

Cowfold Parish fair-share against population = 44 new dwellings.

‣

Cowfold Parish fair-share against households = 40 new dwellings.

The nature of this estimation is a requirement for the number of new dwellings that need to be
“allocated” and therefore there is no discount of existing completions and commitments.
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6.9.

Furthermore, this methodology, does not include any allowance for housing coming forward via
“windfall” development; i.e. sites which come forward for housing over the Plan period on
unidentified sites.

6.10.

Policy 15 of the HDPF makes a separate allowance for 750 dwellings within the District to come
forward via windfall sites over the Plan period. Therefore in applying this policy projection
methodology, any windfall housing development in the Parish over the Plan period, should not be
counted to contribute to the “fair share” figure above; but rather should be counted as a
contribution to the District’s 750 windfall development figure.

7.

METHOD 5B - POLICY PROJECTION - SETTLEMENT HIERARCHY

7.1.

An alternative to this ‘policy projection’ methodology has been discussed between the Parish
Council and HDC.
This alternative methodology applies a similar ‘fair-share’ approach to
determining the distribution of the ‘at least 1500’ housing figure, but uses considerations of the
size of the settlement of Cowfold relative to other settlements in the District, rather than overall
parish population/ household size.

7.2.

Policy 3 of the HDPF categorises settlements into the district into a grouped hierarchy. This
comprises ‘Main Town’ (Horsham), ‘Small Towns and Larger Villages’, ‘Medium Villages’, ‘Smaller
Villages’, and ‘Unclassified Settlements’.

7.3.

HDC note that the number of existing dwellings in a settlement has been used, in part, to
determine the tier into which each settlement has been placed in the hierarchy in Policy 3 of the
HDPF (in addition to other factors such as the provision of services and facilities).

7.4.

Policy 15 of the HDPF subsequently requires ‘the provision of at least 1500 homes throughout the
district in accordance with the settlement hierarchy, allocated through Neighbourhood Planning’.

7.5.

HDC have advised that the number of houses in the defined built-up area of Cowfold can
therefore be used to determine a “fair-share” of the number of dwellings the parish should plan to
deliver of the ‘at least 1500’ figure.

7.6.

HDC have advised that this calculation should be based upon the total number of dwellings that
fall within the defined built-up areas of all of the settlements listed in Policy 3, but excluding
Horsham Town and Broadbridge Heath. 2 HDC have advised that this amounts to 29,431
dwellings (of a total of 56,516 in the district).

7.7.

The 2011 Census reveals that there are 560 dwellings recorded as falling within the defined builtup area of Cowfold. This equates to approximately 1.9% of the 29,431 dwellings.

7.8.

Using this figure, it is possible to calculate the ‘settlement hierarchy fair-share’ number of
dwellings that would need to be allocated within the parish for delivery over the plan period.

7.9.

This settlement hierarchy fair-share figure for Cowfold equates to 29 new dwellings.

7.10.

It should be noted that this methodology relates to the Parish’s contribution to the “at least 1500”
new homes to be delivered via site allocations in Neighbourhood Plans.

7.11.

The nature of this estimation is a requirement for the number of new dwellings that need to be
“allocated” and therefore there is no discount of existing completions and commitments.

2 On the basis that North Horsham and Broadbridge Heath are not designated for neghbourhood planning and the unparished part of

Horsham Town does not propose to allocate land for housing in their Neighbourhood Plan
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7.12.

Furthermore, this methodology, does not include any allowance for housing coming forward via
“windfall” development i.e. sites which come forward for housing over the Plan period on
unidentified sites.

7.13.

Policy 15 of the HDPF makes a separate allowance for 750 dwellings within the District to come
forward via windfall sites over the Plan period. Therefore in applying this policy projection
methodology, any windfall housing development in the Parish over the Plan period, should not be
counted to contribute to the “fair share” figure above; but rather should be counted as a
contribution to the District’s 750 windfall development figure.

8.

METHOD 6 - POLICY TREND-BASED DEMOGRAPHIC PROJECTION

8.1.

The population of the Horsham District is projected by the ONS 2014 figures to increase by some
13.2% by 2031. This would equate to an overall population within Horsham District of some
148,859 people. An increase to the population in Cowfold Parish of 13.2% would equate to a
population of 2155 some people.

8.2.

The HDPF proposes delivering some 16,000 new dwellings in the District between 2011-2031 at an
average of 800 homes per annum.

8.3.

HDPF Strategic Policy 2, envisages strategic developments in north Horsham of around 2,500 new
dwellings, around 600 in Southwater and around 150 Billingshurst. The policy also identifies a
strategic mixed use opportunity at the former Novartis site (Horsham) for employment, education
and specialist housing at the equivalent of around 200 units.

8.4.

The HDC Annual Monitoring Report (AMR) for the year 2016/2017, confirms that since 2011 there
have been approximately 4,415 new dwellings completed in the district.

8.5.

Given the extant and committed housing developments and those allocated in the HDPF, there is
already a substantial proportion of the projected 16,000 new dwellings already accounted for.

8.6.

However, Policy 15(4) requires “at least 1,500 homes” throughout the district in accordance with the
settlement hierarchy to be allocated through neighbourhood planning to contribute to the district
housing requirement. This is in addition to Policy 15(5) which requires 750 homes through windfall
development.

8.7.

The settlement hierarchy set out in Policy 3 of the HDPF identifies the main town of Horsham,
together with eight “Small Towns and Larger Villages”; eight “Medium Villages”; and six “Smaller
Villages”. It also notes there are a number of Unclassified Settlements.

8.8.

Cowfold is identified as one of the eight “Medium Villages”. These are noted as settlements which
have “a moderate level of services and facilities and community networks, together with some
access to public transport. These settlements provide some day to day needs for residents, but rely
on small market towns and larger settlements to meet a number of their requirements”.

8.9.

Having regard to the identification of Cowfold within the overall settlement hierarchy, it is
reasonable to assume that a greater proportion of the “at least 1,500” may be allocated to the
“Small Towns and Larger Villages” settlements within the district through preparation of other
neighbourhood plans.

8.10.

Given the above information, it is considered reasonable that the following scenario's are
considered for Cowfold Parish: (i) where the population is increased inline with the Horsham District
(13.2%) projection; and (ii) where the population is increased by half that rate (6.6%), to reflect the
scale of Cowfold within District settlement hierarchy and (iii) where the population is increased inline
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with the Horsham District (17%) projection; and (iv) where the population is increased by half that
rate (8.5%), to reflect the scale of Cowfold within District settlement hierarchy.
8.11.

Method 3 detailed the results of how the projected Cowfold Parish population growth of 13.2%
impacted against new housing need.

8.12.

Given the Parish’s position in the settlement hierarchy it is reasonable to consider the impact of a
population increase of 6.6%.

8.13.

D1 - Projected Cowfold Parish population growth of 6.6%, would equate to a population increase of
125 people (total population of 2029).

8.14.

These demographic projections can be combined with, Method 2, household formation projections.
This gives the following housing need requirements:

8.15.

‣

D1/AHS1 (average household size of 2.39): 110 new dwellings.

‣

D1/AHS2 (average household size of 2.57): 51 new dwellings.

As this housing needs covers the period 2011-2031, it is considered reasonable to deduct the
total number of completions and commitments in the Parish since 2011. This is a figure of 55
dwellings.

8.16.

8.17.

This therefore provides a residual need figure over the remainder of the plan period of:
‣

D1/AHS1: 55 new dwellings.

‣

D1/AHS2: Housing need met.

Method 3 also details the results of how the projected Cowfold Parish population growth of 17%,
impacted against new housing need.

8.18.

Given the Parish’s position in the settlement hierarchy it is reasonable to consider the impact of a
population increase of 8.5%.

8.19.

D2 - Projected Cowfold Parish population growth of 8.5%, would equate to a population increase of
162 people (total population of 2066).

8.20.

These demographic projections can be combined with, Method 2, household formation projections.
This gives the following housing need requirements:

8.21.

‣

D2/AHS1 (average household size of 2.39): 125 new dwellings.

‣

D2/AHS2 (average household size of 2.57): 65 new dwellings.

As this housing needs covers the period 2011-2031, it is considered reasonable to deduct the
total number of completions and commitments in the Parish since 2011. This is a figure of 55
dwellings.

8.22.

This therefore provides a residual need figure over the remainder of the plan period of:
‣

D2/AHS1: 70 new dwellings.

‣

D2/AHS2: 10 new dwellings.

9.

METHOD 7 - ECONOMIC PROJECTION

9.1.

The HDPF and supporting information contained in the GL Hearn HNiHD Report, projects the
delivery of the number of new jobs within the District per annum over the period 2011-2031. Based
on evidence arising from the first Examination in Public of the HDPF and the subsequent Inspectors
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observation on economic arguments, this is projected to be some 275 new jobs per annum. This
would equate to a total of some 5,500 additional jobs in the District over the plan period.
9.2.

The 2011 Census contains information about employment rates in Cowfold Parish and Horsham
District.

9.3.

For Cowfold Parish, the working age population (16-74), in 2011 was 1371. This equates to some
72% of the total population. Of this 1371, some 1085 persons were economically active and some
286 persons economically inactive (studying, retired, unable to work or unemployed). The economic
activity rate of the total population was 57%. In 2001 the economic activity rate was 53%.

9.4.

For Horsham District the working age population in 2011 was 94,318. This equated to some
71.83% of the total population. Of this 94,318, some 66,683 were economically active and some
27,635 economically inactive. The economic activity rate of the total population was 50.78%. In
2001 the economic activity rate was 50.22%.

9.5.

From this, it is possible to calculate the proportion of new jobs that might be formed within Cowfold
Parish; based on population and household data.

9.6.

The population of the Remainder of Horsham District is 48.4% of the total district population. On a
pro-rata basis, this would equate to the 134 new jobs per year being created within the remainder
of Horsham District. Cowfold Parish population as a % of the remainder of Horsham District
population is 2.97%. Based on a fair-share of the 134 new jobs, this would equate to 4 new jobs
per annum for the Cowfold Parish.

9.7.

The total households in the Remainder of Horsham District is 49.24% of the total households. On a
pro-rata basis this would relate to the 135 new jobs per year being created in the Remainder of
Horsham District. Cowfold Parish households as a % of the Remainder of Horsham District
households is 2.7%. Based on a fair-share of the 135, this would also equate to 4 new jobs per
annum for the Cowfold Parish.

9.8.

On both measures, Cowfold Parish would need to deliver some 4 new jobs per annum which
equates to 80 new jobs between 2011 and 2031.

9.9.

From the economic activity rate, there are two broad scenarios:

9.10.

‣

E1 - Continuation of the current Cowfold Parish economic activity rate of approximately
57%. To deliver 80 new jobs in the Parish, this growth rate implies a population growth of
some 140 people.

‣

E2 - Between 2001 & 2011, the economic growth rate for Horsham District was increased
by 0.56%. Applying this rate of growth would suggest a 2031 economic activity rate of
some 57%. To deliver 80 new jobs in the Parish, this growth rate implies a population
growth of some 140 people.

The economic activity rate of both scenarios implies an identical population growth is required to
deliver the same number of new jobs in the Parish.

9.11.

This population increase can then be cross referenced with the household formation scenarios to
produce two potential housing growth scenarios.
‣

E/AHS1: 116 new dwellings.

‣

E/AHS2: 56 new dwellings.
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9.12.

As this housing needs covers the period 2011-2031, it is considered reasonable to deduct the
total number of completions and commitments in the Parish since 2011. This is a figure of 55
dwellings.

9.13.

This therefore provides a residual need figure over the remainder of the plan period of:
‣

E/AHS1: 61 new dwellings.

‣

E/AHS2: Housing need met.
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APPENDIX 3
(Methodology Summary)

APPENDIX 3 - METHODOLOGY SUMMARY

Methodology

Number of new
dwellings to be
delivered

Completions &
Commitments
deduction

Net new dwellings to
be delivered from
2018 onwards

Methodology 1

28 new dwellings

55 dwellings

Housing need met

Methodology 2: AHS1

58 new dwellings

55 dwellings

3 dwellings

Methodology 2: AHS2

0 new dwellings

55 dwellings

0 dwellings

Methodology 3: TB1/AHS1

163 new dwellings

55 dwellings

108 dwellings

Methodology 3: TB1/AHS2

100 new dwellings

55 dwellings

45 dwellings

Methodology 3: TB2/AHS1

193 new dwellings

55 dwellings

138 dwellings

Methodology 3: TB2/AHS2

128 new dwellings

55 dwellings

73 dwellings

Methodology 4:

70 dwellings

55 dwellings

15 dwellings

Methodology 5A:

40-44 new dwellings

N/A

40-44 dwellings

Methodology 5B:

29 new dwellings

N/A

29 dwellings

Methodology 6: D1/AHS

110 new dwellings

55 dwellings

55 dwellings

Methodology 6: D1/AHS2

51 new dwellings

55 dwellings

Housing need met

Methodology 6: D2/AHS1

125 new dwellings

55 dwellings

70 dwellings

Methodology 6: D2/AHS2

65 new dwellings

55 dwellings

10 dwellings

Methodology 7: E/AHS1

116 new dwellings

55 dwellings

61 dwellings

Methodology 7: E/AHS2

56 new dwellings

55 dwellings

1 dwellings

APPENDIX 4
(Market Signals)

APPENDIX 4 – MARKET SIGNALS,
STANDARD METHODOLOGY FOR CALCULATING HOUSING NEED,
AND UPDATED ONS HOUSEHOLD PROJECTIONS
1.

Market Signals

1.1.

Up until July 2018, National Planning Policy Guidance (NPPG) recommended the housing need
number suggested by household projections should be adjusted to reflect appropriate market
signals, as well as other market indicators of the balance between the demand for, and supply of,
dwellings.

1.2.

1.3.

NPPG advised relevant signals may include the following:
•

Land prices;

•

House prices;

•

Rents;

•

Aﬀordability;

•

Rate of development; and

•

Overcrowding 1

NPPG advised appropriate comparisons of indicators should be made. This includes comparison
with longer term trends (both in absolute levels and rates of change) in the housing market area; in
similar demographic and economic areas; and nationally.

1.4.

It advised a worsening trend in any of these indicators would require upward adjustment to planned
housing numbers compared to ones based solely on household projections. Guidance outlined
volatility in some indicators required care to be taken; in those cases rolling average comparisons
were noted as helpful to identify persistent changes and trends.

1.5.

The NPPG advised in areas where an upward adjustment was required, plan makers should set this
adjustment at a level that is reasonable. The more significant the aﬀordability constraints (as
reflected in rising prices and rents, and worsening aﬀordability ratio) and the stronger other
indicators of high demand (e.g. the diﬀerential between land prices), the larger the improvement in
aﬀordability needed and, therefore, the larger the additional supply response should be.

1.6.

Guidance confirmed market signals were aﬀected by a number of economic factors, and plan
makers should not attempt to estimate the precise impact of an increase in housing supply. Rather
they should increase planned supply by an amount that, on reasonable assumptions and consistent
with principles of sustainable development, could be expected to improve aﬀordability, and monitor
the response of the market over the plan period. 2

1.7.

As part of the preparation of this Report, HDC were requested 3 to provide their most up to date
data with respects to housing market signals within the Parish of Cowfold, and/or the wider district.

1 National Planning Policy Guidance Paragraph: 019 Reference ID: 2a-019-20140306 (archived since July 2018)
2 National Planning Policy Guidance Paragraph: 020 Reference ID: 2a-020-20140306 (archived since July 2018)
3 Correspondence dated 7th February 2018
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1.8.

They advised that “at the current time, the most up to date evidence in relation to market signals is
the Strategic Housing Market Assessment which was published in 2014.” 4 This information would
have been used to inform the preparation of the HDPF.

1.9.

However, it is noted that the recent Inspector of the Mid Sussex District Plan considered that this
data is unlikely to be suﬃciently up to date to take account of more recent house price trends. 5

1.10.

It is noted that the Inspector into the Mid Sussex District Plan gave consideration to the eﬀect of
market signals in calculating housing need. This is relevant both having regard to the proximity of
Cowfold to the District of Mid Sussex, and more pertinently, that the Housing Market Area of Mid
Sussex is the ‘Northern West Sussex Housing Market Area’ which also covers Horsham. On this
basis, conclusions reached by the Mid Sussex District Planning Inspector in respect of housing
market signals are considered to have validity in respect of this issue for the Parish of Cowfold.

1.11.

On this basis, it is pertinent to note that the Inspector’s conclusion on market signals and the uplift
eﬀect it should have on housing need was that it should increase the ‘basic objectively assessed
housing need figure’ by 20%. The Inspector concluded in his report of 12th March 2018 that this
20% uplift “would be compatible with the ranges derived from the market signals work and the
employment analysis, and I considered that it was the most well founded and most realistic figure
for the OAN.” 6

1.12.

Regard has been had to alternative approaches of seeking to derive an estimate of market signals
including to such matters as house prices achieved on sales within the Neighbourhood Plan Area
over the recent past. However, and as expressed by HDC in their response to the Government’s
‘Planning for the Right Homes in the Right Places’, it is considered that this data is unlikely to be
robust having regard to the rural nature of the Parish (and wider district). This notes that it is likely
that housing development in rural areas are at lower density and on larger plots, which can lead to
overall higher property prices and have a significant skewing eﬀect on the average house price, that
is not in itself representative of demand more generally. 7

1.13.

For these reasons, it is not considered robust to place reliance upon local house prices in
determining any response to market signal forces.

1.14.

Having regard to the above, and were it considered reasonable to take account of market signals in
determining overall housing need in Cowfold, it is considered an uplift of 20% would be
appropriate.

National Standard Approach to Calculating Housing Need
1.15.

Between September - November 2017, the Government consulted on Planning for the Right Homes
in the the Right Places. This set out a number of proposals to reform the planning system to
increase the supply of new homes and increase Local Authority capacity to manage growth.
Proposals included a standard method for calculating Local Authorities’ housing need.

4

See HDC correspondence dated 18th March 2018

5 See MSDP Inspector’s letter of 20th February 2017
6 See paragraph 19 of Inspector’s Report of the Mid Sussex District Plan
7 See HDC’s response to Q1A
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It also included a ‘Housing need consultation data table’ which set out the housing need for each
Local Planning Authority using the proposed method; how many homes every place in the country
is currently planning for; and, where available, how many homes they believe they need. For
Horsham District Council the indicative housing need was calculated at 974 dwellings per annum.
1.16.

Horsham District Council responded to the Governments consultation in November 2017, and
raised concerns at the proposed methodology and that they considered that the housing
calculation for Horsham was incorrect.

1.17.

Given these concerns, a meeting was held in January 2018 to discuss the implications of HDC’s
response and whether local housing need calculations in Neighbourhood Plans should take
account of the national standardised proposed methodology.

1.18.

In a subsequent exchange of correspondence, HDC advised in March 2018 8 that Neighbourhood
Plans in relatively early stages of their plan making should undertake a proportionate housing needs
assessment employing the AECOM methodology. This response set out support for the approach
DOWSETTMAYHEW employed to support the Slinfold Neighbourhood Plan which was the subject
of independent examination in January 2018.

Revised National Planning Policy Framework, July 2018
1.19.

The Government published the revised NPPF on 24th July 2018. With respect to calculating
housing needs it introduced a standard methodology. The method takes the Government's
household growth projections and applies an aﬀordability ratio, comparing local house prices with
workplace earnings, to produce a need figure.

1.20.

Paragraph 65 of the NPPF states:
“Strategic policy-making authorities should establish a housing requirement figure for their
whole area, which shows the extent to which their identified housing need (and any needs
that cannot be met within neighbouring areas) can be met over the plan period. Within this
overall requirement, strategic policies should also set out a housing requirement for
designated neighbourhood areas which reflects the overall strategy for the pattern and scale
of development and any relevant allocations. Once the strategic policies have been adopted,
these figures should not need re-testing at the Neighbourhood Plan Examination, unless
there has been a significant change in circumstances that aﬀects the requirement.”

1.21.

The revised NPPF has given clear direction that Local Planning Authorities should also set out a
housing requirement for designated Neighbourhood Plans.

1.22.

Paragraph 66 of the NPPF states:
“Where it is not possible to provide a requirement figure for a neighbourhood area, the Local
Planning Authority should provide an indicative figure, if requested to do so by the
Neighbourhood Planning body. This figure should take into account factors such as the
latest evidence of local housing need, the population of the neighbourhood area and the
most recently available planning strategy of the Local Planning Authority.”

1.23.

In light of the above and in the interest of supporting CPC prepare a robust Neighbourhood Plan,
which is underpinned by an update to date evidence base, DOWSETTMAYHEW Planning
Partnership, recommended an ‘indicative figure’ was requested from HDC.

8

See letter dated 18th March 2018
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1.24.

Following a detailed discussion with HDC, the Chairman of the Neighbourhood Plan Working Group
has advised, at this time, CPC do not wish ‘an indicative figure’ to be requested from HDC.

1.25.

HDC have verbally confirmed that their previous advice remains unchanged. They do not request
parishes to wait for HDC to advise on housing need. Informally CPC have been advised that a new
calculated housing need figure for Horsham (and for each parish), prepared against the latest
national planning guidance, as set out in paragraph 65 of the NPPF, is unlikely to be available until
later in 2019.

1.26.

In light of the above, this document does not include an estimate of housing need for the parish of
Cowfold, based on an ‘indicative figure’ derived from the standard methodology to be calculated
and advised by HDC.

Household Projections, September 2018
1.27.

The ONS published the latest household projections on 20th September 2018.

1.28.

The publication of new household projections by the Office for National Statistics has led to a
significant reduction in the overall numbers generated by the standard method for assessing
local housing need.

1.29.

The Government are currently consulting on proposed changes to the standard method to
ensure consistency with the objective of building more homes, whilst providing the stability
communities need. The consultation closes on 7th December 2018.

1.30.

The Government considers that planning policy should respond flexibly and support the
aspiration of supporting a market that delivers 300,000 homes. On this basis, the Government’s
proposed response to the new ONS household projections is:

1.31.

•

For the short-term, to specify that the 2014-based data provides the demographic
baseline for assessment of local housing need;

•

To make clear in national planning practice guidance that lower numbers through the
2016-based projections do not qualify as an exceptional circumstance that justifies a
departure from the standard methodology; and

•

In the longer term, to review the formula with a view to establishing a new methodology by
the time the next projections are issued.

The Government have indicated that all other elements of the standard method of assessing
housing need would, at this time, remain unchanged.
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APPENDIX 14
REGULATION 14 PRE-SUBMISSION
LOCAL GREEN SPACE BACKGROUND PAPER

Cowfold Neighbourhood Plan Local Green Space Report

This report has been prepared to consider the allocation of sites as Local Green Space
(LGS) as part of the Cowfold Neighbourhood Plan (CNP). Local Green Spaces can be
designated as part of the Neighbourhood Plan provided they meet criteria described in
Paragraph 100 of the revised National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF), which are set
out below:
• ‘where the green space is in reasonably close proximity to the community it serves;
• where the green area is demonstrably special to a local community and holds a
particular local significance, for example because of its beauty, historic significance,
recreational value (including as a playing field), tranquility or richness of its wildlife;
and
• where the green area concerned is local in character and is not an extensive tract of
land.’
This paper has been prepared in support of the Cowfold Neighbourhood Plan in order to
provide the evidence base for sites designated as LGS. The concluding section provides
a chart overview assessment of each site with reference to the above NPPF criteria.
Members of the Cowfold Neighbourhood Plan Working Group (CNPWG) have prepared
this report.
Cowfold deserves special consideration due to its location, situated at the junction of two
busy ‘A’ roads bordered by narrow pavements. This places special importance on the
network of available footpaths and countryside to the general well being of the
community.
An AQMA has been declared in the central area of the village as a result of exceptionally
high levels of vehicle derived pollutants which have lead to average levels of NO2
exceeding the maximum levels as laid down in the Environment act of 1995. This further
raises the importance of any green areas which have potential carbon sink capability,
especially at a time when a ‘Climate Emergency’ has been declared.
The CNPWG considered a total of 21 sites and have selected those considered to meet
the criteria for inclusion in this report. The report provides an overview of the selected
proposed LGS locations; some of these are very small but is felt that this should not
detract from their importance to the community.

CNP – Local Green Space Report
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Individual Site Descriptions and Local Significance.
LGS01 – Bakers Shaw: 1ha OS Grid Ref. TQ210228
Owners: EA Colvin Trust, Mr & Mrs Hodges, Mr & Mrs
Rowland. Under options to Abingdon Developments &
Devine Homes. Southern Strip unregistered.
Site and Location

LGS01

This strip of woodland including a bluebell wood and two
ponds adjoins the BUAB at its southern end and borders
Development Proposal CNP01.

CNP01

Public Access
A PRoW runs the entire length of the woodland linking with
an East/West PRoW to the North and joining the A272 to
the South. Development proposals include the site CNP01 directly to the East and it is
anticipated that this footpath will be the natural pedestrian route from CNP01 to the
school and local shops.
Criteria for designation as LGS
Reasonable Proximity to local Community
The proposed LGS lies directly North East of the Thornden housing area; it adjoins the
BUAB along its southern edge and is therefore demonstrably within reasonable proximity
to the local community.
An Extensive Tract of Land
The proposed LGS has an area of 1ha and is therefore not considered to be an extensive
tract of land.
Landscape character and views
The proposed LGS is an area listed as Priority Habitat Inventory – Deciduous Woodland;
it includes an extensive area of bluebells and two natural ponds. There are views to the
North, West and East over open agricultural land. This proposed LGS forms a natural
settlement boundary. This area forms an important part of the local character with areas
such as this being a key reason why people choose to make Cowfold their home.
Heritage Significance
While the mature trees, hedgerows and ponds within the proposed LGS indicate that this
is an historic landscape there is limited historic significance.
Wildlife Significance
The ancient hedges and mature oak trees are a significant habitat for a diverse range of
species but the bluebell woods makes this area locally significant. This area is an
important wildlife habitat preserving biodiversity.
Recreational Value
The area is in daily use by the local community for informal recreation providing a tranquil
walk, particularly as part of wider circular walking routes surrounding the village and
specifically to view the bluebells when they are in full bloom.
CNP – Local Green Space Report
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LGS02 – The Bowling Green: 0.034ha OS Grid Ref. TQ211226
Owner: Cowfold Parish Council
Site and Location
A small recreational green with seating often used as a
meeting point by parents dropping off or collecting their
children from the nearby primary and nursery schools.
Potters Green is a private road with no parking
facilities hence parents either walk from home or park
elsewhere in order to walk their children to the school.

LGS02

Public Access
This green adjoins the private road, Potters Green, as
well as being adjacent to the A281. There is
unencumbered public access.
Criteria for designation as LGS
Reasonable Proximity to local Community
The proposed lies within the BUAB and it is therefore demonstrably within reasonable
proximity to the local community.
An Extensive Tract of Land
The proposed LGS has an area of 0.034ha and is therefore not considered to be an
extensive tract of land.
Landscape character and views
The proposed LGS is of very limited size having no significant views, however, this green
oasis surrounded by urban development and the Cowfold Conservation Area forms an
essential part of the local character.
Heritage Significance
This proposed LGS is significant from a heritage point of view with its location being
bounded by the Cowfold Conservation area. It is adjacent to the cottages built along this
road to serve the agricultural community that formed the origins of Cowfold.
Wildlife Significance
There is limited overt wildlife significance.
Recreational Value
The area has significant recreational value with open public access and is well used by
the local community; providing a space for children to burn energy before or after school
as well as a meeting place for parents before they disperse to the wider village.

CNP – Local Green Space Report
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LGS03 – Village Green: 0.17ha OS Grid Ref. TQ213225
Owner: Saxon Weald
Site and Location
The Village Green is located in the centre of the village,
opposite the Village Hall providing a natural focal point
with seating and planters.
Public Access
The Green is fully open to the public and is used for
public events. Recently it was the location for a
remembrance display for those lost during the First
World War with a soldier silhouette and a named cross
for each resident killed during the conflict.

LGS03

Criteria for designation as LGS
Reasonable Proximity to local Community
The proposed LGS bounded by the current BUAB and is adjacent to the crossroads
formed by the A272 and A281. It is therefore demonstrably within reasonable proximity to
the local community.
An Extensive Tract of Land
The proposed LGS has an area of 0.17ha and is therefore not considered to form an
extensive tract of land.
Landscape character and views
The proposed LGS is managed landscaped area with Flower tubs maintained by Cowfold
Horticultural Society and a recreational bench. Small areas of open public space form an
essential part of the character of the village as part of the setting and as a meeting place.
Heritage Significance
The proposed LGS has been central to the village but has limited specific historical
importance however it forms part of the setting of the Village Hall, built in 1896.
Wildlife Significance
The proposed LGS has little overt wildlife significance.
Recreational Value
The proposed LGS has significant recreational value as it forms a focal point to the village
particularly given its proximity to the Village Hall and Recreation the Ground. This is
widely used by members of the public in general as well as community events.

CNP – Local Green Space Report
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LGS04 – Recreation Field: 3.2ha OS Grid Ref. TQ214224
Owner: Cowfold Parish Council
Site and Location
This field was bequeathed to the community for
recreational use and adjoins the village on 3 sides.
Public Access
This area is fully open to the public, bounded by roads
to the West and South and a PRoW along part of the
northern boundary. The adjoining fields provide
significant opportunity for dog walking. It is recognised
that the open access enjoyed by local residents to the
adjoining fields is at the discretion of the landowner.

LGS04

Criteria for designation as LGS
Reasonable Proximity to local Community
The proposed LGS is surrounded by the current BUAB
on 3 sides and is therefore demonstrably within
reasonable proximity to the local community.
An Extensive Tract of Land
The proposed LGS has an area of 3.2ha. This proposed LGS could be considered to form
an extensive tract of land.
Landscape character and views
The proposed LGS comprises an area of open mown grassland bordered by mature
trees. This area of open public space forms an essential facility for the community.
Heritage Significance
The proposed LGS has limited historical importance.
Wildlife Significance
The proposal of this LGS is based on its recreational value. However the extensive
wildlife potential provided by the mature trees and hedgerows bordering this field,
particularly along its eastern boundary, is significant.
Recreational Value
The proposed LGS adjoins the Community Allmond Centre and includes the Scout hut, a
children’s play area and a skate park. It also provides a permanent home for Cowfold
Football Club with prepared and marked football grounds and for wider community events
such as the Annual Cowfold Fete and Bonfire Night celebrations. The recreational
significance to the community as a whole is without question and demonstrated by its
wide daily usage. Having open public access to this area is an important factor in making
Cowfold the Community it is.
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LGS05 – Alley Groves Green: 0.07ha OS Grid Ref. TQ215228
Owner: Saxon Weald
Site and Location
This tiny green area is part of the recently completed
Alley Groves development.
Public Access
This area is fully open to the public and includes a
PRoW running across it. This forms an important link
between the open countryside to the North, East and
South.

LGS05

Criteria for designation as LGS
Reasonable Proximity to local Community
The proposed LGS forms part of the recently completed
Alley Groves development. It is therefore demonstrably within reasonable proximity to the
local community although the BUAB has not yet been extended to include this extension
to the existing Alley Groves residential area which lies within the BUAB and is about
20metres to the West.
An Extensive Tract of Land
The proposed LGS has an area of 0.07ha and is therefore not considered to form an
extensive tract of land.
Landscape character and views
The proposed LGS comprises an area of landscaped grassland bordered by mature trees
and woodland. This small area of open public space includes a play area and forms an
essential part of the character and setting of this new development.
Heritage Significance
The proposed LGS has limited historical importance.
Wildlife Significance
The proposed LGS is very small and by itself has limited wildlife significance; the adjacent
mature woodland does have wildlife significance.
Recreational Value
This LGS includes children’s play facilities and provides a focal point for the younger
residents of this development. Alley Groves is a cul-de-sac; together with this green area
provides a relatively safe play environment and is significant in creating the setting for this
micro community. The ownership of this land is by the Saxon Weald Housing Association
who have made this provision for the use of residents.
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LGS06 – Brook Hill Wood: 0.37ha OS Grid Ref. TQ215228
LGS07 – Brook Hill Strip: 0.08ha OS Grid Ref. TQ216230
LGS08 – Three Oaks Pond: 0.36ha OS Grid Ref. TQ217230
Owner: South Lodge Estates, Mr and Mrs Mortell
Site and Location
These three strips of semi-ancient assart woodland border
an agricultural field and between them include three natural
ponds.

LGS07
LGS06

Public Access
There are PRoWs within or bordering LGS06 and LGS07.
The field margins adjoining and within these LGS are in daily
use for dog walking. It is recognised that the open access
enjoyed by local residents to this and adjoining fields is at
the discretion of the landowner.

LGS08

Criteria for designation as LGS
Reasonable Proximity to local Community
The proposed LGS surround a field that is adjacent to the built up area but do not directly
adjoin the BUAB so could be considered to not within reasonable proximity. However, the
high level of daily usage by local residents confirms that these areas should be
considered to be within reasonable proximity to the local community.
An Extensive Tract of Land
The proposed LGS have areas of 0.375ha, 0.08ha and 0.36ha respectively. These
proposed LGS, therefore, are not considered to form an extensive tract of land.
Landscape character and views
The proposed LGS comprise areas of mature assart woodland containing wellestablished hedgerows and trees. They include open views to the North, East and South.
Heritage Significance
The proposed LGS contain mature natural woodland, natural ponds and hedgerows,
although this is an historic landscape there is no particular heritage significance.
Wildlife Significance
The proposed LGS form a natural mature green area providing extensive opportunity for
wildlife including nightingales, kestrels, owls and buzzards. These areas link together to
provide a wildlife corridor regularly used by wild deer.
Recreational Value
The key recreational value of these areas is for walking, bird watching and hedgerow
foraging. They provide a natural division between agricultural and residential areas as
well as an area of tranquillity away from the very busy through route that is the A272. The
importance of such areas cannot be overstressed as forming the local setting as well as
an escape from the noise and pollution created by the traffic passing through the village.
Public access via the PRoWs is assured.
CNP – Local Green Space Report
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LGS09 – Alley Groves Pond: 0.44ha OS Grid Ref. TQ215228
Owner: South Lodge Estates
Site and Location
This area of natural assart woodland including a natural
pond and many mature trees is listed as Priority Habitat
Inventory-Deciduous Woodland. It provides a natural
boundary between the residential area at Alley Groves
and the open countryside to the West and South.

LGS09

Public Access
There are PRoWs to the North and East. The adjoining field margins provide significant
opportunities for dog walking. It is recognised that the open access enjoyed by local
residents to this and the adjoining fields is at the discretion of the landowner.
Criteria for designation as LGS
Reasonable Proximity to local Community
The proposed LGS adjoins the recent residential development at Alley Groves. It is
therefore demonstrably within reasonable proximity to the local community.
An Extensive Tract of Land
The proposed LGS has an area of 0.44ha and is therefore not considered to form an
extensive tract of land.
Landscape character and views
The proposed LGS comprises an area of mature Natural Woodland including many
mature trees and a natural pond. This small area of assart woodland has open views to
the North, East and South and is a significant part of the setting for the Alley Groves
residential area.
Heritage Significance
The proposed LGS contains mature natural woodland, a natural pond and hedgerows
indicating that this is an historic landscape but without any specific historic significance.
Wildlife Significance
The proposed LGS forms a natural mature wild area providing extensive opportunity for
wildlife including songbirds, kestrels, owls and buzzards as well as diverse insect and
pond life making thus area significant and an important part of retaining the local
biodiversity. These areas link together to provide a wildlife corridor well used by wild deer.
Recreational Value
This proposed LGS provides a natural learning resource for local children who use this
space to play. It also provides an important part of the character of the wider area and
forms part of the setting of the adjoining residential development.

CNP – Local Green Space Report
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LGS10 – Acorn Avenue Green: 0.2ha OS Grid Ref. TQ215223
LGS11 – Kicking Field: 0.46ha OS Grid Ref. TQ215221
Owner: Cowfold Parish Council
Site and Location
These two green recreational areas lie within the
highest density residential developments in Cowfold.
Acorn Ave Green includes a wildlife pond whereas
the Kicking Field is used for family recreation.

LGS10

Public Access
These areas are fully open to the public. There are no
PRoWs with both being accessed directly from the
adjoining residential road/pavement structure.
Criteria for designation as LGS
Reasonable Proximity to local Community
The proposed LGS adjoin the current BUAB on at
least 3 sides and are therefore demonstrably within
reasonable proximity to the local community.
An Extensive Tract of Land

LGS11

The proposed LGS have an area of 0.2ha and 0.46ha
respectively and are therefore not considered to form
an extensive tract of land.
Landscape character and views
The proposed LGS each comprise a landscaped
open area with some mature hedgerow and tree
cover. These small areas of open public space
provide an important green space for children and
adults living in the surrounding area.
Heritage Significance
The proposed LGS have limited historical importance.
Wildlife Significance
Acorn Avenue Pond provides particularly good wildlife opportunities including newts and
frogs. The Mature Oak trees on the Kicking Field are known to have provided nesting
sites for many species including owls.
Recreational Value
Acorn Avenue Green includes a children’s play area and a wildlife pond. The Kicking
Field is ideally located for all the families who live in this area to be able to enjoy a green
space whether for sporting activities or a family picnic. These areas were created
specifically for recreational use with open public access at the time of this development
and are deserving of LGS protection to ensure their continued availability. They form part
of the local setting and help to maintain a sense of the local community.
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LGS12 Eastlands Wood: 1.66ha OS Grid Ref.TQ216221
Owner: Hunter Developments
Site and Location
An area of Mature Natural Woodland which includes
blanket Tree Preservation Order protection of mature
trees under TPO1520. This woodland provides a
natural settlement edge.

LGS12

Public Access
This area is well served by PRoWs with one passing
through the area and another along the eastern edge.
Eastlands Lane to the South is also a PRoW.
Criteria for designation as LGS
Reasonable Proximity to local Community
The proposed LGS is adjacent to the current BUAB to
the West and North and is therefore demonstrably
within reasonable proximity to the local community.
An Extensive Tract of Land
The proposed LGS has an area of 1.66ha. This proposed LGS could be considered to
form an extensive tract of land.
Landscape character and views
The proposed comprises an area of Mature Natural Woodland with an ancient Oak tree
just to the southeast that is apparently listed in the Doomsday Book. There are views over
open countryside to the East and South. This is an important natural settlement boundary.
Heritage Significance
The proposed LGS contains mature natural woodland, hedgerows and trees indicating
that this is an historic landscape. It lies within the setting of the Grade II listed “Clerks”
half-timbered house giving historical significance.
Wildlife Significance
The proposed LGS provides the opportunity for significant biodiversity as well as a wildlife
corridor linking areas to the North of this site with the open countryside to the South. It is
listed as Priority Habitat Inventory-Deciduous Woodland.
Recreational Value
Cowfold is characterised by the network of country walks available to the community and
Eastlands wood forms an important part of this particularly given its proximity to the Acorn
avenue area which includes over half of all the dwellings within the village. Eastlands
wood forms an important part of the setting of the built up area to the West and the
residences to the East. The PRoWs are in daily use providing public access and a
tranquil route to the Pub as well the wider countryside.
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LGS13 Eastlands Lane: 0.05ha Grid Ref. TQ213221
Owner: Hunter Developments
Site and Location
Eastlands lane is a small private lane providing
access to a small number of houses, the sewerage
works, Eastlands Farm and an allotment area. A line
of mature oak trees and hedgerows borders it.
Public Access
Eastlands Lane includes a PRoW interconnecting
with other PRoWs, the A281 and the open
countryside beyond. It is recognised that the open
access enjoyed by local residents is at the discretion
of the landowners.

LGS11
LGS13

Criteria for designation as LGS
Reasonable Proximity to local Community
The proposed LGS is adjacent to the current BUAB with the village public house at the
corner of this lane and Henfield Rd. It does not directly adjoin the BUAB and could be
considered not to be within close proximity, however, given the daily use of the PRoW it is
considered to be within reasonable proximity to the local community.
An Extensive Tract of Land
The proposed LGS has an area of 0.15ha and is therefore not considered to form an
extensive tract of land.
Landscape character and views
The proposed LGS borders a private lane with mature trees and hedgerows and forms
part of a screen for the residential area of Acorn Avenue to the Sewerage works to the
South giving it significance beyond its size.
Heritage Significance
The proposed LGS contains, mature hedgerows and a number of mature oak trees under
TPO1519 indicating that this is an historic landscape but one without specific heritage.
Wildlife Significance
The wildlife significance of this small strip is limited although every area plays an
important part in maintaining the overall local biodiversity.
Recreational Value
The shade and separation produced by the trees on this proposed LGS is an integral part
to the enjoyment and tranquillity provided by the proposed Kicking Field LGS. Eastlands
lane is well used by the local community as part of local circular walks away from the
heavy traffic flow within the village as well as for access to the wider countryside.
Eastlands lane is a PRoW and would be ideal for designation as a “Quiet Lane” given the
low level of traffic, the relatively high level of pedestrian and equestrian use within the
setting created by its green canopy.
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Summary and Conclusions
The busy junction formed by the A281 running North/South and the A272 Running East/West
divides Cowfold. This has the benefit of providing convenient connections to places of work and
education as well as to the local towns of Horsham, Burgess Hill and Haywards Heath where there
are shopping centres and railway stations. This location also has a negative impact in that there
are high volumes of traffic, on average 18,500 vehicles pass along the A272 each day. The
resulting traffic queues disrupt village life and impact Air Quality. Cowfold is one of only two
locations in West Sussex where an Air Quality Management order is in place.
The village survey carried out as part of the initial Neighbourhood Plan process indicated that the
location of Cowfold in terms of transport links and its rural setting were two of the most
important reasons why people choose to live here.
The impact of traffic in terms of noise and air quality make those areas of green space which
characterise Cowfold and provide recreational opportunities particularly special to the
community.
Since the LGS criteria were drawn up the political landscape has changed with a climate
emergency having been declared, this coupled with the local air quality issues increases the
importance of urban green space.

LGS
I.D.
LGS01
LGS02
LGS03
LGS04
LGS05
LGS06
LGS07
LGS08
LGS09
LGS10
LGS11
LGS12
LGS13

Proximity to
Community

Not
Local
Heritage
Extensive Character Value

Wildlife
Value

Recreational
Value

Initially 21 sites were put forward with the thirteen selected sites listed in this report best
meeting the criteria and considered to be deserving of LGS designation. All these sites have
significance in terms of their recreational value and their contribution to the local character of
Cowfold. These green spaces essentially underpin the character of this rural village
differentiating it from the urban sprawl found in larger towns nearby.
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Some sites, while being close to the existing BUAB, do not directly adjoin it and so could be
considered not to be within reasonable proximity. However these sites, LGS06, LGS07, LGS08 and
LGS13, are in daily use by residents indicating they are part of the everyday life of the community
and so are clearly considered by the community to be within reasonable proximity.
The Recreation Ground at 3.2ha may well be considered to be an extensive tract of land. This land
was gifted to the community for recreation purposes and it would be difficult to have the two
football areas on an area of land much smaller than this. It is therefore considered that despite
this being possibly considered an extensive tract of land this should not bar it from receiving Local
Green Space designation. Clearly, having been gifted for the purpose of recreation this is not a
potential development area.
Eastlands Wood holds a special place for Cowfold residents shown by the strong negative
response to any development on the adjoining areas. While not listed as ancient woodland this
area is considered locally to be exactly that. It is listed as National Forest Inventory and
designated as Priority Habitat Inventory – Deciduous Woodland making it significant both from a
recreational point of view and in terms of its wildlife and biodiversity contribution.
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APPENDIX 15
UPDATED LOCAL GREEN SPACE PAPER

Cowfold Neighbourhood Plan Local Green Space Report

This report has been prepared to consider the allocation of sites as Local Green Space
(LGS) as part of the Cowfold Neighbourhood Plan (CNP). Local Green Spaces can be
designated as part of the Neighbourhood Plan provided they meet criteria described in
Paragraph 100 of the revised National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF), which are set
out below:
• ‘where the green space is in reasonably close proximity to the community it serves;
• where the green area is demonstrably special to a local community and holds a
particular local significance, for example because of its beauty, historic significance,
recreational value (including as a playing field), tranquility or richness of its wildlife;
and
• where the green area concerned is local in character and is not an extensive tract of
land.’
This paper has been prepared in support of the Cowfold Neighbourhood Plan in order to
provide the evidence base for sites designated as LGS. The concluding section provides
a chart overview assessment of each site with reference to the above NPPF criteria.
Members of the Cowfold Neighbourhood Plan Working Group (CNPWG) have prepared
this report.
Cowfold deserves special consideration due to its location, situated at the junction of two
busy ‘A’ roads bordered by narrow pavements. This places special importance on the
network of available footpaths and countryside to the general well being of the
community.
An AQMA has been declared in the central area of the village as a result of exceptionally
high levels of vehicle derived pollutants which have lead to average levels of NO2
exceeding the maximum levels as laid down in the Environment act of 1995. This further
raises the importance of any green areas which have potential carbon sink capability,
especially at a time when a ‘Climate Emergency’ has been declared.
The CNPWG considered a total of 21 sites and have selected those considered to meet
the criteria for inclusion in this report. The report provides an overview of the selected
proposed LGS locations; some of these are very small but is felt that this should not
detract from their importance to the community.
Following representations received as part of the Regulation 14 consultation and in the
knowledge that there is no specific definition of “an extensive tract of land” a review was
carried of looking at a number of existing Neighborhood plans in the region. It was
apparent that the level of 1ha used was inappropriate. LGS 08 and LGS12 have been
updated to reflect this.
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Individual Site Descriptions and Local Significance.
LGS01 – Bakers Shaw: 1ha OS Grid Ref. TQ210228
Owners: EA Colvin Trust, Mr & Mrs Hodges, Mr & Mrs
Rowland. Under options to Abingdon Developments &
Devine Homes. Southern Strip unregistered.
Site and Location
This strip of woodland including a bluebell wood and two
ponds adjoins the BUAB at its southern end and borders
Development Proposal CNP01.

LGS01
CNP01

Public Access
A PRoW runs the entire length of the woodland linking with
an East/West PRoW to the North and joining the A272 to
the South. Development proposals include the site CNP01 directly to the East and it is
anticipated that this footpath will be the natural pedestrian route from CNP01 to the
school and local shops.
Criteria for designation as LGS
Reasonable Proximity to local Community
The proposed LGS lies directly North East of the Thornden housing area; it adjoins the
BUAB along its southern edge and is therefore demonstrably within reasonable proximity
to the local community.
An Extensive Tract of Land
The proposed LGS has an area of 1ha and is therefore not considered to be an extensive
tract of land.
Landscape character and views
The proposed LGS is an area listed as Priority Habitat Inventory – Deciduous Woodland;
it includes an extensive area of bluebells and two natural ponds. There are views to the
North, West and East over open agricultural land. This proposed LGS forms a natural
settlement boundary. This area forms an important part of the local character with areas
such as this being a key reason why people choose to make Cowfold their home.
Heritage Significance
While the mature trees, hedgerows and ponds within the proposed LGS indicate that this
is an historic landscape there is limited historic significance.
Wildlife Significance
The ancient hedges and mature oak trees are a significant habitat for a diverse range of
species but the bluebell woods makes this area locally significant. This area is an
important wildlife habitat preserving biodiversity.
Recreational Value
The area is in daily use by the local community for informal recreation providing a tranquil
walk, particularly as part of wider circular walking routes surrounding the village and
specifically to view the bluebells when they are in full bloom.
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LGS02 – The Bowling Green: 0.034ha OS Grid Ref. TQ211226
Owner: Cowfold Parish Council
Site and Location
A small recreational green with seating often used as a
meeting point by parents dropping off or collecting their
children from the nearby primary and nursery schools.
Potters Green is a private road with no parking
facilities hence parents either walk from home or park
elsewhere in order to walk their children to the school.

LGS02

Public Access
This green adjoins the private road, Potters Green, as
well as being adjacent to the A281. There is
unencumbered public access.
Criteria for designation as LGS
Reasonable Proximity to local Community
The proposed lies within the BUAB and it is therefore demonstrably within reasonable
proximity to the local community.
An Extensive Tract of Land
The proposed LGS has an area of 0.034ha and is therefore not considered to be an
extensive tract of land.
Landscape character and views
The proposed LGS is of very limited size having no significant views, however, this green
oasis surrounded by urban development and the Cowfold Conservation Area forms an
essential part of the local character.
Heritage Significance
This proposed LGS is significant from a heritage point of view with its location being
bounded by the Cowfold Conservation area. It is adjacent to the cottages built along this
road to serve the agricultural community that formed the origins of Cowfold.
Wildlife Significance
There is limited overt wildlife significance.
Recreational Value
The area has significant recreational value with open public access and is well used by
the local community; providing a space for children to burn energy before or after school
as well as a meeting place for parents before they disperse to the wider village.
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LGS03 – Village Green: 0.17ha OS Grid Ref. TQ213225
Owner: Saxon Weald
Site and Location
The Village Green is located in the centre of the village,
opposite the Village Hall providing a natural focal point
with seating and planters.
Public Access
The Green is fully open to the public and is used for
public events. Recently it was the location for a
remembrance display for those lost during the First
World War with a soldier silhouette and a named cross
for each resident killed during the conflict.

LGS03

Criteria for designation as LGS
Reasonable Proximity to local Community
The proposed LGS bounded by the current BUAB and is adjacent to the crossroads
formed by the A272 and A281. It is therefore demonstrably within reasonable proximity to
the local community.
An Extensive Tract of Land
The proposed LGS has an area of 0.17ha and is therefore not considered to form an
extensive tract of land.
Landscape character and views
The proposed LGS is managed landscaped area with Flower tubs maintained by Cowfold
Horticultural Society and a recreational bench. Small areas of open public space form an
essential part of the character of the village as part of the setting and as a meeting place.
Heritage Significance
The proposed LGS has been central to the village but has limited specific historical
importance however it forms part of the setting of the Village Hall, built in 1896.
Wildlife Significance
The proposed LGS has little overt wildlife significance.
Recreational Value
The proposed LGS has significant recreational value as it forms a focal point to the village
particularly given its proximity to the Village Hall and Recreation the Ground. This is
widely used by members of the public in general as well as community events.
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LGS04 – Recreation Field: 3.2ha OS Grid Ref. TQ214224
Owner: Cowfold Parish Council
Site and Location
This field was bequeathed to the community for
recreational use and adjoins the village on 3 sides.
Public Access
This area is fully open to the public, bounded by roads
to the West and South and a PRoW along part of the
northern boundary. The adjoining fields provide
significant opportunity for dog walking. It is recognised
that the open access enjoyed by local residents to the
adjoining fields is at the discretion of the landowner.

LGS04

Criteria for designation as LGS
Reasonable Proximity to local Community
The proposed LGS is surrounded by the current BUAB
on 3 sides and is therefore demonstrably within
reasonable proximity to the local community.
An Extensive Tract of Land
The proposed LGS has an area of 3.2ha. This proposed LGS could be considered to form
an extensive tract of land but on reviewing the examiner reports from various submitted
Neighbourhood plans in the region it is clear that this falls well below the level that would
make it so. LGS04 is contained to the West, North and South by the built up area
boundary and to the East by mature woodland separating it from agricultural land.
Landscape character and views
The proposed LGS comprises an area of open mown grassland bordered by mature
trees. This area of open public space forms an essential facility for the community.
Heritage Significance
The proposed LGS has limited historical importance.
Wildlife Significance
The proposal of this LGS is based on its recreational value. However the extensive
wildlife potential provided by the mature trees and hedgerows bordering this field,
particularly along its eastern boundary, is significant.
Recreational Value
The proposed LGS adjoins the Community Allmond Centre and includes the Scout hut, a
children’s play area and a skate park. It also provides a permanent home for Cowfold
Football Club with prepared and marked football grounds and for wider community events
such as the Annual Cowfold Fete and Bonfire Night celebrations. The recreational
significance to the community as a whole is without question and demonstrated by its
wide daily usage. Having open public access to this area is an important factor in making
Cowfold the Community it is.
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LGS05 – Alley Groves Green: 0.07ha OS Grid Ref. TQ215228
Owner: Saxon Weald
Site and Location
This tiny green area is part of the recently completed
Alley Groves development.
Public Access
This area is fully open to the public and includes a
PRoW running across it. This forms an important link
between the open countryside to the North, East and
South.

LGS05

Criteria for designation as LGS
Reasonable Proximity to local Community
The proposed LGS forms part of the recently completed
Alley Groves development. It is therefore demonstrably within reasonable proximity to the
local community although the BUAB has not yet been extended to include this extension
to the existing Alley Groves residential area which lies within the BUAB and is about
20metres to the West.
An Extensive Tract of Land
The proposed LGS has an area of 0.07ha and is therefore not considered to form an
extensive tract of land.
Landscape character and views
The proposed LGS comprises an area of landscaped grassland bordered by mature trees
and woodland. This small area of open public space includes a play area and forms an
essential part of the character and setting of this new development.
Heritage Significance
The proposed LGS has limited historical importance.
Wildlife Significance
The proposed LGS is very small and by itself has limited wildlife significance; the adjacent
mature woodland does have wildlife significance.
Recreational Value
This LGS includes children’s play facilities and provides a focal point for the younger
residents of this development. Alley Groves is a cul-de-sac; together with this green area
provides a relatively safe play environment and is significant in creating the setting for this
micro community. The ownership of this land is by the Saxon Weald Housing Association
who have made this provision for the use of residents.
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LGS06 – Brook Hill Wood: 0.37ha OS Grid Ref. TQ215228
LGS07 – Brook Hill Strip: 0.08ha OS Grid Ref. TQ216230
LGS08 – Three Oaks Pond: 0.36ha OS Grid Ref. TQ217230
Owner: South Lodge Estates, Mr and Mrs Mortell
Site and Location
These three strips of semi-ancient assart woodland border
an agricultural field and between them include three natural
ponds.

LGS07
LGS06

Public Access
There are PRoWs within or bordering LGS06 and LGS07.
The field margins adjoining and within these LGS are in daily
use for dog walking. It is recognised that the open access
enjoyed by local residents to this and adjoining fields is at
the discretion of the landowner.

LGS08

Criteria for designation as LGS
Reasonable Proximity to local Community
The proposed LGS surround a field that is adjacent to the built up area but do not directly
adjoin the BUAB so could be considered to not within reasonable proximity. However, the
high level of daily usage by local residents confirms that these areas should be
considered to be within reasonable proximity to the local community.
An Extensive Tract of Land
The proposed LGS have areas of 0.375ha, 0.08ha and 0.36ha respectively. These
proposed LGS, therefore, are not considered to form an extensive tract of land.
Landscape character and views
The proposed LGS comprise areas of mature assart woodland containing wellestablished hedgerows and trees. They include open views to the North, East and South.
Heritage Significance
The proposed LGS contain mature natural woodland, natural ponds and hedgerows,
although this is an historic landscape there is no particular heritage significance.
Wildlife Significance
The proposed LGS form a natural mature green area providing extensive opportunity for
wildlife including nightingales, kestrels, owls and buzzards. These areas link together to
provide a wildlife corridor regularly used by wild deer.
Recreational Value
The key recreational value of these areas is for walking, bird watching and hedgerow
foraging. They provide a natural division between agricultural and residential areas as
well as an area of tranquillity away from the very busy through route that is the A272. The
importance of such areas cannot be overstressed as forming the local setting as well as
an escape from the noise and pollution created by the traffic passing through the village.
Public access via the PRoWs is assured.
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LGS09 – Alley Groves Pond: 0.44ha OS Grid Ref. TQ215228
Owner: South Lodge Estates
Site and Location
This area of natural assart woodland including a natural
pond and many mature trees is listed as Priority Habitat
Inventory-Deciduous Woodland. It provides a natural
boundary between the residential area at Alley Groves
and the open countryside to the West and South.

LGS09

Public Access
There are PRoWs to the North and East. The adjoining field margins provide significant
opportunities for dog walking. It is recognised that the open access enjoyed by local
residents to this and the adjoining fields is at the discretion of the landowner.
Criteria for designation as LGS
Reasonable Proximity to local Community
The proposed LGS adjoins the recent residential development at Alley Groves. It is
therefore demonstrably within reasonable proximity to the local community.
An Extensive Tract of Land
The proposed LGS has an area of 0.44ha and is therefore not considered to form an
extensive tract of land.
Landscape character and views
The proposed LGS comprises an area of mature Natural Woodland including many
mature trees and a natural pond. This small area of assart woodland has open views to
the North, East and South and is a significant part of the setting for the Alley Groves
residential area.
Heritage Significance
The proposed LGS contains mature natural woodland, a natural pond and hedgerows
indicating that this is an historic landscape but without any specific historic significance.
Wildlife Significance
The proposed LGS forms a natural mature wild area providing extensive opportunity for
wildlife including songbirds, kestrels, owls and buzzards as well as diverse insect and
pond life making thus area significant and an important part of retaining the local
biodiversity. These areas link together to provide a wildlife corridor well used by wild deer.
Recreational Value
This proposed LGS provides a natural learning resource for local children who use this
space to play. It also provides an important part of the character of the wider area and
forms part of the setting of the adjoining residential development.
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LGS10 – Acorn Avenue Green: 0.2ha OS Grid Ref. TQ215223
LGS11 – Kicking Field: 0.46ha OS Grid Ref. TQ215221
Owner: Cowfold Parish Council
Site and Location
These two green recreational areas lie within the
highest density residential developments in Cowfold.
Acorn Ave Green includes a wildlife pond whereas
the Kicking Field is used for family recreation.

LGS10

Public Access
These areas are fully open to the public. There are no
PRoWs with both being accessed directly from the
adjoining residential road/pavement structure.
Criteria for designation as LGS
Reasonable Proximity to local Community
The proposed LGS adjoin the current BUAB on at
least 3 sides and are therefore demonstrably within
reasonable proximity to the local community.
An Extensive Tract of Land

LGS11

The proposed LGS have an area of 0.2ha and 0.46ha
respectively and are therefore not considered to form
an extensive tract of land.
Landscape character and views
The proposed LGS each comprise a landscaped
open area with some mature hedgerow and tree
cover. These small areas of open public space
provide an important green space for children and
adults living in the surrounding area.
Heritage Significance
The proposed LGS have limited historical importance.
Wildlife Significance
Acorn Avenue Pond provides particularly good wildlife opportunities including newts and
frogs. The Mature Oak trees on the Kicking Field are known to have provided nesting
sites for many species including owls.
Recreational Value
Acorn Avenue Green includes a children’s play area and a wildlife pond. The Kicking
Field is ideally located for all the families who live in this area to be able to enjoy a green
space whether for sporting activities or a family picnic. These areas were created
specifically for recreational use with open public access at the time of this development
and are deserving of LGS protection to ensure their continued availability. They form part
of the local setting and help to maintain a sense of the local community.
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LGS12 Eastlands Wood: 1.66ha OS Grid Ref.TQ216221
Owner: Hunter Developments
Site and Location
An area of Mature Natural Woodland which includes
blanket Tree Preservation Order protection of mature
trees under TPO1520. This woodland provides a
natural settlement edge.

LGS12

Public Access
This area is well served by PRoWs with one passing
through the area and another along the eastern edge.
Eastlands Lane to the South is also a PRoW.
Criteria for designation as LGS
Reasonable Proximity to local Community
The proposed LGS is adjacent to the current BUAB to
the West and North and is therefore demonstrably
within reasonable proximity to the local community.
An Extensive Tract of Land
The proposed LGS has an area of 1.66ha. This proposed LGS could be considered to
form an extensive tract of land but on reviewing examiner reports from various submitted
Neighbourhood plans in the region it is clear that this falls well below the level that would
make it an extensive tract of land. LGS12 is contained to the West and North by the built
up area boundary, to the South by Eastlands Lane and to the East by a PRoW.
Landscape character and views
The proposed comprises an area of Mature Natural Woodland with an ancient Oak tree
just to the southeast that is apparently listed in the Doomsday Book. There are views over
open countryside to the East and South. This is an important natural settlement boundary.
Heritage Significance
The proposed LGS contains mature natural woodland, hedgerows and trees indicating
that this is an historic landscape. It lies within the setting of the Grade II listed “Clerks”
half-timbered house giving historical significance.
Wildlife Significance
The proposed LGS provides the opportunity for significant biodiversity as well as a wildlife
corridor linking areas to the North of this site with the open countryside to the South. It is
listed as Priority Habitat Inventory-Deciduous Woodland.
Recreational Value
Cowfold is characterised by the network of country walks available to the community and
Eastlands wood forms an important part of this particularly given its proximity to the Acorn
avenue area which includes over half of all the dwellings within the village. Eastlands
wood forms an important part of the setting of the built up area to the West and the
residences to the East. The PRoWs are in daily use providing public access and a
tranquil route to the Pub as well the wider countryside.
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LGS13 Eastlands Lane: 0.05ha Grid Ref. TQ213221
Owner: Hunter Developments
Site and Location
Eastlands lane is a small private lane providing
access to a small number of houses, the sewerage
works, Eastlands Farm and an allotment area. A line
of mature oak trees and hedgerows borders it.
Public Access
Eastlands Lane includes a PRoW interconnecting
with other PRoWs, the A281 and the open
countryside beyond. It is recognised that the open
access enjoyed by local residents is at the discretion
of the landowners.

LGS11
LGS13

Criteria for designation as LGS
Reasonable Proximity to local Community
The proposed LGS is adjacent to the current BUAB with the village public house at the
corner of this lane and Henfield Rd. It does not directly adjoin the BUAB and could be
considered not to be within close proximity, however, given the daily use of the PRoW it is
considered to be within reasonable proximity to the local community.
An Extensive Tract of Land
The proposed LGS has an area of 0.15ha and is therefore not considered to form an
extensive tract of land.
Landscape character and views
The proposed LGS borders a private lane with mature trees and hedgerows and forms
part of a screen for the residential area of Acorn Avenue to the Sewerage works to the
South giving it significance beyond its size.
Heritage Significance
The proposed LGS contains, mature hedgerows and a number of mature oak trees under
TPO1519 indicating that this is an historic landscape but one without specific heritage.
Wildlife Significance
The wildlife significance of this small strip is limited although every area plays an
important part in maintaining the overall local biodiversity.
Recreational Value
The shade and separation produced by the trees on this proposed LGS is an integral part
to the enjoyment and tranquillity provided by the proposed Kicking Field LGS. Eastlands
lane is well used by the local community as part of local circular walks away from the
heavy traffic flow within the village as well as for access to the wider countryside.
Eastlands lane is a PRoW and would be ideal for designation as a “Quiet Lane” given the
low level of traffic, the relatively high level of pedestrian and equestrian use within the
setting created by its green canopy.
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Summary and Conclusions
The busy junction formed by the A281 running North/South and the A272 Running East/West
divides Cowfold. This has the benefit of providing convenient connections to places of work and
education as well as to the local towns of Horsham, Burgess Hill and Haywards Heath where there
are shopping centres and railway stations. This location also has a negative impact in that there
are high volumes of traffic, on average 18,500 vehicles pass along the A272 each day. The
resulting traffic queues disrupt village life and impact Air Quality. Cowfold is one of only two
locations in West Sussex where an Air Quality Management order is in place.
The village survey carried out as part of the initial Neighbourhood Plan process indicated that the
location of Cowfold in terms of transport links and its rural setting were two of the most
important reasons why people choose to live here.
The impact of traffic in terms of noise and air quality make those areas of green space which
characterise Cowfold and provide recreational opportunities particularly special to the
community.
Since the LGS criteria were drawn up the political landscape has changed with a climate
emergency having been declared, this coupled with the local air quality issues increases the
importance of urban green space.

LGS
I.D.
LGS01
LGS02
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LGS05
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Not
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Extensive Character Value

Wildlife
Value

Recreational
Value

Initially 21 sites were put forward with the thirteen selected sites listed in this report best
meeting the criteria and considered to be deserving of LGS designation. All these sites have
significance in terms of their recreational value and their contribution to the local character of
Cowfold. These green spaces essentially underpin the character of this rural village
differentiating it from the urban sprawl found in larger towns nearby.
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Some sites, while being close to the existing BUAB, do not directly adjoin it and so could be
considered not to be within reasonable proximity. However these sites, LGS06, LGS07, LGS08 and
LGS13, are in daily use by residents indicating they are part of the everyday life of the community
and so are clearly considered by the community to be within reasonable proximity.
The Recreation Ground at 3.2ha may well be considered to be an extensive tract of land. This land
was gifted to the community for recreation purposes and it would be difficult to have the two
football areas on an area of land much smaller than this. It is therefore considered that despite
this being possibly considered an extensive tract of land this should not bar it from receiving Local
Green Space designation. Clearly, having been gifted for the purpose of recreation this is not a
potential development area.
Eastlands Wood holds a special place for Cowfold residents shown by the strong negative
response to any development on the adjoining areas. While not listed as ancient woodland this
area is considered locally to be exactly that. It is listed as National Forest Inventory and
designated as Priority Habitat Inventory – Deciduous Woodland making it significant both from a
recreational point of view and in terms of its wildlife and biodiversity contribution.
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CNP – Local Green Space Report, Updated 23/01/2020

LGS05
LGS09
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Local Green Space – Centre
PRoW

AQMA
CNP03

Development
LGS02
LGS04

C. A.

LGS03

Community
Space

BUAB

Local Green Space - South
C. A.

AQMA
BUAB

LGS12

LGS1
0

LGS1
1

CNP – Local Green Space Report, Updated 23/01/2020

PRoW
LGS13
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APPENDIX 16
HORSHAM DISTRICT COUNCIL HEALTH
CHECK COMMENTS - JULY 2019

COWFOLD NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN 2019 – 2031 HEALTH CHECK COMMENTS
July 2019

Thank you for submitting a draft of the Cowfold Neighbourhood Plan to HDC for an informal health check. It is clear that a great deal of hard work has
gone into the preparation of the plan to date. The comments set out below provide a number of more general and detailed comments on the plan,
together with an explanation as to why the comment has been made. Please note the comments the council have provided are given without prejudice.
HDC reserve the right to make further formal representations during the Regulation 14 consultation.
The level of work and effort put into the Neighbourhood Plan and the attempts to make the evidence base is to be commended. Nevertheless, there
are some inconsistences within the plan, most namely he ac f ac
edge e
f HDC
-going Local Plan Review. Clarification is sought on
the scoring against the Sustainability Objectives in the DRAFT Sustainability Appraisal (incorporating Strategic Environmental Assessment) (SA/SEA),
noticeably Objective 9: Improve Non-Car Modes of Transport. The Local Green Space sees wrong numbering for most sites, illegible mapping and
reasons for designating the site as LGS being short of the requirements as set out in Paragraph 100 of the NPPF. The maps are illegible and have no
legends. Some policies are deemed to be too prescriptive and in need of supporting evidence base such as Policy 16: Car Parking Provision. The
Strategic Objectives has too many objectives which are over lapping and has some objectives which are broad statements (xvii). Generally the wording
on some policies (noticeably Policy 4 and Policy 9) needs tightening as it can be described as vague whilst failing to achieve the community aspiration
at hand.
Summary of key issues:
No mention of the Local Plan Review, nor the commitment to full or partial review for the plan to avoid being superseded.
The original SA/SEA provided on 24 May 2019 was the wrong one and clarification is sought on the scoring against the sustainability objectives.
The Local Green Space assessments sees wrong numbering and some sites not meeting criteria in paragraph 100 of the NPPF.
Paragraph 6.3.1 sees confliction with Local Planning Policy
Lack of evidence base supporting Policy 16
Wording in both Aims and Policies is sometimes ambiguous
The Strategic Objectives are too long and overlapping
Choice of words in policies need re-wording or be added to the glossary to avoid ambiguity.
Mapping is illegible, with no legends

Horsham District Council, Parkside, Chart Way, Horsham, West Sussex, RH12 1RL
Telephone: 01403 215100 (calls may be recorded) horsham.gov.uk Chief Executive Glen Chipp

Paragraph /
Policy
General

Foreword

Suggested Change / Comment

Reason for comment

To ensure conformity with the basic
The wrong draft of the SA/SEA was initially sent on 24 May, please ensure all
conditions.
correct drafts of all documents are consulted on and then published.
Clarification is sought on the SA/SEA s scoring against the objectives, noticeably
Objective 9: Improve Non-Car Modes of Transport
There is no mention of the on-going Local Plan Review, this needs to be noted as
not doing so could be seen as confliction with local planning policy and also risks
the Neighbourhood Plan being superseded in certain areas once the Inspector
Local Plan Review Report is published (expected 2021).
Paragraph 6.3.1 - windfall is not counted towards permissions and completions and
the Neighbourhood Plan will need to be reviewed once he I
ec
L ca P a
Review Report is published.
Lack of evidence base for Policy 16 if parking standards exceed that of West
Sussex County Council (WSCC) Highways, then evidence is needed to justify this.
The Strategic Objectives are too long and overlap, it is advised that this is
h e ed
a
f 10 ( a
) h ch c
da e he ca c
aims.
The mapping needs to be amended as it does not accord with the legislation, some
sites (noticeably LGS07) is split or illegible (unable to read LGSs) or without
legends.
Please note: The High Weald AONB Partnership, which includes Horsham District
Council, has drafted a Design Guide for new housing development in the High
Weald. Once adopted, the Guide will be a material consideration in the determining
of planning applications within the High Weald AONB. 8 week consultation from 19
June to 14 August. Please make reference to this.
U de he L ca i

Ac 2011

To ensure conformity with the basic
conditions.
You must note that the Local Plan Review has begun and that the Inspectors Report is Consistency and clarification
expected to be published in 2021.
I
e e ce,
f
a
e
developments... - this should be
reworded to reflect that mitigation put
2

Paragraph /
Policy

Suggested Change / Comment

Reason for comment

In essence, for any new developments..
h d ha e
a
ea ab e ega i e forward in a new development can
impact on Air Quality or Biodiversity unless adequate mitigation is secured through the compensate for negative impacts. As
a i g
ce
c
e aef
ch i ac .
it currently reads it means
development should be refused
irrespective of any mitigation. This
sees confliction with the NPPF 2019
and the HDPF.
1.2.4

Please note our Local plan Review. In doing so you will need to commit to a full or partial To ensure conformity with the basic
review he he I
ec
Re
b hed, which is anticipated to be 2021.
conditions.

1.5.1

Email address is deemed to be personal, please remove. Unless the owner of the email To be in line with General Data
address has given written permission, it is suggested that you remove email address and Protection Regulations (GDPR).
e Ce
e a address or create a generic Neighbourhood Planning one instead.

2.2.4

Please mention that St. Charterhouse Monastery is Grade II* Listed.

2.3.3

The plan mentions
ef
i ade a e parking at Cowfold Medical Group but more Consistency
parking is not promoted in any proposed policy. Try get comments from Highways on the WSCC the Highways are authority
issue, this will carry more weight at examination. Please remove the word woefully .
Unnecessary terminology

2.6.5

e ic i
d i g

c ea ed b
agge ed A272/A281 j
i g a d e e i g eak e i d .

ci

e

i

ig ifica

To ensure conformity with the basic
conditions.
Clarification

a di g affic Consistency
WSCC are the Highways authority

The emphasis placed on this precise issue is not explicit in proposed policies. It is also
worth noting that you do not have comments from WSCC Highways regarding this issue.
Please seek comments from WSCC Highways regarding this issue.
Vision and
Objectives

Maintain the village atmosphere and sense of Community that makes Cowfold a desirable To ensure conformity with the basic
place to live. Keep housing integrated within the village and balanced to meet current and conditions.
To manage expectations
3

Paragraph /
Policy

Suggested Change / Comment

Reason for comment

future needs, ensuring that any with development is sustainable, is in balance with the
available appropriate infrastructure and the needs of the existing Community .
3.3 Strategic
Objectives

Several of the objectives overlap and it is deemed that duplication is evident. It is To ensure conformity with the basic
suggested that a more thoroughly consolidated list of maximum 10 or less objectives would conditions.
be more effective in communicating the objectives of the plan to those reading it.
Consistency and clarification
i. reduce the impact of volume and speed on air quality.
ii. This is so wide and general. Need to be more specific.
iii. De e
e
e ec ed
reduce flooding off-site (i.e. improve a current flooding
e). Ca
e
e de e
e d e
c ea e/c
b e f oding.
viii. ‘The aim is to encourage safe walking and cycling so reducing car dependence
dependency
xvii. This is a very broad statement. Do you have any ideas what skills/sectors people work
in to what types of employment would be demanded and could be provided? If you d
or ca
ed ce he gh
e ,
ed ce c
g. This seems more like
a question that you need to answer or set out how you are going to go about finding the
answers and then set out how you would look to implement.
xiv. The test to exceed minimum standards is too onerous. Even accounting for
unavailability of mains gas, unsure why the energy situation in Cowfold is any more
particular than other parishes in the district as to warrant exceedance of standards? Other
parishes in the district have unavailability of mains gas. A developer will be within their right
to argue to the Examiner at Independent Examination that this is excessive and unjustified.
xx. Would traffic calming and more roundabouts without traffic gh
a e he a d g
traffic worse and make pollution worse/AQMA results worse?
xxi. Typing error P i i i e de e
e
ha
ide i
ed ad afe , e c agi g
solutions that result in improvedment i
ai abi i .

4.2 Air Quality
Objectives

Objective 1 - Reference to c
i e ly b eache would be better placed in para 4.2.1.
For clarification and consistency
Objective 4 - P ec , e ha ce a d b i d ..e ha ce he excellent network of country
f
a h hich e ch 60k .

4

Paragraph /
Policy

Suggested Change / Comment

Reason for comment

Policy 1

ii.
Development proposals that reduce the risk of flooding from groundwater, either on To ensure conformity with the basic
site or to adjacent areas, will be supported.
conditions.

Policy 2

ii. Proposals to provide additional that see a net gain in biodiversity will be supported.
iii. Proposals that seek to improve access for pedestrians and cyclists through green
infrastructure linkages will be particularly supported.

All development is encouraged to
ee a e
e a
e ga
in
biodiversity by Natural England and
Defra.

iv. Development proposals that would result in the loss of existing green
infrastructure will not be supported unless it can be demonstrated that they:
a.
b.
c.
d.

Policy 3

Criteria iv (a, b, c) - Criteria should be
reordered to ensure protection first
(currently ordered as criteria B).
bring new Secure opportunities that mitigate or compensate any loss;
I e
d ec e a he ha b g
ensure protection of the existing ecosystem is preserved and enhanced; and
e to strengthen. Currently ordered
incorporate provisions to deliver an equivalent carbon-sink capability in the short
criteria C includes a technical term
term.
that most readers of the policy would
there is a net gain in biodiversity
not understand. Is this not covered
by currently ordered criteria A?
Criteria iv (b) would see no
development happen whatsoever
and failure to HNA number.

The council have some concerns regarding the distance of LGS01, LGS03 & 04, LGS08, General Conformity
11, 12 & 13 from the village, despite what is stated in 4.8.6. As stated in paragraph 100 (a) To ensure conformity with the basic
of the NPPF 2019:
conditions.
100. The Local Green Space designation should only be used where the green
space is:
a) in reasonably close proximity to the community it serves;
It is also noted that LGS 13 is designated as an ancient woodland, raising questions as to
whether or this designation is necessary given that it already has statutory protection in
place.
5

Paragraph /
Policy

Suggested Change / Comment

Reason for comment

LGS07 - The car park adjoining the playing fields is not a green space. This should not
therefore be designated as a LGS. Please see yellow circle in picture below.

Further comments on this has been provide on the LGS Report, please see below.
Ultimately considers the Independent Examiner will determine if the LGS sites meets the
criteria as set out in the NPPF.
Policy 4

Criterion ii - Unclear to what is meant by
wording:
De e
e
Heritage Assets.

4.8.2

a

e

ec

he f

i g fea

e . Suggested Is the purpose of this list to set out a
list of non-designated Heritage
Assets? If so, should be reworded to
ha respect safeguard the following features non-designated read. There will be need to be an
evidence base justifying the list
selection.

4.8.2 T Paragraph 100 of the NPPF notes that LGS designation will not be appropriate Consistency
for most green areas or open space.
6

Paragraph /
Policy
4.9.4

Suggested Change / Comment

Reason for comment

Clarification is sought on the statement regarding the relative importance of listed buildings Clarification
and those that are not listed but positively contribute to the character of the conservation
area. It is assumed the following sentence;
S
i

e f he e b i di g
a b c ec i e

a
he f

be c
ide ed be individually or architecturally
ed he e e e ha i
C f d

relates to unlisted buildings in the conservation area. This comes immediately after the
sentence that states how many listed buildings are within the conservation area. It might
be made clearer that the last sentence refers to other buildings within the conservation
area rather than the sixteen listed buildings.
Policy 6

ii:
a. they there are equivalent (in quantitative and qualitative terms) or are enhanced
facilities provided to serve local needs;
iii.
Development proposals that bring redundant buildings back into use for the benefit
of the community will be supported subject to conformity with the development plan
proposals
The list (at 5.3.1) of what is considered be c
fac e g e be
d ha e
would generally consider community facilities to be, particularly the reference to
hair/beauty salons, shops and restaurants etc. If you do want to protect these uses
(notwithstanding PD rights), there is no certainty that a blanket approach which says a net
loss will not be supported is going to be particularly helpful, if an applicant can provide
evidence that a premises / use has been marketed but no tenant could be found the policy
could end up preventing the re-use of vacant buildings. It would be helpful if criterion (i)
could perhaps be expanded upon to set out instances when alternative uses would be
considered, i.e. after a period of marketing / vacancy, and whether there is a preference,
i.e. other commercial uses which would potentially serve the community, if redundancy
could be demonstrated.

7

Part ii.a. typing error
Pa
. I e a e d f e e ce
subject to satisfying all development
plan proposals

Paragraph /
Policy

Suggested Change / Comment

Reason for comment

Housing
Objectives

Objective 2 is deemed to be vague and needs rewording
Clarification is sought
Objective 3 is deemed to not manage expectations, also development needs to meet it To ensure conformity with the basic
certain standards. Expect high Standards, especially design but the rest will likely come conditions.
down to viability and building control. Please refer to national standards, building
regulations, space standards etc.

Policy 9

Whilst this policy is in general conformity with HDPF Policy 33, it is not with HDPF Policy To meet the basic conditions
32, nor is it in general conformity with the NPPF. Wording on design will need to be a
ae a e
e
incorporated into this policy as the NPPF is places great weight on design, most notably interpretation. Combined criteria i.a
paragraphs 110 (c) and 122 (e).
and b to read; a e f a
a he c
scale, relating positively to the
This needs to expand upon how such developments need to be functional, support a mix character, function and layout of the
of types and tenures, be adaptable and resilient, bear a distinctive character and be a ea . Refe e ce
c a ed
attractive.
de e
e
c e a d be
ed
as already covered in criteria a/b.
i. Development proposals will be supported where they:
Unsure if criteria f is a matter for
a. are of an appropriate nature and scale;
planning.
b. positively respond to the character, function and layout of the area;
Criterion d
refer to space
a. are of a sympathetic scale, relating positively to the character, function and layout standards.
of the area
d. b. Maintain appropriate distances between buildings to avoid cramped
development and unacceptable adverse impacts on existing facilities or amenity of
adjacent residential properties;

6.3.1

HDC considers that windfalls cannot be counted as are they counted separately. For To ensure conformity with the basic
clarification a review of the Neighbourhood Plan would not be carried out within five years. conditions.
It will need to be commenced once the I
ec
e
b hed a a f he L ca
Plan Review.

Policy 11

i.
Development proposals for up to at least 35 residential units on land at Brook Hill C e a a. Sh
as shown on the policies map will be supported where:
he
e a d
otherwise no
8

d efe
need

e g f
d g a
to reflect

Paragraph /
Policy

Suggested Change / Comment

Reason for comment

a. proposals allow for the retention and enhancement of existing mature trees and prevailing low density residential that
hedgerows within and around the edge of the site setting of the site and its surroundings
is around the site. Criteria d. This
needs to be rephrased to require that
b.
proposals provide safe and suitable access for both vehicles, cyclists and any
development
successfully
pedestrians;
responds to the sensitivity of the
ridgeline
landscape.
Current
g.
should mention the name of the land not LGS number, in case site/s is removed e
g
f
d
a
a d
by the Examiner. This LGS will still need to meet the tests set out in paragraph 100 of the ad e e a e
d
ed
he
NPPF.
referring to the amenity impacts onto
neighbours rather than landscape.
h.
the amenity of existing residential properties bordering the site is protected; - is to
this to the south or north of the site? Please be more specific.
i is there funds or at least agreement in place for how this will be maintained? Some
Parish Councils are given land but then are unable to maintain the land, ensure you do not
fall into the same situation.
Policy 12

b.
proposals provide safe and suitable access for both vehicles, cyclists and To meet the basic conditions. If you
pedestrians;
ha e
he
e da ge he
plan of not meeting its housing
i.
Development proposals for up to at least 35 residential units on land at Potters will number.
be supported where:
Whilst the retention of existing
vegetation is highly desirable, it is not
e.
proposals allow for the retention and enhancement of existing mature trees and always possible, and if removed
hedgerows within and around the edge of the site where possible;
eed
ee a e ga .
h.
the amenity of existing residential properties bordering the site is protected; - is to
this to the south or north of the site? Please be more specific.

Policy 13

i.

General Conformity
Development proposals, which include a mix of dwellings, types and sizes to
To meet the basic conditions
meet local need as indicated in the latest housing needs survey, will be
To strengthen the policy
supported.

9

Paragraph /
Policy
Policy 14:
Employment

Suggested Change / Comment

Reason for comment

This Policy is supported in principle, however, the following recommendations to General Conformity
strengthen the policy. Add to criterion ii that developments that will contribute significantly To meet the basic conditions
to the local economy by providing a substantial number of jobs or develop the local To strengthen the policy
economy of the area will be strongly supported. For criterion iii state that any loss of
employment land must be demonstrated to be truly redundant before any development is
considered. This shall be determined through the marketing period of the employment land
and through the amount of interest generated.
Policy 14: Employment
Criteria ii. C. insert safeguard in lieu of respect. Criteria d insert severe in lieu of
unacceptable. This is the correct terminology for the relevant tests of acceptability
i.
d.

in appropriate sustainable rural locations.

ii. Proposals for business development will be supported where:
c. they safeguard in lieu of respect local residential amenity; and
d. they would not have an severe in lieu of unacceptable impact on the
local road network.
iii.
Development proposals that would result in the loss of any land, currently in
business or other employment use, in the parish will be resisted unless it can be
demonstrated that business use is no longer viable and is supported by an effective
marketing strategy.
Policy 15:
The principle of this policy is supported but HDC suggest the following addition. On policy To strengthen the policy
Communications 15, high-speed broadband delivery should be given priority when it involves employment
centres to provide the necessary infrastructure for businesses to remain competitive and
thrive.
Aim 16

Suggestion is made for the list to be consolidated as there is an overlap with improvements Strengthens the aim
on pedestrian safety and movement. It would be good to reference some precise initiatives
within the pre-ample that the parish would like progressed. Perhaps refer back to the issue

10

Paragraph /
Policy

Suggested Change / Comment

Reason for comment

of idle traffic in AQMA as otherwise there could be conflict here, as increased pedestrian
movement alone may be at the expense of traffic movement, ie. Insert
g. whilst at the same time recognising the need to ensure the improvement
of traffic through the AQMA.
Aim 17

Aim 18

i.

To ensure conformity with the basic
CPC support development proposals that demonstrate that off road parking
conditions.
provision is sufficient to minimise on-street parking meets West Sussex
This is out of your remit
County Council Parking Standards.

Clarification is sought on which Lanes the Parish wishes to be designated as quiet lanes.

Clarification

Policy 16: Car
Parking
Provision

Any car parking standards that is not in line with WSCC Parking Standards needs to be To ensure conformity with the basic
supported by evidence base.
conditions.
This Policy is out of your remit.
The parking standards in this policy
do not reflect current or emerging
revised West Sussex County Council
parking standards. These NP
standards are more onerous,
imposing a greater number of spaces
in a manner that is too prescriptive.
For example, three spaces for a two
bed dwelling is unlikely in Mews
development or on a modest housing
estate. Also, two spaces for a flat
above a shop is equally unlikely to be
achievable.

Maps

The maps are not legible and at times wrong. Even where they have been mapped in the To accord with legislation. The
overview map, the reader is left guessing, for example what is above ALO2, LGS20?
Policies Map shows allocations and
designations arising from policies in
11

Paragraph /
Policy

Suggested Change / Comment

Reason for comment
the local plan or neighbourhood plan.
The Policies Map should be a map
which (i) identifies the location and
boundaries of allocations and
designations, (ii) is reproduced from,
or based on, an Ordnance Survey
map, (iii) shows National Grid lines
and reference numbers, and (iv)
includes an explanation of any
symbol or notation which it uses.

On the two LGS overview maps, there are no legends and where the LGS maps are split
in two, parts of LGS07 are cut out. Also, the sites shown in the Over view map (sent
separately on 19 June 2019) are either not legible or not matching the LGS list in Local
Green Spaces_1 (also sent 19 June 2019).

12
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Paragraph /
Policy
LGS

Suggested Change / Comment

Reason for comment

General comments there are large inconsistencies within the LGS assessments, namely the
reasons given are deemed to be insufficient. Also, the overviews map is not legible, nor does it
seem to match the sites that have been assessed. No mention of whether the site is supported as
being Local Green Space by the landowner.

Strong and robust evidence base
To meet the basic conditions
To accord with legislation (policy
maps - LGS).

Below is a summary of comments on each site by our landscape officer. They recommended that
the plan tightens up wording to strengthen the case and provide evidence, some sites fails
paragraph 100 of the NPPF.
LGS02 the wording seems to imply that the use for social interaction is aspirational and
not taking place. If it is being used as such then the narrative needs to reflect this to
strengthen the case. The description is a bit vague - This small oasis of green open space.
LGS03 he
d g ae h
a a ca
f ca g ee
ace
a a d ba
to accommodate the relocation of the allotments. This should in this case be a community
aim. Also in the map provided this is currently woodland. Therefore clarification is sought
as the comments seem to relate to a piece of land within CNP03 in the southern area
a ed a c
ace
age 39
he e b
d c e
and not the
area marked on plan as LGS03 which is woodland. This is effectively a LGS03a
LGS04 is ac a LGS03 a d he a e P e A
e
ead g h ch be g
to the LGS03a stated above. Questions again are raised on the number of LGS sites. It
states in the narrative that the pond is important he e
d which can be seen
within the boundary.
LGS05 is actually LGS04 Capons Pond as LGS03 has a big pond in it. I d e
g
anywhere near the BUAB.
LGS06 is actually LGS05 Village Green opposite village Hall. Unsure why the inclusion
f h ghe e e f
d g
he e, h
h be add e ed? M e ee
planting? Moving people away from it? Clarification is sought on this.
LGS07 actually LGS06 location according to maps is unknown would have been
helpful to have had an Easting and Northing map reference number.
LGS08 - actually LGS07 Recreation field.
LGS09 actually LGS08
LGS10 actually LGS09
d g
ge
gh.
LGS11 actually LGS10 wording is wrong. Public amenity not amenities (which are
b c
e
e c.)
LGS12 actually LGS11 wording needs revised.
LGS13 actually LGS12

14

Paragraph /
Policy

Suggested Change / Comment

Reason for comment

LGS14 - actually LGS13 Ancient woodland what extra value does the allocation bring?
LGS15 actually LGS14 no narrative to explain proposed designation.
LGS16 actually LGS15 is unmarked next to telephone exchange not sure if this
j
a ad de e ge?
LGS17 actually LGS17 no narrative to explain.
LGS18 actually LGS16
LGS19 actually LGS18
LGS 20 actually LGS20 the allotments on the map are south of the road this strip is
north. It is agreed allotments are a valued landscape but the narrative states that they
would relocate if necessary? The time and effort it takes to produce topsoil of the quality
f
d
he e a
e
ca be e ca ed
e fetime.
LGS 21, LGS22 and LGS23 not on the map.

SA/SEA

HDC expects that the SA/SEA is carried out with the legislative process and best practise To ensure general conformity with
guidance. Please ensure that your scoring is consistent against the Sustainability the basic conditions
Objectives.
A strong and robust evidence base
Consistency and clarification
1.14 Please give exact dates
C a f ca

gh

ha HNP

ea

.

3.10. There ere were a total of 739 occupied dwellings
Figure 4

have a dotted Parish boundary amongst LSOAs

Figure 7 is not legible
3.39 a ha i g a ha i g
3.40 the area area
5.7

in In addition

15

Paragraph /
Policy

Suggested Change / Comment

Reason for comment

Appendix 1
Clarification is sought on the scoring given to sites. It has been noted that CNPO4 has
been scored as having a negative impact against Objective 9: Improve Non-Car Modes of
Transport despite CNP04 being on the A281 (where busses currently run with a bus stop
adjacent/nearby to the site - Cowfold, Bull's Bridge and South Leas), whilst CPN09 is given
a positive scoring. Eastlands Lane is described as a private road in the incomplete site
assessments provided on 19 June 2019 and questions are raised as to whether or not a
bus company would be able to have routes going through Eastlands Lane with safe public
pedestrian access.
Appendix 2
Aim 8

T ha e a A

he

T ha e a Policy ?

There are no maps with legends or icons.
HNA

HDC advocates the Methodology as advised by Locality in their neighbourhood planning To ensure general conformity with
toolkit on housing needs assessment, as stipulated in mentioned paragraph 105 of the the basic conditions
Neighbourhood Planning PPG Guidance:
A strong and robust evidence base
Consistency and clarification
What happens if the local planning authority does not provide a housing
requirement figure for a designated neighbourhood area that wishes to plan for
housing?
Where strategic policies do not already set out a requirement figure, the National Planning
Policy Framework expects an indicative figure to be provided to neighbourhood planning
bodies on request. However, if a local planning authority is unable to do this, then the
neighbourhood planning body may exceptionally need to determine a housing requirement
figure themselves, taking account of relevant policies, the existing and emerging spatial
strategy, and characteristics of the neighbourhood area. The neighbourhood planning
toolkit on housing needs assessment may be used for this purpose. Neighbourhood
planning bodies will need to work proactively with the local planning authority through this
16

Paragraph /
Policy

Suggested Change / Comment
process, and the figure will need to be tested at examination of the neighbourhood plan,
as neighbourhood plans must be in general conformity with strategic policies of the
development plan to meet the ba ic c di i
.
Paragraph: 105 Reference ID: 41-105-20190509
Revision date: 09 05 2019
Ultimately it is for the Independent Examiner to decide if the plan meets local needs.
It is noted that windfalls are counted in the permissions and completions, these should not
be counted towards the HNA as they are recorded separately.
3.5 It is understand understood that as part of these discussions
3.7

56 dwellings discounted. Yet in Appendix 1 it says a total of 53 dwellings.

3.28 - methodology considers considers population projections by the ONS
3.31.

..Th

he cross-cross-referenced to data on the district and parish population

17

Reason for comment

APPENDIX 17
THIRD PARTY HEALTH CHECK COMMENTS JULY 2019

Cowfold Neighbourhood Plan
Produced by Cowfold Parish Council
Health Check – July 2019: Undertaken by Andrew Seaman BA (Hons) MA MRTPI
Summary of Recommendations
1. Process
•

The Cowfold Neighbourhood Area was designated on 16 May 2016. The Parish Council has clearly undertaken much good work leading
to the draft Cowfold Neighbourhood Plan (CNP). At present, there is no draft Consultation Statement or Basic Condition Statement
both of which are required before formal submission. These should be progressed, at least in draft form in readiness for submission to
the Horsham District Council (HDC) post Regulation 14 consultation.

•

Further liaison and correspondence with HDC would be prudent to ensure, as far as practical, that the Council is in agreement with the
process of the CNP production and its final content.

•

A Sustainability Appraisal (incorporating Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA)) has been undertaken. However, this could be
clearer upon whether there is likely to be significant environmental effects and should be updated accordingly. A Screening Opinion
should be obtained from HDC to show compliance with the 2004 Regulations.

•

There is no evidence to show whether Habitats Regulation Assessment (HRA) screening has been undertaken (or the habitat sensitivity
of the area around Cowfold). This should be remedied by liaison with the District Council prior to pre-submission consultation.
1

•

The Cowfold Parish Council (CPC) should assure itself that the landowners of the proposed Local Green Space (LGS) and housing
allocations have been notified/consulted in accordance with the advice in the Planning Practice Guidance (PPG)1.

2. Content

1
2

•

The CNP appears drafted to take into account national planning policy and the requirement to plan positively for sustainable forms of
development.

•

The Plan contains a Vision and 23 Strategic Objectives. The origin and justification for the latter could be clarified with additional text
whilst some Objectives will need to be refined to avoid conflict with national policy.

•

The CNP contains 18 Aims and 16 Policies. The distinction between these and the status that they should have is unclear, for example
in applying these to the consideration of planning proposals, and should be clarified. Regard should be had to the advice in the PPG
which states that wider community aspirations than those relating to the development and use of land, if set out as part of the plan,
would need to be clearly identifiable (for example, set out in a companion document or annex), and it should be made clear in the
document that they will not form part of the statutory development plan2.

•

Liaison with HDC should be made to check the general conformity of the CNP with the current strategic policies of the development
plan. A Statement of Common Ground would be a useful addition to the evidence base prior to formal submission for Examination.

•

The Basic Conditions Statement and Consultation Statement should be prepared prior to submission and be available as separate
discrete supporting documents. Detailed guidance on the contents of a consultation statement can be viewed here:

See PPG Reference ID: 37-019-20140306.
See Reference ID: 41-004-20190509.

2

https://www.rtpi.org.uk/media/1282948/how_to_write_a_consultation_statement.pdf . Further guidance on Basic Conditions
Statements can be found here: https://www.rtpi.org.uk/media/1282954/approaches_to_writing_a_basic_conditions_statement.pdf.
•

Some suggested amendments are identified to the CNP which are set out in Part 3 of this Health Check.

•

It is clear that the policies within the CNP have been shaped by the community and the process of plan production to date. Some
detailed comments are made on the content and drafting of the CNP Policies to assist their clarity3 and future implementation.

•

Where no comment is made against a policy, this is because the policy appears to be in general conformity with the strategic policies of
the adopted Development Plan and has regard to national policy and guidance, and the aims of sustainable development.

Andrew Seaman
1 July 2019

3

PPG Reference ID: 41-041-20140306
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Part 1 – Process
Criteria
Have the necessary statutory
requirements been met in terms of
the designation of the
neighbourhood area?

Source
Cowfold NP

Response/Comments
The CNP refers at Section 1 to the background of the plan
preparation including formal designation of the entire parish by
Horsham District Council on 16 May 2016 (see also Fig 1).

1.2

If the area does not have a parish
council, have the necessary statutory
requirements been met in terms of
the designation of the
neighbourhood forum?

Not applicable

NA

1.3

Has the plan been the subject of
appropriate pre-submission
consultation and publicity, as set out
in the legislation, or is this
underway?

Cowfold NP

Section 1 of the CNP sets out the process of Plan preparation to date.
This has included questionnaires, a public meeting and public
exhibition.

Has there been a programme of
community engagement
proportionate to the scale and
complexity of the plan?

Cowfold NP

1.1

1.4

Formal pre-submission consultation in accordance with Regulation 14
has yet to be undertaken. The intended consultation (scheduled for
July 2019) should be checked for its compliance with the Regulations.
At present, there is no draft Consultation Statement. Section 1 of the
CNP provides an outline of what steps have been taken so far in
drafting the plan. There are additional details of questionnaires and
consultation available on the CPC website which presumably will
inform the Consultation Statement in due course.
The intended consultation must be compliant with the Regulations
and have regard to the advice in the PPG on plan preparation and
engagement, notably ensuring that landowners potentially affected
by the Plan are included, for example re the Local Green Space
designations.
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1.5

Are arrangements in place for an
independent examiner to be
appointed?

No source

There is no information provided on this. Whilst the CNP has yet to
be consulted upon in its pre-submission guise it may be prudent for
the Parish Council to begin consideration in liaison with HDC of what
the process will be for identifying a suitable independent examiner.
Whilst the general approach is to assess the resumes/CVs provided
by prospective examiners, you may also find it very helpful in coming
to a decision by reading examples of their reports on other
Neighbourhood Plans.

1.6

Are discussions taking place with the
electoral services team on holding
the referendum?

No source

It is not yet appropriate to put in place arrangements for a
Referendum after the examination of the Plan. However, as the Plan
advances, discussions should be held with HDC.

1.7

Is there a clear project plan for
bringing the plan into force and does
it take account of local authority
committee cycles?

No source

There is no process set out for bringing the Plan into force.

1.8

Has a SEA screening been carried out
by the LPA?

Cowfold NP and Draft Sustainability
Appraisal (incorporating SEA) May
2019.

The draft document addresses, to an extent, the issue of SEA albeit is
structured predominantly as a SA. It would benefit from revisions to
aid clarity, particularly in regard to the potential for ‘significant
effects’.
The attention of the Parish Council is drawn to the advice within the
PPG4 (Reference ID: 41-073-20190509) which strongly encourages
liaison with the District Council to ascertain whether the
Environmental Assessment of Plans and Programmes Regulations
2004 and the Habitat Regulations 2017 are likely to apply. An SEA

4

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/neighbourhood-planning--2#evidence-to-support-a-neighbourhood-plan and https://www.gov.uk/guidance/strategic-environmentalassessment-and-sustainability-appraisal#strategic-environmental-assessment-requirements-for-neighbourhood-plans
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Screening Report should be provided to show compliance with
Regulation 9 of the 2004 Regulations5. The District Council should be
in a position to advise.
Note - Appendix 1 (Housing Site Appraisal) is absent from the
supplied document.
1.9

Has a HRA screening been carried
out by the LPA?

No source

There is no evidence to show whether Habitat Regulations
Assessment (HRA) screening has been undertaken (or the habitat
sensitivity of the area around Cowfold). This should be remedied by
liaison with the District Council prior to pre-submission consultation.
The Parish Council’s attention is drawn to the fact that the
Conservation of Habitats and Species and Planning (Various
Amendments) (England and Wales) Regulations 2018 were made on
5 December 2018 and came into force on 28 December 2018. These
amend the prescribed Basic Condition related to Habitats
Assessments - the revised Basic Condition took effect from 28
December 2018. See the following link:
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2018/1307/contents/made
(Section 3).

5

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2004/1633/regulation/9/made
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Part 2 – Content

2.1

Criteria
Are policies appropriately justified
with a clear rationale?

Source
Cowfold NP

Response/Comments
The Plan is clearly set out with a profile of the Parish (Section 2) and a
short section (#3) containing a Vision and Objectives. The CPC has
sought the views of parishioners in order to inform the Vision which
is clearly stated (paragraph 3.2). Paragraph 3.3 subsequently lists 23
Strategic Objectives (note, fewer objectives are listed on the CNP
website).
In the absence of a draft Consultation Statement it is not clear what
proportion of the population responded to the early consultation,
specifically what form the consultation questionnaire etc took or how
prevalent particular expressed opinions were. This can be remedied
by the Statement and could be summarised either by expanding
section 1.3 (Plan Preparation) or as a precursor to paragraph 3.2.
The rationale for the strategic objectives is not explained and could
helpfully be set out in Section 3. Strategic Objectives (iii) and (xiv)
will require amendment to avoid running contrary to national policy
(see below).
Generally, the reasoned justification for each policy could be more
fulsome, explaining briefly their rationale and specific justification in
the Cowfold context.
Section 4 of the Plan deals with 5 themes each with Aims and Policies
– Environment and Heritage, Community Infrastructure, Housing,
Economy and Employment, Transport. The Plan contains a mix of 18
Aims and 16 Policies. The reason for this is not explained clearly by
paragraph 1.1.5 and the intended status of either is not set out. The
terms seem to be used somewhat interchangeably; indeed, there
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may be scope to combine elements of the Aims with the Policies to
collectively reduce their number and deliver a more effective Plan.
The reasoning for the structure should be set out.
For clarity, the land use Policies should be distinguished from the
Aims. For example, Policies could be set out in different text/colour
style within the Plan.
The justification for Policy 1 is brief and may be helpfully expanded to
include details, if available, of what local flood risk issue is being
specifically addressed. How would criteria (ii) be achieved and is it
necessary?
Policy 2 refers to Green Infrastructure which would benefit from a
definition to aid clarity (possibly in a glossary) and how such
infrastructure should manifest itself within Cowfold.
Policy 3 relates to Local Green Space. The justification should
signpost the evidence upon which the Council relies in identifying
land that meets the criteria of national policy. At present, it is
uncertain that the final list of LGS designations are sufficiently
justified in accordance with national policy.
Paragraph 4.9.4 could helpfully explain why the conservation area is
important to the wider area. Why is criterion (ii) included? How has
the list of features been derived? This could be explained in the text
justification of the CNP with a signpost to any supporting evidence
document that has been produced.
Paragraph 5.2.1 could define what is meant by ‘open space’ in
support of Policy 5.
8

A final additional sentence to paragraph 5.3.1 explaining that the CNP
therefore seeks to retain and enhance the range of community
facilities referenced by Policy 6 would help clarify the reasoning for
that policy. (Could Policy 7 be subsumed into Policy 6?).
The justification for the Housing policies appears brief but, subject to
further comments below, generally well founded.
The justification for Policy 16 (Parking) is insufficient and appears to
run counter to the established methodology for West Sussex. As
drafted this will be subject to additional scrutiny at Examination.
2.2

Is it clear which parts of the draft
plan form the ‘neighbourhood plan
proposal’ (i.e. the neighbourhood
development plan) under the
Localism Act, subject to the
independent examination, and
which parts do not form part of the ‘
plan proposal’, and would not be
tested by the independent
examination?

Cowfold NP

Yes. At present all elements of the CNP would form the proposal for
examination. For clarity, the land use Policies should be distinguished
from the Aims.

2.3

Are there any obvious conflicts with
the NPPF?

Cowfold NP

The CNP is drafted in a positive manner that supports the principle of
sustainable development.
As noted above, clarity is required on the respective status and
purpose of the document’s ‘Aims’ and ‘Policies’. For the purposes of
this report the focus of for NPPF consideration has been with the
stated Policies of the CNP.
Objective (iii) should be modified to specify that development should
be located in areas of least flood risk.
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Objective (xiv) requires new homes to exceed minimum standards for
energy efficiency et al which would conflict with national policy and
the Building Regulations. Could this be worded as “Ensure all new
homes meet and ideally exceed national minimum standards …”.
Similarly, the objective to align housing density with the current
levels would run counter to the national policy that seeks the
efficient use of land6 and may be more appropriately worded as
“Housing density should be appropriate to its location and have
regard to current levels …”. Paragraph 6.2.1 provides context for this
matter but would benefit from clarification as to its purpose whilst
Policy 9 (e) is too inflexible and runs counter to the thrust of national
policy.
Policy 3 identifies new areas of Local Green Space. It is probable that
the justification for these areas will be scrutinised further during the
pre-submission consultation and at Examination particularly in how
they are justified against the requirements of national policy and why
the areas are demonstrably special to the local community7. Evidence
on these points should be made available.
It would assist an examiner in coming to a decision as to whether
“…the green area is demonstrably special to a local community.. “ if
there was evidence provided from early engagement, for example
survey results, that clearly demonstrates the local community’s
support for the proposed designations.
Policy 4 refers to the need for development to ‘conserve or enhance’

6
7

NPPF paragraph 122.
NPPF paragraph 100.
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but the legislation refers to ‘preserve or enhance’ which would be
more appropriate wording.
Policy 16 sets car parking standards. These are higher than those
advocated by West Sussex County Council and its methodology for
assessment. Consequently, they are likely to be subject to scrutiny at
the pre-submission consultation and at Examination. Justification
should be provided to show alignment with national policy.
2.4

Is there a clear explanation of the
ways the plan contributes to the
achievement of sustainable
development?

Cowfold NP

No. The Plan contains appropriate references to sustainable
development but does not explain how it will contribute to achieving
this end. This could be remedied by additional text which synthesises
the vision/strategic objectives/policies/aims of the Plan in securing
sustainable forms of development at Section 3.

2.5

Are there any issues around
compatibility with human rights or
EU obligations?

Cowfold NP

No, from an assessment of the documents received, notwithstanding
the absence of the Basic Conditions Statement, there would appear
to be no outstanding issues regarding compatibility with human
rights or EU obligations (subject to the earlier comments on SEA and
HRA).

2.6

Does the plan avoid dealing with
excluded development including
nationally significant infrastructure,
waste and minerals?

Cowfold NP

Yes, the Plan does avoid dealing with such excluded development,
and there are no potential issues regarding this matter.

2.7

Is there consensus between the local
planning authority and the qualifying
body over whether the plan meets
the basic conditions including
conformity with strategic
development plan policy and, if not,
what are the areas of disagreement?

Cowfold NP

There is no evidence to demonstrate a consensus between HDC and
CNP.
This should be remedied (by meetings/correspondence) ideally
before the pre-submission consultation. Any areas of obvious
disagreement should be obviated or minimised.
It cannot be concluded at the present time that there are no
11

potential issues of general non-conformity (i.e. disagreement) with
strategic development plan policies.
2.8
2.9

Are there any obvious errors in the
plan?
Are the plan’s policies clear and
unambiguous and do they reflect the
community’s land use aspirations?

Cowfold NP

Some suggestions are made in Section 3 below.

Cowfold NP

Detailed Comments are made below on the content and drafting of
the Plan’s Policies. It is clear that they reflect and have been shaped
by the community’s land use aspirations to date.
However, some of the policies would benefit from a further ‘sense
check’ and potential refinement to ensure that they are specific land
use policies and not general assertions of aspiration (which might be
contained to a degree within the text of the Plan, balanced with the
advice in the PPG)8.

8

See PPG Reference ID: 41-004-20190509.
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Part 3 - Detailed Comments
1. These detailed comments address all matters, both of significance and of a more minor nature, across the Plan and are presented in Page order.
2. Cover page – new date for the Plan required.
3. Page 3 – the 7th paragraph provides a summary definition of what the Parish Council considers to represent sustainable development. This would not
accord wholly with national policy. It could be amended to say: “In essence, to be considered sustainable most new developments should include the
following: be located within easy walking distance of the village facilities; not have any measurable negative impact on Air Quality or Biodiversity; and
should provide groundwater management that reduces the risk of flooding within development or to adjoining areas.”
It would be helpful for clarity to briefly set out how the ‘Key Aims’ have been derived.
4. Page 4 – the first bullet would be clearer with the insertion of ‘housing’, ie: “Selecting housing sites that adjoin the existing built up area …”. The second
bullet may not be deliverable. Could this be expressed in an alternative way to aid clarity yet maintain its deliverability? Eg “Ensuring access to these
sites has an acceptable effect on traffic flows particularly with regard to the conservation area”.
5. Page 6 – it would add completeness to the CNP to acknowledge that HDC are undertaking a review of the current Horsham District Planning
Framework, eg paragraph 1.1.3.
It would aid clarity to add what land allocations are made in the first sentence of paragraph 1.1.5, ie “…the allocation of land for housing and
designation of Local Green Space.”
6. Page 7 – it would aid clarity if the result of the questionnaire (paragraph 1.3.1) were available or sign posted, eg to an Appendix of the Consultation
Statement.
7. Page 8 – paragraph 1.5.2 could be expanded a little more to explain the process and its timescale; clarity should be provided to confirm that only a
successful outcome to the Referendum would result in a ‘made’ NP.
8. Page 9 – minor corrections on the final line of paragraph 2.2.4 ‘115 metres’ and ‘world’.
9. Page 10 – paragraph 2.3.5, perhaps exchange the word ‘wholly’ for ‘considered’.
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10. Page 13 – paragraph 2.6.4, delete ‘as a matter of necessity’ to leave the bald fact of car ownership in the Plan.
11. Page 14 – paragraph 3.1.1 should reference the Consultation Statement as a means of explaining how many views were obtained to inform the
Vision/Objectives.
Objective (iii) should be modified to specify that development should be located in areas of least flood risk.
Objective (v) refers to areas of assart woodland; whilst this is no doubt a locally recognised term it may be prudent to check that the use of the word
‘assart’ is appropriate (as it ordinarily refers to deforestation).
12. Page 15 - Objective (xiv) requires new homes to exceed minimum standards for energy efficiency et al which would conflict with national policy and the
Building Regulations. Could this be worded as “Ensure all new homes meet and ideally exceed national minimum standards …”.
Similarly, the objective to align housing density with the current levels would run counter to the national policy that seeks the efficient use of land and
may be more appropriately worded as “Housing density should be appropriate to its location and have regard to current levels …”.
13. Page 17 – Aim 2; can the justification for an ideal walking distance of less than 500m be provided?
14. Page 18 – Policy 1 (ii) refers to development proposals that reduce the risk of flooding from groundwater. However, the reasoning and deliverability of
this requirement is unclear and would benefit from justification and/or an amended form of words. Should Aim 5 form part of Policy 1?
15. Page 19 – the Plan would be clearer with a definition of Green Infrastructure in the Cowfold context.
Policy 2 (i) refers to ‘conserve, maintain or enhance’; could the Policy simply refer to ‘conserve or enhance’?
Policy 2 (iv) refers to carbon sink capability which is not explained in the justification and is consequently unclear. This should be amended for clarity.
16. Page 20 sets out the justification for the designation of the Local Green Spaces. Whilst paragraph 4.8.2 acknowledges the NPPF context, there is no
evidence which demonstrates how the criteria of national policy has been met by the proposed designations listed in Policy 3. This should be remedied.
Similarly, some evidence should be referenced in support for the statements made in paragraphs 4.8.6 and 4.8.7.
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Appropriate checks should be made that all landowners are aware of the proposed designations. The size, in hectares, should be given for the 21
proposed Local Green Space designations and particular regard should be had to the advice on Local Green Space in the PPG9.
It would be helpful to introduce or at least cross reference the Policy Map extracts of Section 9.2 at this part of the Plan. LGS 21 does not appear in
these Policy Maps extracts.
17. Page 22 – to be consistent with the legislation, Policy 4 should refer to the need to ‘preserve or enhance’ rather than ‘conserve’. Is criterion (ii)
required? If so, what is the evidential basis for the items listed at a-j?
18. Page 23 – A definition of ‘open space’ should be provided to aid clarity of Policy 5 in its implementation. Criterion (ii) is potentially too inflexible. The
clarity of criterion (iii) would be aided by the amended wording as follows: “Development proposals including the replacement …”
19. Page 24 – Policy 6, criterion (ii) would be clearer with amendments that could include:
i. Development proposals that result in the net loss of community facilities will not be supported.
ii. Development proposals including the alteration and/or replacement of community facilities will be supported where:
a. they result in equivalent (in quantitative and qualitative terms) or enhanced facilities provided to serve local needs;
b. any replacement facility is made available before the closure of the existing facility;
c. any replacement facility is readily accessible by the community by non car modes of transport;
d. where necessary, there is safe and adequate vehicular access with sufficient parking to meet the needs of users of the facility;
e. there is no unacceptable adverse effect on any local amenity; and
f. heritage assets and their setting are protected.
iii. Development proposals that bring redundant buildings back into use for the benefit of the community will be supported.
20. Page 26 – Policy 8 (i) (a) requires development proposals to be for a community use. The conformity of this statement with the intentions of the
Horsham District Plan should be checked.
21. Page 26 – for clarity, paragraph 5.9.2 should be concluded with “…in that area.”

9

See “Open space, sports and recreation facilities, public rights of way and local green space”, PPG Reference ID: 37-005-20140306 - Reference ID: 37-022-20140306.
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22. Page 28 – Policy 9 (i) (c) refers to vernacular buildings. National policy requires good design without fettering innovation or change10, therefore
omission of the word ‘vernacular’ would ensure a flexible and robust policy.
Policy 9 (i) (e) requires density to be consistent with the immediate area. This may be considered to run contrary to the efficient use of land and should
be amended. This could be secured by removing criterion (e) and inserting the word density into criterion (a), eg “a. are of an appropriate nature, scale
and density;”
23. Page 28 – Additional background text to the site selection process would aid the clarity of the Plan and it may be helpful to include details of the site
selection assessment in an Appendix. The acronym SHELAA should be explained.
24. Page 29 – The need for Policy 11 (i) (c) should either be robustly set out in the justification or the wording amended to include “…proposals provide
traffic calming as necessary at the…”. This would address any concern that the Plan is seeking improvements to an existing situation that is not
proportionately exacerbated by a new development proposal.
Criterion (i) (g) should include “no unacceptable adverse impact on …” to ensure the policy is clear and capable of effective implementation.
Criterion (i) (i) refers to the Proposals Map although this is actually the Policies Map (and elsewhere).
25. Page 30 – Paragraph 6.4.8 “…The site is adjacent to the Conservation Area although there are no other heritage assets …”
Policy 12 (i) (d) refers to a safe drop off point. The justification for this should be clearly set out in the Plan drawing on publicly available evidence.
26. Page 31 - The justification for the Housing Mix section of the Plan is too brief and should be expanded to explain how the Policies have been
formulated to meet the needs of the Plan area.
Paragraph 6.5.5 is not sufficiently clear as to its purpose and intention in supporting Aim 12. This should be clarified and amended.

10

NPPF paragraph 127.
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27. Page 32 – The criteria of Policy 14 (i) are quite restrictive (a, b and c) and may not accord with the objectives of national policy. Is this the intention in
light of the wording of the justification at paragraph 7.2.1 and if so, is it justified by what evidence?
How will viability be established? The Plan should explain how viability would be assessed for the purposes of Policy 14 (iii).
28. Page 34 – An additional introductory explanation of the tables in paragraph 8.1 would aid clarity.
29. Page 36 – Aim 17 could be amended for clarity as follows: “CPC support development proposals that demonstrate that off road parking provision is
sufficient so as to minimise on-street parking.”
A cross reference to the West Sussex County Council standards document would aid the clarity of paragraph 8.6.5.
30. Page 37 – Policy 16 would appear to run contrary to the county parking standards and there is insufficient available evidence to support the
requirements which it contains. This should be amended, feasibly in liaison with Horsham District Council and the county council.
31. Page 38 – this section should be labelled Policies Maps with a cross reference to the Horsham DC Local Plan.
32. Page 40/41 – Section 10 requires completion.
33. Consideration should be given to the provision of a short glossary to assist in defining the intentions within the CNP.
34. General –the Plan is clearly structured. It would be helpful to briefly address the intended arrangements for the future Monitoring and Review of the
Plan. For example, there is no indication on how the successful implementation of the Plan’s policies will be monitored, or the circumstances (such as
changes in strategic planning policies or national policy) which might necessitate a formal Review of the Plan prior to 2031.
35. The main focus of this report has been on undertaking a detailed assessment of the Plan. A thorough proof-read and sense check should be made of
the supporting documents prior to their publication and submission and the Plan itself should also be proof-read by an independent person to check for
typographical errors.
36. Finally, it is recognised that the above comments will involve some amendments to the Plan and its contents. However, the time and effort that has
clearly been put into the Plan to date is commendable and if the Plan can be amended to incorporate the above suggestions then it will have a very
good prospect of being submitted in due course for a successful examination.
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APPENDIX 18
CPC SITE SELECTION PROCESS

Cowfold Neighbourhood Plan - Site selection process
Approach
1. No site should be ruled in or out expect by reference to the criteria detailed in the
Site Appraisals and the Policies set out in the Horsham District Planning Framework.
2. No site should be ruled in or out prior to the Cowfold Neighbourhood Plan Housing
Number having been agreed.
3. HDPF Policies shall take precedence in the site selection process on the basis that to
select a site that is likely to be rejected by the HDC planning process has little merit.
4. In the event that there is insufficient availability of HDPF Compliant sites then noncompliant sites will be considered where robust arguments for their inclusion can be
made.
5. The views of the community will be taken into account as a tertiary selection process
once the suitability of the site has been established.
6. Community feedback collected via questionnaires to be given due consideration on
appropriate sites.
Call for Sites
1.
2.
3.
4.

Advert 30/11/2017, West Sussex County Times
Advertising banner displayed in the village
Email/telephone contact direct with prospective proposers. 8/12/2017
Detail on Parish Council website with links posted on Cowfold Community
FaceBook page.

Public Exhibition – Cowfold Village Hall, 23/03/2018
1. Proposers individually invited, advertising banner displayed, Cowfold
Community FaceBook posts with links to PC Website for detail information.
2. Introduction slides & overview map with proposed sites displayed
3. October 2017 Questionnaire feedback & analysis charts displayed
4. Draft Vision and Objectives displayed
5. Draft summary assessment & location map for each site displayed
6. Car Parking Questionnaire handed out for completion
Public Meeting – Cowfold Village Hall, 13/07/2018
1. All Proposers individually invited, advertising banner displayed, Cowfold
Community FaceBook posts with links to PC Website for detail information.
2. Introduction and background presentation by CNPWG Chair.
3. All proposers given equal opportunity to present with timed Q&A
4. Summary and wrap-up presentation by CNPWG Chair.
5. Overview site map displayed
Second Public Exhibition – Cowfold Village Hall, 01/03/2019
1. All Proposers individually invited, advertising banner displayed, Cowfold
Community FaceBook posts with links to PC Website for detail information.
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2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Introduction slides & overview map with proposed sites displayed.
Site Appraisals and location maps displayed.
HDPF key Policy summaries displayed.
Exhibition Feedback form handed out for completion.
Exhibition detail plus live feedback form on Cowfold Parish Council Website
with link posted on Cowfold Community FaceBook page.

Site Appraisals Updated and used to form the site selection criteria – example; Appendix 1
(Brookhill Site Assessment1901.docx)
1. Site Context
a. Size
b. Current use
c. Previous Use
d. Adjacent land use
e. Proximity to BUAB
2. Biodiversity and Arboriculture
a. Biodiversity designations
b. Arboriculture designations
c. Other Comments
3. Heritage Assets
a. Listed Buildings or Scheduled Ancient Monuments
b. Conservation Area
c. Archaeological Potential
d. Other Comments
4. Landscape
a. Designations such as AONB
b. Landscape
i. Character
ii. Sensitivity
iii. Capacity
c. Other Comments
5. Air Quality Management Area (AQMA) – Site Location
a. Within AQMA
b. Within 250m of AQMA
c. Within 500m of AQMA
d. Within 1km of AQMA
6. Public Rights of Way (PRoW)
a. Within site
b. Adjacent to site
c. Other Comments
7. Flood Risk
a. Strategic Flood Risk Assessment (SFRA) Data
b. Flood Zone Designation
c. Other Comments
8. Accessibility
a. Proximity to Key Village Facilities & Amenities
b. Vehicular Access Constraints
c. Other Comments
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9. Utilities
a. There is a presumption of availability.
i. Utility providers have a duty of provision.
b. There is no Mains Gas supply in the village.
10. Site Considerations
a. Ownership
b. Constraints
c. Proposed Use
d. Estimated Capacity
e. Mitigation
f. Deliverable/Developable/Achievable
g. Other Comments
HDPF Policy used to provide key site selection criteria
(Horsham-Distric-Planning-Framework-2015)
1. It was noted that planning permission had been sought for site CNP08 and rejected,
this was upheld on appeal. The key reasons were non compliance with HDPF Policies
3 & 4 as well as access concerns.
2. All sites considered against all HDPF Policies, using the Site Appraisals where
appropriate, to ascertain the alignment of each site to HDPF Policy. This is
summarised in Appendix 2 (190116-Allocation Summary.xlsx)
3. Cowfold was designated an AQMA with effect from 1st December 2011. There are
considerable traffic issues and as a result any site may pose an Air Quality concern as
it is considered that a very small number of additional vehicles joining the already
congested roads at peak times could have a disproportionate effect. Cowfold AQMA
has been in breach of the Environment Act 1995 since designation although early
indications suggest that 2019 could be the first year when it might be in compliance.
4. Ground water is an issue throughout Cowfold due to the predominance of Weald
Clay, the topography and the local river network with its associated flood plain.
5. Sites CNP01, CNP02, CNP03 and CNP07 were considered to be compliant but with
some specific concerns. These were set out in a presentation, see Appendix 3
(CNP_190116-Site Allocation.pptx)
Compliant Sites – Potential issues
a. CNP01 Brook Hill - Concerns
i. The proposed access to the A281 is on a blind brow. This was noted
as a concern but is a Highways decision and outside the expertise of
the WG. An alternative access may be available.
ii. Part of the site is listed as developable under SHELAA SA083 the
remainder of the site is listed as Not Currently Developable under
SHELAA SA076 however it was felt the location of the proposed
development mitigated the concerns expressed.
iii. HDPF Policies 2, 25, 31, 35, 40 may apply.
iv. The HDPF Landscape Sensitivity Assessment is Moderate-High; the
indicated concerns appear to have been mitigated by the
development proposed.
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v. Working Group concerns include safeguarding the proposed
Community Space and the potential for CNP01 and CNP02 to be
linked in a way that could result in a “Rat Run” linking the A272 to the
West and the A281 to the North.
b. CNP02 Thornden West
i. HDPF Policies 2, 25, 31, 35 and 40 may apply.
ii. The HDPF Landscape Sensitivity Assessment is Moderate-High; the
indicated concerns appear to have been mitigated the development
proposed.
iii. There is a ProW within the site which needs protecting and to be
accessible.
iv. Traffic exiting the site to the West at peak times give cause for
concern, locally it is a well-known problem which residents consider
to be a safety issue. This was noted as a concern but is a Highways
decision and outside the expertise of the WG.
v. WG Concerns included the potential for the creation of a
Development Corridor in conjunction with site CNP03 and the lack of
any Natural Development Boundaries to the East.
c. CNP03 Potters
i. HDPF Policies 25, 31, 35 and 40 may apply.
ii. Vehicles exiting the site to the East at peak times give cause for
concern, locally it is a well-known problem which residents consider
to be a safety issue. Note that up to 50 vehicles will be using this
access to drop-off or pick-up children from the school or nursery each
day in addition to the site residents. These were noted as concerns
but are a Highways decision and outside the expertise of the WG.
iii. WG Concerns include Safeguarding the Community Space and the
vehicular access.
d. CNP07 Eastlands Lane
i. HDPF Landscape Sensitivity Assessment is Moderate-High but no
specific issues noted. The site is not SHELAA listed.
ii. This quiet country lane is considered to be a local amenity bounded
by mature oak trees, concern that any development could impact this.
iii. WG concerns include village access given the lack of width to include
a pavement and any increased traffic along this country lane.
iv. This site has limited potential and is further from the main village
amenities than the other ‘compliant’ sites.
CNPWG Allocation Meeting 16th January 2019
1. The core focus for this meeting was the allocation of sites for the Cowfold
Neighbourhood Plan, see Appendix 4 (Minutes 190116a.docx)
a. It was agreed that sites CNP04, CNP04B, CNP05, CNP06, CNP08 and
CNP09 breached HDPF Policies and should be rejected given that the
remaining sites provided ample cover to satisfy the agreed Housing
Needs number.
b. The remaining sites were ranked in the order CNP03, CNP01, CNP07,
CNP02.
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c. Sites CNP01 and CNP02 both had merit; The deciding factors against
CNP02 were (a) the detrimental effect to the village approach
afforded by development to the North and South of the A272 and (b)
the lack of a natural boundary to the East . Post meeting this was
discussed with our advisors who confirmed that these were valid
grounds for a lower ranking.
d. The number of dwellings proposed for these sites exceeded the
housing density in the area of highest density within the village, this
was felt to be inappropriate. In addition, in order to ensure a rural
setting, it was agreed that a Landscape Buffer of at least 10M should
be included.
e. It was agreed to hold a joint meeting with the Parish Council in order
to seek formal approval.
f. Post meeting discussions with the developers for each site resulted in
revised proposals; the inclusion of a 10M landscape buffer and an
appropriate housing density.
Parish Council/CNPWG Joint Meeting 13th February 2019
1. The CNPWG presentation was updated in preparation for the upcoming
exhibition and shared with the Parish Council along with a summary of the
Sites indicating their compliance.
a. Appendix 5 (CNP_190301_slides_preferred Summary.pptx)
b. Appendix 6 (CNP Summary Site Criteria.xlsx)
2. There was unanimous agreement to proceed with the allocation of Sites
CNP01 and CNP03 on the basis of amended developer proposals to include a
minimum of a 10M landscape buffer and a housing density in line with the
area of highest density within the village.
a. Appendix 7 CNP01 Brook Hill (190227_CNP01_amended proposal.rtf)
b. Appendix 8 CNP03 Potters (190220_CNP03_amended proposal.rtf)
c. Appendix 9 Housing Density Calculation (Housing Density.xlsx)
Third Public Exhibition – Allmond Centre, Cowfold, 01/03/2019
1. Proposers individually invited, advertising banner displayed, Cowfold
Community FaceBook posts with links to PC Website for detail information.
2. Introduction, background information and explanation slides displayed.
3. Details of all sites displayed
a. Site Appraisal summary
b. Proposer slides
c. Location map
d. Conformance to criteria (Conforming sites ranked)
Open Day/Regulation 14 Publication – Allmond Centre, Cowfold, 08/09/2019
1. Proposers individually invited, advertising banner displayed, Cowfold
Community FaceBook posts with links to PC Website for detail information.
2. Introduction, background information and explanation slides displayed
3. Overview map showing all proposed sites, displayed
5

4. Conformance to Criteria displayed – 2 allocated sites detail
5. Draft Neighbourhood plan displayed in full
6. Additional printed information available: a. Housing Needs Document
b. Local Green Space Report
c. Regulation 14 Pre-Submission SA
d. Non-Technical Summary August 2019
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Cowfold Parish Council’s Response to Regulation 14 Pre-Submission Representations

1.

INTRODUCTION

1.1.

This document has been prepared for Cowfold Parish Council (CPC) following a review of
representations received in response to the Regulation 14 Pre-Submission Consultation.

1.2.

The purpose of the document is to provide a summary of representations received in respect of
housing matters; set out DOWSETTMAYHEW Planning Partnership’s (DMP) comments on
representations received; and set out any recommended changes to Chapter 6: Housing of the
Cowold Neighbourhood Plan (CNP), including planning policies and/or aims in light of
representations received.

1.3.

The recommended changes are to be considered by CPC prior to the preparation of the
Submission CNP.

2.

COWFOLD NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN REGULATION 14 PRE-SUBMISSION
CONSULTATION

2.1.

The CNP and accompanying Sustainability Appraisal (SA) was the subject of its statutory
Regulation 14 Pre-Submission Consultation for an eight week period between 19 August 2019 - 14
October 2019.

2.2.

The consultation documents were available to view online on the dedicated CNP webpage. A hard
copy of the consultation documents were available to view in 3 locations (Cowfold Village Hall; Cooperative Store; and Medical Practice) during the consultation period. Comments were invited by
email and/or by post.

2.3.

Stakeholders were alerted to the consultation via email alerts. Locally in the Parish, notices alerting
residents and stakeholders to the consultation were placed on Parish notice boards. In addition, a
notice was placed on the CPC website.

2.4.

An Open Day was held on 08 September 2019 from 10.00-15.00 at The Allmond Centre. This
provided stakeholders with an opportunity to view a hard copy of the consultation documents, meet
Members of the NPWG and to make comments on the documents.

2.5.

Due to an administrative error, a further round of consultation was required to ensure all requisite
stakeholders had the opportunity to comment on the Regulation 14 Pre-submission CNP and
associated SA. This further consultation was undertaken from 12 November 2019- 24 December
2019.

3.

SUMMARY OF REPRESENTATIONS RECEIVED

3.1.

A total of 69 representations were received in response to the Regulation 14 Pre-Submission
consultation.

3.2.

A summary of representations received has been prepared and is set out in the Consultation
Statement.
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3.3.

3.4.

Representations were received from a variety of stakeholders. These can be summarised as
follows:

•

4 representations from developers/agents acting on behalf of landowners.

•

7 representations from statutory consultees; and

•

58 representations from local residents;

A number of these representations made comments on housing matters. Following a review of
representations received in respect of housing matters, representations have been summarised
under the following key themes:

•

Appropriateness of identified housing need;

•

Promotion of additional housing site(s);

•

Other housing matters;

•

Sustainability Appraisal (SA).

3.5.

Set out below is a summary of representations received; DMP comments on these representations;
and recommended changes to the Submission version CNP to be considered by the CPC.

4.

REPRESENTATIONS RECEIVED IN RESPECT OF IDENTIFIED HOUSING NEED

4.1.

A total of three representations were received in respect of housing need. Representations were
received from Horsham District Council (HDC), Gladman and ECE Planning.

Horsham District Council (HDC)
4.2.

Representations from HDC set out that Cowfold is identified as a ‘medium village’ in the settlement
hierarchy as detailed in Policy 3 of the Horsham District Planning Framework (HDPF) and that there
is an expectation that Neighbourhood Plans accommodate their ‘fair proportion of the minimum
1500 dwellings to be delivered from the Neighbourhood Plans across Horsham in accordance with
Policy 15(4)’.

4.3.

HDC state that having regard to the proposals in the CNP, ‘the identification of allocations and
accompanying infrastructure along with recent permissions within the village is considered to be
proportion [sic] to the scale and size of the village in accordance with Policy 3 Settlement Hierarchy
and meet local needs taking account of constraints…’. They conclude that ‘…the proposed scale of
development [to be facilitated in the CNP] is appropriate for the village for this plan period and full
consideration has been given to the environmental designations and constraints in eﬀect in this
area. Best endeavours have been made to accommodate the Parish’s housing requirement to
promote sustainable development.’
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4.4.

HDC state that they have started to review the HDPF and have sought confirmation from local
parish councils to commit to a full or partial review of Neighbourhood Plans once the district has
completed a review of its Local Plan.

Gladman
4.5.

Representations set out that Gladman commissioned Savills to provide an appraisal of the housing
needs of Cowfold. The ‘top down assessment’ considers 5 scenarios which indicate ‘a need for
between 20 and 262 dwellings over the twenty year plan period’. It notes that this results in an
average of 176 dwellings.

4.6.

However, the report asserts that the methodology that resulted in a need of 20 dwellings
(comprising a proportionate requirement of the ‘at least 1500’ set out in the HDPF) is a ‘policy
driven figure from the HDPF [and so is] not an assessment of need’.

4.7.

The report therefore discounts this scenario to provide a revised average of 215 dwellings.

4.8.

Discounting completions and consents, since 2011 (56 dwellings)1 , the submissions assert that
there is a residual requirement to deliver 159 dwellings.

4.9.

Gladman advocate the CNP to facilitate for the delivery of a minimum of 159 dwellings through the
neighbourhood plan.

4.10.

Notwithstanding this, Gladman assert that ‘when the standard methodology is adopted for
Horsham it is likely that Cowfold will be required to deliver a minimum of 240 dwellings in the
neighbourhood plan period and to ensure the longevity of the plan and its policies Gladman
suggest that the CNP should be providing further housing now’.

ECE Planning
4.11.

Representations from ECE Planning assert that the Housing Needs Assessment produced in
support of the CNP sets out a housing need for the period 2011-2031 (20 year period) based on the
2012-based household projections, whereas the most recent data published by HDC is based on
the Oﬃce for National Statistics (ONS) 2014-based housing projections over the period 2016 to
2031 (15 year period). This indicates that the population of Horsham is due to grow by 17% up to
2031.

4.12.

ECE Planning submit that Cowfold is likely to experience a similar increase in population and as a
‘Medium Village’, Cowfold should take a ‘fair share’ in the level of growth to meet its own needs.

4.13.

Representations question the information on housing completions and commitments.

4.14.

They state that ‘it is asserted that a reasonable and proportionate level of growth for Cowfold…
should be in the region of 225 new homes based on average occupancy rates over the plan period
which equates to 15 dwellings per annum 2016-2031’.

1

Figure derived from Housing Needs Consideration Report, May 2019
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4.15.

The ECE Planning representations note the emerging HDPF review and consider that this is likely to
change the strategic planning context for the District and for neighbourhood planning. They
consider this could result in the CNP being deemed ‘out of date’ shortly after being made. On this
basis they assert that ‘the inclusion of a ‘reserve site’ must be reasonably be considered’ for
allocation within the CNP. They submit that the three sites at Eastlands Farm (CNP06, CNP07 and
CNP09) would contribute to this need and could be delivered as suitable reserve sites.

Response to: Gladman and ECE Planning
4.16.

As an intrinsic part of the preparation of the CNP, a detailed assessment has been undertaken of
housing need. A parish housing need assessment was initially prepared in April 2018. The
Assessment was subsequently updated to take account of changes to national planning policy
guidance and comments from HDC. The Assessment was finalised in May 2019. 2

4.17.

The Assessment applied a number of diﬀerent methodologies to calculate housing need reliant
upon data from a variety of sources, including the ONS. The document considered 7 diﬀerent
approaches, including household formation, policy projection and economic projection; and set out
recommendations on the weight to be attached to each methodology.

4.18.

The methodologies rely on a variety of data sources. For those methodologies that rely on the
district Strategic Housing Market Assessment and HDPF Policy projections, the data is that used to
inform the production of the HDPF. This in particular includes that GL Hearn HNiHD Assessment
dated March 2015. However, for other methodologies, and in particular Methodology 3 (Trend
Based Demographic Projection) and Methodology 6 (Policy Trend-Based Demographic Projection)
the data used includes the most recently available ONS population projections, including the 2016
subnational population projections for England which estimates the population of Horsham District
will grow by 17% between 2011 and 2031.

4.19.

Therefore, and contrary to the assertions of ECE Planning, the Housing Needs Assessment has
been informed by the most recently available population projections.

4.20.

The Assessment details the results of the diﬀerent methodologies, and sets out recommendations
on the weight to be attached to these. It concludes that significant weight should be placed on a
number of methodologies that rely on a ‘fair-share’ approach to the number of dwellings required in
the HDPF and/or empirical data projections, including Methodology 6.

4.21.

It concludes that, where relevant, having discounted the number of completions and commitments
that have already occurred in the the Parish, there is a residual housing need in the district, to be
delivered over the remainder of the plan period of between 44-70 dwellings. It recommends that it
would be prudent to seek to plan for the upper end of the range; and that this could be delivered
via a mix of allocations and windfall.

4.22.

The Assessment and the over-arching housing need proposed to be facilitated through the CNP
has been appraised by HDC. They have confirmed that they consider the housing need number and
approach contained in the CNP is appropriate, proportionate, and in accordance with Policy 15(4)
of the HDPF.

2

Housing needs consideration for the Cowfold Parish Neighbourhood Plan.
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4.23.

It is therefore concluded that the overall level of housing need proposed to be delivered in the CNP
is appropriate, and does not require upward adjustment in light of the representations of Gladman
and ECE Planning.

4.24.

The CNP includes a commitment for CPC to monitor the eﬀectiveness of the implementation of the
policies in the CNP on an annual basis. Where monitoring indicates that development is not
proceeding as anticipated, CPC will consider undertaking a review of the CNP.

4.25.

The CNP acknowledges the emerging HDPF review, noting that this will seek to establish the
growth strategy for the district up to 2036. It notes that, at present, this is due to be completed in
2021. The CNP notes that this may aﬀect the housing numbers that are required to be delivered in
the parish. On this basis, paragraph 9.4 of the CNP confirms that it ‘is proposed to commence a
review within 3 years of being made or following the adoption of the HDPF review, whichever is the
later’.

4.26.

On this basis, the CNP is considered to provide suﬃcient flexibility to positively respond to any
amended housing need requirements that may emerge from the HDPF review.

4.27.

ECE Planning have questioned the calculation of the housing ‘completion’ and ‘commitment’
figures contained in the Housing Need Assessment. This data has been sourced directly from HDC;
who, it is understood, source completions data from WSCC on an annual basis. The Housing Need
Assessment has been informed by the most up to date available information (i.e. 1st January 2011 1st March 2018).

4.28.

Appendix 1 of the Assessment, sets out:

•

Total additional dwellings permitted in Cowfold between 01 April 2011- 31 October 2018:
50;

•

Prior approvals application granted in Cowfold between 01 April 2011- 31 October 2018: 3;
and

•

Completions between 01 January 2011 - 01 March 2018: 4.

4.29.

The Assessment sought to diﬀerentiate between those dwelling units that were approved prior to
2011 but completed after this date, and those dwelling units that were approved (and potentially
then completed) after 2011. In this way double counting between ‘completions’ and ‘commitments’
would be avoided.

4.30.

This identified that 1 of the ‘completions’ was pursuant to a planning permission granted post 2011,
thus reducing the overall number of combined completions and commitments to 56.

4.31.

In light of the query from ECE Planning this data has been reviewed. This has identified 1 new
dwelling unit that is presented in the ‘commitments’ list as a net gain of 1 dwelling, but on review of
the detail of that scheme, it included the surrender of the use of an existing dwelling (which was to
then be used as ancillary accommodation only) and thus did not result in any net gain of dwellings3.

3

see Application DC/15/0909 detailed at Appendix 1 of the Housing Needs Assessment
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The review has also identified a further application that granted the amalgamation of 2 dwellings to
create a single dwelling. This should thus appear in the commitments list as a net loss of 1
dwelling4. The review has also identified that a dwelling that was approved to be altered, resulted in
the creation of an additional dwelling unit, and thus is now reported as the net gain creation of a
further dwelling5. These details have been updated in a revised version of the Housing Needs
Assessment report (Version A).
4.32.

It results in the overall number of net additional dwellings in the parish 2011-01st March 2018 from
a combination of completions and commitments being amended to 55 dwellings (ie a reduction of 1
from the May 2019 Assessment). The Housing Needs Consideration Report, Revision A, has been
updated accordingly.

4.33.

It is not considered that this amendment materially impacts upon the conclusions on the overall
assessment of housing need, and the policies in the CNP that seek to facilitate delivery of this
housing.

4.34.

ECE Planning advocate the allocation of 1 or more ‘reserve sites’ in the CNP for the delivery of
additional housing development.

4.35.

The CNP positively plans to meet its overall housing need, including the delivery of circa 70
dwellings via allocations, and additional windfall housing, where appropriate. Furthermore, the CNP
sets out a commitment to a review, in particular in light of any change in housing numbers that may
emerge from the HDP review.

4.36.

It is therefore not considered necessary to include a reserve site allocation within the CNP.

4.37.

Furthermore HDC have advised CPC’s advisers that the District Council do not support the
identification of “reserve sites” in Neighbourhood Plans at this time.

Recommended changes to Submission CNP:
4.38.

It is recommended that modest changes are made to the CNP in relation to the total housing
supply from existing completions and commitments.

5.

REPRESENTATIONS RECEIVED IN RESPECT OF THE PROMOTION OF
HOUSING SITE(S)

5.1.

A total of 4 representations were received from developers/agents acting on behalf of landowners in
respect of the promotion of housing sites.

5.2.

Representations were received from D&M Planning, Devine Homes, ECE Planning and Gladman.

5.3.

D&M Planning supported the proposed allocation of Policy 11: CNP01, Brook Hill.

5.4.

Devine Homes supported the proposed allocation of Policy 12: CNP03, Potters.

4

See application DC/12/0139 detailed at Appendix 1 of the Housing Needs Assessment

5

See application DC/17/0115 detailed at Appendix 1 of the Housing Needs Assessment
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5.5.

Representations were received from ECE Planning that question, amongst other matters, why sites
which the firm have promoted for residential development have not been allocated; comprising:
CNP06 Eastlands Farm West (38 dwellings); CNP07 Eastlands Lane (8-10 dwelliings); and CNP09
Eastlands Farm East.

5.6.

Representations were received from Gladman that question, amongst other matters, why the site
promoted for housing development by Gladman was discounted by CPC, at an early stage on the
grounds of poor conformance with the HDPF. Representations assert that inadequate reasoning has
been given for the preferred approach to the allocation of the two sites for 35 dwellings rather than
a single allocation of a site for a greater number of dwellings.

Response to: ECE & Gladman
5.7.

CPC considered all sites equally in an open and transparent manner. In considering the sites the
environmental constraints of the sites were considered. Furthermore, consideration was given to the
policy constraints of the sites with due regard being given to the requirements of national planning
policy guidance and the strategic policies of the Horsham District Planning Framework (HDPF).

5.8.

Details relating to: CPC’s Approach to site selection; Call for Sites; Public Exhibitions; Site
Appraisals; NPWG meetings’ CPC meetings; and Open Day is available to view in Appendix 18 of
the Consultation Statement.

5.9.

Further details relating to Neighbourhood Plan Working Group and Parish Council meetings which
agreed the proposed allocations of the CNP are available to view in Section 4: Chronology of
Consultation Process 2016-2019.

6.

REPRESENTATIONS RECEIVED IN RESPECT OF OTHER HOUSING POLICIES

Policy 9: Residential Principles- Gladman
6.1.

Policy 9 of the CNP states that ‘residential development proposals will be supported where they (a)
are of a sympathetic scale, relating positively to the character, function and layout of the area…..’

6.2.

Gladman submissions consider that the term ‘sympathetic’, is likely to be applied subjectively,
leading to inconsistencies in the decision-making process. Gladman contend, that to meet basic
condition (a), this term should be amended or removed from the policy.

6.3.

Gladman representations also note that the policy seeks development to be ‘…of a density that is
appropriate to its location and has regard to current levels in the immediate area…’

6.4.

They consider this element of the policy should be amended to ensure conformity with national
planning policy and guidance, and in particular paragraph 122 and 123 of the National Planning
Policy Framework (NPPF).

Response to: Gladman
6.5.

Paragraph 127 of the NPPF state that’s that planning policies should ensure that developments are,
amongst other things, ‘sympathetic to local character and history, including the surrounding built
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environment and landscape setting, while not preventing or discouraging appropriate innovation or
change (such as increased densities)’.
6.6.

Policy 9 seeks to support this approach. It requires development to positively relate to its context,
including scale; it does not require slavish repetition. It is considered that the term ‘sympathetic’ is
readily understood and is an appropriate term which should not result in confusion. It is a term used
in national planning policy guidance.

6.7.

Paragraph 122 of the NPPF states that amongst other things, planning policies should make
eﬃcient use of land, taking into account the desirability of maintaining an area’s prevailing character
and setting. Paragraph 123 states that where there is a shortage of land to meet identified housing
need, planning policies should avoid homes being built at low densities, and ensure that
developments make optimal use of the potential of each site.

6.8.

Policy 9 seeks to support this approach. It requires development to be appropriate, and have
regard, to prevailing housing density in the immediate area of new housing. This does not prevent
changes in density, but rather requires development to be positively designed with regard to its
setting. This is considered particularly important in rural parishes, such as Cowfold, where new
housing may be close to open countryside, and may require sensitive boundary treatment and or
density to successfully integrate with its context.

6.9.

The policy seeks to encourage the optimum use of each site, which includes by reference to
achieving a development that positively responds to the character of the area.

Recommended changes to Submission CNP:
6.10.

No changes are recommended with respect to Policy 9, and the term ‘sympathetic’ or the
policy criterion with respect to density.

Policy 10: Windfall- Gladman
6.11.

Representations assert that the housing need of Cowfold is likely to be higher in the near future.
Gladman advocate that Policy 10 be amended to support windfall development adjacent to the
built-up boundary that is well related to the settlement and compliant with other development plan
policies.

6.12.

The representations submit that this would ensure the longevity of the CNP and its proposal.

Response to: Gladman
6.13.

Given the policy requirements of HDPF, Policy 4: Settlement Expansion, it is not considered
appropriate for Policy 10: Windfall to support development adjacent to the built up area boundary
where the site is not allocated in a neighbourhood plan. Such an approach would be likely to be
contrary to the strategic policies of the HDPF and would therefore be in conflict with the Basic
Conditions.

Recommended changes to Submission CNP:
6.14.

No changes are recommended for consideration by CPC with respect of Policy 10.
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7.

REPRESENTATIONS RECEIVED IN RESPECT OF THE SUSTAINABILITY
APPRAISAL

7.1.

Representations have been received from Gladman and Historic England in respect of the SA.

Gladman
7.2.

The representations note that the SA sets out how the housing sites have been assessed and why
the preferred option has been selected (paragraphs 5.6 to 5.9), including the decision to allocate
land at Brook Hill and Potters; and that these allocations represent the most sustainable option for
the Parish as the sites with the least environmental eﬀects have been allocated.

7.3.

The representations question whether this is consistent with the assessment of each of the
reasonable alternatives.

7.4.

The representations submit that the SA has tilted the balance too far in favour of the environmental
objective of achieving sustainable development. It is asserted that in determining which allocations
are the most sustainable option, the economic and social benefits should be weighed in the
balance consistently.

7.5.

The representations assert that the assessment of the reasonable alternatives are likely to need to
be revisited.

Response to Gladman
7.6.

The SA that has informed, and accompanies the CNP, has been prepared in accordance with the
Government’s Practical Guide to the Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA) Directive.

7.7.

This sets out that Stage B comprises developing and refining alternatives and assessing eﬀects. It
sets out that this should comprise an appraisal of the likely significant environmental eﬀects of
implementing the plan and any reasonable alternatives. It notes each alternative can be tested
against the SEA objectives with positive and negatives being considered.

7.8.

Paragraph 5.B.5 notes that the alternatives considered often include scenarios termed ‘no plan or
programme’ and ‘business as usual’. It notes that it is important to be clear what these alternatives
mean in relation to a particular plan.

7.9.

Further detail on assessing alternatives is set out in Appendix 6 of the Guide. This notes that only
realistic and relevant alternatives need to be put forward. The guidance notes that ‘to keep the big
issues clear, the alternative considered at this early stage need not be elaborated in too much
detail. Only the main diﬀerences between the alternatives need to be considered and documented’.
It also notes that ‘the assessment of alternatives may be made in broad terms against the SEA
objectives, provided that there is suﬃcient need to identify the significant environmental eﬀects of
each alternative’.

7.10.

The SA of the CNP has followed this guidance. It has tested a range of options which could
facilitate the delivery of new housing in the parish (see Appendix 2 of the SA). These vary
significantly in relation to the overall quantum of housing; and in turn the likely significant eﬀects
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vary across the environmental, social and economic objectives. In broad terms the the SA
concluded that the growth option would be likely to negatively impact on the environmental
objectives, in particular Objective 1 which seeks to conserve and enhance the countryside and rural
character; and would be likely to have a positive impact on the social and economic objectives, in
particular enabling those with identified local housing needs to have the opportunity to live in an
aﬀordable home. It is submitted that this is entirely reasonable, and no representations have
challenged the principle of these conclusions.
7.11.

Separate to this, the SA tested the likely significant eﬀects of each of the candidate housing sites.
The results of this are set out in Appendix 1 of the SA. This clearly identifies the likely eﬀects
against each of the objectives, with an associated explanatory narrative.

7.12.

Having regard to the recommended approach in undertaking the SA, as contained in the SEA
Directive, it is submitted that the appraisal of reasonable alternative options for both the overarching growth strategy and the candidate housing sites, is clear and unambiguous, and clearly
conclude the extent to which they would be likely to impact on the Sustainability Framework. There
has been no undue weight attached to the environmental objectives over social and economic
objectives.

7.13.

Furthermore, it is relevant to note that paragraph 5.B.7 of the Guide notes that it is not the purpose
of the SEA to decide the alternative to be chosen for the plan or programme. This is the role of the
decision-makers who have to make choices on the plan or programme to be adopted. The SEA
simply provides information on the relative environmental performance of alternatives, and can
make the decision-making process more transparent.

7.14.

The SA has been appropriately undertaken and is fit for purpose. It supports the CNP and complies
with all regulatory requirements.

Historic England
7.15.

Representations from Historic England, amongst other matters raised concerns that the
Sustainability Appraisal did not identify the potential impact of the development on the significance
of heritage assets, and how this had been taken into account in allocating the ‘Potters’ site,
together with mitigation measures to minimise negative impacts.

Response to Historic England
7.16.

In response to this, a paper, entitled ‘Response to Regulation 14 Pre-submission
Representations in respect of Heritage Matters’ has been prepared.

7.17.

This sets out a detailed consideration of the representations. It notes that the Sustainability
Appraisal summarises the relevant heritage assets that exist within the parish, reliant upon a
variety of sources of data, including the Historic Environment Record report secured from West
Sussex County Council at an early stage in the Plan preparation process. This identified,
amongst other things, the Conservation Area around the core of the village, listed buildings
within the parish, and Archaeological Notification Areas.
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7.18.

A detailed response to these representations is contained in the Background Paper “Response
to Regulation 14 Pre-submission Representations in respect of Heritage Matters’.

Recommended changes to Submission Sustainability Appraisal
7.19.

In response to the comments of Historic England, it is recommended the appraisals of all
candidate housing sites are updated to explicitly state whether they are located within, or
adjoining an Archaeological Notification Area (together with the identification of their proximity
to listed buildings and the Conservation Area which is already noted).

7.20.

Furthermore, and in response to Historic England, it is recommended the mitigation measures
are updated to detail how these can take account of potential effects on heritage assets.

Cowfold Parish Council’s Response to Regulation 14 Pre-Submission Representations
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APPENDIX 21
UPDATED CANDIDATE HOUSING
SITE ASSESSMENTS

Cowfold Neighbourhood Plan
Housing Land Availability Assessment

NP Site Name Brook Hill

Site Address

NP Site
Reference

Brook Hill
Horsham Rd
Cowfold
RH13 8AH

CNP01

Site Area (hectares)

Site
Context

5.1ha/1.9ha proposed for development

Current Land Use

Agricultural

Previously Developed
Land/Greenfield

Greenfield

Boundary Treatment

Hedge/Stock Fence with Natural Woodland to the West and
some Hedgerow trees.

Adjacent Land Use

Substantially Agricultural, Highway, Residential

Built Up Area Boundary
(BUAB)
Adjacent to the existing settlement edge with 160M (14%)
(Adjoins an existing
adjoining BUAB. This edge is softened by existing hedgerow
settlement edge/
with some existing trees.
Outside of BUAB/
Remote from BUAB)
Topography

Planning History

Biodiversity
and
Arboriculture

Biodiversity
Designations (e.g. Site
Special Scientific
Interest)

Generally flat, development on South sloping face.
Community open space on North sloping face.
No previous planning history on site.
Coppice woodlands with standards and species rich
hedgerows, farm and field ponds. The ecological character
has been weakened in parts through the loss of hedgerows.
The site includes a Natural England Special Habitat Protection
Area; the North West has High Spatial Priority, the North East
has Lower Spatial Priority. The Western edge of the entire site
is Deciduous Woodland listed as Priority Habitat and as a

Woodland Area with High Spatial Priority for Improvement.
The site lies within a much broader area for Countryside
Stewardship Priority Targeting of Brown Hairstreak Butterfly
and Lapwing, it is within a Farm Wildlife Package area. There
is a natural pond within the site; this and the immediate
surrounds are an important wildlife resource.
Agricultural with Semi Ancient Woodland along Western
Arboriculture
boundary. Natural ponds important to wildlife, to be surveyed.
Designations (e.g. Semi
Hedgerow including some trees within the site should be
Ancient Natural
retained. The site includes an area covered by an Entry Level
Woodland)
Environmental Stewardship Agreement.
Comments

Heritage
Assets

Woodlands and hedgerows are critical to maintaining the local
biodiversity, providing a crucial wildlife corridor and an
important amenity to Cowfold Residents.

Listed Buildings or
Scheduled Ancient
Monument

None on the site or immediately adjacent. There are 63
listed buildings in the Parish, two of which, in the form of
private houses, lie about 60M to the South East of the
Eastern site boundary.

Conservation Area

The centre of the village is designated as a Conservation area
and lies about 200M to the South.

There are two Archaeological Notification areas within the
Parish. DWS8547 has an Amber category and lies South of
Archaeological Potential the A272 and East of the built up area. DWS8548 has a Red
category and lies within the village conservation area South of
the A272 and West of the A281.
Comments

Landscape

Designations (e.g. Area
of Outstanding Natural None within the Parish
Beauty (AONB))
Ridge landform with gentle to moderate slopes to the South
on the village side, steeper slopes to the North. Irregular and
regular small-scale field pattern mostly bounded by shaws
and woodland.
Relatively harsh settlement edge to existing Thornden Road
housing, only partly softened by mature trees. Attractive treed
Character
and hedgerowed approach to the village along Brook Hill with
parkland tree belts east of Brook Hill.
Overall, the landscape is in moderate condition, taking into
account of some abandoned ungrazed fields but also the
good condition of trees and hedgerows.

Sensitivity

Landscape Capacity

CF2 – Moderate-High
The visual sensitivity of the area on a ridgeline, the small scale
field pattern and the attractive approach along Brook Hill into
the village are key factors that result in a assessment of LowModerate landscape capacity, despite only Low-Moderate
landscape value. Any very small area of development would
need to be restricted close to the existing settlement edge
and considerable care would be needed in siting in order to
avoid unacceptable impacts resulting from development on
the skyline or damage to the Brook hill approach into the
village.

Comments

Within AQMA
Air Quality
Management
Area (AQMA)

Yes

Within 500m of AQMA

Yes

Within site

Adjacent

Comments

Strategic Flood Risk
Assessment (SFRA)
DATA

Flood Risk

Flood Maps for
Planning
(Rivers and Sea)
Comments

Proximity to

Accessibility

No

Within 250m of AQMA

Within 1km of AQMA

Public Rights
of Way (PRoW)

The shaws and species rich hedgerows provide ecological
interest. Having 63 listed buildings in the parish and a number
in the vicinity results in strong natural qualities with a rural feel
despite the busy A272 and A281 that bisect the village.
The Parish is well served by designated footpaths as well as
agreeable landowners allowing access to field margins. These
are considered a major amenity and are well used by the
residents.

Yes

None
A well-used PRoW runs directly North/South adjacent to the
Western boundary of the site. This passes through a listed
area of Deciduous Woodland. The adjoining A281 provides
access to a wider network of PRoWs.
Care would be required to ensure that Habitat, wildlife or
enjoyment of this amenity is not disturbed by any
development.
The SFRA confirms the adopted Core Strategy classifies
Cowfold as a Category 2 Settlement, one that "should
accommodate only small-scale development or minor
extensions". The SFRA confirms the preliminary assessment
shows that any new allocations for housing development at
Cowfold can reasonably be accommodated outside Flood
Zones 2 and 3.
Flood Zone 1
The Southern half of the site lies within an area having
historical groundwater flooding. Cowfold village centre floods
regularly following heavy rain. The village centre has a history
of regular fluvial flooding.

Primary school

576M

Allmond Centre

517M

Retail/Shop

316M

Public House

810M

Village Hall

Utilities

Recreational Field

517M

Medical Practice

576M

Bus Stop - N/S only

182M

Vehicular access
constraints

100M from blind summit with traffic travelling up to National
Speed limit. Busy road with Stationary traffic >2hrs/day

Comments

No Cycle routes, inadequate safe pedestrian access, difficult
vehicular exit.

Comments

It is assumed all potential housing sites are, or can be made,
accessible to local infrastructure, defined as water, surface
and foul water drainage, electricity. Note; there is no mains
gas availability within the Parish.

Ownership
Constraints
Proposed Use
Estimated Capacity
Site
Consideration

453M

Mitigation
Deliverable/
Developable/Achievable

Comments

Cowfold Neighbourhood Plan
Housing Land Availability Assessment

NP Site Name Thornden West

Station RD
Site Address Cowfold
RH13 8DB

NP Site
Reference

CNP02

Site Area (hectares)
Current Land Use

Site
Context

3.1ha/1ha proposed for development, site includes 0.16ha
mature Natural Woodland.
Agricultural with Natural Woodland on North East section and
along Eastern boundary.

Previously Developed
Land/Greenfield

Greenfield

Boundary Treatment

Hedges with mature trees/stock fencing.

Adjacent Land Use

Agricultural to West and North, Natural Woodland to North East
and along Eastern boundary. Highway, A272, along part of
Southern boundary, Residential to South Eastern corner.

Built Up Area Boundary
(BUAB)
Adjoining Settlement edge along part of Southern boundary
(Adjoins an existing
and the Southern part of the Eastern boundary. In total 54M
settlement edge/
(12%) of the site adjoins the BUAB.
Outside of BUAB/
Remote from BUAB)
Topography

Planning History

Generally flat, south sloping

No previous planning history on-site.

Coppice woodlands with standards and species rich
hedgerows, farm and field ponds. The ecological character has
been weakened in parts through the loss of hedgerows.
Biodiversity
The site lies within a much broader area for Countryside
Designations (e.g. Site Stewardship Priority Targeting of Brown Hairstreak Butterfly
Special Scientific
and Lapwing, it is within a Farm Wildlife Package area. There is
Interest)
a Natural Pond on the North West Boundary, this and the
immediate surrounds are a natural wildlife resource. The
Biodiversity
Northern boundary includes a Woodland Priority Habitat
and
Network of Higher Spatial Priority.
Arboriculture
The Northern tip of 0.16HA is mature Natural Woodland,
Arboriculture
Community Amenity and Wildlife Habitat/Corridor.
Designations (e.g. Semi
Agricultural, including a Natural Pond, at the North West
Ancient Natural
Corner, that along with the surrounding area is a natural wildlife
Woodland)
resource.
Comments

Heritage
Assets

The North Western and Western boundary Natural Woodlands
as well as the area surrounding the Natural Pond at the North
East of the site need special consideration.

Listed Buildings or
Scheduled Ancient
Monument

None on the site or immediately adjacent. There are 63 listed
buildings within the Parish, 17 of which lie within 400M and
one within 200M, all to the South and East of the site
boundary.

Conservation Area

The centre of the village is designated as a Conservation area
and lies about 200M to the South East.

Archaeological
Potential

There are two Archaeological Notification areas within the
Parish. DWS8547 has an Amber category lies South of the
A272 and East of the built up area. DWS8548 has a Red
category and lies within the village conservation area South of
the A272 and West of the A281.

Comments

Landscape

Designations (e.g. Area
of Outstanding Natural None within the Parish
Beauty (AONB))
Ridge Landform with gentle to moderate slopes to the South
on the village side, steeper slopes to the North. Irregular and
regular small-scale field pattern mostly bounded by shaws and
woodland.
Relatively harsh settlement edge to existing Thornden Road
Character
housing, only partly softened by mature trees. Attractive treed
and hedgerowed approach to the village along Brook Hill with
parkland tree belts east of Brook Hill.
Overall, the landscape is in moderate condition, taking into
account of some abandoned ungrazed fields but also the good
condition of trees and hedgerows.
Sensitivity

Landscape Capacity

CF2 – Moderate-High
The visual sensitivity of the area on a ridgeline, the small-scale
field pattern and the attractive approach along Brook Hill into
the village are key factors that result in an assessment of LowModerate landscape capacity, despite only Low-Moderate
landscape value. Any very small area of development would

need to be restricted close to the existing settlement edge and
considerable care would be needed in siting in order to avoid
unacceptable impacts resulting from development on the
skyline or damage to the Brook Hill approach into the village.

Comments

Within AQMA
Air Quality
Management
Area (AQMA)

Within 500m of AQMA Yes

Within site
Adjacent

Comments

Strategic Flood Risk
Assessment (SFRA)
DATA
Flood Risk

Flood Maps for
Planning
(Rivers and Sea)
Comments

Proximity to
Accessibility

No

Within 250m of AQMA Yes

Within 1km of AQMA

Public Rights
of Way
(PRoW)

The shaws and species rich hedgerows provide ecological
interest. Having 63 listed buildings in the parish and a number
in the vicinity results in strong natural qualities with a rural feel
despite the busy A272 and A281 that bisect the village.
The Parish is well served by designated footpaths as well as
agreeable landowners allowing access to field margins. These
are considered a major amenity and are well used by the
residents.

Yes
Yes, There is a PRoW running the full length of the Eastern
boundary to the built up area of Thornden.
No, other than the A272 highway.
Care would be required to ensure that habitat, wildlife or
enjoyment of this amenity is not disturbed by any development.
The SFRA confirms the adopted Core Strategy classifies
Cowfold as a Category 2 Settlement, one that "should
accommodate only small-scale development or minor
extensions". The SFRA confirms the preliminary assessment
shows that any new allocations for housing development at
Cowfold can reasonably be accommodated outside Flood
Zones 2 and 3.
Flood Zone 1.
The site lies within an area having historical groundwater
flooding. Cowfold village centre floods regularly following heavy
rain. The village centre has a history of regular fluvial flooding.
Primary School,
Nursery

232M

Allmond Centre

596M

Retail/Shop

420M

Public House

Village Hall

Vehicular access
constraints

898M

502M

Recreational Field, Children’s
Play Area

596M

Medical Practice

642M

Bus Stop – N/S only

570M

Exit onto A272, Very busy with daily stationary traffic.

Comments

Utilities

Comments

Ownership
Constraints
Proposed Use
Estimated Capacity
Site
Consideration

Mitigation
Deliverable/
Developable/Achievable

Comments

It is assumed all potential housing sites are, or can be made,
accessible to local infrastructure, defined as water, surface and
foul water drainage, electricity. There is no mains gas in the
village.

Cowfold Neighbourhood Plan
Housing Land Availability Assessment

NP Site Name

Potters

Site Address

Station RD
Cowfold
RH13 8QZ

NP Site
Reference

CNP03

Site Area (hectares)

Site
Context

Current Land Use

Agricultural

Previously Developed
Land/Greenfield

Greenfield

Boundary Treatment

Hedges/Stock Fencing.

Adjacent Land Use

Agricultural to the West, Highway to the North and Residential
to the East

Built Up Area Boundary
(BUAB)
(Adjoins an existing
settlement edge/ Outside
of BUAB/ Remote from
BUAB)

Adjoining the settlement edge along the Eastern Boundary. In
total 112M (33.2%) of the site adjoins the BUAB with a further
88M (26%) adjoining the A272 highway along the Northern site
boundary. The existing Settlement includes an area to the
North of the A272.

Topography

Planning History

Biodiversity
and
Arboriculture

5.6 hectares, 1.6 ha proposed for development

Biodiversity
Designations (e.g. Site
Special Scientific
Interest)

Generally flat, sloping to the South.
EN/05/0438- Unauthorised use of agricultural field a funfair.
Case Closed. (Date N/A)
Species Rich hedgerow provides the Southern boundary
although the ecological character has already been weakened
in parts by the loss of hedgerow to the North and East. The
site falls under a Countryside Stewardship Water Quality
Priority Area with regard to Groundwater Nitrate Issues. The

site lies within a much broader area for Countryside
Stewardship Priority Targeting of Brown Hairstreak Butterfly
and Lapwing, it is within a Farm Wildlife Package area.
Arboriculture
Designations (e.g. Semi
Ancient Natural
Woodland)

Agricultural with Natural Woodland strip along the Southern
Boundary providing a wildlife corridor to the larger Deciduous
and Broadleaved Woodlands to the South East.

Comments
None within the site. There is one listed building within 25M
to the East and a further 16 listed buildings within 250M to
the East, Cowfold Parish has a total of 63 listed buildings.
The centre of the village is designated as a conservation area
Conservation Area
and adjoins eastern edge of the site Boundary along 44m from
the Northeast corner.
There are two Archaeological Notification areas within the
Parish. The Site lies within DWS8547 which has an Amber
Archaeological Potential
category. DWS8548 has a Red category and lies directly to
the East.
Listed Buildings or
Scheduled Ancient
Monument

Heritage
Assets

Comments
Designations (e.g. Area
of Outstanding Natural
Beauty (AONB))

None within the Parish

Character

Very gently undulating landform with regular and irregular
field pattern bounded by copses and hedgerows with
frequent hedgerow trees. There is a mixed settlement edge harsh and abrupt in places with presence of modern
development; softened by trees in others.
Cowfold Parish church provides a local landmark and a
historic feature with some historic cottages adjacent.
Landscape in moderate condition due to intrusion of some
large modern farm buildings

Sensitivity

CF1 - Moderate

Landscape
Landscape Capacity

Comments

Overall the area retains an attractive rural character, and some
landscape features and qualities are sensitive to housing
development. This has however been eroded in parts, and
together with its moderate visual sensitivity, has resulted in the
area being assessed as having a moderate capacity for small
scale housing development. It would be very important to
protect important attractive views and maintain an attractive
green approach into the village along the A272 but there could
be opportunities to secure enhancement of parts of the
existing settlement edge through new development.
The shaws, Woodlands, Natural Ponds and species rich
hedgerows provide ecological interest. Having 63 listed
buildings in the parish and a number in the vicinity results in
strong natural qualities with a rural feel despite the busy A272
and A281 which bisect the village.
The Parish is well served by designated footpaths as well as
agreeable landowners allowing access to field margins. These
are considered a major amenity and are well used by the
residents.

Within AQMA
Air Quality
Management
Area (AQMA)

Within 250m of AQMA

Yes

Within 500m of AQMA

Yes

Within 1km of AQMA
Within site
Public Rights
of Way (PRoW)

No

Adjacent

Comments

Strategic Flood Risk
Assessment (SFRA)
DATA
Flood Risk

Yes

None within the site
PROW adjacent to the Southern and Eastern Boundaries.
There are historical paths that are considered to be an
important local amenity.
The SFRA confirms the adopted Core Strategy classifies
Cowfold as a Category 2 Settlement, one that "should
accommodate only small-scale development or minor
extensions". The SFRA confirms the preliminary assessment
shows that any new allocations for housing development at
Cowfold can reasonably be accommodated outside Flood
Zones 2 and 3..

Flood Maps for Planning
Flood Zone 1.
(Rivers and Sea)
Comments

Proximity to

The Northern half of the site lies within an area having
historical groundwater flooding. Cowfold village centre floods
regularly following heavy rain.
Primary School,
Nursery

141M

Allmond Centre

506M

Retail/Shop

334M

Public House

804M

Accessibility
Village Hall

412M

Recreational Field, Children’s
506M
Play Area

Medical Practice

544M

Bus Stop – N/S only

473M

Utilities

Vehicular access
constraints

Exit onto A272, Very busy with stationary traffic >2hrs/day.

Comments

The proposed school drop off area could result in up to 50
additional vehicles to and from the site at peak times.

Comments

It is assumed all potential housing sites are, or can be made,
accessible to local infrastructure, defined as water, surface
and foul water drainage, electricity. There is no mains gas in
the village.

Ownership
Constraints
Proposed Use
Estimated Capacity
Site
Consideration

Mitigation
Deliverable/
Developable/Achievable

Comments

Cowfold Neighbourhood Plan
Housing Land Availability Assessment

NP Site Name Dragons Lane

Henfield Rd
Site Address Cowfold
RH13 8DU

NP Site
Reference

CNP04

Site Area (hectares)

Site
Context

7.8ha, 5.5ha proposed for development.

Current Land Use

Agricultural

Previously Developed
Land/Greenfield

Greenfield

Boundary Treatment

Hedges/Stock Fencing.

Adjacent Land Use

Agricultural with the A281 Highway forming much of the Western
Boundary and Dragons Lane providing the boundary along much
of the Southern Edge

Built Up Area Boundary
(BUAB)
(Adjoins an existing
Remote to BUAB (1100M to Village Centre assuming an exit onto
settlement edge/
the A281, if the exit was via Dragons lane this would be 1750M)
Outside of BUAB/
Remote from BUAB)
Topography

Planning History

Biodiversity

Generally flat.

No previous planning history on-site.
Coppice woodlands with standards and species rich hedgerows,
farm and field ponds. The ecological character has been
weakened in parts through the loss of hedgerows.

Designations (e.g. Site The site includes a Special Habitat Protection Area; the South
Special Scientific
East corner of the site is listed as Woodland Priority Habitat with
Interest)
High Spatial Priority. The areas adjacent to the natural
watercourses within the site provide a specialist habitat. There are
6 Natural ponds, which together with their surrounding areas need
careful consideration. The site lies within a much broader area for
Countryside Stewardship Priority Targeting of Brown Hairstreak
Butterfly and Lapwing and is within a Farm Wildlife Package area.
There are natural ponds within and adjacent to the site; these and
Biodiversity
their immediate surrounds are an important wildlife resource.
and
Arboriculture
Arboriculture
Agricultural with mature Woodland adjacent to the South Western
Designations (e.g. Semi
boundary. The natural ponds are important to wildlife and are to
Ancient Natural
be surveyed.
Woodland)
This site contains significant quantities of hedgerow within its
boundaries as well the water based habitats provided by ponds
Comments
and drainage ditches. Part of the site is subject to flooding which
encourages a wider habitat.

Heritage
Assets

Listed Buildings or
Scheduled Ancient
Monument

None within the site. There are 6 listed buildings within 400M;
Cowfold Parish has a total of 63 listed buildings.

Conservation Area

The centre of the village is designated as a conservation area and
lies within 500M of the Northern site Boundary.

Archaeological
Potential

There are two Archaeological Notification areas within the Parish.
DWS8547 has an Amber category and lies 750M to the North
West. DWS8548 has a Red category and lies within 500M to the
North.

Comments
Designations (e.g. Area
of Outstanding Natural None within the Parish
Beauty (AONB))

Landscape

Character

Remote, Outside HDC Capacity Assessment Scope

Sensitivity

Remote, Outside HDC Capacity Assessment Scope

Landscape Capacity

Remote, Outside HDC Capacity Assessment Scope

Comments
Within AQMA
Air Quality
Management
Area (AQMA)

No

Within 250m of AQMA No
Within 500m of AQMA No
Within 1km of AQMA

Yes

Within site
Public Rights
of Way
(PRoW)

Adjacent

Comments

Strategic Flood Risk
Assessment (SFRA)
DATA
Flood Risk

Flood Maps for
Planning
(Rivers and Sea)
Comments

Proximity to

No, a PRoW runs along the North Eastern boundary, connecting to
a wider PRoW network with access South to Dragons Lane.
Dragons Lane is also a PRoW running along the Southern Site
Boundary.
These PRoWs and the historic usage of field margins courtesy of
local landowners are all considered an important part of the rural
Character of the area.
The SFRA confirms the adopted Core Strategy classifies Cowfold
as a Category 2 Settlement, one that "should accommodate only
small-scale development or minor extensions". The SFRA
confirms the preliminary assessment shows that any new
allocations for housing development at Cowfold can reasonably be
accommodated outside Flood Zones 2 and 3.
The site lies within Flood Zone 1.
To the North of the Northern boundary there is an established
watercourse and floodplain. Cowfold village centre floods regularly
following heavy rain.
Primary School,
Nursery

1460M

Allmond Centre

1238M

Retail/Shop

1231M

Public House

712M

Village Hall

1125M

Accessibility
Recreational Field, Children’s
Play Area

1238M

Medical Practice

1054M

Bus Stop – N/S only
Vehicular access
constraints
Comments

0M

Exit onto A281 in national speed limit zone.

Utilities

Comments

It is assumed all potential housing sites are, or can be made,
accessible to local infrastructure, defined as water, surface and
foul water drainage, electricity. There is no mains gas in the village.

Ownership

Reed Family Trust

Constraints
Proposed Use
Estimated Capacity
Site
Consideration

Mitigation
Deliverable/
Developable/Achievable

Comments

Cowfold Neighbourhood Plan
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NP Site Name Cowfold Lodge

Cowfold Lodge
Henfield Rd
Site Address
Cowfold
RH13 8DU

NP Site
Reference

CNP05

Site Area (hectares)

Site
Context

0.48ha, 0.48 proposed for development

Current Land Use

Agricultural

Previously Developed
Land/Greenfield

Greenfield

Boundary Treatment

Hedges/Stock Fencing.

Adjacent Land Use

Residential to North and South, Highway to West, Agricultural
to East

Built Up Area Boundary
(BUAB)
(Adjoins an existing
Just outside of BUAB.
settlement edge/
Outside of BUAB/
Remote from BUAB)
Topography

Planning History

Biodiversity
and
Arboriculture

Generally flat.

No previous planning history on-site.

Coppice woodlands with standards and species rich
Biodiversity
hedgerows, Historic Natural watercourse on Northern
Designations (e.g. Site
boundary.
Special Scientific
The site includes a Special Habitat Protection Area; the South
Interest)
East portion of the site is listed as Woodland Priority Habitat

with Lower Spatial Priority. The area adjacent to the natural
watercourse within the site provides a specialist habitat. The
site lies within a much broader area for Countryside
Stewardship Priority Targeting of Brown Hairstreak Butterfly
and Lapwing and is within a Farm Wildlife Package area. The
Natural watercourse floods; this and the immediate surrounds
are an important wildlife resource.
Arboriculture
Natural Woodland, Adjoining Natural Watercourse on Northern
Designations (e.g. Semi
Boundary. Significant tree cover with established species rich
Ancient Natural
hedgerow.
Woodland)
Comments

Heritage
Assets

Listed Buildings or
Scheduled Ancient
Monument

None within the site. There are 2 listed buildings within 80M
to the West, within the Cowfold Parish there are a total of 63
listed buildings.

Conservation Area

The centre of the village is designated as a conservation area
and lies within 500M of the Northern site Boundary.

There are two Archaeological Notification areas within the
Parish. DWS8547 has an Amber category and lies within 750M
Archaeological Potential
to the North West. DWS8548 has a Red category and lies
within 500M to the North.
Comments
Designations (e.g. Area
of Outstanding Natural None within the Parish
Beauty (AONB))
Very gently sloping valleyside falling southwards towards a
stream with small scale, irregular field pattern and pasture
fields bounded by thick hedgerows with frequent hedgerow
trees. The existing village edge mostly softened by trees and
Character
hedgerows. Natural watercourse provides crucial draining to
surrounding land and act as a natural flood basin.
Predominantly rural character despite the presence of a small
car and crane enterprise to the North.

Landscape
Sensitivity

Landscape Capacity

Comments
Within AQMA
Air Quality
Management
Area (AQMA)

Within 250m of AQMA

CF4 – Moderate - High
Given the overall strong rural character of the area and
moderate visual sensitivity the area is assessed as of LowModerate landscape capacity for small scale housing
development, despite low-moderate landscape value.

The flood risk and importance of this water route and flood
plain to the surrounding area needs careful consideration.
No
No

Within 500m of AQMA
Within 1km of AQMA
Within site
Public Rights
of Way
(PRoW)

Adjacent

Yes
Yes

None within site
None other than the A281 highway which provides the
Western boundary.

Comments

Strategic Flood Risk
Assessment (SFRA)
DATA
Flood Risk

Flood Maps for
Planning
(Rivers and Sea)

The Adopted Core Strategy classifies Cowfold as a Category 2
Settlement, one that "should accommodate only small-scale
development or minor extensions". Preliminary assessment
shows that any new allocations for housing development at
Cowfold can reasonably be accommodated outside Flood
Zones 2 and 3.
Flood Zone 2, Functional Floodplain over much of the site.

Comments

Proximity to

Primary School,
Nursery

967M

Allmond Centre

731M

Retail/Shop

749M

Public House

516M

Village Hall

Accessibility

Vehicular access
constraints

646M

Recreational Field, Children’s
Play Area

731M

Medical Practice

523M

Bus Stop – N/S only

225M

Exit onto A281 within 30mph zone.

Comments

Utilities

Comments

Ownership
Constraints
Proposed Use
Estimated Capacity
Site
Consideration

Mitigation
Deliverable/
Developable/Achievable

Comments

It is assumed all potential housing sites are, or can be made,
accessible to local infrastructure, defined as water, surface
and foul water drainage, electricity. There is no mains gas in
the village.

Cowfold Neighbourhood Plan
Housing Land Availability Assessment
NP Site
Name

Eastlands Farm, West

Eastlands Farm, West
Eastlands Lane
Site Address
Cowfold
RH13 8AY

NP Site
Reference

CNP06

Site Area (hectares)
Current Land Use

Site
Context

Agricultural adjoining protected woodland and a private lane

Previously Developed
Land/Greenfield

Greenfield

Boundary Treatment

Hedges/Stock Fencing.

Adjacent Land Use
Built Up Area Boundary
(BUAB)
(Adjoins an existing
settlement edge/
Outside of BUAB/
Remote from BUAB)
Topography

Planning History

Biodiversity
and
Arboriculture

1.5ha/1.5ha proposed for development.

Private Lane to the East and South, Protected Woodland to
West, some single dwelling residential around Fieldhouse Farm
to the East of Eastlands Lane.
Outside the settlement boundary and separated by Natural
Woodland. The Northern tip of the site lies close to the BUAB
but the separation provides a wildlife corridor between two
Natural Woodland areas.

Generally flat.

No previous planning history on-site.

Adjoins Natural mature woodland with standards and species
Biodiversity
rich hedgerows.
Designations (e.g. Site
The site includes a Special Habitat Protection Area; the South
Special Scientific
West corner of the site is listed as Woodland Priority Habitat
Interest)
with High Spatial Priority. The adjoining mature woodland is a

Woodland Priority Habitat with High Spatial Priority and is listed
as Priority Habitat Inventory, Deciduous Woodland. This
Woodland is also listed as National Forest Broadleaved
Inventory. The site lies within a much broader area for
Countryside Stewardship Priority targeting of Brown Hairstreak
Butterfly and Lapwing, it is within a Farm Wildlife Package area.
Arboriculture
Designations (e.g. Semi Adjoining mature, Protected Natural Woodland to the entire
Ancient Natural
Western Boundary is subject to a TPO.
Woodland)
Comments

Heritage
Assets

Eastlands Wood is an important natural resource both for
wildlife and the local community. The small corridor linking it to
the adjacent Woodland from its northern tip is critical.

Listed Buildings or
Scheduled Ancient
Monument

None within the site. There is a listed building within 80M to
the East, within the Cowfold settlement there are a total of 63
listed buildings.

Conservation Area

The centre of the village is designated as a conservation area
and lies within 500M of the Northern site Boundary.

Archaeological
Potential

There are two Archaeological Notification areas within the
Parish. DWS8547 has an Amber category and DWS8548 has a
Red category. Both are separated by existing development.

Comments
Designations (e.g. Area
of Outstanding Natural None within the Parish
Beauty (AONB))
Gently undulating landform with medium scale, irregular field
pattern and pasture fields bounded by hedgerows and fences.
Existing village edge mostly softened by woodland and
Character
hedgerows. Moderate condition due to some loss of hedgerows
in the area and modern development around Field House Farm.

Sensitivity
Landscape

Landscape Capacity

CF5 - High
Although there is moderate landscape character sensitivity,
some landscape features and qualities are sensitive to
development. The moderate landscape value and high visual
sensitivity of the area results in an assessment of No/Low
landscape capacity for small-scale housing development. Any
development could easily be perceived as an incursion into
open countryside unrelated to the current settlement
boundaries.

Comments
Within AQMA
Air Quality
Management
Area (AQMA)

No

Within 250m of AQMA Yes

Within 500m of AQMA Yes
Within 1km of AQMA
Within site
Public Rights
of Way
(PRoW)

Adjacent

Yes
There is a PRoW running directly along the Western Boundary
and another running along the Southern edge, crossing the site
at its South West Corner.
Eastlands Lane forms the Eastern Boundary and although it is a
private road, this is used a footpath and is an important public
amenity providing a hard surface walkway to the Public house
and other village facilities.

Comments

Strategic Flood Risk
Assessment (SFRA)
DATA
Flood Risk

Flood Maps for
Planning
(Rivers and Sea)
Comments

Proximity to

The SFRA confirms the adopted Core Strategy classifies
Cowfold as a Category 2 Settlement, one that "should
accommodate only small-scale development or minor
extensions". The SFRA confirms the preliminary assessment
shows that any new allocations for housing development at
Cowfold can reasonably be accommodated outside Flood
Zones 2 and 3.
Flood Zone 1.
The entire site lies within an area having historical groundwater
flooding. Cowfold village centre floods regularly following heavy
rain.
Primary School,
Nursery

1240M (933M)

Allmond Centre

999M (519M)

Retail/Shop

1003M (696M)

Public House

500M (993M)

Village Hall

Accessibility

Vehicular access
constraints

904M (542M)

Recreational Field, Children’s
Play Area

999M (519M)

Medical Practice

836M (729M)

Bus Stop – N/S only

520M (658M)

Single-track private road with no pavements or cycleways. Exit
onto A281 within 30mph zone.

Utilities

Comments

The distances are calculated using Eastlands lane and the
A281, those in parenthesis are calculated using the proposed
new footpath.

Comments

It is assumed all potential housing sites are, or can be made,
accessible to local infrastructure, defined as water, surface and
foul water drainage, electricity. There is no mains gas in the
village.

Ownership
Constraints
Proposed Use

Site
Consideratio
n

Estimated Capacity
Mitigation
Deliverable/
Developable/Achievabl
e

Comments

Cowfold Neighbourhood Plan
Housing Land Availability Assessment
NP Site
Name

Eastlands Lane

Site
Address

Eastlands Lane
Cowfold
RH13 8GZ

NP Site
Reference

CNP07

Site Area (hectares)
Current Land Use
Previously
Developed
Land/Greenfield

0.62ha/0.57 proposed for Development. 0.12ha is Natural
Woodland
Agricultural with some existing buildings. Adjoining Allotments and
close proximity to existing sewerage works.
Essentially Greenfield

Boundary Treatment Hedges/Stock Fencing. Adjoins narrow private country lane.

Site
Context

Adjacent Land Use
Built Up Area
Boundary (BUAB)
(Adjoins an existing
settlement edge/
Outside of BUAB/
Remote from BUAB)
Topography

Planning History

Biodiversity
and
Arboricultur
e

Biodiversity
Designations (e.g.
Site Special
Scientific Interest)

Residential to the West, Sewerage works to the East, Agricultural to
the South and Private lane to the North.
Adjoins the settlement edge along the Western boundary, 43m
(11%) of the site adjoins the BUAB. 138M adjoins a private road,
51M Eastern boundary adjoins allotments with 26M tree screen to
Sewerage works. 157M Southern boundary adjoins agricultural
land.

Generally flat.
DC/09/1416 – Overhead Lines at (Robin Lackford Engineers
Henfield Road and Sewage Works) – Permitted (03/09/09)
Adjoins private lane with species rich hedgerows and mature trees
on boundaries and within the site.
The site includes a Special Habitat Protection Area; the South
Eastern corner of the site is listed as Woodland Priority Habitat with
Lower Spatial Priority. The site lies within a much broader area for
Countryside Stewardship Priority Targeting of Brown Hairstreak
Butterfly and Lapwing and is within a Farm Wildlife Package area.

Arboriculture
Designations (e.g. Adjoining Agricultural and Semi-Ancient Natural Woodland, the site
Semi Ancient Natural is listed as Grade 3b Agricultural land.
Woodland)
Comments

Heritage
Assets

Listed Buildings or
Scheduled Ancient
Monument

None within the site. There are 3 listed buildings within 300M of
the site; one to the East and two to the West. There are a total of
63 listed buildings within the Parish

Conservation Area

The centre of the village is designated as a conservation area and
lies within 500M of the Northern site Boundary.

Archaeological
Potential

There are two Archaeological Notification areas within the Parish.
DWS8547 has an Amber category and DWS8548 has a Red
category. Both are separated by existing development.

Comments
Designations (e.g.
Area of Outstanding
None within the Parish
Natural Beauty
(AONB))
Very gently sloping valleyside falling southwards towards a stream
with small scale, irregular field pattern and pasture fields bounded
by thick hedgerows with frequent hedgerow trees. The existing
village edge mostly softened by trees and hedgerows. Natural
Character
watercourse provides crucial draining to surrounding land and act
as a natural flood basin. Predominantly rural character despite the
presence of a small, well screened, light industrial area to the North.
Landscape
Sensitivity

Landscape Capacity

Comments
Within AQMA
Air Quality
Managemen
t Area
(AQMA)

CF4 – Moderate-High
Given the overall strong rural character of the area and moderate
visual sensitivity the area is assessed as of Low-Moderate
landscape capacity for small scale housing development, despite
low-moderate landscape value.
There is concern that any disturbance to the rural lane that adjoins
the Northern Boundary would have an unacceptable impact on the
nature of this area.
No

Within 250m of
AQMA

No

Within 500m of
AQMA

Yes

Within 1km of AQMA

Yes

Within site
Public
Rights
of Way
(PRoW)

Adjacent

Comments

None
Yes, the private lane along the Northern Boundary is a public right
of way
This lane is much used by pedestrians and is considered an
important amenity for the community providing hard surface access
to village infrastructure.

The Adopted Core Strategy classifies Cowfold as a Category 2
Strategic Flood Risk Settlement, one that "should accommodate only small-scale
Assessment (SFRA) development or minor extensions". Preliminary assessment shows
DATA
that any new allocations for housing development at Cowfold can
reasonably be accommodated outside Flood Zones 2 and 3.
Flood Risk

Flood Maps for
Planning
(Rivers and Sea)
Comments

Proximity to

Flood Zone 1.
The Eastern end of the site lies within an area having historical
groundwater flooding and there is a functional flood plain within
75M of the Southern boundary. Cowfold village centre floods
regularly following heavy rain.
Primary School
Nursery

940M

Allmond Centre

692M

Retail/Shop

706M

Public House

176M

Village Hall
Accessibilit
y

Vehicular access
constraints
Comments

604M

Recreational Field, Children’s Play Area

692M

Medical Practice

535M

Bus Stop – N/S only

190M

Single-track private road with no pavements or cycleways. Exit
onto A281 within 30mph zone.

Utilities

Comments

Ownership
Constraints
Proposed Use

Site
Considerati
on

Estimated Capacity
Mitigation
Deliverable/
Developable/Achieva
ble

Comments

It is assumed all potential housing sites are, or can be made,
accessible to local infrastructure, defined as water, surface and foul
water drainage, electricity. There is no mains gas in the village.

Cowfold Neighbourhood Plan
Housing Land Availability Assessment

NP Site Name Horse Wood

Bolney Rd
Site Address Cowfold
RH13 8BN

NP Site
Reference

CNP08

Site Area (hectares)
Current Land Use

Agricultural with margins used for dog walking by the
community.

Previously Developed
Land/Greenfield

Greenfield

Boundary Treatment

Hedges/Stock Fencing plus adjoining Ancient Woodland and
mature Woodland

Adjacent Land Use

Site
Context

7.4ha, 4.0ha proposed for development with 2.1ha of Green
Infrastructure/open space, SHELAA Ref SA366 lists the site as
having a total of 7.4ha.

Built Up Area Boundary
(BUAB)
(Adjoins an existing
settlement edge/
Outside of BUAB/
Remote from BUAB)
Topography

Planning History

Ancient and mature woodland with natural ponds, highway,
recreational ground, agricultural
Adjacent but not directly adjoining the BUAB. The settlement
edge is separated from the site by the A272 Highway for a
distance of 105M (9.5%) along part of the Southern boundary.
This site is highly visual and provides a green corridor entrance
to the village along the A272.

Generally flat.
DC/16/2952 – Outline planning application for the erection of up
to 110 dwellings with public open space, landscaping and
sustainable drainage system (SuDs) and vehicular access point
from Bolney Road. All matters reserved except for means of
access. – Refused (29/03/2017)
DC/07/2417 – Provision of new field access and gate and
closure of existing access. Permitted 17/01/2008
DC/18/2745 – Planning application for 110 houses – Refused,
contravenes HDC Policies 2,3,4 and 15. (03/04/2019)

Natural Ancient and Semi Ancient Woodlands with standards
and species rich hedgerows and Natural ponds.
The site includes a Special Habitat Protection Area; the
Biodiversity
Northern and Eastern quarter of the site is listed as Woodland
Designations (e.g. Site Priority Habitat with High Spatial Priority, the rest of the site is
Special Scientific
listed as Lower Spatial Priority. The adjoining Horse Wood, to
Interest)
the North East, is listed as Ancient Woodland, The site lies
within a much broader area for Countryside Stewardship Priority
Biodiversity
Targeting of Brown Hairstreak Butterfly and Lapwing, it is within
and
a Farm Wildlife Package area.
Arboriculture
Arboriculture
Adjoining Ancient and Semi-Ancient Natural Woodland listed as
Designations (e.g. Semi Broadleaved, Deciduous Priority Habitat Inventory. The land
Ancient Natural
directly to the North comes under the Agri-Environmental
Woodland)
Countryside Stewardship scheme and is listed as Middle Tier.
Comments

Heritage
Assets

Listed Buildings or
Scheduled Ancient
Monument

None within the site. There are 9 listed buildings within 400M
and bounded by the A281/A272, within the Cowfold Parish
there are a total of 63 listed buildings.

Conservation Area

The centre of the village is designated as a conservation area
and lies within 120M of the Western site Boundary.

Archaeological
Potential

There are two Archaeological Notification areas within the
Parish. DWS8547 has an Amber category and is separated by
existing development. DWS8548 has a Red category and lies
about 100M to the East.

Comments
Designations (e.g. Area
of Outstanding Natural None within the Parish
Beauty (AONB))
Flat to gently undulating landform with medium-Large scale
field pattern bounded by shaws, copses and hedgerows with a
few hedgerow trees. This is arable and pasture farmland
providing a green corridor approach into the village, visually
Character
connecting into the village centre together with the adjacent
recreation ground.
The landscape is in moderate condition due to partial erosion
of field patterns associated with arable farming.
Landscape

Sensitivity

Landscape Capacity

CF3 – Moderate-High
Although there is only low–moderate landscape capacity, the
relatively high degree of visibility of the area and the
undeveloped green approach into the village results in an
overall of Low-Moderate landscape capacity. It would be very
important to maintain a broad green corridor along the A272
and restrict the extent of any development to the east with a
woodland buffer to avoid the impression of sprawl into the
wider countryside beyond the current built up area boundary
south of the A272.

Comments
Within AQMA
Air Quality
Management
Area (AQMA)

Within 250m of AQMA Yes
Within 500m of AQMA Yes
Within 1km of AQMA

Public Rights
of Way
(PRoW)

Yes

Within site

No

Adjacent

Yes

Comments

Strategic Flood Risk
Assessment (SFRA)
DATA
Flood Risk

No

Flood Maps for
Planning
(Rivers and Sea)
Comments

Proximity to

The adjoining Recreational ground has lead to the margins of
this site being used on a regular basis as an important amenity
for dog walkers and to provide access to Horse Wood and
other rural walks.
The SFRA confirms the adopted Core Strategy classifies
Cowfold as a Category 2 Settlement, one that "should
accommodate only small-scale development or minor
extensions". The SFRA confirms the preliminary assessment
shows that any new allocations for housing development at
Cowfold can reasonably be accommodated outside Flood
Zones 2 and 3.
Flood Zone 1.
Much of the site lies within an area having historical
groundwater flooding. Cowfold village centre floods regularly
following heavy rain.
Primary School
Nursery

772M

Allmond Centre

387M

Retail/Shop

555M

Public House

840M

Accessibility

Village Hall
Recreational Field, Children’s
Play Area

405M
387M

Vehicular access
constraints

Utilities

575M

Bus Stop – N/S only

502M

Very busy A272 with traffic passing at the national speed limit or
standing traffic >2hrs/day. Potentially dangerous exit.

Comments

Careful consideration required with regard to road traffic,
Pedestrian Safety and Cycleways.

Comments

It is assumed all potential housing sites are, or can be made,
accessible to local infrastructure, defined as water, surface and
foul water drainage, electricity. There is no mains gas in the
village.

Ownership
Constraints
Proposed Use

Site
Consideratio
n

Medical Practice

Estimated Capacity
Mitigation
Deliverable/
Developable/Achievabl
e

Comments

Cowfold Neighbourhood Plan
Housing Land Availability Assessment

NP Site Name Eastlands Farm, East

Eastlands Farm
Eastlands Lane
Site Address
Cowfold
RH13 8AY

NP Site
Reference

CNP09

Site Area (hectares)
Current Land Use

Site
Context

0.4ha/0.4ha proposed for development
Agricultural, Horse Paddock & Stable

Previously Developed
Land/Greenfield

Greenfield

Boundary Treatment

Stock Fencing with Hedgerow to East.

Adjacent Land Use

Residential with Natural Woodland/pond along the Eastern
Boundary

Built Up Area Boundary
(BUAB)
Outside the settlement boundary and separated by Natural
(Adjoins an existing
Woodland. The BUAB is within 75M at its closest point but is
settlement edge/
fully screened by Natural Woodland.
Outside of BUAB/
Remote from BUAB)
Topography

Planning History

Biodiversity
and
Arboriculture

Generally flat.
CF/55/02 - Erection of 4 stables hay store and tack/feed roomRefused (23/10/2002)

Natural mature Woodland with standards and species rich
Biodiversity
hedgerows within 60M to the West with Natural Woodland and
Designations (e.g. Site
Pond directly on the Eastern Boundary.
Special Scientific
The site includes a Special Habitat Protection Area; the
Interest)
Western third of the site is listed as Woodland Priority Habitat

with High Spatial Priority. The site lies within a much broader
area for Countryside Stewardship Priority Targeting of Brown
Hairstreak Butterfly and Lapwing, it is within a Farm Wildlife
Package area.
Arboriculture
Designations (e.g. Semi
Agricultural/Grassland, currently used as a horse paddock
Ancient Natural
Woodland)
Comments

Heritage
Assets

Listed Buildings or
Scheduled Ancient
Monument

None within the site. There is a listed building within 120M to
the South; within the Cowfold Parish there are a total of 63
listed buildings.

Conservation Area

The centre of the village is designated as a conservation area
and lies within 500M of the Northern site Boundary.

There are two Archaeological Notification areas within the
Archaeological Potential Parish. DWS8547 has an Amber category and DWS8548 has a
Red category. Both are separated by existing development.
Comments
Designations (e.g. Area
of Outstanding Natural None within the Parish
Beauty (AONB))
Gently undulating landform with medium scale, irregular field
pattern and pasture fields bounded by hedgerows and fences.
Existing village edge mostly softened by woodland and
Character
hedgerows. Moderate condition due to some loss of
hedgerows in the area and modern development around Field
House Farm.

Sensitivity
Landscape

Landscape Capacity

CF5 - High
Although there is moderate landscape character sensitivity,
some landscape features and qualities are sensitive to
development. The moderate landscape value and high visual
sensitivity of the area results in an assessment of No/Low
landscape capacity for small-scale housing development. Any
development could easily be perceived as an incursion into
open countryside unrelated to the current settlement
boundaries.

Comments
Within AQMA
Air Quality
Management
Area (AQMA)

No

Within 250m of AQMA Yes
Within 500m of AQMA Yes

Within 1km of AQMA
Within site
Public Rights
of Way
(PRoW)

Flood Risk

Adjacent

Yes

None within the site
Eastlands Lane forms the Western Boundary and is a private
road.

Comments

Eastlands Lane is used a footpath and is an important public
amenity providing a hard surface walkway to the Public house
and other village facilities.

Strategic Flood Risk
Assessment (SFRA)
DATA

The SFRA notes the Adopted Core Strategy classifies Cowfold
as a Category 2 Settlement, one that "should accommodate
only small-scale development or minor extensions".
Preliminary assessment shows that any new allocations for
housing development at Cowfold can reasonably be
accommodated outside Flood Zones 2 and 3.

Flood Maps for
Planning
(Rivers and Sea)
Comments

Proximity to

Flood Zone 1.
The entire site lies within an area having historical groundwater
flooding. Cowfold village centre floods regularly following
heavy rain.
Primary School,
Nursery

1478M (980M)

Allmond Centre

1237M (581M)

Retail/Shop

1225M (739M)

Public House

700M (1023M)

Village Hall

1144M (592M)

Accessibility
Recreational Field, Children’s
Play Area

1237M (581M)

Medical Practice

1046M (758M)

Bus Stop – N/S only

700M (694M)

Vehicular access
constraints

Single-track private lane with no safe pedestrian walkway or
cycleway. Exit onto A281 within 30mph zone.

Comments

The distances are calculated using Eastlands lane and the
A281, those in parenthesis are calculated using the proposed
new footpath.

Utilities

Comments

Ownership
Constraints
Proposed Use
Estimated Capacity
Site
Consideration

Mitigation
Deliverable/
Developable/Achievable

Comments

It is assumed all potential housing sites are, or can be made,
accessible to local infrastructure, defined as water, surface
and foul water drainage, electricity. There is no mains gas in
the village.

APPENDIX 22
DEVINE HOME RESPONSE IN RESPECT OF
AMENDMENTS TO POLICY 12

Mr Jerry Hooper
Via email.
Our Reference: 256/CNPREG16/200123
23 January 2020
Dear Mr Hooper
LETTER REGARDING COWFOLD NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN
I write to you today following on from the Regulation 14 consultation on the Draft Cowfold
Neighbourhood Plan 2019 – 2031, which took place between the 19th August 2019 and
14th October 2019. There was a second round of Regulation 14 consultation between 12 th
November 2019 and 24th December 2019.
Devine Homes commissioned Nexus Planning to submit representations on behalf of
Devine Homes PLC. The representations predominantly related to Draft Policy 12 (Draft
Site Allocation CNP03). The representations were submitted during the first round of the
consultation on 11th October 2019.
The primary purpose of the letter was to confirm our strong support for both the Draft
Neighbourhood Plan as a whole, however we raised some initial comments in relation to
the specific wording of Draft Policy 12.
Following the submission of these comments, I understand that Draft Policy 12 will be
amended in the Regulation 16 version of the Local Plan to be worded as follows:
Policy 12: Potters, CNP03 - see Policies Map
i.
Development proposals for up to 35 residential units on land at Potters, as
shown on the Policies Map, will be supported where:
a. the housing density reflects the character and setting of the site;
b. proposals provide safe and suitable access for vehicles, cyclists and
pedestrians;
c. proposals provide for traffic calming at the junction of the access with
the A272;
d. proposals include a safe and accessible ‘drop-off’ point to serve the
adjacent school and children’s nursery including an associated high-quality,

illuminated, all-weather non-vehicular access from the drop off point to the
school and nursery;
e. proposals allow for the retention and enhancement of existing mature
trees and hedgerows within and around the edge of the site;
f.
proposals provide a robust soft landscape buffer to protect the
character of the area, particularly on the western and southern boundary of
the housing area;
g. the amenity of all existing residential properties bordering the site is
protected;
h. proposals provide appropriate children’s play space to meet the needs
of the development;
i.
proposals provide public open space, as detailed on the Policies Map,
to be available for use as such, in perpetuity, for example, by transfer of the
ownership to the Parish Council or other specially created trust; together
with mechanism/commitments for ongoing management and maintenance
to ensure that the space remains of a high quality;
j.
the layout results in a high quality frontage with the A272; and
k. a mineral resource assessment is undertaken to ascertain whether
economically viable mineral resources are present and whether extraction is
practicable, as required by Policy M9 0f the West Sussex Joint Minerals
Local Plan.

Devine Homes PLC support the above wording for Policy 12 to be included in Regulation 16
of the Cowfold Neighbourhood Plan.
I trust the above is clear. If you have any questions please do not hesitate to contact me on
the details below.
Yours sincerely,

Daniel Corcoran
Land and Planning Manager
01737 274 834
daniel@devinehomes.co.uk

APPENDIX 23
MINUTES OF MEETING – 29TH AUGUST 2019

Meeting JCH Lee Goossens – 10:30 Thursday 29th August
Stable House, Marlands Park, Barns Green, RH13 0BF
Lee spent some time explaining the ethos of this development which covers many
acres, >100? But has about 6 dwellings and joint ownership of farmland which is
farmed by a tenant.
This is a very well put together development and fits very well with the open
agricultural countryside for those few that can afford such residences.
However as an indication to what he could or would achieve at the relatively small
sites proposed at Eastlands Farm has limited relevance.
He clearly indicated that he felt that development proposals for the site CNP06 with
>30 houses was speculative. As we were looking at a large printout of the area
there was no confusion as to which site he was referring.
He reconfirmed that should CNP07 and CNP09 be allocated for housing then the
land to the south would be included as community land.
The reason for the meeting was to discuss LGS proposals and he said he had
absolutely no objection to LGS13 being included.
He had no objection to LGS12 being included in principal provided access was
limited to the public footpath and that there were no significant land management
obligations placed on the owners.
EGS Planning had indicated that there could be significant management obligations
and these might incur costs that he was not prepared to accept unless there was
development on the sites.
He did confirm that should CNP07 and CNP09 come to fruition then he would have
no objections to LGS12 having open access even if this included some
management obligations.
I indicated that CNP07 was one of 4 preferred sites, two of which had been included
un the CNP draft and that should the housing number be increased either during the
CNP process or at a later review then it would be logical for the remaining two sites,
CNP02 and CNP07 to be considered ahead of non compliant sites.
I also indicated that, from a personal point of view, a small sympathetic
development at CNP09 would fit in well with the adjoining development already in
place. However, as this site does not adjoin the BUAB and is effectively in open
countryside it is not compliant with HDC planning regulations and so was unlikely to
be accepted as part of the Neighbourhood Plan as long as there is compliant land
available.
I also explained that any discussions that we had would have little bearing on site
selection, the Neighbourhood Plan process and the HDC planning regulations are
the arbiter on any such decisions.
J C Hooper
2/9/19 – transcribed from notes.

APPENDIX 24
CAR PARKING RESPONSE

Response to Regulation 14 Pre-Submission representations in Respect of Car
Parking.
1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. This document has been prepared following a review of representations
received in response to the Regulation 14 Pre-Submission Consultation.
1.2. The purpose of this document is to provide a summary of representations
received in respect of Car Parking requirements; set out in the Cowfold
Neighbourhood Plan Working Group (CNPWG) comments on
representations received; and set out any recommended changes to the
Cowfold Neighbourhood Plan (CNP)
1.3. The recommended changes are to be considered by Cowfold Parish
Council (CPC) prior to the Submission of CNP.
2.

COWFOLD NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN REGULATION PRE-SUBMISSION
CONSULTATION

2.1. The CNP and accompanying Sustainability Appraisal (SA) was subject of
its statutory Regulation 14 Pre-Submission Consultation for an eight-week
period between 19 August 2019 – 14 October 2019.
2.2. The consultation documents were available to view online on the dedicated
CNP webpage. A hard copy of the consultation documents were available
to view in 3 locations (Cowfold Village Hall; Co- operative Store; and
Medical Practice) during the consultation period. Comments were invited by
email and/or by post.
2.3. Stakeholders were alerted to the consultation via email alerts. Locally in the
Parish, notices alerting residents and stakeholders to the consultation were
placed on Parish notice boards and two banners were displayed. In
addition, a notice was placed on the CPC website and on the Cowfold
Community FaceBook page.
2.4. An Open Day was held on 08 September 2019 from 10.00-15.00 at The
Allmond Centre. This provided stakeholders with an opportunity to view a
hard copy of the consultation documents, meet Members of the CNPWG
and to make comments on the documents.
2.5. Due to an administrative error, a further round of consultation was required
to ensure all requisite stakeholders had the opportunity to comment on the
Regulation 14 Pre-submission CNP and associated SA. This further
consultation was undertaken from 12 November 2019 - 24 December 2019.
3.

SUMMARY OF REPRESENTATIONS RECEIVED

3.1. A total of 69 representations were received in response to the Regulation
14 Pre-Submission consultation.
3.2. A summary of representations received has been prepared and is set out in
the Consultation Statement.

3.3. Representations were received from a variety of stakeholders. These can
be summarised as follows:
•
4 representations from developers/agents acting on behalf of landowners.
•
7 representations from statutory consultees; and
•
58 representations from local residents.
4.

REPRESENTATIONS RECEIVED IN RESPECT OF CAR PARKING
REQUIREMENTS

4.1. A total of two representations were received in respect of parking provision.
Representations were received from Gladman and WSCC.
Gladman
4.2. Gladman note that the minimum parking standards encouraged in this
policy require a greater allocation of parking provision than the recently
updated (August 2019) West Sussex County Council Guidance on Parking
at New Developments.
4.3. They accept the standards set out in this policy could be encouraged for
new developments but not that this should not be a requirement. Gladman
argue that if this is to be a requirement, the impacts of this level of parking
provision should be viability tested to ensure that these standards do not
potentially undermine the viability of development proposals.
WSCC
4.4. WSCC point out that the level of car parking provision is higher than the
existing parking standards and note that a higher provision has the
potential to reduce travel by sustainable modes. They say that car parking
provision should be in accordance with WSCC Parking Standards and point
out that these figures are maximum standards.
Response to: Gladman and WSCC
4.5. As part of the preparation of the CNP a detailed assessment of Car Parking
requirements was carried out with reference to the 2011 census and a local
survey of residents. This data reflects the clear demographical difference
between rural settlements such as Cowfold and the wider area, these are
clearly shown in the 2011 census and the data set out below.
4.6. 2011 Census Data
Location

>2 Cars/
Household
Cowfold
62.7%
Horsham
48.6%
W. Sussex 38.7%
Compare
162%
Survey-18 81.7%

Living as
a Couple
69.0%
65.7%
50.6%
136%
N/A

In
Employment
70.8%
68.0%
66.0%
107%
81%

Average
House Size
2.57
2.39
2.25
114%
2.9

0 Cars/
Household
5.2%
11.8%
17.8%
29%
N/A

The “Compare” line reflects the ratio between the data for
Cowfold/Shermanbury/West Grinstead with that of West Sussex. The
heading Car, includes the combined data for cars and vans.
The CNPWG Car Parking survey was carried out in March 2018, 153
completed responses were received representing 442 residents. This
indicated an Average Household Size of 2.9 residents/house. Of these, 332
were aged 17 or over with 99% being active drivers and 268 (81%) in
employment. The 153 households had 346 cars/vans equating to 2.6
vehicles/household. Households having 2 or more vehicles totalled 125
(81.7%). Only 23 (8.6%) of those in employment worked within the Parish,
the remainder, 245 (91.4%) worked outside the Parish. Asked if there was
a viable bus service to attend work or hospital appointments only 33
(21.6%) agreed leaving 78.4% of households indicating that there was no
viable bus service.
4.7. The level of vehicle ownership reflects the need for vehicular transport in
rural communities. To restrict this, in areas where there is inadequate
public transport, limits the economic viability of such communities. The data
collected from the survey and the 2011 census was used to inform the CNP
and is set out in Policy 16. These requirements are above those set out in
the WSCC guidance but reflect the local need. Housing in settlements
where there is no rail connection is often cheaper and so more attractive to
those whose employment may not align with public transport schedules.
This includes those working in agriculture, trades people, shift working,
home working and those with no fixed employment location who rely on a
vehicle to reach their place of work.
4.8. Cowfold is situated between 8 and 9 miles from the railway stations at
Horsham, Haywards Heath and Burgess Hill. Of these, only Horsham is
served by public transport and that has a limited timetable. There is no
practical bus service to accommodate those carrying out shift or out of
hours work, particularly at Gatwick related employment. The main Hospital
serving the area is at Haywards Heath with no East/West bus service,
attendance is not practical other than by car. There are very few
employment opportunities within the village. A number of residents are
trades people using a van to carry out their work, this is typically parked
adjacent to their dwelling. A car is required to transport themselves and
their family.
4.9. The level of Electric Vehicle usage will increase during the lifetime of the
developments proposed within this Plan. This is driven by National
Legislation which will severely restrict the manufacture and sale of internal
combustion engined vehicles within the next 20 years. For this reason, it is
imperative that residents can park their vehicles adjacent to a charge point
without the risk of a trip hazard. In other words, the vehicles need to be
parked off-road and within reach of an electricity supply connected to the
dwelling with which they are associated. The WSCC EV strategy does not
allow for cables, even with suitable trunking, to be laid across walkways.
This would disadvantage those using mobility aids and parents with pushchairs. It could be considered to be very short sighted to build new
developments in such a way as to limit Electric Vehicle use. The WSCC EV

Strategy states on Page 8 “…we see the integration of electric vehicle
charging infrastructure into all new developments as critical to the future
long-term sustainability of a charging network.” This can only be achieved
where there are sufficient off-road parking spaces.
4.10. Should public transport availability be raised to a level that could result in
reduced car ownership this would be welcomed. But until there is a likely
prospect of this being put into place then the relatively high level of car
ownership in rural communities will be an ongoing fact and needs to be
accommodated within the housing layout/design standards.
4.11. WSCC suggest that a higher level of parking provision could lead to a
reduced level of sustainable transport. We suggest that this argument does
not align with the situation in rural locations such as Cowfold. There are no
realistic alternatives, in terms of available employment, and no viable bus
services, with the exception of the small number of opportunities for
employment on the single bus route. Restricting parking/car ownership
simply limits employment opportunity and settlement viability.
4.12. Working from home still requires transport even if not on a daily basis
4.13. Stay at home parents needs to be able to get to wider services such as the
hospital in Haywards Heath.
4.14. There are daily reports of issues related to parking; roadway and walkway
blockages, restricted safe passage, restricted access to dwellings. The
photographs below were taken during one week early in January 2020 and
indicate some of the problems resulting from insufficient off-road parking.

4.15. Gladman refer to the potential impact on development viability that could
result from the requirements of CNP Policy 16 as drafted. However, they
have given no evidence to support this. Neither developer of the proposed
developments detailed under Policy 11 and Policy 12 have indicated any
issue with Policy 16. This confirms that viability is not an issue. We would
suggest that ensuring any development is “Fit for Purpose” is of greater
importance.
4.16. Following careful consideration of the points raised by Gladman and WSCC
it is apparent that the Requirements of Policy 16 have not restricted the
developments or their viability and that while they do exceed those set out
in the WSCC guidance they do so to meet local need as indicated by the
2011 census data and confirmed by a local survey.
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Habitat Regulations Assessment Screening
Neighbourhood Development Plans in Horsham District
Cowfold Neighbourhood Plan
January 2020
1.0

Introduction

1.1

In order to protect biodiversity at an international scale, European wide legislation1 has
established a network of nature conservation sites which have been designated for
their ecological importance. Sites that have been designated to conserve wild bird
species are known as Special Protection Areas (SPAs); other habitats and species are
protected through designations known as Special Areas of Conservation (SACs). In
addition wetlands of worldwide importance for biodiversity have been designated as
RAMSAR sites.

1.2

In order to ensure that there is no deterioration in the integrity of SPAs, SACs or
RAMSAR (hereafter referred to as international sites) sites, legislation2 requires that
when plans or programmes are being prepared, it is considered whether the effects
arising from the plan could have a significant impact on the internationally designated
sites. This process is known as Habitat Regulations Assessment. The process can be
broken down into four stages set out in the table below:
Table 1: Stages of Habitat Regulation Assessment
Stage
Stage 1: Screening

Description
This stage considers whether a plan alone or in combination
with other plans is likely to have a significant effect on an
international site. If not the process stops at this stage. If
impacts may arise than a more detailed ‘Appropriate
Assessment’ is needed. It should be noted that the Habitat
Regulation Assessment Process is based on the
‘precautionary principle’. This means that where it is not
certain whether or not a plan will have adverse impacts, the
potential for adverse effects is assumed.
Stage 2: Appropriate This process looks how a plan could be fine-tuned as it
Assessment
emerges to ensure that significant impacts to nature
conservation sites are avoided. For example this could
include changing the wording of a planning policy. If impacts
can be avoided, stages three and four are not required
Stage 3: Assessment If a plan is found that it would have an adverse impact on
of
Alternative the integrity of an international site, alternatives to the plan
Solutions
should be considered from the earliest possible stage.

1

European Directive (92/43/EEC)

2

The Conservation of Habitats and Species (Amendment) Regulations 2012, SI2012 No. 1927

1

Stage 4:
Compensation
Measures

If there are no alternatives to a plan, and it can be
demonstrated that the plan is necessary for ‘imperative
reasons of overriding public interest’ compensation
measures to offset the adverse impacts are required. It is
unlikely that a Local or Neighbourhood Plan would meet this
test.

1.3

Within Horsham District, a number of Neighbourhood Development Plans are being
prepared. These plans will identify sites for housing and employment development and
it must therefore be considered whether these plans will have any adverse impacts on
any international site. This report therefore sets out the results of the Habitat
Regulations Screening Assessment for the Neighbourhood Development Plans that
are being prepared in Horsham District.

2.0

Background to Habitat Regulation Assessment in Horsham District
Higher level development Plans

2.1

Neighbourhood Development Plans do not exist in isolation, and instead sit within the
wider national and district level framework for planning. The National Planning Policy
Framework 2018 (NPPF) sets the broad social, environmental and economic policies
in which development can take place. It has a presumption in favour of sustainable
development, although paragraph 177 makes it clear this does not apply where
development requiring appropriate assessment is being considered, planned or
determined.

2.2

Within Horsham District, it is anticipated that the strategic policies against which
planning proposals are considered is the Horsham District Planning Framework
(HDPF) which was adopted on the 27 November 2015. The HDPF was subject to
Habitats Regulation Assessment Screening and Appropriate Assessment (Table 1 stage 1 and 2).

2.3

Neighbourhood Development Plans prepared in Horsham District to date have been
written to be in conformity with strategic policies identified in the Horsham District
Planning Framework. In terms of assessing whether Neighbourhood Plans will have
any adverse impacts on an international site the starting point for this screening
assessment has been the Habitat Regulation Assessment (April 2015) undertaken for
the HDPF, and this report should be read in conjunction with that document. This
assessment considers the impact of strategic development and the general
requirement for at least 1,500 homes to be identified and delivered through
Neighbourhood Development Plans across the district, in cumulation with other District
level plans.
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Horsham District Council Habitats Regulation Assessment April 2015
2.4

The Habitat Regulations Assessment of the HDPF identified two key international sites
which could be impacted by development of the quantum identified in the HDPF. These
sites and their reason for designation are set out in table 2 below.

Table 2 – International Sites
Name of site approx. distance
Reason for designation
(km) from Horsham
DC boundary
Arun Valley inside HDC
Internationally important wintering population of Bewick swan.
SPA/Ramsar boundary (but within Additionally the SPA qualifies as over winter the area regularly
South Downs
supports 27,241 individual waterfowl (5 year peak mean for
National Park)
1992/93 to 1996/97.
Arun Valley
SAC

inside HDC
Ramshorn snail (Anisus vorticulus) for which this is considered to
boundary(but within be one of the best areas in the United Kingdom.
South Downs
National Park)

The Mens
SAC

2 straight line
3.5 by road

Extensive area of mature beech woodland rich in lichens,
bryophytes, fungi and saproxylic invertebrates. One of the
largest tracts of Atlantic acidophilous beech forests in the southeastern part of the habitat’s UK range. Also supports Barbastelle
bats.

2.5

As part of the screening of the HDPF, it was considered whether other international
sites within 20km of the HDC boundary could be affected by development in Horsham
district. Taking into account the reasons for the designation of these sites, it was
concluded that development of land within Horsham district, which includes sites in
neighbourhood plans, was too distant to have any impact on their integrity and they
were screened out of any further assessment. These sites were therefore screened
out of the need for further Appropriate Assessment (Table 1 stage 2) of NDPs during
the initial Appropriate Assessment Screening. It was however recognised that further
screening may be appropriate in the future as part of the Local Plan Review.

2.6

Since the initial Screening was undertaken, Wealden District Council have objected to
some planning applications in Horsham District on the basis that the traffic increases
generated by these developments may, in combination with other development in the
south east, have an adverse impact on the Ashdown Forest. It is therefore appropriate
to revisit the screening assessment to consider whether the proposed housing in the
Cowfold Neighbourhood Development Plan (CDP) has any potential to impact on the
Ashdown Forest in particular. It is not considered that other European sites that were
screened out of the HDC Appropriate Assessment need to be revisited prior to the
commencement of the Local Plan Review.
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Ashdown Forest
Name of site approx. distance
(km) from Cowfold
boundary

Ashdown
Forest SAC

Reason for designation

Approx 30 KM at the European dry Heaths – for which this is considered to be one of
closest point to
the best areas in the UK together with North Atlantic Wet Heaths
A275 / A22 Junction with Erica tetralix for which this is considered to be one of the
best areas on the UK. The site also supports a significant
presence of great crested newts although this is not a primary
reason for designation

2.7

Some of Ashdown Forest is also designated as a SPA due to the population of Dartford
Warblers. This element remains screened out of the assessment as they are primarily
at risk from disturbance when nesting, and the recreational pressure on the Ashdown
Forest from a 40km distance is considered not to be sufficiently close to generate
impacts. (This is currently accepted to be within a 7km radius).

2.8

A number of conservation objectives have been identified for the Ashdown Forest SAC
to ensure the site achieves favourable conservation status for its qualifying features by
maintaining or restoring:
•
•
•
•
•

The extent and distribution of qualifying natural habitats and habitats of
qualifying species;
The structure and function (including typical species) of qualifying natural
habitats and habitats of qualifying species;
Supporting processes on which qualifying natural habitats and habitats of
qualifying species rely;
The populations of qualifying species;
The distribution of qualifying species within the site.

As of January 2020, the status of the SSSI (which includes the Ashdown Forest SAC)
was as follows

2.9

% Favourable

%
Unfavourable
recovering

%
Unfavourable
no change

%
Unfavourable
declining

% Destroyed /
part destroyed

20.31%

79.29%

0.00%

0.40%

0.00%

The key risk from development plans on the conservation objectives of the Ashdown
Forest SAC is from atmospheric pollution. This is a widespread issue and includes
transboundary sources over which the neighbourhood plan has no control. Local
pollutant sources can affect designated sites, particularly in relation to protected
habitats within SACs, and especially from road traffic emissions. Cowfold is some
4

considerable distance from the Ashdown Forest, but road traffic emissions depending
on the scale, location and distribution of development, may (in combination with other
plans) affect the way in which locally emitted pollutants reach the site.
2.10

Qualifying habitats most sensitive to air pollution within Ashdown Forest are European
dry heaths and North Atlantic wet heaths. The main pollutant effects of interest are
acid deposition and eutrophication by nitrogen deposition. Oxides of nitrogen (NOX)
(or sulphur dioxide) reacting with rain/cloudwater to form nitric (or sulphuric) acid, and
is caused primarily by energy generation, as well as road traffic and industrial
combustion. Both wet and dry acid deposition have been implicated in the damage and
destruction of vegetation (heather, mosses, liverworts and lichens are particularly
susceptible to cell membrane damage due to excessive pollutant levels) and in the
degradation of soils and watercourses (including acidification and reduced microbial
activity).

2.11

The Horsham District Planning Framework already contains measures to seek to
ensure that there are no adverse impacts on the Integrity of international sites. These
will also apply to any applications for development in Cowfold Parish. In relation to air
quality Policy 24 (Environment Protection) requires that development
“ minimises exposure to and emission of pollutants including … air… and ensure that
they….
“minimise air pollution and greenhouse gas emissions in order to protect human health
and the environment”
Policy 40 – transport, also seeks to provide for a range of sustainable transport
measures.
Although both these policies contain measures that will minimise impacts in relation to
air quality, further screening has been undertaken in the context of the Cowfold
Neighbourhood Development Plan and the potential for impacts to arise on the
Ashdown Forest.

Arun Valley and the Mens
2.12

As both the Arun Valley and the Mens SPA had the potential to be adversely impacted
by the plans and policies in the HDPF, an Appropriate Assessment of the HDPF was
undertaken. This assessment process resulted in suggested changes to the HDPF
after which it was concluded that the HDPF (alone or in combination with other plans)
will not have an adverse impact on the European sites. The impacts and mitigation
proposed are summarised in table 3.
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Table 3 –Measures to avoid adverse impacts on the integrity of International Sites
Site potentially
Impact
affected
Arun Valley
Increased
SPA/SAC/Ramsar water demand
from new
housing.

Increased
water demand
from new
housing.

The Mens SAC

Effect

Mitigation in the HDPF

Low river flows/
groundwater
levels and
consequent
water
availability
issues in
wetland sites.
Water quality
deterioration
in wetland
sites, especially
eutrophication
through high
phosphorus
levels.

HDPF Policy (38) Flooding –
requires that water quality and
availability is maintained.

Increased
housing
development
causing faster
run- off and
higher flood
peaks.

Heightened
downstream
flood risk in
wetland sites,
damaging
vegetation
through
prolonged deep
flooding in
winter, while
summer floods
threaten
invertebrates
and make
essential site
management
difficult or
impossible.

Housing
development.

Disrupted flight
paths and
feeding areas
for bat
populations
present within
sites.

Policy 37 38 24 – These policies
require that there is no pollution
of watercourses, groundwater
accord with the WFD and
provide necessary upgrades to
e.g. sewage works before
development can take place.
Policy 37 also limits demand for
water usage from new housing.
Policy 35 and 38
Policies require that technically
feasible solutions to reduce flood
risk (and Suds) are incorporated
into developments, and design
measures are incorporated into
developments to ensure water
vulnerability is minimised.

Policy 25 and 31 –specific
requirements that any
development does not affect
integrity of these sites and
identifies a bat sustenance zone.
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2.13

Although it was concluded that with mitigation the HDPF would not have any impact
on international sites, it was also highlighted that, given that the precise number and
location of development to be brought forward through Neighbourhood Development
Plans had not been finalised, there was therefore some potential for sites identified in
NDPs to have additional impacts on the European sites that could not be identified as
part of the higher level assessment undertaken for the HDPF. In particular, it was
noted that the Parishes of Pulborough, West Chiltington, Thakeham, Storrington and
Sullington, which are located in close proximity to the Arun Valley SAC/SPA/Ramsar
site and/or water courses which flow into the site, are likely to require especially close
examination if any significant proposal was to arise through the Neighbourhood Plan
process.

3.0

Neighbourhood Development Planning in Horsham District

3.1

Horsham District now has over 80% coverage of Parishes or Neighbourhoods across
the District progressing Neighbourhood Development Plans (NDP’s). In total there are
23 Neighbourhood Plan areas across the District, some of which are clustered. Five
Neighbourhood Plans (Nuthurst, Thakeham, Woodmancote, Slinfold and the Wineham
and Shermanbury neighbourhood plans have been "made" and the remainder are at
various stages of preparation. These NDP areas were subject to a Habitats Regulation
Assessment Screening during their plan preparation, and it was concluded that their
plans would not have any adverse impacts on any international site. The remaining
designated parishes have not yet been subject to screening. Each neighbourhood
development plan will be examined on its own merits (in combination with any other
plans or development) as set out in part two of this report.

3.2

All neighbourhood Development Plans that are prepared must be in general conformity
with the Council’s Local Plan. Where a NDP is silent on an issue, the policies in a
Council’s Local Plan (in this case the HDPF) apply. As stated in paragraph 2.3, the
Neighbourhood Development plans that have been prepared to date have been written
to be in conformity with both the HDPF.

3.3

In screening the emerging NDPs the following issues will be considered:
1. Do any of the proposed policies increase quantum of development beyond
1500 homes which are due to be delivered through Neighbourhood Planning?
If this is the case, are there additional impacts arising from additional sites not
assessed in the Appropriate Assessment of the HDPF?
2. Will the development locations on the plan have any direct or indirect impacts
on the Arun Valley SAC/SPA/RAMSAR or the Mens SAC or the Ashdown
Forest SAC that cannot be avoided by the application of the policies in the
HDPF?
3. Are there any additional policies within the plan which could impact alter the
mitigation measures set out in the Council’s HDPF?
4. Do any of the above apply in combination with other plans or programmes?
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PART TWO – SCREENING ASSESSMENTS FOR NDPs in HORSHAM DISTRICT
Table 4 below sets out a summary of the screening assessments undertaken for NDPs in
Horsham District, and the date that this assessment was undertaken. The detailed
assessments are set out on the following pages.
NDP Area

Plan Status

Ashington
Parish
Ashurst Parish
Billingshurst
Parish
Bramber Parish

Progressing to reg
14 consultation
Not designated
Progressing to reg
14 consultation
Progressing to reg
14 consultation
Not designated

Broadbridge
Heath
Colgate
Cowfold
Henfield Parish
Horsham
Blueprint
Itchingfield
Parish
Lower Beeding
North Horsham
Nuthurst Parish

Pulborough
Parish

Rudgwick
Rusper
Shermanbury
Parish
Shipley Parish
Slinfold Parish

Southwater
Parish

Not designated
Progressing to reg
14 consultation
Progressing to reg
14 consultation
Progressing to reg
14 consultation
Progressing to reg
14 consultation
Progressing to reg
14 consultation
Withdrawn from NP
Plan Made October
2015. Land identified
for max 51 homes
Awaiting Screening

Progressing to reg
14 consultation
Progressing to reg
14 consultation
Plan made June
2017. Land allocated
for max 20 homes
Progressing to reg
14 consultation
Examination
complete - Proposal
for up to 74 homes
Regulation 14
consultation
completed.

HRA Screening
Outcome
Awaiting Screening

Date of screening

N/A
Awaiting Screening
Awaiting Screening
N/A
N/A
Appropriate Assessment
not required
Awaiting Screening

January 2020

Awaiting Screening
Awaiting Screening
Awaiting Screening
n/a
Appropriate Assessment
not required
Preliminary screening
November 2015. Update
necessary to take account
of more recent plans
which have now been
made.
Appropriate Assessment
not required
Awaiting Screening
Appropriate Assessment
not required

May 2014

January 2020

August 2016

Awaiting Screening
Appropriate Assessment
not required following
updated screening– see
below
Appropriate Assessment
not required

1) June 2017
2) February 2018
(update)
Jan 2019
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NDP Area

Plan Status

Steyning,

Designated

Storrington
Sullington and
Washington

Examination
concluded. Examiner
has requested
rescreening following
additional allocation
of land for residential
development.
Plan made April
2017 – Land
allocated for 50
homes
Progressing to Reg
16 consultation

Thakeham

Upper Beeding
Parish
Warnham
Parish

Examination Nov 18

West
Chiltington
Parish
West Grinstead
Parish
Woodmancote
Parish

Regulation 14
consultation ongoing
Progressing to reg
14 consultation
Plan to be made
June 2017. No land
allocated for housing
development.

HRA Screening
Outcome
Appropriate Assessment
not required N/A
Appropriate Assessment
not required following
updated screening

Date of screening

Appropriate Assessment
not required

October 2015

Appropriate Assessment
not required following
screening.
Appropriate Assessment
not required following
screening.
Awaiting Screening

Dec 2018

February 2018
Updated Screening
December 2018

Nov 2018

Awaiting Screening
Appropriate Assessment
not required

January 2016
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Cowfold Neighbourhood Plan
1. Do any of the proposed policies increase quantum of development beyond 1500
homes? If this is the case, then what are the additional impacts of additional
numbers not assessed in the Appropriate Assessment of the HDPF?
This NDP will identifies land for approximately 70 homes. Cumulatively, the following
‘made’ neighbourhood plans: Slinfold, Nuthurst, Thakeham, Wineham and Shermanbury,
Warnham, Storrington/Washington and Woodmancote allocate land for 394 homes. In
addition, Upper Beeding has undergone an HRA screening with the plan identifying land
for 109 and scheduled to go to referendum in 19 March 2020. Furthermore, Southwater
and Henfield Neighbourhood Plan are coming up to examination in the next month and
they are proposing 450 and 260 dwellings respectively. Southwater and Henfield have
undertaken an HRA screening and it was found no Appropriate Assessment was required.
Nevertheless, the overall the total number of dwellings have been identified to be delivered
through neighbourhood planning at the end of Jan 2020 having reached Regulation 16
equates to a total of approximately 1508 homes. The overall quantum of development
exceeds what was assessed in the HRA of the HDPF by 8 dwellings. It is the consideration
of officers that this is within acceptable tolerances with the HDPF advocating ‘at least’
1,500 to come from neighbourhood plans. The additional 8 dwellings it is envisage will not
have significant impact on the international sites directly or cumulatively, but it is
acknowledged subsequent neighbourhood plans will have to have due regard to this issue
and assessed accordingly. The potential impact of the additional homes in HDC including
in Cowfold Parish is set out in more detail in response to question 4, as any impacts will
be in combination with other plans and programmes.
2. Will the development locations on the plan have any direct or indirect impacts on
the Arun Valley SAC/SPA/RAMSAR, the Mens SAC or the Ashdown Forest SAC
that cannot be avoided by the application of the policies in the HDPF?
The development sites identified in this plan are not within the Arun Valley or the Mens
Woodland. The river Arun and some of its tributaries flow through the Parish, but there are
no sites that have been identified for development which are on or near these
watercourses. It is therefore considered that there are no additional impacts arising from
this development that would not have been identified and mitigated by the policies in the
Horsham District Planning Framework. If the Neighbourhood Plan is ‘made’ the HDPF
policies will still be relevant as part of any planning application and ensures there is no
adverse impact on this European site.
There are no additional impacts arising from the Neighbourhood Plan that would not be
covered by the existing policy framework. It is not considered that the sites are sufficiently
close to the Arun Valley SPA to have any additional direct or direct impacts on these sites.
If the Cowfold Neighbourhood Plan is made, the development sites will also need to accord
with the provisions of the HDPF policies, which avoids any adverse impact on the two
European sites.
In terms of the Ashdown Forest SAC there are policies in the HDPF which seek to minimise
air quality impacts and encourage sustainable transport solutions. This cannot however
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entirely rule out the potential that new development in Cowfold area could generate
additional car journeys which may include trips through the Ashdown Forest and therefore
contribute to nitrogen deposition in this area. The more detailed assessment of this is set
out in response to question 4 as any impact that arose would be in combination with a
range of other plans and programmes.
3. Are there any additional policies within the plan which could impact alter the
mitigation measures set out in the Council’s HDPF?
This plan does not propose any policies which conflict with the requirements of the HDPF
policies as set out in Table 3.
4. Do any of the above apply in combination with other plans or programmes?
a) Question 1 considers the total level of development in combination with all
neighbourhood development plans that have reached Regulation 16 stage
consultation in Horsham District. In addition Local and Neighbourhood Plans are being
prepared in adjoining authorities. The cumulative impact of these plans was
considered as part of the HRA which was undertaken for the Horsham District Planning
Framework. The total number of homes identified for each District includes homes
which will or have been delivered through Neighbourhood Planning. It is acknowledged
Cowfold is providing 70 dwellings as part of the at least 1,500 dwellings to come from
Neighbourhood Plans.
b) Cowfold Parish is located on the eastern half of Horsham District and adjoins Lower
Beeding, West Grinstead Parish, Nuthurst Parish and Shermanbury. Only Nuthurst
has a made neighbourhood plan with the plan allocating a modest 51 units while
Shermanbury is allocating 20 dwellings. The others have yet to reach Regulation 16
stage.
c) It has been recognised that development in Cowfold Parish, could in combination with
other development have an adverse impact on the Ashdown Forest as a result of
increased vehicle movements through the area. An initial screening has therefore
been undertaken to consider whether there is a chance that development in the parish
could (in combination with other development) have an impact on the integrity of the
Ashdown Forest SAC.
d) The potential air quality impacts on the Ashdown Forest SAC arise from additional
nitrogen deposition resulting from increased traffic emissions as a consequence of new
development. Major roads which pass through Ashdown Forest and on which there is
the potential that residents from Cowfold Parish could potentially use are the A22, A26
and A275, B2188, B2026, B2110 and Coleman’s Hatch Road. If none of the roads in
the network experience an increase in traffic as a result then the air pollution impact of
the scheme is considered not to be significant and no further work is needed.
e) In March 2017, the High Court handed down a judgment in relation to nitrogen
deposition on the Ashdown Forest SAC. Wealden District Council brought a legal
challenge against the Joint Core Strategy prepared by Lewes District Council and the
South Downs National Park Authority. The legal challenge centred on the assessment
of air quality impact on the Ashdown Forest SAC which was based on advice provided
by Natural England. The Wealden judgment found that the advice provided by Natural
England on the in combination assessment was flawed and the outcome was that the
judge quashed part of the Joint Core Strategy.
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f)

Natural England had advised that the Design Manual for Roads and Bridges could be
used to assess air quality impacts, applying the 1,000 Annual Average Daily Traffic
methodology. It was advised that if the development proposals in a Plan by itself were
calculated to be below 1,000 AADT, then the air pollution impacts could be considered
not significant and no further work would be needed.

g) The judge found that the advice provided by Natural England was erroneous and that
an assessment of air quality impact should include other development proposals thus
considering the in combination effect of nitrogen deposition from increased traffic.
However, the judge gave no ruling as to the practical effects of the judgment. The
parameters for any assessment of traffic impact are now unclear beyond a general
presumption that any development that is likely to lead to air quality impacts on the
Ashdown Forest SAC in the form of additional traffic will need to be considered through
a Habitats Regulations Assessment.
h) The starting point for establishing whether there are likely to be any impacts from the
Cowfold Neighbourhood Plan has been to consider existing travel patterns which are
known for these parishes. The Council has therefore used the travel to work patterns
from the 2011 census as this is readily available data that exists at a Parish level that
would provide an understanding of travel movements.
i)

The travel to work data shows the total number of journeys to work from each parish,
together with the district or borough in which the journey ended. Commuting patterns
are likely to be a worst case scenario as other trips made to access services and
facilities are much shorter. The number of trips set out below does not make a
breakdown of whether they were made by public transport or vehicle. However, it is
likely that trips to Wealden District would be by car given the lack of any direct public
transport route.

j)

The table below shows the number of journeys to work in 2011 and a summary of
whether they were within or beyond Horsham District. This is broken down further to
provide the percentage and number of trips which were made to a destination in
Wealden.

Trips from Horsham District Council as a whole
Destination of trip

Number of journeys

All trips
Horsham District
Outside Horsham District
Wealden District

50349
24413
25936
154

Percentage
journeys
100%
48%
52%
0.3%

of

total

of

total

Trips from Cowfold Parish
Destination of trip

Number of journeys

Percentage
journeys

All trips
Horsham District
Outside Horsham District
Wealden District

1011
402
609
7

100.0%
39.8%
60.2%
0.7%
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k) This table shows that there were 7 journeys to Wealden district from Cowfold Parish
at the time of the 2011 census (0.7% of the total). Given that the parish is around
30km away the number of trips would be expected to be extremely low, and this helps
confirm that there is little if any relationship to the parish with Wealden District. It is
however recognised that additional development will generate additional car journeys
from the village and it needs to be considered whether any could extend into Wealden
and therefore risk impacting Ashdown Forest.
l)

There are 70 homes proposed in the Cowfold Neighbourhood Plan which may have
the potential to further increase the population size of the parish. Using the average
household size for Horsham District of 2.39 people, the increase in population resulting
from this development will be around 167 individuals. It is not expected that all new
residents will be economically active – some will be children, and others retired, and
as a result these individuals will not be undertaking commuting journeys. At the 2011
census 55.2% of residents were aged 16-65 and most likely to be economically active.
This equates to around 92 residents.

m) Using these figures, 0.7% of 92 trips equates to less than one additional car journey to
Wealden District. This is however trips to the district and are not necessarily trips
through Ashdown Forest which is some distance from the main employment locations
of Uckfield and Hailsham, both of which are more likely to be employment destinations
for residents of the Cowfold area. The total number of trips is therefore likely to be
lower than this figure. It is therefore not considered that these development proposals
will generate any journeys that either individually or cumulatively with other trips will
increase traffic movements above 1000 AADT.
Conclusion
On the basis of the above it is not considered that an Appropriate Assessment of the
Cowfold Neighbourhood Plan is required. Nevertheless, it is acknowledged this plan
promotes 70 dwellings which cumulatively exceeds the quantum of development beyond
the 1,500 homes to be delivered by Neighbourhood Plans by 8 dwellings. It is the
consideration of officers the sites promoted within the Cowfold NP do not impact directly
on the international sites and there are appropriate mechanisms in place to negate any
impact derived from development. It may however be helpful for the Parish Council cross
refer to the relevant HDPF policies to further strengthen the mitigation for the Arun Valley
SPA and the Mens Woodland SPA.
It is also suggested that a further modification is made to the plan to ensure that any future
development proposals area make a reconsideration as to whether the proposal may
impact on the Ashdown Forest as follows:
“Any development with the potential to impact, either individually or in combination,
the integrity of any SPA or SAC will be required to undertake a Habitat Regulations
Assessment including an Appropriate Assessment if required”
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